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HOW TO USE THIS ^BO
Though Video Choice is one of our more com
plicated issues, regular readers of Hi-Fi Choice 
will find the overall format reasonably familiar. 
Because this is the first edition on the subject, 
the Editorial Introduction has been expanded 
into something of a 'novices guide' to the video 
jungle: video is new, so most of us are novices, so 
some personal reaction to enforced editorial 
exploration is worthwhile.

The Consumer Introduction is by Barry Fox 
(aka Adrian Hope) who has been in the van of 
video consumer journalism for a number of years. 
This concentrates upon the 'prime' use for 
domestic VCRs: recording broadcast signals; it 
examines what these consist of, how they were 
arrived at, and what a VCR does to them. The 
discussion on 'trick' effects like slow motion 
should be particularly illuminating to the in
terested layman who is curious to know how 
these machines work, and who doesn't want to 
swallow a dictionary of jargon to find out.

The Technical Introduction is divided into four 
sections. The bulk describes the tests we under
took on the VCRs and the reasons for doing 
them; some observations on the pitfalls for the 
unwary, and indications of the standards we 
would like to have seen achieved. A subsidiary 
section briefly describes the particular require
ments of portable machines, in the areas where 
these differ from mains machines. Further 
sections examine and discuss the tests under
taken on Cameras and TV receivers. It was never 
our intention at this stage to attempt comprehen
sive assessments of these particular areas of the 
video market, but in both cases the tests have 
been quite revealing. Although some jargon is 
inevitable when describing our technical assess
ments, the persistent reader of reasonable in
telligence should find much useful background 
that will help him choose wisely if setting out to 
buy such items.

The reviews themselves run concurrently, 
beginning with the VCRs(including the portables, 
as they would represent a very small group on 
their own), followed by the Cameras and then the 
TV receivers. In each group machines are 
arranged in alphabetical order according to the 
brand name. Amongst the VCRs we have only 
one duplication of a 'badge engineered' machine 
- there seemed little point in reviewing the 
various JVC equivalents of Fergusons (or vice
versa), Granada/Hitachi or Bush /Toshiba altern
atives aither. But we did manage to cover nearly 
all the basic machines available in.the UK during 
Spring 1981 (save Panasonic), and those who 

encounter something unfamiliar (in a rental 
shop?) may well be able to identify an equivalent 
from the photographs.

Our attempts to examine the videocassettes 
themselves are then described. At this stage 
these are exploratory rather than exhaustive; for 
reasons explained therein and elsewhere, this is 
unavoidable at the present state of the art.

The Conclusions, Best Buys and Recommen
dations section mirrors the Technical Introduc
tion in being divided into several sections. For 

• reasons explained in the Editorial Introduction, 
we have decided not to pursue our normal policy 
of specifying Best Buys or Recommendations on 
this occasion: amongst the VCRs, the market is 
currently too complex and volatile for such 
simple classification, while our samples of 
Cameras and TVs are insufficiently large or 
representative. However we have included here 
summaries of the VCR reviews for those too lazy 
to read the reviews themselves. In addition the 
overall context of our findings in each case is 
described in some detail.

To complete the picture there is a section on 
TV games by Rick Maybury and an introduction to 
pre-recorded material (Videograms) by Cliff 
Wilson, followed by a comprehensive listing of 
available videograms. These two gentlemen are 
part of the editorial team of that redoubtable 
monthly magazine Video Today, and we have 
sponged further on their expertise to present the 
catalogue, as there is little point in trying to 
duplicate the efforts of those much more ex
perienced in this field.

Finally, for easy reference at the back of the 
book, there is a Glossary which we hope will help 
with the jargon that has inevitably to be used in a 
publication of this nature.
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EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

This is the first time Choice has tackled Video as 

a topic. And those who expected this magazine 

to appear a month or three ago will realise that 

things have not gone with quite our customary 

precision. First of all I should like to apologise 

and give due thanks to the manufacturers, adver

tisers and PR companies who have borne our 

inefficiencies with patience and forebearance. 

There are plenty of possible reasons and excuses 
why we are late, and I am inclined to think that the 

cumulative effect was just too much. The official 

party line observes quite, correctly that we ex

perienced no end of difficulty in obtaining a 
comprehensive range of machines for testing, 

and had similar problems obtaining some of the 

more exotic test gear that we used; not unrelated 

however as was the fact that most of the people 

involved moved or nearly moved house during 

the project, which is not conducive to productivity, 

Nor is the editor entirely convinced that it is 

possible to produce five Choice issues within 
twelve months (rather than the four he has been 

accustomed to turn out); this certainly proved 

something of a strain, made worse because it 

was a 'first time' edition and required a com

pletely new set of industry contacts.
To be frank I am not sure that I was really 

adequate to the task of editing the book, though 

now that it has all come together, I am really quite 

pleased with the result. Inevitably some things 

have worked better than others, but by and large 

I feel the book fills the need which we intended, 

offering a comprehensive guide for the intended 

video purchaser, and does so rather better than 

other attempts I have seen. The problem with a 

brand new project such as this is in deciding 
precisely what one should include or exclude, 

and at what depth one should cover the various 

aspects of the subject. Many such decisions are 

determined on practical grounds, and it is rarely 

possible to stick absolutely to the 'ideal' path. But 

we would be interested in any feedback re
garding the content and overall balance, so any 

comment will be gratefully received, and may 

,help make our next volume better.
This has probably been the first time that I have 

really envied Which's policy of purchasing the 

equipment that they test, because there has 

been a distinct shortage of VCRs in the UK for 

the past twelve months (the reasons for this will 

come later), Consequently the marketing and PR 

people themselves have been kept short of 

promotional models. Although some magazines 

can complete a VCR review in a week or so (or 

even a week-end), the fact that our schedule 

required several months, with all the user-panel 

work and the need to generate the testing 

standards in the first place, was something of a 

disincentive, In the end we missed out on 

Panasonic: so it goes; happily we caught most of 

the rest, though some missed some of the tests,

This shortage of product also presumably 
applies to the software, ie the pre-recorded 

cassettes known as videograms, These appear 

to have been going through something of a 

boom, despite prices that are reportedly signifi
cantly higher than in the US, Original plans to 

examine some, particularly on a technical basis, 

were abandoned after a mail shot to the pro'. 
ducers requesting samples and catalogue re

ceived a desultory replyrate of less than 10%, In the 

end we settled for co-opting the services of one 

of the monthly magazines, Video Today, for a 

short resume on recording quality, and a 

reference listing of available titles (as from June 

1981), Even though they are from a 'rival’ publish
ing house, I am happy to acknowledge that they 

do a very good job of a monthly magazine; 

happily it is aimed at a rather different market and 
fulfils a different purpose to our own,

Immersing myself in things video for the last 

year or so from a background of very little ex

perience has provided certain perspectives which 

are probably quite relevant to the typical con

sumer. So I propose to extend this editorial 

somewhat longer than usual, to include some 

pertinent if personal observations

Modern TVs

For much of the project I have had access to 

the 8&O and Philips receivers which we have 

tested, and I must admit I was very impressed 

by the improvement that these modern sets offer 

over my personal ageing model. Both feature 

sound circuits that are significantly better than 

average, and although this clearly reflects my 

personal hi-fi bias, as a result I am very un

happy going back to the old set. The Philips 

was particularly impressive in this respect;regret- 

ably I understand that it is to be discontinued, 

Happily this does not mean abandonment of the 

hi-fi intent, as there are plans to retain this 

feature and reduce its price disadvantage on a 

range of models to be introduced shortly. Re

spectable sound quality, even though neither 

stereo or real hi-fi, not only benefits music 

programmes; speech becomes much more in

telligible when accompanied by a few high fre-' 

quencies, and intelligibility is retained at a 

significantly lower volume level. A slight dis

advantage which became apparent during the 
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EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

tests was that it was rather harder to ignore the 
limitations in the sound quality coming from the 
VCRs themselves, but I have never considered 
that two wrongs are likely to make a right, and 
would rather hear what is going wrong than 
pretend that it isn't.

One of the newer features supplied with colour 
TVs are full infra-red remote controls, which I did 
find improved my enjoyment and use of the set. 
The second edge of this sword is that it makes it 
easier to turn the TV on, and harder to turn it off 
(because one invariably scans all available 
channels with a kind of desparation, before 
actually admitting that there is nothing remotely 
worth watching.) It is particularly useful to be 
able to change colour balance, brightness, 
volume etc to fine limits from the seated position, 
though I have not yet found a set which also 
offers remote contrast adjustment, and this 
could be useful when changing from a US made 
programme to a live studio broadcast, for example.

Remote control is an essential part of a 
Teletext equipped set, though the handset does 
start to get pretty complicated by this time. These 
page by page information services do have their 
uses, but frankly they are not the most access
ible of media, and after a brief flirtation I confess I 
went happily back to a local evening newspaper.
4

This largely because the information content of 
each TV page is not great, and unless one has a 
brain for memorising a string of key 3-figure 
numbers it is usually necessary to go to two, 
three or even more pages to find out what one 
wants. Page changing is at the whim of a 
frustratingly slow clocking system, and multiple 
pages likewise, so it can take quite a while to 
consult the oracle and see the facts. I also found 
it a nuisance that the service disappeared when 
regular TV channels closed down: for example, 
before retiring I sometimes want to check the 
latest weather forecast to decide whether to put 
the washing machine on (cheap rate electricity), 
but its usually back to the old fashioned radio for 
this purpose late at night.

VCRs
Video recorders like the TV itself are definitely 
a double edged sword. And anybody contem
plating purchasing one would do well to indulge 
in a little self-analysis regarding their relation
ship with their relevision set, ie who runs who. 
Those who are strong-willed in their use of 
television and who do not let it run their life will be 
able to cope with the added timerstretch facility; 
the weak-willed who passively watch one 
channel 'till closedown will now be able to watch 
what they missed on the other channel until 3am. 
These are the extreme cases, and reality is likely 
to fall somewhere in between. But those who are 
prey to wasting time indiscriminately watching 
the box would do well to beware the VCR's 
capability of making this even more attractive.

However the ability to 'time-stretch' the half 
dozen or so programmes a week that I normally do 
make something of an effort to catch does have 
its attractions, particularly as the networks seem 
determined to schedule simultaneously pro
grammes which appeal to a similar audience. 
This happens so often that it must be either 
deliberate bloody mindedness or the clever 
lobbying of VCR manufacturers which ensures, 
for example, that the BBC runs Shoestring 
against ITVs The Professionals, that ITV runs 
Buck Rogers against Dr Who, and Kenny Everett 
against Top of the Pops. Some degree of in
dependence against this appalling misinterpreta
tion of the meaning of competition when applied 
to pseudo-monopolies remains for me the most 
important and useful function of the VCR.

However it still raises the difficulty of actually 
finding time to play back the tapes one has 
recorded. Make no mistake, once something has 
actually been recorded, there's nearly always



EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION
something better or more urgent to do than 
watch the replay, and it can be surprisingly 
difficult to get round to watching the tapes. The 
act of recording may be made in the enthusiasm 
of the moment, knowing that one may not get 
another opportunity. There is no similar incentive 
to watch the replay which may be stored until 
manana. In fact I can recall an occasion when I 
taped something in absentia, and then held the 
tape unplayed for so long that I eventually saw 
the programme when the broadcast was repeated!

Ergonomics
There are grounds for severe ergonomic criticism 
of the timer design on nearly all the sophisticated 
models which we examined. And on more than 
one occasion I have simply bunged in the longest 
tape I could find, selected the channel I intended 
to watch in an hour or two's time, and then put 
the machine into record before going out. Single
programme timers are rather easier to handle, 
but I have found that the complex ones fully live 
up to the true (perjorative) meaning of the word 
sophisticated. In my opinion, a ‘luxury machine 
should offer two separate timer systems. A 
simple one for when one goes out for the 
evening, and which doesn’t take ten minutes and 
the instruction book to set. And something more 
complex for those with the patience to do the 
programming, so that one doesn’t lose the thread 
of Coronation Street during two weeks in 
Torremelinos. At present the capability to do the 
latter works against the simplicity of accom
plishing the former.

’ Tis true that most of the machines came with 
manuals that in theory made their more complex 
functions accessible, though even here attempts 
to explain things were not always successful. I 
never came to terms with the Grundig at all 
ergonomically, even though I found its perfor
mance probably the best of all. And the JVC 7700 
had instructions guaranteed to fool the hasty, the 
paragraph relatingto timer setting using the term 
pre-set indiscriminately as noun or verb some 
times! Even the Sony C7, which was in many 
ways a joy to use, perversely placed the channel 
selection buttons as far away from the timer as 
possible, so on more than one occasion I ended 
up with a recording from the right time slot but 
from the wrong channel. Although I believe 
others were less impressed than I, the Philips 
gave me the least trouble, perhaps because its 
operation was somewhat interactive, ie the 
machine instructed one what to do next.

Some machines provide a laminated instruc
tion card to keep nearby, and this is useful. But I am 

frankly amazed that the current machines could 
be consistently ill-thought ergonomically; on the 
basis of their TV and hi-fi design, I await B&O's 
contribution with some interest. It should not be 
beyond the abilities of a good design team to 
produce a machine which is straightforward to 
tune, operate and programme the timer; which 
uses buttons large enough for human fingers, 
labelled legibly enough to read at arms length on 
a machine which is tucked away in a dimly lit 
corner of the room beside the TV set. The current 
fashion for tucking secondary functions behind 
little flaps offers a golden opportunity to use 
properly labelled and decent sized flaps, with 
room to print operating instructions on the inside 
of the doors. The common practice of using small 
lettering on a shiny background makes functions 
absurdly difficult to read: the lengths of cable 
supplied suggest that most manufacturers 
expect their machines to be placed in the same 
general area as the TV set, and this is hardly the 
place one wishes to use bright artificial lighting. 
Sensibly sized white lettering from a dark back
ground, as in the Grundig, is much to be preferred.

Another gripe on the human engineering angle 
concerns a most irritating trend to provide 
machines with an automatic tuning system. 
Perhaps these might be of some use when trying 
to tune a dozen different stations, but have little 
relevance to the UK's three. Automatic tuning 
makes it comparatively tricky to match the VCR- 
tuned programme numbers with the sequence 
which one has already established and memorised 
for one’s TV set. And if the sequences do not 
match, one is almost guaranteed to make record
ings from the wrong channel by mistake. I 
suppose the reason for this trend is that it will be 
cheaper in the long term to provide the necessary 
electronic jiggery-pokery than the individual 
mechanical channel presets. But once again one 
is forced to adopt an irrational sequence of 
button pressing instead of the much more logical 
analogue scan; it reminds me of the nightmare of 
resetting the digital watch when changing from 
summer to winter time and vice-versa. Further
more, with analogue tuning there is no need to 
re-tune if the power supply is removed for any 
length of time.

I have gone on at some length about the 
idiosyncracies and ergonomic blunders that 
plagued the tuner/timer sections of practically all 
the machines, which might perhaps be considered 
rather superfluous to the central task of re
cording and replaying programmes. Certainly the 
gadetry is more likely to be a challenge than a 
disincentive to the average hi-fi nut. But the 
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EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION

whole point of video and TV is that it should 
and has in the past been accessible to a very 
wide range of people, from children right up to 
great-grandma. TV sets have been carefully 
engineered so as not .to fill the nervous and 
technically illiterate with techno-fear. At the 
moment video recorders appear to be going the 
other way, so that one does not merely use them 
as a tool, but is obliged more or less to enter into 
an emotional relationship with them, cossetting 
their whims and peculiarities in the hopes that 
they will respond by recording what you wanted 
when you wanted it.

Luxury features
I feel much more kindly disposed towards the 
special operating facilities provided on the more 
expensive machines, such things as picture 
search and freeze frame. Once again these are 
too frequently controlled by fiddly and poorly 
labelled buttons on the machines themselves, 
though in practice these 'luxury' models are 
usually remote-controlled; the design and layout 
of the pads tends to be much better, giving rise to 
less complaint. Of the various trickframe facilities, 
fast picture search is much the most useful, 
particularly on VHS format machines, where the 
wrapping pause between play and rewind can be 
most irritating when juggling to find the start of a 
section. The ability to skip commercial breaks is 
really nice (on 'non commercial' channels too, 
which spend far too much time advertising their 
own programmes). Slow motion, freeze frame 
and frame advance I found much less important, 
partly because the picture quality in most cases 
gets pretty ropey, and attempting to freeze a 
frame during movement nearly always gives 
significant judder. The double speed play with 
intelligible sound provided by the JVC 7700 is

Sony Betastack 
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rather neat, enabling one to scan a boring 
sporting fixture in half the normal time!

Many of the machines have an automatic stop 
which is triggered by the beginning and/or the 
end of a recording. This is often useful, but can 
also be irritating, and as far as I could discover 
only the Grundig enabled one' to pre-empt its 
operation. Emphasising the problems of sophb 
stication, I put the Sony Cl into record before 
retiring one night, knowing that it would turn 
itself off (after in fact auto-rewinding) after the tape 
ran out. The next day I found that the tape was 
electronically 'jammed' down the wrong end, be
cause the idiot sensing mechanism in the 
machine had decided that post-transmission 
noise was really a continuous succession of 
record-starts. As soon as it started to rewind, the 
sensor switched the machine off; with no over
ride switch, I was forced to tap the button 
repeatedly until I had 'rescued' the tape.

VCR flexibility
There are of course a number of other uses for 
a VCR besides time-stretching, though I haven't 
explored these in as much detail. Pre-recorded 
tapes are a flourishing business, and prices are 
slowly coming down (too slowly?) The quality 
seems about on par with recorded-ofLair quality, 
and the range of choice is vast, embracing 
minority interest and uncensored material that is 
never likely to be broadcast. And although the 
cost of purchasing films outright is high, local 
rental schemes appear to be a great success.

Whether one gets into collecting a video library 
or archiving off-air tapes will depend entirely 
upon the individual concerned. I have already 
pointed out that there is little point in having 
recordings of things that there is never enough 
time to watch, and collecting tapes is not a cheap 
hobby. On the other hand there are few better 
baby^pacifiers than a good cartoon or a collection 
of Muppet Shows, while feature films can be a 
useful inducement to a babysitter (but of course 
you want to use the VCR to make a recording 
for you while you are out; it can't do two things 
at once; and it is so fiendishly complicated 
that you have the feeling if you try to do more 
than explain where the 'play' button is that you 
will miss your recording and find a precious film 
erased on your return; what you need is two 
VCRs!) And it is pretty obvious that an interesting 
collection of video tapes is likely to become as 
essential a part of batchelor existence as the 
legendary etchings, the record player of the 
sixties, and hi-fi of the seventies.

Film buffs and collectors appreciate films for 
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many different reasons, only some of which will 
be satisfied by TV and VCR replay. In the same 
way that TV can itself emasculate certain aspects 
of a great movie - notably in the sense of scale, 
but also in the fine detail, colour subtlety and 
sound quality - the VCR only makes matters 
worse. So although video will work admirably for 
archiving comedy, epics and spectaculars don't 
really make it, nor do 'artistic' films which glory in 
visual subtleties. To some extent this limitation of 
video may benefit from future engineering 
improvements, but it appears to be one of the 
main areas where the videodisc will score.

Whether or not the videodisc will score is the 
64 million dollar question of 1981. We have 
made no effort to analyse or discuss discs 
because it would be premature until the systems 
are actually on sale in the European market. The 
success of discs will rest on whether or not there 
exists a market prepared to pay a highish price 
for a playback-only machine, which will enable 
mainstream movies and TV programmes to be 
bought at modest cost and replayed with better 
fidelity than can be achieved from a VCR. Manu
facturer demonstrations have shown that the 
quality can be superb compared with VCRs, but 
the range of software available is likely to be 
more limited, at any rate in scope.

Little attention has been paid to the media role 
of the VCR. A moments reflection shows that it is 
probably the most accessible medium since the 
printed word, and that anyone with more than 
one VCR and a programme can in theory become 
a 'published (or pirate). (And even in practice it is 
not difficult: an apocryphal tale concerns a rental 
shop manager who became suspicious of the 
number of service call-outs being made to a 
particular customer; upon investigation he found 
that the machine was being kept running 24 
hours a day making copies for sale - not that 
dissimilar to the way the larger software houses 
operate.)

Cameras, and portables
Personally I am not particularly photographically 
inclined, so I wasn't easily inspired when I 
clutched my first video camera. I tried out the 
Sony 2000 via the C7 around the house and 
environs for a few days, and frankly must agree 
with our general review findings that cameras 
still have quite a long way to go before they will 
become widely accepted. At present the limita
tions on sensitivity and lag must restrict their 
appeal to the real enthusiast. However there is no 
aspect of home video that is improving quite as 
dramatically at the moment: the improvement 

between Sony's 2000 and 3000 models is one 
case in point; and the price of saticon-tubed 
models will tumble as production is geared up, so 
it will not be long before these become a really 
viable prospect. If there is one area where video 
can offer an equivalent to the exotic end of the hi
fi market it is in camera technology; curiously 
there has been little attempt to exploit this yet.

One of the most attractive new ideas in 
portables is Sharp's VC2300, which is available in 
Japan at about £500, and should be coming to 
the UK in PAL format around the end of 1981. 
This is really a mains machine with on-board 
tuner, timer, and batteries for occasional field 
work. Although not the lightest or most compact 
machine around, it looks eminently transport
able (useful for the household with more than 
one TV), and probably reflects the needs of the 
'holiday snap' user rather better than today's 
machines, at a more reasonable package price.

New formats for the future!
There is however a lot of work going into the 
development of new portable permutations. 
Sony, Panasonic and Hitachi have all announced 
special (and different) formats combining 
cameras with VCRs in hand-held portable units, 
clearly aimed at the 8mm cine market. The 
Hitachi version is expected to be marketed 
before too long, but Funai/Technicolour have 
stolen a march on all these and actually have a 
special format VCR available, weighing about 
half as much as current VHS portables, and using 
a separate Hitachi camera as part of the package.

The rationale behind these seems to be to save 
bulk and weight by using a smaller cassette and 
mechanism, recognising that three hours playing 
time is of little interest to portable users. 
Presumably the user then dub-edits onto normal 
mains formats. However our findings suggest 
that portables are barely adequate to this task 
using today's standard formats, so the prospects 
with mini-formats are not terribly bright at this 
stage.

One wonders whether the enthusiast might be 
better off using a domesticated U-matic type 
machine for portable (or at least transportable) 
work. Indeed on the couple of occasions that I 
have seen a row of TVs displaying comparisons 
between formats, I have been struck by the 
obvious superiority of the U-matics, which get 
quite close to broadcast standards. Now I know 
that such machines currently available are to 
professional standards, and are restricted to 
about one hour continuous running time. But if it 
were possible to produce a domestic machine 
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with tuner/timer et al, perhaps running at more 
than one linear speed so that the user can trade 
quality for running time according to his needs, 
then this could be a VCR system with some 
pretensions to fidelity. If such a machine were 
available for around £ 1,000, I for one would be 
interested, and would be happy to sacrifice 
access to pre-recorded material in order to have 
reproduction quality that did not make me think 
'ugh!'whenever I went from broadcast to tape. 
The parallels between reel-to-reel and cassette 
tape are obvious, and the possibilities in 'unit 
video' quite interesting.

The marketplace
The video market is a somewhat strange place at 
the moment, simply because things are happen
ing so fast, resources of all kinds are stretched, 
and both manufacturers and marketing people 
are struggling to keep up. Despite economic 
recession, video seems to be in permanent 
boom: there is a definite shortage, particularly of 
the most popular VCRs, and the market currently 
seems to be growing at about 25% per annum, 
absorbing practically all the machinery manu
facturers can supply. The situation has been 
further worsened by an unexpected increase 
in demand from the US, and the realisation that 
the UK has one of the fastest video growth rates 
in the world.

As a result of these and other factors, the 
customer may have comparatively little choice in 
the VCR he buys (and even less if renting). The 
rival bickering from proponents of different 
formats regarding their market share has less to 
do with any ideology of the customer having 
freedom of choice than in the manufacturer's 
abilities to meet demand. That VHS controls 
about 60% of the market may have less to do with 
customer preference than the fact that Thorn 
(who 'badge engineer' JVC machines) dominate 
the UK rental scene, while Granada rentals have 
done an OEM deal with Hitachi. Conversely 
Beta's claim to 60% of actual sales may have 
something to do with the fact that so many VHS 
machines are diverted to the rental market! In the 
end Hobson is as likely to dominate your selec
tion as you or I.

A personal view
Without wishing to seem opinionated, I feel that I 
should crystallise some sort of personal reaction 
to the variety of products that have passed 
through my hands (most of them!) Oddly enough 
the new TVs have given me the greatest satis
faction, and in the toss-up between the Philips 
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with its sound quality and the MO with its picture 
quality, style and ergonomics, I shall have to 
hang on to the B&O (and use a modest hi-fi 
extension speaker). Now that the Germans are to 
have stereo TV (write to your MPs abusively), 
there will be a steady increase in good sounding 
receivers; at the 1981 trade shows Grundig and 
Tandberg (Lowe-Opta) were both showing in
teresting models.

I shall however resist buying a VCR for myself 
though the Sony Cl is very tempting. If value for 
money was the prime criterion, I should be torn 
between the Hitachi 8000 and the Toshiba, but 
after seeing the new Grindig Super model 
recently, I was sorely tempted to place my order. I 
am also very attracted by the prospect of the 
Sharp mains/battery style machine mentioned 
above, and the new Sony C5 looks like repeating 
the success of its big brother.

I don't think it actually matters that much which 
format one chooses, as they all have advantages 
and disadvantages. Perhaps one should try to 
choose the system that best suits one's particular 
requirements, remembering that changing 
formats is going to be more expensive than 
changing machines. VHS has a slight edge in the 
availability of pre-recorded material and the 
likelihood of borrowing tapes from friends; 
V2000 does seem to offer advantages in its 
ability to cope with future developments, while 
Beta sits neatly between the two.

In concluding this protracted editorial, I should 
like to express my especial thanks to the 'panel 
of users', who did much to make this project 
effective: Ian and 'Scilla Collington, Mike and 
Ann Scotney, Tony May and Clive Hewitt.

Paul Messenger

Grundig's new 'Super' model
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The video revolution has finally arrived, albeit 
several years later than predicted by some en
thusiastic observers. Nevertheless it has still 
taken plenty of people by surprise. Some areas 
of the hi-fi trade, for instance, are still talking 
about 'if video happens', while bewailing lost 
sales in audio. There is now a video cassette 
recorder in one out of every forty UK households 
with a colour television. If current trends con
tinue there will be video tape or disc equipment 
in one in every four or five British homes by 1985.

This is all happening despite the current re
cession, partly because the great British public 
somehow always manages to find money for 
escapist luxuries, and partly because it is easy to 
rent video equipment in the UK. The cost of 
buying a new video cassette recorder can be 
anything from under £300 (for an obselete model) 
to over £700 for one of the most exotic new 
machines. The cost of rental is around £200 a 
year, but with the advantage of comparatively 
'easy' payments. It is largely due to rental that 
Britain has proved to be one of the most buoyant 
video markets, not just in Europe but throughout 
the whole world including Japan and the USA. 
This helps explain why Thorn, with wide rental 
interests, holds 40% of the UK video market. It 
also helps explain the cold wind that is blowing 
through the hi-fi marketplace. Al most every video 
recorder bought or hired represents the loss of a 
hi-fi sale. Anyone who already has a working hi-Ii 
system will be far more likely to branch out into 
video than replace their existing hi-fi with another 
improved or more modern system. Far sighted 
audio dealers have branched out into video, and 
most of the audio magazines have done likewise, 
or their publishers have launched a specialist 
video counterpart magazine. Hence this video 
edition of Hi-Fi Choice.

Incidentally any purists still clinging to the 
notion that a hi-fi publication is no place for video 
talk, should note well that the future of video and 
audio are inextricably linked. Video tape and disc 
technology has made domestic digital sound poss
ible. Video recorders will in future offer stereo 
sound capability. Dolby or similar noise reduction 
is already being used to help compensate for the 
basic inadequacy of most video tape sound. 
Within a few years we shall be seeing the video 
equivalent of a music-centre; a videodisc player 
and video tape recorder combined together, 
probably also with a Iv monitor.

Video cassette recorder basics
A video tape recorder can be thought of either as 

an audio tape recorder which captures colour Iv 
signals in addition to sound signals, or as a 
television set with a tape deck instead of screen. 
Every domestic video cassette recorder on the 
market today is capable of receiving television 
pictures and sound transmitted over the air* 
recording them onto tape and replaying the 
recording through the aerial socket of a conven
tional Iv receiver. Every machine also has a built- 
in timer which allows unattended recording; the 
recorder switches itself on and off under timer 
control like an electric cooker.

Every domestic video cassette recorder has a 
built-in tuner so it can be used quite independently 
of a Iv set; it can record programmes off-air while 
the Iv set is switched off or while the Iv set is 
tuned to another channel. In fact the owner of a 
video cassette recorder can tape programmes 
off air even if he or she does not own a Iv set. It is 
only when the time comes to replay a recording 
that a Iv set is needed to display the pictures. 
Professional, and most semi-professional, re
corders need a special type of Iv set to display 
their recordings. This is called a "monitor" and its 
circuits are designed to receive an input of 'raw1 
video signals rather than radio frequency signals 
as are fed from an aerial to the aerial socket of a 
domestic receiver. Monitor Iv sets are more 
expensive than conventional domestic receivers 
and although some domestic video cassette 
recorders do have an output (and input) for 'raw' 
video signals most owners will use their recorders 
only in conjunction with a domestic Iv set. This is 
possible because all domestic video cassette re
corders have an inbuilt modulator which is really 
nothing more than a miniature Iv transmitter. This 
converts the raw video signals coming off tape 
into radio frequency signals which the aerial 
socket of the domestic receiver 'sees’ as if they 
were off-air signals arriving down the cable from 
a roof aerial. In the future 'unit video’ along the 
lines of hi-fi separates is a likely possibility, in 
which case 'raw' video signals will be used for 
interconnection, reducing costs and improving 
quality.

11 is easy to see why the prime use of a video 
cassette recorder is as a time-shift device. Off-air 
signals are picked up by the roof aerial and fed 
down to the video cassette recorder which is

* N.B. Some portable machines have their different 
functions split up into separate boxes, to improve 
portability, so the actual recorder section may be 
obtained without the tuner/timer and with power 
supply options.
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recording either while the owner watches a tv set 
screening the same programme or a different 
programme, or while the owner is out or even on 
holiday. At any time in the future the recording 
tape is rewound and replayed just like an audio 
cassette recorder-except that colourtv pictures 
are displayed on the tv screen as well as sound 
from the loudspeaker.

Although the prime use of a cassette recorder 
is to tape tv programmes off-air in this fashion, it 
is almost always possible to connect a tv camera 
and microphone to the recorder. This enables 
the user to make 'instant' videotape movies. The 
tape is simply rewound and replayed; no laboratory 
processing is involved. As video tape can be 
erased and re-used this offers a potentially very 
convenient means of making home movies with 
synchronised sound. Colour cameras have until 
recently been awkwardly bulky and prohibitively 
expensive (around £ 1000), and it has been 
inconvenient to record anything other than a 
simple indoor sequence with a mains-powered 
cassette machine installed in the living-room. 
But colour cameras are getting cheaper all the 
time (around £400 now for some), and they are 
also getting smaller, lighter and better. Moreover 
most recorder manufacturers are now offering 
light battery-powered versions of their standard 
machine formats. And new formats with a mini
recorder built into a portable camera are on the 
way. Many people believe that Super 8 home 
movies will soon have had their day.

All this makes video recording sound very 
obvious and easy. For the user this is true but for 
the designer and manufacturer nothing could be 
further from the truth. It is no mean feat to record 
audio signals with sufficient fidelity for the repro
duced sound to replicate the original. Witness, 
for instance, the number of different tape re
corders which are available and which all still 
prompt some criticism from reviewers. Witness 
also the enthusiasm of many sound recording 
engineers for digital recording. It is many, many 
times more difficult to record colour tv picture 
signals than sound. One problem is the much 
wider bandwidth necessary and another is the 
extreme accuracy of timing required. Whereas 
inadequate bandwidth or wow and flutter on an 
audio recorder merely causes audible distress, 
on a video recorder they can cause complete 
disintegration of the reproduced picture. To 
understand why video recording presents such a 
considerable technological challenge it is neces
sary first to look briefly at how television works.

How Television began

It was in the early 1920's that John Logie Baird, a 
Scottish inventor, devised the world's first work
ing system of television. It is not the system being 
used today, and it was not even an original idea. 
Nevertheless it is worth a brief look. The basic 
idea behind Baird's system had been proposed 
by Polish-German inventor Paul Nipkow, in 1884. 
Nipkow patented the concept of using a spirally 
perforated disc to rotate in front of a scene to be 
televised. As the disc spins the spirally arranged 
perforations scan it in a continuously repetitive 
raster of lines. Baird put a light sensitive cell 
behind the wheel which produced an electric 
signal of strength dependent on the amount of 
light falling on its surface. So when the Baird 
scanning wheel spins, the perforations scan the 
scene to produce a flickering light on the cell 
which in turn produces a fluctuating electrical 
output. This is the transmitter or camera. The 
receiver has a similar wheel which rotates in 
synchronism with the transmitter wheel. But 
behind the receiver wheel there is a lamp instead 
of a light sensitive cell. This lamp is fed with an 
amplified replica of the output from the trans
mitter light cell. So the lamp produces fluctuating 
illumination. If a viewer looks through a lens at 
the spinning disc in the receiver a crude image is 
produced as the perforations scan the flickering 
lamp in a raster of lines. Baird first demonstrated 
his tv wheel system to electronic engineers in 
1924, and put it on public display at Selfridges 
store in London in 1925. The next year he started 
broadcasting experimental tv programmes with a 
250 watt transmitter in London, and on the 30th 
September 1929 the first fully-fledged and public 
television broadcast featured the late Gracie 
Fields!

Of course this is not how tv pictures are 
transmitted and received today. The mechanical 
system was doomed to failure, largely due to the 
problems of synchronizing the rotating wheels in 
the transmitter and receivers. Picture definition 
was also very limited. In 1936 the British Broad
casting Corporation, which had taken over the 
transmission of Baird pictures in August 1932, 
backed an all electronic system developed by 
EMI. In fact, for a few months the BBC transmitted 
the same programmes in two systems; EMl- 
Electronic and Baird-Mechanical! In February 
1937 the inevitable happened and the BBC 
abandoned all mechanical transmission. Since 
then, with only the hiatus caused by World War II, 
British television (and television around the world) 
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has relied on an electronic scanning system 
based directly on the system which became the 
BBC standard in 1937.

How Television works: basics
The scene to be televised is "photographed" by a 
tv camera. This has a lens similar to that found in 
a conventional film camera and forms an image 
of reduced size on a light sensitive surface. This 
surface is of a material which varies in electrical 
characteristic depending on the amount of light 
which falls on its surface; it may for instance 
accumulate a charge or change its electrical 
resistance. The image of the scene formed on 
this surface thus creates a corresponding elec
trical pattern. If a beam of electrons is now fired 
from an electron gun at this surface, the electron 
beam will detect the charge or resistance pattern 
at the point where it strikes the surface image. If 
the beam is scanned backwards and forwards 
over the sensitive surface area in a raster of lines, 
like a human eye following the lines of a printed 
page, then a continuous electrical output signal 
is produced which varies with the charge pattern. 
As the charge pattern is governed by the image 
formed by the camera lens this output signal is an 
electrical replica or ""analogue" of the scene 
being televised. In fact the output from such an 
all-electronic camera is directly comparablewith 
the electrical output from Baird's mechanical 
camera.

Likewise an all-electronic tv receiver is in many 
ways comparable to the mechanical Baird receiver. 
The camera output which is a continually varying 
electrical waveform, is transmitted, received, 
amplified and fed to the control circuits of the 
cathode ray tube which is at the heart of every 
domestic tv set.

The tv receiver cathode ray tube is rather like 
the camera tube except that its electron gun fires 
a beam of electrons at a flat front face or screen 
which is coated with light emitting material 
(phosphors). The electron beam in the receiver 
CRT is moved to scan the screen in a raster of 
lines which exactly matches that used for scann
ing in the camera tube. This is relatively easy to 
achieve because an electron beam can be diver
ted by a magnetic field. Electromagnets are 
clamped round both the camera and receiver 
tubes and fed with pulsed control signals which 
move the beam in the scanning raster of lines. In 
the receiver tube the electron gun is controlled in 
strength by the signals which originated from the 
tv camera. The stronger the beam the brighter 
the image produced on the screen.

Thus if the imageformed by the camera lens on 
the camera tube is of bright white light then the 
electron gun in the receiver is driven hard to 
produce a bright white light on the screen. If the 
image seen by the camera is dark, then the 
receiver electron gun produces little or no light 
on the screen. If, as is most commonly the case, 
the image on the camera tube is of transitions 
between dark, light and intermediary shades of 
grey, then the electron gun continually varies the 
strength of the beam as it scans the receiver 
screen to produce transitions between light, dark 
and shade. Provided that scanning synchronism 
between the electron beam in the camera and 
the electron beam in the receiver is accurate, the 
receiver screen will display a pictorial replica of 
the image seen by the camera lens.

How Television works today
So far we have been thinking only about light, 
dark and shades of grey, ie black and white or 
monochrome pictures. To produce a colour picture 
the process must effectively be replicated three 
times over, using the fact that all known colours 
can be produced by varying combinations of the 
three primary colours (red, green and blue.) In 
the simplest type of colour camera (simple to 
describe of course. rather than simple to con
struct), three separate camera tubes are used, 
each designed to sense only red, green or blue 
light. The camera thus produces three output 
signals separately signifying the red, green and 
blue components of the picture. These outputs 
are coded together with black-and-white infor
mation so that they can be transmitted over a 
single wavelength, rather as the two channels of 
a stereo sound recording are cut in the single 
groove of a gramophone record.

In the receiver the three colour component 
signals are decoded again to control three separ
ate electron guns in the receiver tube. These 
guns produce three separate electron beams 
which all fall together on the phosphor coating of 
a cathode ray tube screen. But the phosphors 
are of three types, which produce either red, 
green or blue light when struck by an electron 
beam.

Different colour tv tube designers adopt different 
methods of separating the three types of colour 
phosphors and the three beams. Essentially how
ever the phosphors are arranged in discreet 
bunches or lines, and shielded by perforated 
masks or grids so that they can only be struck by 
their intended beam, ie the electron gun con
trolled by the red picture component signals
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produces a beam which can strike only those 
phosphors which produce red light, and so on. In 
this way a full colour picture is built up on the 
receiver screen.

To record colour tv it is thus only necessary to 
record the coded complex of colour component 
signals which is transmitted to the receiver. 
Unfortunately the word "only" here is a gross 
understatement. To "paint" an accurate picture 
on the tv screen the electron beams must vary in 
brightness very rapidly. Thus the control signals 
for the beam must be of very high frequency. The 
colour television signals transmitted today con
tain frequencies up to 5 MHz or 5 million cycles a 
second. Compare this with an audio signal which 
need extend only up to 20KHz or20,000 cycles a 
second and you start to see the problems involved 
in colour video recording. There is also a need for 
exact synchronisation between the camera scann
ing and receiver scanning, and this is achieved 
by 'sync pulses' transmitted along with the beam 
control signals. If these sync pulses are not 
recorded and replayed with extreme accuracy 
the beam synchronization pattern in the receiver 
goes haywire and the pictures on the screen 
break up just as they do if you incorrectly set the 
horizontal line and vertical frame holds on a tv 
set.

International Incompatibilities
It is here opportune to look more closely at the 
line structure of a tv picture and the method used 
to code the colour information onto a single 
wavelength. Unfortunately there is no world 
standard for the picture line structure and colour 
coding technique. If there were, life would be 
much easier for system designers and the public 
alike.

The first electronic tv system used in the UK 
built up each tv picture from 405 lines and 
displayed 25 different pictures or "frames" a 
second. For reasons which will soon become 
clear, this 25 pictures or frames per second rate 
derived directly from the UK mains frequency 
(50Hz), and although tv sets are no longer locked 
to mains frequency as they were in the early 
days, the 25fps rate still remains in all Europe. It 
was recognised from the very earliest years of 
electronic television that the display of 25 pictures 
per second is far too slow to prevent noticeable 
flicker on the screen. (The cinema industry had 
learned this long before, and can only succeed in 
displaying 24 (or 16) pictures per second by 
deliberately introducing extra flicker from a multi- 
bladed shutter.) The 1930's television engineers 

devised a clever electronic equivalent to the 
multi-bladed shutter of a film projector. They built 
each tv picture frame from two half picture 
frames or 'fields' so that the 25 pictures per 
second rate becomes effectively 50 pictures per 
second. (This tied conveniently to the 50 cycle 
mains.) Early UK tv pictures were thus built up 
from two separate field scans, each of 202.5 
widely spaced lines which optically interlace 
together to give a more tightly packed 405 line 
picture. Conventionally one field is referred to as 
the 'even' field and one as the 'odd' field. Although 
405 line tv is now on its last legs in the UK and will 
soon disappear altogether, exactly the same 
interlaced 50-field-per-second approach is used 
for modern 625 line pictures in the UK, and in fact 
the interlaced field approach is used throughout 
the world. In the UK a 625 line picture is built up 
from alternate odd and even fields of 312.5 lines 
each. Most European countries also now transmit 
mainly 625 line pictures but in the USA and 
Japan all tv pictures are built up from two fields of 
262.5 lines each, to make a total of 525 lines. 
Here then is a first and major stumbling block to 
world tv and video standardization: different 
countries use different line structures for their tv 
pictures.

But this is by no means the only obstacle. The 
USA and Japan not only use a different line 
structure, they also use a different picture or 
frame rate. Instead of 25 fps as in Europe, Japan, 
the US, and several other countries display 30 
picture frames per second. This derives from 
their 60 cycles per second mains standard, and 
although the 525 line picture is often criticized 
for offering less definition (clearly you can get 
better resolution from a picture broken down into 
625 lines than you can from one broken down 
into fewer and hence coarser lines), the 30fps 
rate is now generally regarded as preferable to a 
25fps rate. With field interlace the 30fps rate 
gives a field and flicker rate of 60 per second 
instead of the 50 per second in Europe. When a 
Iv screen is showing a brightly lit sequence, eg a 
clear sky, it can often be seen to flicker in Europe. 
But in the US flicker is virtually eliminated, as few 
human eyes can detect a 60 cycle flicker even 
when the picture is bright and light. Ironically, 
although no tv system is tied to mains frequency 
any more, it is too late for anyone to change such 
a basic parameter as frame and field rate.

In addition to the line and field rate differences 
between countries, there is also a wide difference 
in the frequencies used to transmit signals into 
homes. Early UK transmissions were on the VHF 
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bands, packed in amongst FM radio broadcasts. 
But in the UK now all 625 line broadcasts are on 
the UHF bands. Elsewhere in the world a wide 
range of UHF and VHF frequencies are used; in 
some countries VHF and UHF are used for 
alternative programmes.

More subtle differences also exist between the 
methods used for separating the sound and 
picture signals in different countries. Essentially 
the sound signals and picture signals are separated 
on transmission by a small fixed frequency. 
Unfortunately this fixed frequency varies from 
country to country, and the UK is an odd man out 
in Europe in this respect. This is why tv equip
ment intended for the UK will usually not tune in 
properly to both sound and picture for Continen
tal broadcasts, and vice versa, even where the 
country's tv standards appear to be the same as 
ours.

But even this is by no means the end of the tv 
incompatibility story. As mentioned above three 
colour signals are coded together for trans
mission along with basic black and white picture 
information. In simple terms the black and white 
picture information is transmitted as a 'luminance' 
(brightness) signal and the colour information as 
a 'chroma' (colour) signal. To transmit the chroma 
information as three separate colour signals(red, 
green and blue) would take up far too much 
frequency space in the already crowded air
waves. So a clever coding technique is used.

The basic idea of colour coding dates back to 
an invention made by a Frenchman, Georges 
Valensi of Paris in 1938. After the war, the 
Valensi patent was extended in legal life and 
proved very valuable, as it laid the groundwork 
for all modern colour tv transmission. Unfor
tunately different countries have used Valensi's 
groundwork in different ways. There are three 
basic colour coding techniques now in use 
throughout the world. The NTSC system is used 
in the USA and Japan, the SECAM system is used 
in France, the Middle East and the Russian bloc 
countries, and the PAL system is used in the UK 
and most of Europe. To cut a long story short, a 
PAL colour transmission can only produce colour 
pictures in a PAL receiver, a SECAM colour 
transmission can only produce colour pictures in 
a SECAM receiver, and an NTSC colour trans
mission can only produce colour pictures in an 
NTSC receiver. This incompatibility is of course 
in addition to all the other incompatibilities 
already mentioned, eg line and frame structure, 
transmission frequency and so on.

To make matters even worse there are modi

fications inside the basic formats. French SECAM, 
for instance, is not the same as Middle East and 
Eastern German SECAM! There may incidentally 
be some method in this apparent madness. By 
making their colour tv system different from 
virtually everything else in the world, the French 
have created an artificial barrier to imports. For 
many years it wasn't worth the while of foreign 
companies to produce limited quantities of special 
SECAM equipment for France, so the French tv 
industry has for many years been shielded from 
low cost competition from the Far East. The 
European tv industry has also been shielded 
from low cost competition by the patents granted 
to Telefunken of Germany on the PAL colour 
system. These patents which, along with the 
Valensi coding patent, were administered in the 
UK by EM I, have been cleverly used to limit the 
influx of large screen colour tv sets into Europe 
and the Far East. The Valensi patent is now long 
since dead and the PAL patents are dying out. 
This is causing considerable concern to Euro
pean tv set manufacturers who are now losing a 
valuable legal restraint on competitive tv imports. 
It also helps explain the increasing competition 
now being seen in the domestic tv market places.

It should now be clear why it is decidedly risky 
to buy any tv reception equipment abroad for use 
in the UK, or to expect UK equipment to work in a 
foreign country. It is even more risky to assume 
that a videotape made in one country will play 
back satisfactorily in another. This is because 
there are a number of wholly different video 
recording systems now on the domestic market, 
and even apparently identical systems (ie with 
the same brand name such as vHs or Beta) may 
be quite different in different countries. To give 
just one example, the tape speeds of video 
cassette recorders sold for use in Japan and the 
USA are often quite different from the tape 
speeds used in apparently similar recorders sold 
for use in Europe. The rapid development of 
video technology over the last decade to meet 
consumer requirements explains the variety of 
different basic formats, and the wide range of 
different tv transmission systems in use around 
the world accounts for the differences and in
compatibility between ostensibly identical re
cording formats in different countries.

Video recorder beginnings and development 
At first sight there appears a simple solution to 
recording video signals onto tape; you simply run 
the tape very fast so that the high frequency 
wavelengths required are sufficiently stretched
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out along the tape length to give them room to be 
recorded and replayed accurately. Although, by a 
full circle turn of technology, the high speed 
linear approach(usually called Longitudinal Video 
Recording or LVR) has been coming back into 
the news, early attempts at recording video with 
high linear tape speeds foundered. The speeds 
have to be so high, at least four metres a second 
even today, that a large spool of tape is soon 
used up. If a super-large and hence heavy spool 
is used, the machine becomes an unstable, and 
potentially dangerous, beast. Moreover it is very 
difficult to control high linear speeds with great 
accuracy, and any fluctuations in linear speeds 
will upset the regular flow of picture sync pulses 
and cause the reproduced pictures to break up. 
One of the two LVR systems so far proposed 
(from BASF) relies on a Time Base Corrector to 
iron out speed differences. A TBC is a digital 
store which accepts irregularly timed pulse trains 
and outputs a regular train. The other LVR 
system, proposed by Toshiba, probably also uses 
a TBC, although the company has so far been 
very secretive over such details. More of LVR 
later, however.

The real breakthrough in video recording came 
a quarter of a century ago when the American 
firm Ampex developed a VTR (Video Tape Re
corder) which relied on a completely different 
principle of recording signals on tape. The Ampex 
machine, which was as large as a wardrobe and 
even then cost 75,000 dollars, replayed pictures 
with quality far inferior to that available from one 
of todays £500 domestic video cassette recorders. 
It was also capable only of producing black and 
white pictures. But it did work, and every pro
fessional, semi-professional and domestic machine 
in the world today is in one way or another a 
direct or indirect descendant of the original 
Ampex design.

Instead of running conventional narrow tape at 
a high linear speed, the Ampex machine used 
much wider tape (two inches in width) and ran it 
relatively slowly(15 inches per second). The key 
to the operation was that the recording and 
playback head was not fixed as in a conventional 
video recorder(or an LVR machine). In fact there 
wasn't just one head-there were four, and the 
four heads were mounted on a rapidly rotating 
drum which lay alongside thetape.This quadruplex 
or'quad' head arrangement laid down a series of 
magnetic stripes across the width of the tape. 
This produced the magnetic equivalent of a very 
tast moving and very long tape length. Modi:mi 
versions of the old Ampex machine are still in use 
today for professional broadcasting. They are of 
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course colour capable, and offer quality indis
tinguishable from live television, but they still rely 
on the same quadruplex head technique, and 
they still use 2" tape running at 15ips.

All domestic, and semi-professional machines 
(and now some professional broadcast machines) 
adopt a modified approach. This stems from 
development work carried out by Ampex in the 
USA and a number of Japanese firms, notably 
Toshiba. The modified approach is called "helical 
scan". Two, rather than four, recording heads are 
mounted on a rapidly rotating drum, and this is 
arranged obliquely, rather than transversely, to 
the tape. The tape is narrower than that used in 
an Ampex quadruplex machine: half an inch wide 
for domestic machines, three-quarter inch wide 
for semi-professional machines and one inch 
wide for the highest quality helical scan equip
ment. (One firm, Akai, has even sold quarter inch 
helical scan machines.) The tape moves relatively 
slowly; in modern domestic machines it moves at 
only around one inch per second, which is even 
slower than an audio cassette.

Because the rotating head drum is obliquely 
angled to the tape, the magnetic stripes which 
the two spinning heads lay down are helical, like 
the threads of a screw. Hence the term 'helical 
scan'. A major advantage of the helical scan 
approach is that it readily enables'freeze' or'still- 
frame' display. Each of the two heads record one 
field of each tv frame or picture. Thus when the 
tape is stationary and the head drum continues 
spinning, the two heads continually replay the 
odd and even fields of a tv frame. The tv screen 
thus displays a continuously repetitive sequence 
of two tv fields which interlace to build up a 
freeze-frame or still-picture. The facility to display 
freeze-frame easily is one reason why the head 
drum rotational speed is always made a multiple 
of the picture or frame rate on a helical scan 
machine. In Europe the video heads of a helical 
scan recorder rotate at 1500 rpm, or 25 times per 
second, to match the 25 pictures per second 
frame rate. In a helical scan machine intended for 
the USA or Japan the video head drum rotates at 
1800 rpm, or 30 times a second, to match the 30 
pictures per second frame rate used in those 
countries. This then is yet another basic incom
patibility between superficially similar video 
machines intended for different countries. We 
shall return to freeze-frame display, and trick
play in general, later.

In the 1960's some helical scan machines 
ware available al a it:aauiiably luw pilot: (uiidt:i 
£1,000) and were used mainly for industry and 
education. They relied on open reels of tape 
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(usually % inch wide but as mentioned above 
sometimes V» inch), and superficially resembled 
an open reel audio tape recorder. But the tape 
path is much more complicated in a video re
corder because the tape must be threaded in a 
close wrap around the head-drum, and past 
several guide and tensioning rollers. Although 
this is no particular hardship to an intelligent 
user, it is a fiddly task especially when you are in 
a hurry-and there is always the risk of damaging 
the video heads. These are very fragile, and 
expensive to replace.

In recent decades Kodak has launched a self
threading Super 8 film cartridge to replace the 
Standard 8 film roll which required awkward 
manual threading, and Philips has given us a 
compact self-threading audio cassette. Follow
ing this train of consumerism, videotape engineers 
around the world set themselves a goal: a video 
cassette recorder which threaded itself com
pletely automatically, so that the user need 
never touch any of the fragile machine parts or 
the tape (which itself is easily damaged by finger 
contact).

In the early 70's Sony of Japan offered the U- 
Matic video cassette format and Philips of Eind
hoven launched the VCR N1500. The U-Matic 
used, and indeed still uses, a tape speed of 33/4 
inches (9.5cms) per second and three-quarter 
inch wide tape. The Philips VCR N1500 machine 
used narrower tape (V. inch wide) but a higher 
tape speed of 5V. inches (14.3cms) per second. 
Both formats therefore consumed a similar area 
of tape. Both also offered a maximum playing 
time of one hour per cassette.

The Sony U-Matic was always aimed only at the 
industrial and educational market, and has right
ly become a virtual standard in these areas. On 
the other hand the Philips machine was aimed at 
the industrial, educational and domestic markets, 
and fell between all stools. It was neither good 
nor tough enough to become an industrial stan
dard, and it was only a stepping stone to today's 
domestic video recorders. The one hour maxi" 
mum playing time per cassette was inadequate 
for taping feature films off-air, and the cost of that 
one hour cassette was between £20 and £25. 
Only the most well-heeled enthusiast could afford 
such indulgence. Nevertheless the machine was 
a remarkable technical breakthrough. It set the 
whole domestic video ball rolling. The sadness is 
'that Philips soon lost its lead in the domestic 
video market and has .not yet won it back.

The Philips VCR Nt500 machine had three 
features which were available only as expensive 
optional extras for the U-Matic, but which are 

now standard in virtually every video cassette 
recorder in the shops today. Every N1500 had a 
built-in tuner, a built-in modulator and a built-in 
timer. As previously explained, the tuner enables 
a video machine to recordtelevision programmes 
'off air', whether or not it is used in conjunction 
with a tv receiver and whether or not an asso
ciated tv receiver is tuned into the same station. 
The modulator enables the recorder to replay 
direct into the aerial socket of a conventional tv 
receiver, and the timer enables it to be set to 
switch on and off at pre-set times. In those early 
Philips machines, the timer was of fairly primitive 
mechanical type and was not accurate. This, 
coupled with the British tv companies' infuriating 
habit of not sticking to pre-announced schedules, 
often meant that a Philips video recorder would 
miss the end of a one hour programme because 
the tape had run out.

The original Philips N1500 machines cost only 
around £500, which was remarkable for the time. 
And when they were good they could produce 
very good pictures and sound. Unfortunately 
they gained a poor reputation for reliability, and 
this was largely the result of a puzzling design 
decision by Philips. Although the company had 
pinned their faith on a flat or 'co-planar audio 
cassette, they used a two-tier video cassette. 
The Philips format video cassette has the two 
tape spools mounted one on top of the other 
rather than side-by-side and the tape runs in a 
skew path between them. Each cassette con
tains several dozen separate component parts, 
and the whole is, frankly, a brute to mass
produce. Furthermore, the tape has always had a 
tendency to stick and jam. The U-Matic system, 
incidentally, uses a larger but flat cassette with 
co-planar tape spools, and this has surely con
tributed to its reputation for reliability.

It soon became clear to video designers around 
the world, especially in Japan, that reliability was 
a key factor in domestic video, and that the one 
hour maximum playing time had to be improved 
on for domestic users. This time constraint re
presented no real problem with a U-Matic, because 
in industrial and educational use there is seldom 
a need for more than one hours continuous pro
gramme. But for domestic time shifting a mini
mum of two hours per cassette is essential. It was 
also clear that if the long awaited video revolu
tion was ever to happen, Mr and Mrs Average 
would have to be able to tape their two hours or 
more of tv off-air at considerably less cost than 
the £20 or £25 per hour feeding-cost for the 
Philips N1500.

There is one obvious way in which to kill these 
15
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two birds with one stone, and that is to reduce the 
linear tape speed so that it passes the rotating 
heads more slowly. But this is technically a very 
tall order. If the tape speed is reduced by half, to 
double the playing time and halve the feeding 
cost, the helical stripes across the tape will 
bunch one into the next. At first this seemed an 
insuperable problem. The N1500 and U-Matic 
both had clearly defined guard bands between 
each helical stripe across the tape. If these guard 
bands were reduced in width, or sacrificed al
together, there was unacceptable cross- talk be
tween adjacent track stripes, and the pictures on 
screen were badly degraded. The solution, now 
adopted by every domestic video manufacturer, 
borrows from a twenty year old idea of Professor 
Okamura of Japan. This is the so-called "slant 
azimuth" principle.

According to the slant azimuth approach, the 
two heads on the video drum are slightly angled 
in opposite directions so that each lays down a 
track which can only match in azimuth the head 
which has recorded it. Let's call the two heads on 
the drum the A and B heads. The A head records 
the A field of each tv frame and the B head 
records the B field of the same frame. But 
because the azimuth of the A head is different 
from the azimuth of the B head, the A head can 
only read the A field tracks across the tape and 
the B head can only read the B field tracks. This 
parallels the situation in an audio cassette re
corder where there is a loss of high frequencies if 
the playback head azimuth does not match the 
azimuth of therecord head. (Tobe strictly accurate, 
some clever phase shifting circuitry is necessary 
in a video recorder to ensure that the A and B 
field heads ignore low as well as high frequencies 
from the other fields.) Once the slant azimuth 
technique had been worked up to a practical 
system, there was no longer any need to provide 
guardbands between the video tracks across the 
tape. It doesn't even matter if adjacent tracks 
slightly overlap each other. The A field simply 
ignores any B field information that overlaps into 
the A field track. Once guard bands had been 
banished, the door was open for low speed 
recording, with long playing time and low feeding 
costs.

The current formats
To cut what is really a very long and very 
complicated historical story short, various Japanese 
companies annnuncP.ri v:=trious low speed re
cording formats. Of these only two prevailed; the 
JVC-developed VHS format and the Sony-developed 
Beta format. News first broke of these in 1976 
16 

but they did not appear on the British market until 
a couple of years later. In the meantime Philips 
had launched a low speed version of the N1500. 
This was called the VCR LP (Video Cassette 
Recorder Long Player) and code named the 
N1700 series. The Philips N1700 machines were 
launched on the UK market in the Winter of 1977 
and have now been phased out in favour of a new 
and wholly different Philips format, the V2000. 
The N1700 machines ran tape at less than half 
the speed of the original N1500 machines, but 
used the same cassette and thus offered over 
two hours from a one-hour cassette. In a curious 
move, Grundig, supposedly a Philips ally, modified 
the Philips VCRLP format still further by offering 
SVR (Super Video Recorder). This was a machine 
which took the same cassette but ran the tape 
even slower to offer even longer playing time and 
lower feeding cost. In fact, to add to the con
fusion, although the Grundig machine looked as 
if it would take normal standard Philips video 
cassettes it actually needed batch-selected cassettes 
which had a special lug built in to trigger a sensor 
in the SVR machine. It isn't surprising that the 
SVR machine format started to disappear almost 
as soon as it was launched, and Grundig is now 
partner with Philips in the new V2000 format.

'Trick-frame'
There is considerable confusion in the video 
market-place over how still-frame, slow motion 
and fast motion replay(commonly all called 'trick
play') are achieved. This confusion was brought 
to a head when Sony launched the C7 machine in 
London early in 1980. According to the show-biz 
presenter employed to display the C7 to the UK 
press and trade, this was the first domestic 
video machine to offer 'genuine slow motion', 
because it displays every frame rather than 
selected frames. Of course if a video system only 
displays selected frames in slow motion, ie skips 
some altogether, it can miss that vital frame in 
which a cricket ball hits the batsman's pad, a 
football glances off the hand of a player, and so 
on. It may also conceal the crucial point of a 
conjurer's trick. (The conjuring world is in fact 
more than a little alarmed at the prospect of 
domestic viewers analysing their televised tricks 
in slow motion). After the presentation, engineers 
with a close knowledge of VHS promptly con
firmed that it was rubbish to suggest that the VHS 
system only displays selected frames in the slow 
motion mode. This can be confirmed by photo
graphing a digital clock with a VHS machine and 
video camera, and then replaying the pictures in 
slow motion. The seconds display on the clock
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changes every 25 frames or pictures displayed. 
As European television relies on a 25 frames per 
second standard this confirms that the VHS 'slo- 
mo' is indeed displaying every single frame of 
information. But try the same trick with the Sony 
C7 and you are immediately faced with a fas
cinating mystery—as if by magic it displays twice 
as many pictures!

To understand how this apparently impossible 
situation arises, is to understand the whole busi
ness of video 'trick-play'. As previously explained, 
a television picture in Europe is built up from 625 
lines, and to avoid the very noticeable flicker 
which would arise if the 625 line picture were 
changed only 25 times a second, each picture is 
interlaced from two fields, each of 312.5 lines. As 
also explained these are conventionally referred 
to as the A and B fields.

When the BBC or ITV are transmitting pictures 
derived from a film, using tele-cine equipment, 
fields A and B of each picture or tv frame are the 
same. This is because the film is running through 
the tele-cine at 25 frames per second, and each 
film frame is scanned twice to produce two 
identical fields. (Incidentally cinema film is shot 
at 24 frames per second but run at the slightly 
faster speed for tele-cine. This is why films last a 
slightly shorter time on television than in the 
cinema. It is also why someone with very acute 
musical hearing may notice a slight pitch increase 
in any music on the film soundtrack.) However, 
when pictures are transmitted or recorded from a 
television camera each field (A, B) of each frame 
will be slightly different because they are separated 
in time.

We have already seen that when a television 
signal is fed to a video recorder the A field is 
recorded on the tape by one head on the drum 
(called the A head) and the B field is recorded by 
the second head on the drum (called the B head). 
According to the slant azimuth technique, which 
angles the two video heads differently to prevent 
crosstalk, the A head can only read the A field 
tracks and the B head can only read the B field 
tracks. At first sight there appears to be no 
problem in replaying a still picture from video 
tape. You simply stop the tape so that the A head 
continually scans an A field track and the B head 
continually scans an adjacent B field track. In 
practice however, simple geometry proves other
wise. The angle of the tracks which the heads 
record across the tape effectively varies with the 
speed at which the tape is running past the 
rotating heads. So the angle of the tracks laid 
across the tape will only exactly match the 
scanning angle of the heads when the tape is 

being replayed at exactly the same speed as 
during recording.

When the tape is stationary there is a quite con
siderable angular discrepancy between the rotat
ing heads and the oblique tape tracks. Unless 
special measures are adopted the rotating heads 
can only read part of their intended track. Where 
the head mis-tracks, ie leaves its intended track 
and starts trying to read an adjacent track, only 
random noise is generated because (due to slant 
azimuth recording) head A can only read an A 
track and so on. If the tape is stopped on a simple 
recorder, without provision for still-frame or trick
play, there will be serious mis-tracking, and a 
'noise bat, or horizontal line of confusion will 
appear across the middle of the picture. (On 
some early video machines you could artificially 
produce still frame by holding the start button half 
pressed). On some machines that offer still
frame reproduction, the noise bar problem is 
partially solved by servo circuitry in the tape 
drive; this automatically inches the tape past the 
heads until the mis-tracking is confined to the 
edge of the tape. The noise bar then appears on 
the top or bottom of the picture. But this is not a 
wholly successful approach, because the noise 
bar can be seen to roll up and down the picture 
and never truly disappears. For this reason JVC 
developed a very clever approach which is now 
being used on an increasing number of VHS 
machines.

On early VHS machines each of the two video 
heads on the drum were 49 microns wide. On the 
new improved slo-mo machines the A head is 60 
microns wide and the B head is 80 microns wide. 
During recording this doesn't matter because 
the too-wide track recorded by the A head is 
trimmed down to size as it is over-recorded by the 
B head and the too-wide track recorded by the B 
head is then trimmed down to size by over
recording from the A head and so on. So standard 
width tracks are recorded on the tape even 
though the heads are of non-standard size. 
During normal replay there is also no problem 
because (due to slant azimuth) the A head can 
only read the A tracks and the B head can only 
read the B tracks. Each head simply ignores what 
it sees of the next door tracks because they are 
of the wrong type. (To be strictly accurate,some 
phase-shift circuits are needed to ensure full 
cancellation of crosstalk, but this is not of signi
ficance in the present context.)

When the VHS machine is set in the still frame 
mode, the extra-width heads come into their own. 
The A head, which is wider than the A field track, 
is automatically aligned with the A field track on 
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THE ONLY 
CORNERSWE 
CUT ARE ON 

OUR TAGS

You have probably seen them. In dealers 
windows, attached to display models at 
exhibitions or featured in advertisements 
in the hi-fi press. Manufacturers are 
inordinately proud of them. As well 
they might be. We dish them out pretty 
sparingly.

So just why does a HI-FI CHOICE 
recommendation carry so much weight?

Because we commit thousands of 
pounds and many hundreds of man hours 
testing equipment for every issue of HI-FI 
CHOICE. And when we say 'testing', we 
really mean it.

Each issue is authored by one of 
Britain's finest audio technicians. We pit 
machine against machine under 
controlled laboratory conditions 
comparing manufacturers claims against 
punishing reality.

We conduct 'blind' listening tests using 

a panel of listeners. We print the reviews, 
warts and all. These are preceded by a 
'Consumer Introduction and a 'Technical 
Introduction', usually many pages in 
length. Each issue has a quick reference 
'Overall Comparison Chart' and, of course, 
a 'Best Buys and Recommended Section'. 
Photographs of all models are included. 
Lastly, we award those little tags to a 
selection of the models tested.

We usually publish five HI-FI CHOICE 
editions a year. They cost £2.00 per copy. 
Each one dedicated to a particular theme. 
We laminate the covers to make them last 
for years and supply quality binders to 
keep them in for permanent reference. 
We also maintain stocks of back issues for 
people to buy through the mail (using the 
coupon below) or you can visit our new 
Back Issues Centre in the West End of 
London. This is located at 14 Rathbone 
Place, London WlP IDE, five minutes 
walk from Tottenham Court Road tube 
station.

Any new issue of HI-FI CHOICE is 
usually to be found at W. H. Smith or 
other good newsagents. Some hi-fi 
dealers carry a stock of back issues, too, 
but in case of difficulty, contact us at the 
above address.

Ours is not a very economic way of 
producing a hi-fi publication. We could 
probably cut a few corners on obtaining 
the information we publish and make a 
lot more money. But our Series Editor, 
Paul Messenger, just wouldn't stand for 
it. And he stands for what is printed on 
the front cover of every HI-FI CHOICE 
— The Most Comprehensive Guide to 
Buying Hi-Fi Ever Published."
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the stationary tape to read it as accurately as 
possible. It overlaps a little of the B track to either 
side but duly ignores what it overlaps because of 
slant azimuth. Because the A head has been 
aligned with the A field as accurately as possible, 
the B head is now out of line with the B field. But 
because it is much wider, almost double the 
normal width in fact, it is still able to read the 
misaligned B track with only a little loss at the 
edges. Again of course it overlaps the neighbour
ing tracks but again it duly ignores them. The 
result on screen is a fully interlaced still picture 
made up from the A and B fields, with only a slight 
degradation of quality at the top and bottom and 
a noise bar out of sight at the extreme top or 
bottom. In the slow motion modethe VHS machine 
steps from frame to frame under servo control in 
a very precise manner. Because it steps from 
frame to frame, 25 frames a second are displayed.

The Sony C7 does not adopt a similar approach. 
Instead of moving in discrete steps, the Beta 
tape crawls continuously past the rotating video 
heads so that they are continually scanning 
different pairs of tracks. The Beta system, like 
VHS, relies on slant azimuth, so the A head can 
only read an A track and the B head can only read 
a B track. Thus as the tape slowly moves past the 
heads for slow motion display they read an ever
changing combination of field pairs, ie first track 
A and track B from a first time frame, then track B 
from the same frame and track A from the next 
frame, then the same A track but the B track from 
the next frame and so on. This produces a 
continually changing series of still frames with a 
noise bar which continually rolls across the 
picture. When the Beta machine is switched into 
still-frame, the tape is inched into a position 
where mis-tracking is confined to an area as near 
the tape edge as possible. The noise bar is thus 
at the top or bottom of the picture. The tape then 
remains stationary until the still frame switch is 
released.

Because the Sony C7 moves in slo-mo from 
field to field rather than from frame to frame(as in 
VHS) it appears to display twice as many still 
pictures as a VHS machine with stepped slo-mo. 
11 is a moot point whether this difference is an 
advantage or not. But certainly the noise bars are 
much more noticeable on the crawling Cl slo-mo 
than they are on the stepped slo-mo offered by 
VHS. So if there is any benefit from crawling from 
field to field, rather than stepping from frame to 
frnme, it is offset by the noise bar interference.

Why then does Sony not aUupt a similar soln- 
tion to noise? The company argues that although 
the slant azimuth recording technique eliminates 
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the cross-talk which is inevitably created by use 
of the double-size head for normal play at high 
frequencies, there is still cross-talk in the lower 
frequencies where colour information is carried. 
This is eliminated by filtering and signal averag
ing techniques, but could cause some loss of 
vertical definition in colour rendition. The Sony 
philosophy is that picture quality for normal 
speed replay should not be sacrificed for im
proved quality in still picture or slow motion 
replay, because normal speed replay is for most 
people by far the most important use of a video 
cassette recorder.
Doubtless this is why Sony is already introducing 
in Japan a new generation of machines which offer 
improved still-frame display. These adapt a tech
nique used in broadcast television technology. 
An extra video A head is mounted on the drum, 
alongside the normal B head. So in the still frame 
mode the A field is scanned twice per frame and 
the displayed still picture is actually made up of 
two identical fields even though they are inter
laced in the normal manner. (Because the A head 
cannot be in exactly the correct position on the 
drum-which is occupied by the B head-a delay 
line electronically compensates for the slight 
error in position.) Conjurers can thus look for
ward to a reprieve, if the split-second give-away 
to their trick is caught only by the B field on a 
future generation Beta machine which shows 
only A fields in the still-frame mode!

Fast search
Normally when a video recorder is put into the 
iast forward or fast re-wind mode, no pictures 
appear on the screen. Two years ago in Japan, 
however, Sony demonstrated a Betamax machine 
which produced pictures on the screen even with 
the tape running at high speed. Although the 
pictures were inevitably of disjointed form and 
degraded by horizontal bars of snowy noise, they 
were recognisable. This feature made it possible 
for the user to scan through a video tape 
recording looking for a particular sequence, 
rather like flipping through the pages of a book. 
Initially Sony claimed that the VHS format, with 
its different tape-loading path, couldn't offer 
what they christened 'fast picture search' or 
'cue and review'. But inevitably, bearing in mind 
the rivalry between the Beta and VHS camps, it 
was not long before VHS machines started to 
offer a similar facility (albeit under the slightly 
different name of 'shuttle search'). Now most top
priced video recorders ot either tormat offer a 
similar facility. For the VHS machines the tape is 
simply kept wrapped round the drum while it is 
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wound at high speed, instead of being un
threaded back into the cassette as it is for normal 
fast wind or rewind.

Fast picture search can be a very valuable 
feature, because it can be an infuriating business 
to search through a long tape for the beginning 
and end of a programme by the hitherto routine 
fashion of continually switching between fast 
wind and play and so on.

The V2000 format has the potential to offer 
extremely clear pictures in fast search, and the 
review of the Grundig 'plus' model in this book 
would appear to bear this out.

Several machines of all formats offer another 
aid to fast searching through pre-recorded 
material. An inaudible cue tone is automatically 
recorded on the tape every time the machine 
stops and starts recording. Sensor circuitry in the 
recorder can then stop the machine from fast 
wind every time a cue tone is reached. If for 
instance a tape with several different 
programmes is re-wound, the recorder can be set 
automatically to stop at the beginning of each 
fresh sequence. Some machines offer cue tone 
searching in addition to fast search with picture; 
others offer it as an alternative.

The major systems-vital statistics
Philips N1 700 uses the original Philips video 
cassette with the two tape spools stacked one on 
top of the other (ie co-axia^. and casette size is 
146x127x41 mm. Tape width is V2 inch, speed is 
6.56cm per second and maximum playing time 
per cassette 3 hours (or more usually 2112 hours). 
Track width is 85 microns, video drum diameter 
105mm, and writing speed 8.1 metres per 
second. By way of reference the original N1500 
format used the same cassette, but ran the tape 
at 14.29cms per second to give a maximum of 
one hour playing time. The N1500 track width 
was 130 microns.

The VHS format cassette has the two spools 
side by side (ie co-planar), and measures 
188x104x25mm. lhe tape width is 112 inch, VHS 
running speed is 2.34cms per second, and 
maximum playing time is normally three hours, 
but four hour cassettes (with more, thinner tape 
inside) are now becoming available. Track width 
is 49 microns, the video drum diameter is 62mm 
and the writing speed 4.85 metres per second.

Beta format uses another co-planar cassette, 
this time 155 x95x25mm, and again tape width is 
112 inch. Tape speed is 1.87cms per second, to 
give a (current) maximum playing time of 3 hours 
15 minutes, but a four hour cassette should be 
possible. Track width is 33 microns, video drum

Fig 1. 'C' loading wrap.

diameter 74.5mm, and writing speed 5.8 metres 
per second.

V2000 uses a co-planar cassette, superficially 
very similar to the VHS cassette, of size 
183x260x11Omm. The tape is again 'h inch wide, 
but only half the tape width (ie % inch) is used on 
each pass. The cassette is then flipped over and 
the second half of the tape used on the return 
run, in a manner comparable to the use of a 
compact audio cassette. Tape speed is 2.44cms 
per second with a maximum playing time per 
cassette of 8 hours (4 hours in each direction). 
Track width is 22.6 microns, the video drum 
diameter is 65mm, and the writing speed is 5.08 
metres per second. Space is set aside in the 
centre of the tape for two auxiliary tracks, one for 
each ""pass" of the tape. These tracks, which can 
for instance be used to record cue pulses for 
audio-visual synchronisation, are not yet used by 
any machine on the market.

Tape loading wrap
Both the Philips 1500 and N1700 series 
machines used the same tape loading path as 
shown in Figure 1. For obvious reasons, this is 
commonly called C-loading or U-loading. As its 
name implies this was the path adopted by the
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U-Matic format. Beta format machines also use 
U-loading as shown in Figure 2. VHS however 
adopts a path called M-loading as shown in 
Figure 3. The Beta faction claim that U-loading 
puts less tension on the tape because it passes 
through fewer tight curves. This, they say, 
reduces wear, and makes it easier for a Beta 
machine to keep the tape wrapped round the 
video head drum at all times, ie during normal 
playing, fast rewind, fast forward wind, or fast 
search. The VHS camp refute this, and argue 
that there is less wear on the tape and video 
heads if it is unwrapped from the drum for fast 
forward and re-wind. For fast search with picture 
a VHS machine must of course leave the tape 
wrapped round the drum. Curiously the V2000 
format does not specify U^ or M-loading. Grundig 
uses a Unloading wrap, similar to that adopted by 
Beta, while Philips on the other hand uses an M^ 
wrap, similar to VHS.

The issue of head and tape wear is still un 
resolved; despite all the claims and counter
claims, no-one has yet offered up any real 
evidence to suggest that the Beta Unwrap wears 
the tape and/or heads faster than the VHS M- 
wrap. There has however beensome evidence to 
support another claim, namely that it is easier to 
make a small, compact portable with M^wrap 
because the Unwrap mechanism takes up more 
space. The real proof on this point may however 
come when Philips and Grundig, whose V2000s 
each use the same size head drum but adopt M^ 
and U-wrap respectively, start to show their 
portable units.

One thing, however, is beyond dispute. The 
VHS format policy of unwrapping the tape from 
the head drum for normal fast forward and rewind 
does limit the speed with which such a machine 
can be switched between fast wind and record or 
replay mode. The few seconds it takes to wrap 
and unwrap can be very irritating, especially 
where the user is searching through a long tape 
for a specific point in the recording. Fast search 
is thus an even more valuable feature on a VHS 
machine than on a Beta recorder.

The V2000 format here offers a choice. The 
tape can either be wound fast through the 
machine while still wrapped round the drum, or 
(by a different user control selection) it can be 
wound at higher speed after unwrapping from 
the drum. This option was built into the format in 
readiness for the provision of fast search on 
second generation V2000 machines.

Reproduction Quality
It is only now, nearly ten years after the very first 
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Fig 2. 'U' loading wrap.

Fig 3. 'M' loading wrap.

Philips machines were demonstrated, that a few 
people are starting to question the quality of the 
pictures and sound available from a video
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cassette recorder Until recently the promise of 
three hours of colour tv pictures and sound from 
a cassette no larger than a paperback book (and 
costing no more than a hardback) has been a 
guarantee of satisfaction. But gradually a few 
people are starting to notice that the pictures on 
screen and accompanying sound are not really 
as good as those available from an off-air broad
cast. The visual differences become even mol'e 
noticeable if the tv screen is large (over 20ins), 
and the viewing distance is close. And even 
despite the low-budget circuitry and 'tinny loud
speakers of most domestic tv sets, its still 
possible to distinguish a loss of audio quality 
when programmes are recorded and replayed 
from a domestic video recorder

Once inadequacies of picture and sound start 
to be noticed, they will become a selling point, 
just as the more subtle nuances of sound re
production became a selling point in hi-Ii. As this 
happens, the questions will be asked: why are 
some recorders better than others? Its much 
easier to explain the variations in audio perfor
mance than video performance. So we’ll take 
these first.

Aodio quality
Although all existing domestic video cassette 
machines record the video information by laying 
helical stripes across the tape from rapidly 
rotating heads, the sound signals are recorded in 
linear fashion. The tape simply runs past a 
stationary sound head just as it does in an 
ordinary audio tape recorder. It is well estab
lished that the performance of an audio recorder 
depends largely on tape speed and tape width. 
As the tracks become narrower the level of un
wanted background noise effectively rises; this is 
why a stereo recording made on cassette tape(of 
one seventh inch width) is much more prone to 
background hiss than a recording made at a 
higher speed on open reel tape, which is Vo inch 
wide. The use of Dolby and other noise reduction 
systems, and the availability of ever improving 
tape, has enabled audio cassette performance to 
be compared with open reel tape performance, 
but the medium is still very intolerant: if too much 
signal is put on tape it overloads and the re
produced sound is distorted; any build up of dirt 
or oxide on the audio heads will also degrade 
performance. For optimum results the tape type 
must be matched to the magnetic and electronic 
characteristics of the recorder.

Now compare an audio cassette with a video 
cassette. For the Beta and VHS systems the 
sound track laid alongside the area occupied by 

the helical video tracks is just 1 mm in width; for 
V2000 ifs only0.65mm. At 1.5mm a stereo pair of 
tracks on an audio cassette is much wider. What’s 
more, none of the modern domestic video 
cassettes run at anything likethe speed of an audio 
cassette. The lowest speed is Beta (1.87cm per 
second), while VHS and V2000 run at similar 
speeds (2.34cm/s and 2.44cm/s respectively). 
Thus even the fastest domestic video tape speed 
is still only around half the audio cassette speed 
of 4.75cms per second. The use of Dolby noise 
reduction by some VHS machines, and proprie
tary noise reduction systems by Beta and V2000 
may help keep background hiss down to reason
able levels, but it can do nothing for overall 
quality.

The tape used in a videocassette has a coating 
of much higher coercivity than an audio cassette. 
(A chrome 'high bias' audio cassette has a 
coercivity of around 450 oersted, but a video 
cassette has a coercivity of over 600 oersted.) 
This is essential for recording the very high 
frequencies needed to reproduce colour video, 
and as a happy by-product it offers a reasonable 
opportunity to record high audio frequencies 
with reasonable fidelity, despite the slow linear 
tape speeds used. The often inadequate bass 
response of a video recorder is often attributed 
to the thin tape used, especially in a cassette 
which offers three or four hours playing time. But 
in fact the coating on a video tape is similar in 
thickness at around 4 microns to that used for an 
audio cassette. (Incidentally video tape often has 
a slightly thicker base film; 10 microns or more 
for video and around 10 microns or less for 
audio). Inadequate bass response is more likely 
to be the result of economies in the video 
recorder audio circuits, tailored to the often poor 
audio performance of a domestic tv set. It is 
also advisable to roll-off audio frequencies below 
1 OOHz for a video recording to prevent (or at 
least reduce) the irritating effect of 50 Hz frame 
or field buzz breaking through from the picture 
circuits into the sound circuits.

Although some formats and machines can be 
expected to offer marginal benefits over their 
competitors, thanks to imaginative pre- and de
emphasis techniques, it would be a contradiction 
of well established laws of physics if any of the 
current domestic formats offered true hi-fi. The 
situation can only be radically improved if a new 
generation of video recorders is developed 
which encode the sound in digital code and 
interleave it with the picture signals. Otherwise 
there is not much more that can be done with the 
audio performance oi domestic video cassettes.
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In many respects we are now doomed to audio 
quality which is inadequate by domestic hi-fi 
standards.And things will become even worse if 
either the VHS or Beta systems halve the tape 
speed to double the available playing time per 
cassette (as has happened in the US and Japan).

Anyone with an audio ear and intending to 
purchase a video cassette recorder should try 
and hear its sound replayed at reasonably high 
level through a tv set with respectable sound 
performance (eg one of the Philips 'hi-fi' sets). 
Listen for excessive background hiss, buzzes 
caused by breakthrough of the video signals on 
the sound circuit, and distortion through over
load. If any of these problems is noticeable from 
the outset, they will become more and more 
irritating during prolonged domestic use.

Picture quality
Believe it or not no one is yet agreed on how to 
measure the picture quality performance of a 
video cassette recorder. As a result manufac
turers, and reviewers, must either adopt 
measurement techniques evolved for broadcast 
use or invent their own. Broadcast techniques 
are largely unsatisfactory because they are in
tended mainly to check the quality of signals 
being carried between transmitters, and will fail 
to reveal inadequacies which are peculiar to 
domestic video recorders. To take just one 
example, a broadcast tv signal conveys the 
colour or "chroma" information on a carrier wave 
which is of higher frequency than the signals 
which carry the black-and-white or "luma" in
formation. For both broadcast and domestic 
recording the luma is in FM, but for domestic 
video recording, where the bandwidth is not wide 
enough to carry the colour above the luminance, 
the colour carrier is reduced in frequency and 
recorded in AM under the luma. (Hence the term 
'colour-under' as applied to all domestic colour 
recording.) Broadcast signal measurement tests 
inevitably overlook some of the problems which 
can occur with colour-under recording. For 
example, any phase jittter in this frequency band, 
caused perhaps by tape transport irregularities, 
will distort the colour signal. In European 
countries where the PAL system is used, these 
distortions will emerge as variations in ampli
tude, ie changes of colour strength, rather than 
the changes of hue which will be caused by 
similar distortion of an American format NTSC 
colour signal.

Rapid changes of colour strength will show up 
on the screen as mottling (high frequency noise) 
or as streaking (low frequency colour noise 
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affecting several whole lines of the picture). 
Clearly a test measurement intended for broad
cast equipment, which carries the chroma signal 
at high frequency, cannot possibly quantify such 
by-products of colour-under recording. As the 
effect of colour noise is very noticeable on 
screen this is obviously an important inadequacy 
of the test technique. But, in Catch 22 fashion, if 
non-standard techniques are used to measure 
individual products, the results can be equally 
valueless because there is no point of reference 
with other products.

As a result manufacturers can quite legally 
quote all manner of exotic figures to impress the 
trade, press and public, even though the pictures 
on screen are far worse than one would expect 
from the figures quoted. So for this comparative 
survey of a wide range of equipment, completely 
new tests have been developed in an effort to 
correlate subjective viewing impressions with 
measurements by instruments.

Chroma or colour noise is of course only one 
contributory factor to a general subjective im
pression that the reproduced pictures are poor. A 
picture replayed on a video cassette recorder 
can also look worse than a picture received off- 
air for some or all the following reasons. The 
colour may be smudged, the picture may be 
polluted by white snowy noise, and there may be 
overall lack of definition, ie the image appears 
soft as if out of focus. Particularly annoying, but 
often not immediately noticeable, is a shimmer
ing fuzz on sharp-edged shapes in the picture, 
allied with loss of detail on wide open areas.

Colour smudging is caused by imbalance of 
the circuits which handle the luminance (black 
and white) and the chroma (colour) information. If 
the luma and chroma signals take different times 
to pass through their different routes, they will 
arrive on the screen out of step. The result is a 
colour ghost image alongside the more 
prominent main image. This becomes more 
noticeable on a large screen set.

White noise or random snow over the whole 
screen, like the off-air picture produced by a tv 
set with a poor aerial, indicates inadequate 
signal coming off the tape. Random white blips, 
dashes or holes in the picture are a sign of drop 
out, that is to say brief local deficiences in the 
tape coating which briefly cause the signal to 
disappear altogether. Video recorders include 
circuitry which compensates for brief drop outs 
by continually storing and replaying the last line 
ot the picture when the next line is spoiled by a 
drop out. But only the smallest gaps can be 
compensated, so large drop outs will still appear 
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as on-screen blips. Efforts are also made to 
disguise random snow noise by 'coring'or corre
lation techniques. The manufacturers are 
generally reticent over the actual circuits used, 
but coring techniques work- as the word 
suggests-by filtering off low level, high fre
quency noise from those areas of the picture 
where it is most noticeable, ie the wide open 
spaces, and leaving the useful 'core' of the 
picture. But coring also filters off fine detail, and 
cannot work on the transient type of signals 
which define sharp vertical edges. This is why 
sharp vertical edges in domestic video pictures 
often appear to shimmer; they are showing up 
the noise which has been filtered off from wide 
areas of the picture, but which remains on the 
transients. Correlation techniques compare one 
picture line with the next and boost similar 
information, while reducing random noise which 
is by definition dissimilar. This is similar to the 
technique used to clean up video pictures trans
mitted from space probes. The penalty is some 
lost vertical definition; the correlation circuit will 
be confused when the picture content changes 
radically from one line to the next, eg where there 
is a sharp horizontal edge in the picture.

There is good reason to believe that some of 
the manufacturers are measuring signal-to-noise 
ratios in areas which have been cored. As a result 
their figures are deceptively good, and uncared 
noise at the picture edges may be as much as 
1 OdB worse. Also the impressive signal-to-noise 
figures tell nothing about the undesirable side
effect of coring, namely the loss of fine detail 
along with the noise in wide areas of the picture. 
This explains why a recorder with excellent s/n 
figures can produce pictures which are decidedly 
unpleasant to watch over a prolonged period of 
viewing. Objects adopt an irritating shimmer 
round their edges, hair and skin look like plastic, 
and a field of grass resembles a green wash of 
paint. For this reason a different approach to 
noise measurement has been adopted for this 
survey. This is intended to distinguish between 
the noise in cored and uncared parts of the 
picture.

All domestic video systems suffer from in
adequate bandwidth. Whereas a broadcast 
signal has a bandwidth of over 5MHz, domestic 
video systems must make do with around 3MHz. 
As already mentioned the luma signals are 
recorded in FM and there is a physical upper limit 
to the frequencies which may be recorded. The 
limit for any system depends primarily on the 
writing speed, or the relative speed which the 
video heads travel with respect to the tape. 

Although adoption of a high writing speed means 
that higher frequencies can in theory be re
corded, there are, as will later be explained, very 
real practical problems in relying on a high 
writing speed. For example if the tape is in
adequate self-erasure of the high frequency FM 
signals may occur and even result in less video 
bandwidth than is obtainable from a lower writing 
speed. Either way, high frequency response, or 
more accurately lack of it, becomes especially 
noticeable on those same sharp vertical edges in 
the picture that show up noise when coring 
techniques are used. Sharp edge transients 
need a very wide bandwidth to reproduce 
accurately, and the inadequate bandwidth of a 
domestic video cassette recorder tends to 
distort the transients and so soften the picture 
edges. (The analogy with audio recording will be 
immediately apparent to any hi-fi buff.)

To compensate for this, domestic video cassette 
recorders use 'enhancement' circuits to try and 
restore the transient shape artificially. Essen
tially a 'gate' is used which changes state 
suddenly, like a switch, halfway through a 
distorted transient. This creates artificial 
sharpening. Without such enhancement the 
pictures from a domestic video cassette recorder 
would look unacceptably soft; but with too much 
enhancement they tend to look too artificial. 
Moreover the edge on the 'soft' side of the gating 
point still looks soft and mushy.

The clarity of a picture, or lack of it, is thus due 
to a complex of inter-related factors, each con
tributing a part to the overall subjective im
pression. Our measurements are intended to 
quantify the effect of these factors, separately 
and objectively. Over recent years, improve
ments in tape and recorder design have 
improved signal-to-noise ratio and frequency 
response. These in turn have improved picture 
quality.

Because V2000 adopts a high writing speed 
and uses the least amount of tape of all systems 
(only half the half inch tape width at 2.44cms per 
second) it places by far the heaviest demands on 
tape and machine technology. Early V2000 
machines produced very poor pictures largely 
because the tape available was not up to the 
demands placed on it by the machine electronics. 
There was just not enough signal information, 
especially at high frequency, coming off the tape 
to provide clear, clean, noise free pictures. But 
latest batches of tapes and machines are 
offering far more encouraging results.
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Writing speed
As already outlined, the theoretical key to 
successful video recording is a high writing 
speed, that Is to say a highrelative speed between 
the video heads' and the tape. But there are 
problems in practice. When the tape is running 
fast past a stationary head, as in the old un
successful attempts at video recording and the 
newer rediscoveries of Linear Video Recording, 
the situation is very straightforward. The faster 
the tape runs past the head, the higher the speed 
at which the video signals are 'written' onto the 
tape. But where the tape moves slowly, past a 
rotating helical scan head drum, the situation is 
less simple.

The speed of rotation of the head drum is fixed, 
dependent on the country in which the video 
recorder is to be used. In the UK, where 50 
separate fields, making 25 fully interlaced 
frames, are needed per second, the drum speed 
must be 1500 rpm if the heads are to produce a 
fully interlaced freeze frame picture when the 
tape stops. The two rotating heads then scan a 
pair of video tracks. Each track contains one 
field, so each of the rotating heads scans one 
track field to produce a fully interlaced freeze 
frame picture. For the USA where there are 60 
fields, and 30 interlaced frames, per second, the 
head rotational speed has to be 1800 rpm.

The linear speed of the tape in a modern 
domestic video recorder is virtually irrelevant to 
writing speed. The tape is moving so slowly, 
compared to the drum speed, that it contributes 
little or nothing to writing speed. (In fact in some 
machines the tape is moving in such a direction 
relative to the drum rotation that its speed of 
travel subtracts from the head speed, and thus 
marginally reduces the writing speed.) There is 
only one really significant variable- head drum 
diameter.

The bigger the video drum the further the 
heads have to travel for each revolution. As the 
speed of drum revolution is fixed, this means that 
the heads are effectively travelling faster on a big 
drum than on a small drum. To provide contact 
between the tape and each head over a full half 
revolution of the drum, the heads must trace a 
long oblique path across the tape width, rather 
than a short path from edge to edge. For V2000, 
which is recording on the equivalent of % inch 
tape, the heads must follow a very long oblique 
path.

At first sight it seAms ohvious to make the drum 
diameter as large as possible and the helical 
tracks as long as possible. The writing speed will 
then be high, the high frequency response better, 
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and the pictures clearer. Unfortunately there are 
problems.

The most obvious is that the use of a large 
diameter drum makes it difficult to build a 
compact portable recorder compatible with the 
system format. Moreover when long tracks are 
laid across the tape they will have to be narrow in 
width- unless of course the linear tape speed is 
increased. Obviously any increase in linear tape 
speed is unacceptable because the system then 
becomes less economical ’on tape, more expen
sive to run, and cannot offer the current expected 
norm of at least three hours per cassette.

Although the use of slant azimuth recording 
techniques enables the video tracks to be 
narrow and packed close together without cross
talk between adjacent tracks, the use of narrow, 
closely packed tracks puts another severe strain 
on the system. The more narrow the tracks, the 
more difficult it is for the video heads to trace 
them accurately. Even if a machine can success
fully replay its own recordings, it may find diffi
culty in replaying recordings made on another 
machine with microscopically small mechanical 
differences. High writing speed thus requires a 
high degree of mechanical precision in the 
recorder tape transport.

There is also a problem over tape quality. Aswe 
have seen in a high writing speed system, 
especially where the tape width is narrow as in 
V2000, the heads are reading very narrow tracks. 
If the tape is of low coercivity(in simple terms the 
coating is not densely packed with individual 
magnetic particles) the narrow tracks will be 
unable to cope with the high frequency FM 
signals being laid down by the heads. The 
recorded signali will then self-erase. Moreover, 
if the tape suffers from dropouts, that is to say 
tiny holes in the coating, these will take out 
whole track sections and be revealed on the 
screen as white blips where the head briefly 
encounters a complete absence of any magnetic 
signal. Thus a system which opts for a high 
writing speed can produce clear pictures, thanks 
to the potentially wide bandwidth, but only if the 
tape is of high quality; and it may be more prone 
to visible drop out effects. A system which opts 
for low writing speed will offer less bandwidth 
and less clear pictures, but it should be less 
prone to drop-out and more tolerant of incon
sistencies in the tape.

All the current domestic video recorders push 
the boundaries of magnetic recording technology 
to unprecedented lirnits, 1 equir iiiy lapes uf very 
high coercivity (600 to 700 oersted). And even 
this is barely adequate. In the future, higher 
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coercivity tapes (such as pure metal tapes with a 
coercivity of 1 ,OOO oersted or over) should 
become available for video, and it will then be 
possible to improve the performance of existing 
video formats -or introduce new formats of im
proved quality- by using the higher coercivity to 
extend the bandwidth and so achieve clearer 
pictures. Although this will require a modification 
of the record circuitry in existing formats, this 
could be switched automatically by notches or 
lugs provided on the video cassette housing.

Significantly, the V2000 format, which many 
people believe was originally intended for use 
only with metal tape, already has provision in the 
format specification for circuitry which self
adjusts to the type of tape used, by registering 
the presence or absence of coded holes in the 
cassette housing.

Until metal video tape becomes routinely 
available in bulk, at a reasonable price and with 
reliable quality, designers must content them
selves with using either ferric tape (modified with 
cobalt to increase the coercivity) or chromium 
dioxide tape. Although the video companies are 
secretive over the tapes used, it seems that VHS 
tapes from Japan are all of the ferric-cobalt 
type. But at least some Sony Beta tapes have 
been chrome. BASF uses chrome for both VHS 
and Beta. V2000 tapes have so far all been 
chrome; even those produced by 3M who have 
normally preferred to use ferric-cobalt for video 
tape. This all ties in with the relative demands 
placed on tape by VHS, Beta and V2000.

As the previous comparison of systems shows, 
the V2000 system opts for the high writing speed 
of 5.08 metres per second. And because the 
tracks are laid across only half the % inch tape 
width, they are extremely narrow, just 22.6 
microns in width. The Beta system relies on an 
even higher writing speed, 5.8 metres per 
second, but because the tracks can extend 
across the full half inch width of the tape, they are 
slightly wider than V2000 at 33 microns. The VHS 
system uses the slowest writing speed, 4.85 
metres per second, and the full tape width, so it 
has the widest tracks at 49 microns. It is clear 
therefore that V2000 and Beta put a higher 
demand on the tape than VHS, and offer poten
tially better picture quality. But it is also clearthat 
this potential is only achieved if the tape is up to 
scratch. Comparison of early and later Beta 
tapes suggest that at least some of the excellent 
quality now obtainable from a Sony C7 is due to 
the ever-improving quality of Beta tape. Likewise 
inadequacies of early V2000 tape was partly to 
blame for its extremely inadequate pictures in 

the early days. At least some of the continual 
improvement in V2000 pictures is the result of 
the continual improvement being made in tape 
for the format. vHs continues to offer pictures of 
quality which is consistent but not as good as the 
quality potentially obtainable from Beta and 
V2000.

The video format user must pay his money and 
take his choice in this respect. Rather like a 
Wimpy hamburger, VHS produces consistent but 
less than perfect quality pictures. Beta pictures 
were initially very poor but have been continually 
improving. V2000 pictures were initially 
atrocious but are also now improving. Our objec
tive measurements are intended to quantify the 
extent of improvement and establish the current 
relationship between different formats and 
different machines within the formats.

As previously explained, the wide track format 
adopted by VHS makes it easier for manufacturers 
to ensure compatibility between machines, ie 
ensure that a tape recorded on one VHS machine 
will always replay perfectly on another. In theory 
there should be more problem of compatibility 
between Beta machines, due to the narrow 
tracks. But in practice, and due largely to design 
of the Beta tape transport, no compatibility 
problems have been reported. V2000 faces the 
toughest challenge. With such narrow tracks 
compatibility would normally be a frightful 
headache, even between tapes made on the 
same machine over a period of years. This 
problem was recognised by Philips early on in 
the development of the format, and an elegant 
electronic solution has been adopted.

Dynamic Track Following
The very long and narrow track form adopted for 
V2000 necessitates very accurate guidance of 
the video heads as they record, and replay, the 
helical tracks across the tape. If the heads are 
not accurately aligned they will either stray off 
the tracks altogether, causing a noise bar on the 
picture, or stray partly off the tracks, causing 
lack of signal and a noisy, snowy picture. Al
though it might be possible in the laboratory to 
produce a conventional recorder which tracks 
22.6 micron paths with the necessary precision, 
in the field it would be out of the question. 
Production tolerances in a factory, temperature 
changes in the user's home, and tape stretch, 
would all conspire to make V2000 a 'hit and miss' 
system. With this in mind the V2000 designers 
have built into the format an unconventional 
technique called'Dynamic Track Following (DTF). 
Essentially this continually monitors the position 
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of the video heads and aligns them with the 
tracks.

It is already common practice in professional 
machines, to mount each video head on a tiny 
piezo-electrical crystal, rather like that found in a 
cheap gramophone cartridge or microphone. A 
piezo crystal produces electric currents when 
mechanically stressed, and conversely it 
changesshape when fed with an electric current. 
So by mounting the video heads on piezo 
crystals, it is possible to change their position 
under electronic control. Professional machines 
use the piezo principle only for replay. Philips 
went one stage further and adapted it to function 
both during record and replay.

During recording the video heads bury an extra 
reference signal inside the picture waveform. So 
when the tape is replayed, the video heads pick 
up the reference signal as well as the ordinary 
picture signals. By arranging for adjacent tracks 
to have different reference signals it is possible 
to sense immediately when the replay heads 
start to stray out of line with their intended tracks. 
When following the intended track they pick up 
only the intended signal; but if a video head 
moves out of alignment with the intended track, it 
starts to pick up another signal from the track 
alongside. The more signal sensed, the worse 
the head error. The sensed signal is used to 
produce a servo control current which flexes 
the piezo crystals to move the head until the tell
tale error signal disappears. All this happens 
continuously, and very rapidly. The result is 
accurate alignment of the heads with the tracks, 
ie they follow the track 'dynamically'.

To keep the heads in alignment during the 
record mode the V2000 machine repeatedly 
switches briefly into the playback mode to check 
the strength of reference signals recorded in the 
preceding track. If this switching provides a tell
tale of misalignment the servo control circuit 
adjusts the head position by a microscopically 
small amount. Again all this happens very quickly, 
and the brief switch from record to replay 
happens at a carefully chosen moment so that it 
is not visible when the recording is viewed on a 
domestic tv screen.

Although DTF was originally devised to make 
the V2000 system work reliably in the normal 
record and replay mode, it also opens the door to 
very clear, noise free, pictures in still frame, slow 
motion and fast motion. As already explained, in 
these modes there is normally bound to be 
mistracking because the heads cannot make the 
same angle with the helical tracks on replay as 
they did during recording. When the linear tape 
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speed is interferred with. The DTF circuit senses 
this misalignment and continually corrects it. The 
only limit to correction is the speed and distance 
of head movement. So far it seems that the 
system can cope with speeds of up to seven 
times normal replay speed, and still correct 
tracking to produce noise free pictures. Already 
Grundig has a machine on the market which 
offers noise-free replay at three-times normal 
speed, and it is only a question of time before 
further V2000 machines become available which 
offer noise free pictures in fast search mode up 
to seven times normal. speed. It is uncertain 
whether the piezo response will ever be fast 
enough to offer noise free pictures at still faster 
search rates.

Headcleaning
Over the last decade, owners of audio cassette 
recorders have been brainwashed on the need to 
clean their recording and playback heads. A 
build-up of magnetic oxide, shed from the tape 
coating during normal use, clogs the head gaps 
and prevents smooth contact between the tape 
and head surfaces. This can cause a dramatic fall 
off in high frequency (treble) response. A little 
knuckle grease, with a cotton bud or plastic 
probe, can work wonders for reproduced sound 
quality. The only taboo is the use of any metal 
object, because this can scratch the delicately 
polished head surface.

Audio enthusiasts who turn to video must un
learn this brainwash teaching. The rotating drum 
of a video recorder houses two video heads, 
each with working dimensions comparable to the 
width of a human hair. They are so fragile that 
any physical contact with any cleaning tool, be it 
of plastic, cotton bud or metal, is virtually guaran
teed to cause irreparable damage. Just touching 
a video head With your finger can ruin it. Even a 
drop of moisture on the tape can destroy a head. 
So can a splice in the tape. This is because the 
heads are rotating at 1500 rpm -or up to 20 
mph- and literally fracture on impact with even 
the smallest obstacle. Although there are various 
kits and gadgets on the market which are 
designed to clean the internal working parts of-a 
video recorder (more on the controversy which 
surround this later), the user should never ever 
try to clean the tiny heads on the drum by 
physical contact with any kind of probe.

Head wear
Unfortunately even the most careful user, with 
the most foolproof recorder, will eventually need 
new heads. Most video cassette recorders in
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corporate a thermostatically controlled heater 
which prevents the formation of any dew drops 
on the tape. But there is always the possibility of 
a foreign body finding a way into the recorder 
mechanics. More important still is that all video 
heads have a finite life. After several thousand 
hours of use they simply wear out. Picture quality 
gets progressively worse until one day the 
machine just refuses to record, because the 
working parts of the head have fallen apart. This 
is a perfectly normal situation. Tape is an abrasive 
medium and the very fine structure of the heads 
is bound to become worn as they rotate at high 
speed, like a mini-grinding wheel. No one 
really knows how long a set of video heads wilr 
last. It depends on humidity, the type of tape 
used, and whether you live in a clean or dusty 
environment. Also video head technology is 
continually improving, as is tape technology. So 
modern heads last longer and modern tape is 
less abrasive. What all this uncertainty means in 
practice is that a set of video heads can last 
anything from 1,000 working hours to 4 or 5,000 
working hours.

One thing however is certain. It is an expensive 
business to replace video heads. This is partly 
because the heads themselves are a remarkable 
example of high precision technology of micro
scopic size. It's also because on most video 
recorders it takes an engineer around an hour to 
replace the heads and make the checks on 
circuit alignment which are necessary to optimize 

performance after a head-change. So it can cost 
anything up to£ 100 to have the heads of a video 
recorder replaced. The exact charge depends on 
the type of machine, the skill of the technician, 
and the greed or goodwill of the firm carrying out 
the repairs. For instance a set of video heads for 
a JVC VHS machine currently costs around £50 
retail. It should take a competent engineer no 
longer than an hour of bench time to do the job 
but this still puts the price at around £70, 
including VAT.

This prompts two pieces of advice. First, and 
obviously, don't be tempted to get your fingers or 
any cleaning tool anywhere near the video head 
drum. Secondly, and perhaps less obviously, 
don't be tempted to use your video machine 
unnecessarily. Every hour of use, either for 
recording or replay, is an hour off the life of the 
heads.

If you think you're hard done by, when pre
sented with the bill for a new set of video heads, 
count your lucky stars that we have progressed 
so far from the original days of domestic video. In 
1974 and 1975, when the original Philips N1500 
one-hour format VCR first came onto the market, 
the expected life of a set of video heads was only 
around 500 hours. So anyone using their proud 
new purchase for a couple of hours a day could 
expect to need a new set of video heads in well 
have expected to need a new set of video heads 
in well under a year!

The 1981 fashion for slant-front machines
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This is the first book in the Hi-Fi Choice series to 
present assessments of television pictures as 
well as sound reproduction, and in so doing 
prompts the question whether the term 'high 
fidelity could be applied to the visual side of 
consumer electronics. What does a 'high-fidelity 
audio system achieve? It would be fair to say that 
the most advanced systems available today are 
capable of producing sounds which are as dramatic 
and subtle as many which occur'live'. Although the 
concept of 'the closest approach to the original 
sound' may be rather academic in these days of 
multitrack recording, the fact is that the ear may 
be fooled quite easily into believing that a 
recorded version of human speech, for instance, 
is the real thing.

With video, however, the inherent shortcomings 
of the reproduction process are stark and in
escapable. No-one could even momentarily be 
persuaded that what they were seeing on tele
vision was 'real'. First, the image is two
dimensional, while everything we see has depth. 
Secondly, even if there were no shortcomings 
anywhere else in the process, the image is of 
necessity divided into only 575 active lines of 
picture content, which sets a finite limit to the 
possible vertical resolution of the picture. 
(Readers who are accustomed to thinking of 625 
line television may wonder where the other 50 
lines have gone; they are blanked off to allow 
time for synchronising signals and teletext 
information.)

The limiting factor affecting the horizontal 
resolution of the picture is the bandwidth of the 
link between the camera and the picture tube. 
The greater the bandwidth, the faster the 
television signal can change value and so the 
greater the amount of detail which can be 
presented across a line of the picture. In UK 
broadcast television, the transmitted bandwidth 
is never more than 5.5MHz, which means that 
the maximum resolution in the horizontal direc
tion cannot exceed more than 500 lines, and in 
practice is somewhat less than this.

Tube limitations
Other factors affecting the fidelity of colour 
television which are perhaps, less inevitable, but 
nonetheless prescribe the current state of the 
art, have to do with the picture display tube in the 
receiver. The picture is traced out by three 
electron beams, which are simultaneously 
deflected up and down and from side to side by 
the current in the scanning coils on the neck of 
the tube. These are then sorted out by a slotted 
mask immediately behind the screen, so that the 

electrons from the red gun hit only red phosphor 
dots, the green the green, and the blue the blue.

Two limiting factors must now be considered. 
The ability of a colour tube to reproduce the 
colours of nature is determined by the colours 
emitted from the glowing phosphors on the face 
of the tube. A picture cannot ever be a deeper or 
a richer red than the colour emitted by the red 
phosphors with the other two phosphors 
quiescent. Although this is not a serious draw
back, it is apparent to discriminating eyes where 
a direct comparison between live and televised 
scenes is possible, and particularly affects the 
red end of the spectrum.

A similar colour limitation occurs with low- 
grade cameras, whose ability to reproduce rich 
and vibrant reds is often poor, especially if the 
lighting is less than ideal. This limitation is 
connected with the spectral sensitivity of the 
camera tubes used, and although it is not a factor 
for which we have yet devised a measurement 
technique, it may be worth looking out for when 
choosing a colour camera.

The other limitation associated with the picture 
display tube arises from the difficulty of ensuring 
that the focus of the electron beams is main
tained as a sharp point over the whole area of the 
screen. In most domestic-quality display tubes, 
the focus of the scanning spots is poorer at 
the corners of the screen than it is in the centre, 
because the path taken by the electron beam is 
longer. This drawback is most apparent when the 
material being viewed is itself particularly sharp, 
such as the output from an internal teletext/ 
viewdata decoder.

Broadcast Quality Standards
Both the BBC and the IBA keep a very close 
watch on the quality of the picture and sound 
transmitted to the public, and there is an 
elaborate logging system in use at monitoring 
stations to record any shortcomings noted by the 
engineers in charge of quality assessment. No 
fewer than 87 different vision defects can be 
identified, together with 37 possible faults on 
sound, and their presence, together with the 
degree of picture or sound impairment, is care
fully recorded.

It is extremely unusual for members of the 
public to complain about the technical standard 
of the programmes transmitted. Those com
plaints which do arrive are more frequently to do 
with the sound ratherthan the picture: 'sibilance' 
- a distorted, 'splashy noise of the 's' sounds of 
speech - is the most common complaint.
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What is objectionable
It would seem that a technical impairment result
ing in a loss of information is much less ob
jectionable than one which introduces extra 
visible or audible information which is clearly out 
of place. The first kind of impairment might be 
loss of resolution in the picture, or high fre
quencies in the sound, due to the use of poor 
quality or historical film material. A general 
'dulling' or 'blurring of the edges’ on sound or 
picture is likely to pass without adverse comment, 
particularly if the impairment is uniform through
out the programme.

The other form of impairment is one which is 
rare in UK television. Sibilance is a clear example 
of a short, sharp disturbance to the sound 
channel. A similar effect on the picture gives 
intermittent lines, streaks or bars, or picture roll, 
which would be extremely difficult to ignore.

From the experience of the broadcasters, it 
would appear that in assessing video pictures we 
should give more weight to any defects which 
introduce extra information which is clearly not 
part of the original signal than to those which 
miss out minor details. But before we go on to 
discuss the tests on the video equipment from a 
technical point of view, let us look in more depth 
at domestic receivers, and at the signals at the 
input and output of a video recorder what they 
are like, and what actually happens to them.

Domestic Receivers
The domestic television receiver has until 
recently been a legendary inflation-beater. 
Throughout almost its entire lifetime, the price of 
a monochrome receiver of average screen size 
has been somewhere under£ 100, and the price 
of a typical colour set has only recently exceeded 
the £300 price tag attached to the first colour 
sets launched around 1967. And for quite a long 
period UK manufacturers have shown them
selves to be capable of producing receivers with 
an adequate if mundane performance: good 
enough to keep the punters happy, and sufficiently 
unreliable to keep rental companies and service 
engineers comfortably in business.

The technical performance of most home- 
produced receivers could fairly be described as 
adequate, though hardly startling, and it would 
be fair to say that for most people the prospect of 
paying over the odds in order to see Crossroads 
or Coronation Street with more clarity was not a 
maior consideration when they selected a 
receiver. It was left to foreign manufacturers 
such as Bang and Olufsen to tackle the up
market fringe, while the most the UK could come 
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up with was a 26 inch set in a Queen Anne 
cabinet, being very much a case of mutton 
dressed as lamb.

Recent technical innovations have resulted in 
a more uniform and generally higher standard of 
reproduction. Receivers of the late sixties and 
early seventies produced a picture which had a 
distinct character peculiar to the manufacturer in 
question; an experienced eye could usually tell a 
GEC from a Philips, a Pye from a Thorn, simply by 
looking at a testcard displayed on the screen. 
Early sets were also cumbersome, difficult to set 
up accurately, and even more difficult to maintain 
at a high level of performance. This was due to 
the large number of preset adjustments inside 
the receiver. there were Ofteen or twenty controls 
setting the convergence (maladjustment of 
which produces gaily coloured fringes round the 
edges of objects, reminiscent of the morning 
after the night before); another twelve or so coils 
in the IF amplifier were prone to drift, resulting in 
smeared picture, buzz on sound, or wiggly 
patterning on coloured areas; and yet more 
controls set the colour to something approaching 
a neutral balance.

This nightmare of internal adjustment provided 
plenty of opportunity for the twiddler to get it all 
wrong, and the overall picture quality, already at 
the mercy of fate, was also subject to the 
manufacturers whims about what constituted a 
video output stage. Valves gave way to transistors, 
which improved reliability and performance, but 
the improved performance of modern television 
receivers owes most to two developments which 
occurred during the seventies- the self-converging 
picture tube and the surface acoustic-wave 
(SAW) filter. A third factor leading to more 
uniformity and better overall performance was 
the ubiquitous integrated circuit: by virtually 
forcing manufacturers to use the same circuit 
around the little black package, any scope for 
individuality (and error) was considerably reduced.

The self-converging picture tube came in three 
manifestations. From the word go Sony receivers 
used the trinitron tube, which had very little in the 
way of convergence adjustments, and produced 
a very superior picture on the small-screen 
format. Then RCA with the PIL (Precision-in-line) 
tube and Mullard (using the similar 20AX system) 
provided almost simultaneously the opportunity 
for manufacturers to dispense with the expen
sive, power-consuming and unreliable panel of 
convergence adjustment controls which had pre
viously been a necessary evil. It is now rare to see 
misconvergence on a receiver at normal viewing 
distances, and the number of adjustments avail-
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The JVC guide to a video recorder 
so light you can take it anywhere.

JVC invented VHS - the world's 
most popular home video system - and 
then made the world's first portable VHS 
recorder.

Now they've taken another leap 
forward ... they've developed a portable 
video recorder that's no bigger than a 
shoulder bag. It weighs just 5.2kg including 
the battery. We call this small wonder the 
HR-2200.

It has variable speed play back - 
variable slow motion, freeze frame and 

frame advance. The two way 'shuttle 
search' lets you see the picture at 10 times 
normal speed and quickly locate exactly 
the point you want on a tape. The unique 
Edit Start Control (ESC) automatically 
aligns the beginning of one recording 
with a previous one on the same tape and 
so minimises picture distortion.

You can operate the recorder with 
its remote control unit or the featherlight 
push buttons.

Easy on the power. The HR-2200 

requires a mere 9.6 watts of power from 
its flexible three way power supply. Run it 
off your car battery, the Ni-Cd recharge
able battery pack or the mains.

Complete the picture, JVC makes a 
wide range of video cameras.

The favourites to go with the HR-2200 
are the lightweight GX-33E 
and the more sophisticated GX-88E.

The GX-33E has a 3X zoom lens, 
through the lens optical viewfinder and a 
control which allows you to shoot in low 
light. For even better performance you , 
can add the VP-P30 electronic viewfinder.

The GX-88E offers you a built-in 
electronic viewfinder, auto iris control with 
backlight compensation, automatic and
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able internally for the purpose of setting con
vergence has dropped from fifteen or so to one or 
maybe two at the most.

Finally, the other panel in the receiver section 
of the set, packed with coils to sort out the 
picture from the sound and the colour from the 
picture, has been simplified by the SAW filter. 
This replaces almost all the coils and adjust
ments with a single package, the characteristics 
of which are established at the manufacturing 
stage and need no further tinkering.

It will be apparent from this potted history of 
the television receiver that a modern receiver 
produces a picture of higher quality, and does so 
more consistently than its predecessors. It bears 
a price tag which has fallen dramatically in real 
terms over the past decade, and in this energy
conscious era it also consumes less energy in 
both manufacture and use: a power consumption 
of not much more than 1 OOW is to be expected 
nowadays, while early models required three 
times this figure.

The principle of operation is of course the same; 
the basic job of the set is to display a signal which 
is presented to it in the form of a radio-frequency 
carrier modulated with a standard television 
signal. Some sets have the facility for the tele
vision signal to be introduced directly without 
any radio frequencies being involved, but all 
video, recorders have the facility to mimic a 
broadcast station by producing an RF (Radio 
Frequency) signal. Let us now look at what else 
they get up to.

Video recorders-the signals involved
Fig. 1 shows, in a highly simplified form, what 
happens inside a video recorder when it is 
recording a programme off-air. The 'beginning' of 

this particular saga may be taken as the ""RF 
INPUT' socket on the left-hand side of the 
diagram. To this is connected the aerial which 
would otherwise be plugged into the back of the 
television receiver.

Clearly, having disconnected the aerial from 
the receiver, it will be necessary to make sure 
that the receiver is still capable of picking up the 
programmes to which it has already been tuned. 
11. would be a considerable nuisance to have to 
fiddle around with aerial plugs whenever one 
wanted to change from watching a tape to a 
broadcast or vice versa. So an RF amplifier, 
capable of slightly boosting all the signals from 
the aerial, is used to drive both the tuner inside 
the recorder and the RF output socket from 
which is taken a lead to the aerial socket of the TV 
receiver.

This means that with power applied to the 
recorder, the receiver is presented with all the 
signals present on the incoming aerial lead, with 
usually a slight measure of amplification. It is 
interesting to note that some home users reported 
that the picture they received watching normal 
broadcast programmes via the recorders RF 
amplifier was usually slightly better than it had 
been direct. This is more a reflection on the 
performance of their receiving system (ie aerial) 
than on any attribute of the recorder, showing 
that some benefit could be gained from having 
extra signal at the input to the set.

The incoming signals are presented to the 
tuner inside the recorder, which is programmed 
manually or automatically to receive any broad
cast service. The tuner provides a video signal, 
which contains both colour and black-and-white 
information, and an audio signal, which is re
corded on the tape in a conventional (linear) 

Fig 1. Rudimentary block diagram of VCR recording off-air.
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fashion. In most machines these signals are fed 
back to a modulator whilethe machine is re
cording. This modulator converts the signals 
back into their original RF form, but on a different 
frequency which can be tuned by all receivers 
but which is not used for broadcast services.

It is therefore possible while recording a pro
gramme to watch the said programme on two 
different frequencies by selecting either the 
incoming frequency itself in the usual way, or by 
tuning to the output from the modulator inside 
the recorder. Again this facility for comparing the 
signal direct and afterit has been through the mill 
of being demodulated and then remodulated 
again evoked comments from the user panel 
from time to time. However, the degradation of 
picture and sound quality introduced by this 
process was in almost all instances very minor 
compared with the shortcomings of the record/ 
playback process; when particularly adverse 
comment arose (in the case of one early sample), 
it was clear that the tuner inside the machine was 
in fact faulty.

At the point where the video and audio signals 
have been recovered from the tuner there is a 
switch which can be used to substitute 'home
grown' video and audio signals from a camera, 
microphone or other remote peripherals. In the 
course of our tests we generally applied our input 
signals at this point. It could be argued that since 
most of the machines would spend most of their 
time recording off-air signals it would have been 
more appropriate to test the whole system from 
aerial socket to RF outlet. However, doing this 
would inevitably introduce extra distortions and 
anomalies, as we ourselves would have to use 
one modulation (on the way in) and one demodu
lation (on the way out) in order to carry out 
measurements from ordinary baseband video/ 

audio sources and test equipment. Again, quanti
tatively the distortions omitted by by-passing the 
RF sections of the recorder were felt to be 
insignificant compared to those introduced by 
the process of taping and playing back the 
signal, and this was confirmed by a sample of 
measurements taken at the outset on a number 
of machines.

The video signal next passes to a filter, whose 
job is to sort out the colour information from the 
black-and-white. In the PAL colour system, 
colour information is concentrated around a 
central frequency of4.43MHz, and the amount of 
colour energy which extends below 3 MHz or so 
is negligible. It is possible therefore to generate 
a monochrome signal by passing the video 
information through a low-pass filter with a cut
off frequency somewhere around 3MHz. This 
will, as explained earlier, remove some of the fine 
horizontal detail from the picture, but it is not 
possible to record this in any case, so no extra 
degradation is introduced by this filtering.

Conversely, the colour information is filtered 
out by the use of a bandpass filter centred on 
4.43MHz. This information is then changed in 
frequency, by mixing it with an oscillator running 
just above SMHz, to somewhere around 600kHz, 
whereupon it is recorded onto the tape. Because 
it has been converted to a lower frequency than 
that used for the black-and-white information, 
this technique is known as 'colour-under' record- 
ing.This process restricts the bandwidth of the 
colour signal from its normal broadcast value of 
just over 1 MHz to rather less than SOOkHz, the 
effect of which is to make the coloured areas of 
the picture less well-defined than previously. We 
did not attempt to make a comparative evalua
tion of this on the various machines, except 
where user comments arose. They are reflected

replay mode.
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in the text of the reviews where appropriate.
Back to the black-and-white information. This 

now occupies a frequency range from a few tens 
of hertz up to around 3M Hz, but this cannot be 
recorded directly onto the tape because the 
number of octaves involved is too great. So it is 
changed to an FM signal, where the frequency of 
the signal recorded on the tape is varied accord
ing to the brightness of the scene at any particular 
instant. The frequencies involved are in the 
range 4-6 MHz, and the total bandwidth of the 
resulting signal is such that it can be recorded 
onto tape and played back without encroaching 
onto the colour information down below 1.1 MHz, 
and without exceeding the maximum possible 
recording frequency of the system.

Readers familiar with the other popular use of 
frequency modulation, for stereo radio, will be 
aware that pre-emphasis is used in transmission, 
and corresponding de-emphasis on reception, 
with the aim of improving the overall signal-to
noise ratio. And so it is with video. The higher 
video frequencies are boosted before the signal 
is applied to the tape, with an appropriate cut on 
playback. This does introduce a problem, 
however. A sharp transient, subjected to pre
emphasis, will overshoot its original level (Fig. 3). 
Should the magnitude of this overshoot result in 
the transient exceeding the permissible fre
quency deviation, the signal will either be 
incapable of being recorded onto tape (if it is too 
high a frequency) or crash into the part of the 
frequency domain reserved for the colour signal 
(if it is too low). Neither of these things must be 
allowed to happen, so the pre-emphasised signal 
is subjected to clipping (Fig. 3(c)) to prevent 
excessive frequency excursions.

Of course, clipping a signal results in distortion. 
But subjectively the impairment introduced by 

this artifice is merely to soften hard edges in a 
manner which is not subjectively objectionable, 
although it does of course represent a loss of 
fidelity.

Playback
On playback the essential processes go into 
reverse. The low-frequency colour signal is 
mixed up to its original frequency of 4.43MHz by 
the same heterodyne process applied on record. 
The sound is replayed in entirely conventional 
linear fashion.

The black-and-white signal has a slightly more 
complicated path to follow. After having been 
demodulated from FM back to a normal video 
signal, it goes through a process of de-emphasis 
and noise reduction. Typically, the video signal- 
to-noise ratio achieved from tape replay is of the 
order of 33dB. This would produce unacceptably 
grainy pictures if it were presented to the 
receiver untreated, and so a technique known as 
noise coring is frequently used to improve the 
output signal-to-noise ratio.

What happens in essence (Fig. 4) is that the 
video signal is passed through a high-pass filter, 
so that only information at high video frequencies 
is available at the output. This information also 
contains most of the noise on the video signal, as 
well as energy corresponding to sharp edges 
(apart from those which are virtually horizontal). 
This filtered signal is then applied to a 'clippe'l 
circuit, which 'clips' whenever a sharp transient 
appears on the picture. Most of what passes 
through the clipper unimpeded is noise. The 
output from the clipper is then added to the 
original signal in anti phase, to cancel out some of 
the noise.

Off-tape signals treated in this manner look 
much less noisy than the raw output. However,

-------- TT---------WHITE CLIP

-DARK CLIP

Fig 3. Transient signal: (a) original; (b) after pre
emphasis; (c) after pre-emphasis and clipping.
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NOISE REDUCED BY CIRCUIT
Fig 4(b). A closer look at the output.

two side-effects arise from this sort of treatment. 
First, when the clipper operates on transient 
information, the noise reduction no longer works. 
This means that the outlines of images on the 
screen are much noisier than large, relatively 
uniform areas of picture. Secondly, subtle detail, 
corresponding to low-amplitude high-frequency 
information, passes through the high- pass filter 
and is not affected by the clipper. The cancellation 
process therefore eliminates it from the output 
along with the noise.

The effect of this second shortcoming is to 
make large, relatively uniform images, particu
larly faces, look rather bland and featureless, 
except for bold outlines. The effect is consider
ably compounded if the process is repeated (ie if 
a video cassette is played back and recorded 
onto another video cassette machine and then 
played back, thus passing the signal through two 
stages of noisecoring). The effect tends ultimately 
to reduce pictures to cartoonery.

Sound Quality
The sound on a video cassette recorder is taped 
in exactly the same way as on a normal audio 
coooottc machine, by a stationary head against 
which the tape passes at its linear speed. Some
times it has the benefit of Dolby noise reduction, 
sometimes not. The results obtained are without 
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exception firmly low-Ii. The worst frequency 
response is about ±3dB from 100Hz to 6 or 
?kHz, with around 0.3% wow and flutter, and a 
signal-to-noise ratio frequently no better than 
around 40dB.

On material such as elderly feature films this 
grade of performance is unlikely to be notably 
worse than the incoming signal. On more recent 
productions, however, the limited frequency 
response may be apparent to viewers with 
reasonably wide-range loudspeakers on their 
receivers. The signal-tenoise ratio is usually 
adequate for the heavily compressed TV sound, 
although again replay on a high-quality receiver, 
particularly at a higher-than-usual listening level, 
may also reveal this shortcoming. The wow-and- 
flutter figures, though scarcely hi-Ii, are only 
likely to attract adverse reaction on material such 
as choral singing or piano music. The spoken 

• word is likely to sound quite acceptable with this 
level of wow and flutter, though readers should 
note the user comments recorded in the individual 
reviews.

And so to the tests themselves, which were the 
results of much trial and tribulation, mostly the 
former.

Reference Points
Some care was taken over establishing correct 
reference points for both the video and audio 
noise measurements. The video input was 
exactly 2V p-p unterminated with a 75ohm 
source impedance, ensuring the standard level 
of 1 V p-p into the usual 75ohm load.

With audio, it was necessary to establish a 
reference level by means of the tuner. The 
television sound broadcasts of the BBC and the 
IBA have a peak deviation of 50kHz on the sound 
carrier. Thie corresponds to PPM 6 on the peak 
programme meters used to monitor sound level 
on the control desks. If we used this level of 
modulation on our RF test signal, however, we
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would not be representing the typical amount of 
modulation encountered in mormal practice, 
which is nearer PPM 4. This corresponds to 8dB 
below 100% modulation, and is typical of the 
level of programme material.

So an RF carrier with AF modulation at 1 kHz 
was introduced into the UHF tuner of the machine 
'under test. The amount of modulation was 8dB 
below 100%, and the output from the machine(on 
E-to-E if possible) was noted. A 1 kHz tone was 

'then introduced into the line audio input of the 
machine, and adjusted in level until the same 
reading was present on the output meter. In 
doing this we have then established a reference 
point for the audio tests, and all measurements 
are taken with levels referenced to this datum.

OUTPUT

Audio frequency response
Initially we thought that making frequency 

response measurements at this sort of recording 
level would show the machines up in a very 
unfavourable light, since the normal measuring 
level for cassette recorders is of the order of 
10dB lower relative to normal programme levels. 
In practice it didn't-we made a number of 
comparisons between frequency sweeps at this 
recording level and ones recorded 20dB lower, 
and in no case was the discrepancy between the 
two more than 2dB at any frequency in the 
'working range' of the machine.

We conclude from all this that any frequency 
distortion conclusions drawn from our continuous 
tone measurements may be taken as closely 
representative of the distortion introduced into a 
complex programme signal.

There is one more trap in the measurement of 
audio frequency response which we set out to 
avoid. All machines incorporate some form of

OUTPUT

overload protection against excesses of audio 
input. In some machines this only operates at the 
point where the tape might go into saturation, 
and has a fairly hard limiting effect (Fig. Sa). The 
recovery time of hard limiters like this is usually 
quite rapid, and they are normally set such that 
the normal broadcast signal, as received by the 
tuner, does not cause the limiting circuit to 
operate at all.

In these machines, the measurement of fre
quency response was straightforward, as the 
limiting circuitry had no effect at the test levels 
we used. In other machines, however, a s!ow, 
deep compression circuit (Fig. Sb) was incor
porated, and we had to take steps to allow for its 
operation. If it was at all possible, we would 
simply disconnect the control line to disable the 
operation of the gain adjustment device. Usually, 
we had to resort to one of two tactics: if the 
recovery time of the circuit was sufficiently slow, 
we could take useful measurements by inter
spersing our test frequencies with long bursts of 
1 kHz tone at reference level. If the gain control 
circuit was operating on this composite signal, its 
action would be seen in changes in the replayed 
reference tone, and compensated for accordingly. 
More frequently, though, we would take the 
simplest course and record our tones at a 
sufficiently low level to render the gain control 
circuit inoperative. As we had already estab
lished that changing the level of the sweep tests 
did not significantly alter the results, we decided 
that this course of action would yield acceptably 
accurate figures.

Audio automatic gain control
It would be worthwhile at this juncture to 
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TECHNICAL iNTRODUCTIONVCRsexamine the two alternative forms of audio control more closely. Traditionally 'automatic level control', as popularly encountered on very inexpensive portable cassette recorders, has implied the use of a circuit which attempts to simulate the effect of an operator adjusting the recording level manually.This sort of circuit never produces wholly satisfactory results, because unlike the human operator it is incapable of distinguishing between low level signals which are quiet because they are supposed to be quiet, and low level signals which ought to be turned up. As a result its use is confined to portable cassette machines where the destruction of the dynamic range of the incoming material is at least preferable to tape overload, and where the distortion introduced by its operation is deemed tolerable.More recently, it has become popular in upmarket cassette recorders to include an optional 'limiter. This is different from the previous circuit in that it acts only to remove occasional excesses of signal, and recovers very quickly afterwards. It can be distinguished from the previous type of circuit by its high threshold of operation and much faster recovery time.When we come to video recorders for home use, we can see that there are two types of input signal which the machine may be required to handle- the sound from a broadcast transmission, or the sound from a microphone used in the course of a portable recording session. There may be others, of course, but these examples characterise two different types of signal requiring essentially different handling. The broadcast transmission will have a very carefully controlled level, and very little dynamic range, in keeping with the limited acoustic capabilities of the average down-market TV receiver. This sort of signal needs no level processing before being recorded on tape, as the predictable level and narrow range of the material is ideally suited for recording without further adjustment, manual or automatic. A limiter circuit (Fig. 5a) would do no harm, but probably no great good either.
Audio Compression measurementWe took particular trouble to measure the amount of compression applied to broadcast signals, on the grounds that any further compression on this signal (which is already heavily compressed) would be undesirable, and the more compression present the worse things would hP. WP. flpplie.d an RF signal modulated with a 1 kHz tone at peak signal level, recorded it, and while the machine was running dropped the input signal level by 42

20dB, and let the machine carry on for a couple of minutes. We then replayed the tape and noted whether the level difference which we had introduced had been preserved, and if not by how much it had been reduced. The maximum possible compression is of course 20dB, the minimum zero.
Audio signal-to-noise measurementsAnother side-effect of having audio circuits with a mind of their own arises in the context of signal- to-noise measurements. Where AGC is employed in some form, the audio stages will be running at full gain in the absence of any input signal. The absence of any input signal is of course part and parcel of taking signal-to-noise measurements, and in one particularly notable case a machine equipped with Dolby noise reduction was found to produce an improvement of only3dB when the noise reduction was switched on (during both record and playback).The reason for this quickly became evident. The Dolby circuit was obligingly boosting the residual noise of the audio preamplifier circuitry (all working flat out) during recording, with the result that during replay, although the contribution due to tape noise was doubtless being reduced, the limiting factor was now the background hiss of the input circuitry itself. This is not very bright on the part of the manufacturer in question, and the results are left to speak for themselves.
Video noise measurementsOur reference instrument during video noise tests was the video storspannungsmesser produced by the redoubtable Rohde & Schwarz. Taking video noise measurements is not as easy as might first be thought, because in the absence of any picture the synchronising pulses will continue to punctuate the video waveform with their standard amplitude of 0.3V. Some method has to be found of looking at the picture section of the waveform while ignoring the presence of the sync pulses, and the R&S meter uses a sophisticated blanking circuit to do just that.Another point of possible dispute and debate concerns the weighting to be applied to the results. Once upon a time there was the CCIR recommendation 451-2, which established distinct weighting curves for luminance (ie black- and-white) and chrominance (ie colour) channels. Now there is a unified weighting characteristic for the whole lot. These standards have been devised for broadcasting use, however, and are of dubious relevance to videocassette recorders,
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so in all cases the video noise figures are 
unweighted, although a 1 OkHz high-pass filter 
was used to suppress LF content (mostly hum), 
some of which was unavoidably present on the 
input test signal at a level where it might interfere 
with the accuracy of the results.

Because the differing levels of picture bright
ness correspond to different recorded frequencies 
on the tape, we recorded sequences of blank 
frames of white, mid-grey (actually 59% grey, 
being green with the colour removed), and black 
onto tape. These were then replayed on the 
same machine, and fed via a variable-gain video 
amplifier into the Rohde & Schwarz meter.

The purpose of the variable-gain amplifier was 
to ensure that the video signal entering the noise 
meter was exactly 1 V p-p. While a small variation 
in output levels was encountered from machine 
to machine, it is only really of significance in this 
context.

Video Frequency Response
The response of the machine to various video
frequency signals was assessed in two ways. A 
video sweep generator was modified to cover the 
range from below 1 MHz to 4MHz (left to right 
across the screen), and the resulting playback of 
its output signal was photographed and used to 
assess the -3dB (70%) point of the response. 
This is confidently expected to be much more 
meaningful than the bland assurances about 
lines of definition included in manufacturers 
specifications. (For every MHz of bandwidth you 
get 104 lines of definition).

An interesting aspect to the sweep tests was 
that the manner in which the responses" fell away 
with increasing frequency was often very curious, 
being quite unlike any sweep curves we have 
seen before or since. There were strange plateaux, 
humps,ripples and bumps, all of which doubtless 
correlated with picture quality in some complex 
and mysterious way. Since examples of both are 
where possible printed alongside the test results, 
readers are invited to draw their own conclusions.

The sweep generator was also modified to 
produce the same sweep, but reduced in ampli
tude to 5% of full picture amplitude in order to 
assess the effect of the noise-coring mentioned 
earlier on low-level high-frequency picture 
content. Two figures were extracted from the 
resultant display on the waveform monitor during 
playback. First any loss of amplitude during the 
initial section of the sweep (which represents 
frequencies around 1 MHz) was estimated as a 
percentage of the signal observed direct from the 
generator. Then the frequency at which the 

replayed low-level sweep disappeared into the 
noise was also assessed from the display.

These figures give a guide as to how much 
subtle detail may pass through the machine's 
record/replay process, and were included in an 
attempt to quantify the effects of noise-coring in a 
consistent, if as yet unrecognised, manner.

The second method of assessing frequency 
response was provided by the Philips PM5519 
test generator, which produces a three-step 
field-locked wedge pattern with outputs at 2.8, 
3.0 and 3.2MHz. These frequencies are pretty 
much on the limit of resolution as far as the black- 
and-white signal is concerned, and in every 
instance the response of the machines was 
noted to be falling very rapidly between the 
lowest test frequency and the highest. In the few 
instances where it was possible for us to disable 
the coring circuit during playback, we did so, and 
noted another series of figures for playback 
without the noise reduction. As we expected, the 
output increased significantly, proving clearly 
that the forms of noise reduction used to improve 
the apparent signal-to-noise ratio of domestic 
videocassette machinery are not without con
siderable drawbacks as far as picture definition 
is concerned.

Colour Noise
A red field was recorded on tape from the Philips 
PM5519 pattern generator. We recognised atthe 
outset that measuring the noise from this field in 
a conventional fashion was not going to yield 
particularly meaningful results. By 'conventional 
fashion' we mean measuring the linear noise on 
the R&S by simply applying the playback signal to 
its input terminals, with or without chroma 
weighting. This method is likely to fail because a 
noise meter working in this manner is not de
coding the colour signal, but measuring it without 
taking into account any phase jitter which might 
be present. There could be no doubt, from an 
examination of the vectorscope, that much of the 
damage being done to the colour signal by the 
taping process took the form of phase rather than 
amplitude variations, and the R&S as it stood 
would take cognisance of neither.

We therefore included in our complement of 
equipment a high-quality PAL decoder, the out
put of which was matrixed in the usual way to 
produce a signal corresponding to that which 
would be applied to the red gun of a picture 
tube, and the gain of the system was adjusted in 
order to produce identical results on monochrome 
when we measured the noise of one of our blank 
monochrome fields either directly in the usuai 
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way, or via the decoder and matrix (running in 
monochrome).

CAMERAS

Whereas the home VCR meets fairly well under
stood and defined needs, such as broadcast 
time-shift and playback of videograms, the home 
video camera goals are vaguer. Of the range of 
possible uses for a home colour camera, the 
current crop of models and their matching VCRs 
will only work adequately under certain fairly 
limited conditions. We have developed a number 
of tests to make these possibilities and limita
tions clearer to newcomers, but before discuss
ing consumer models, reference to broadcast 
and industrial colour cameras makes a useful 
way of introducing the engineering and opera
tional principles.

Knowing something about principles is an 
advantage when studying the conflicting claims 
of the manufacturers of the various models. In 
common with other new fields, these offer a wide 
range of solutions to the problems of producing 
good television at low cost. The basic principles 
are the same for both black and white and colour. 
A lens or lenses are used to focus a real inverted 
image of the scene onto a pickup device which 
converts this image into electrical signals. This 
pickup device is similar to a miniature TV display, 
with the screen being replaced by a light sensi
tive target which is scanned by an electron beam, 
the whole device being enclosed in an evacu
ated glass bulb. Future image pickup devices will 
consist of smaller, flat solid state image sensors, 
but the principles and features will probably be 
very similar.

Colour pickup
As explained in the Consumer Introduction the 
display screen of the colour TV produces three 
basic (or primary) colours: Red, Green, and Blue. 
These can be combined in various proportions to 
simulate the infinite variety of the real world. It is 
useful to be aware of the way in which the other 
common colours are produced from these 
'primaries':

Red + Green + Blue = White
Red + Green = Yellow
Red + Blue= Magenta (Purple)

Green + Blue = Cyan (turquoise)
Thus the correct amounts of red, green and 

blue light projected nntn a white surface produce 
white, and an even mixture of all the colours of 
the visible spectrum (or the rainbow) produce 
white light, but red, green and blue crayons 
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superimposed merely make a muddy grey. The 
BBC and IBA sometimes transmit a test signal 
consisting of the three primaries plus their 
complementaries, in a sequence of vertical strips, 
starting with white, and, in descending orders of 
brightness going: White, Yellow, Green, Cyan,

Fig 6. Representation of test colour chart

Colour Separation
A normal mirror reflects virtually all incident light 
and a so-called 'one-way' mirror reflects about 
half the incident light, the remainder passing 
•through (see Fig 7). Using special materials of 
very precise thickness for the coating, such a half 
mirror can be made to reflect light of only a 
limited range of wavelengths, ie colours. If, for 
example they are green, red and blue will pass 
through. If this half mirror is angled at 45 degrees 
to the colour camera lens axis, green is reflected 
and passes through an additional lens onto the 
screen, or 'target', as it is called, of a camera 
tube. A second angled screen coated with a blue 
reflecting mirror separates the blue range of 
colours which are picked up by a second camera. 
The range of red colours pass straight through 
both half mirrors and onto the target of the third 
identical camera (see Fig 8). These three single

Fig 7. One-way mirror.
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Fig B. Three-tube colour camera.
colour camera 'channels', as they are called, plus 
the light splitting optics and allied electronics 
foform, in principle, a colour camera.

In most broadcast cameras, the light losses 
and other defects are reduced by the use of a 
glass block made up from a number of sections, 
with the colour separating (dichroic’) coating on 
the inner surfaces (see Fig 9), and this technique 
is even used in one consumer camera (see

review section). Each pickup tube and associated 
set of scanning and amplifying electronics has to 
be very precise and stable in order that they can 
be electronically superimposed to make per
fectly registered colour pictures. If the three 
colour signals were connected by three cables 
directly to the three corresponding electron guns 
of the colour TV picture tube, this would give the 
best possible results. But for economy in broad
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CAMERA 
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CAMERA 

CHANNEL
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HALF MIRROR
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Fig 9. Three-tube colour camera schema.
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casting and recording, these three signals are 
combined into a single signal according to one of 
the several established techniques (the PAL 
system in the UK and most of Europe).

The need for three precision cameras plus the 
complex optical colour splitter makes most three- 
tube cameras very expensive, so, with the ex
ception of Sharp in Japan and Philips in Europe 
(see review section), most manufacturers now 
use special tubes and other electronic tech
niques to extract the red, blue and green signals 
from a single camera tube. The simplest single 
tube technique invented by RCA in America and 
now made by Hitachi in Japan uses sets of very 
fine red, green and blue vertical stripes in front of 
the tube target, each set being connected to a 
single contact. Thus a red object, for example, is 
seen by the camera through a fine vertical 
screen, and the other two primary colours like
wise (see Fig 10). The rest of the electronics are 
simply those for a three-tube camera. The one 
disadvantage of the system is the distortion of 
fine detail and sharp edges of the televised 
scene. The answer here is to make the stripes so 
fine that they do not interfere with the picture and 
this Hitachi have recently achieved with their 
latest semi-professional camera, the FF10. Sony's 
single tube cameras use similar stripes in a 
different way in their Trinicon tubes and JVC, 
National and others use different stripe tech
niques variously labelled as 'Step Energy', 
'Frequency separation'etc.

These alternatives are all more complex and 
theoretically they are inferior to Hitachi's Tri
Electrode system described above, but clever 
electronic processing does not prevent them 
being competitive, as the reviews show. In fact 
we have taken a Sony single tube Trinicon 
industrial camera as an example of one which 
has every desirable feature or accessory that the 
home user might need, except for an affordable 
price!

Before getting down to camera details it is 
imporant to decide just what a domestic TV 
camera can be expected to do, and as broadcast 
television is the best known reference we must 
start with some awareness of what is needed to 
produce the standards we all know.

The broadcast reference
Broadcast studio cameras are about the size of a 
26" console TV and cost £35,000-£50,000. 
Moreover, the power and half the video process
ing electronics is usually placed in additional 
boxes mounted in racks in the studio technical 
areas, the sections being linked by multi-way 
cables. Studio cameras when used together in 
broadcasting are never in the automatic mode, 
despite their comparatively high inherent sen
sitivity and stability. Individual 'hands on' running 
adjustments are always needed to get the best 
pictures, particularly skin tones, between different 
cameras. Just as one would not record an opera 
with the sound mixer and tape recorder in an 

Fig 10. The technique behind the RCNHitachi single tube camera 
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automatic mode. so the best studio and outside 
broadcast pictures are carefully monitored and 
controlled by hand. In the case of film, both still 
photography and cine whether for cinema or TV 
use, precise contrast adjustments and colour 
balance corrections are carried out at the pro
cessing stage. Likewise in broadcast TV studios, 
the hand and eye controlling the images is of 
course trained and highly experienced and is 
aided by precision monitoring facilities, unavail
able to the home video programme maker. 
(Fig 11).

An area where broadcast TV is made under 
conditions nearer to the domestic user is in 
electronic news gathering (ENG). This new tech
nique of production uses lightweight battery- 
driven cameras and video recorders to capture 
fast breaking news and record interviews etc. 
Tapes are often edited together without colour 
correction or other 'post production' facilities, 
and inserted in the news programmes. Results 
are variable: United States to UK news are often 
ghastly, and our own recent efforts at electronic 
news are by no means reliable, despite being 
made with VTR/camera combinations costing 
upwards of 25-times that of the consumer equip
ment we are considering.

The ENG camera (also known as the minicam 
because of its small size and low weight) can 
produce images of adequate broadcast quality 
despite its relatively low cost and size. even if not 

Fig 11. Three stages of camera: broadcast studio, ENG. and domestic.

up to the very best of the large studio models. 
However, they are not often used in their port
able versions for serious programme making, 
and there are a number of reasons. First, their 
automatic control of colour balance and iris pro
duces adequate single shots, but the differences 
between the shots are objectionable. Without a 
Vision Control engineer making continuous ad
justments to match each shot with the next, 
matching problems appear later on when the 
separate recorded sections are edited together 
at the post-production stage mentioned above. 
As a result of these difficulties with lightweight 
cameras, new equipment is being developed for 
colour-grading at the editing stage, but such 
equipment is not yet in general use. Thus, if a 
broadcaster needs good results from an out-of
doors event, such as tennis or football, he will 
take out several heavy studio-type cameras each 
connected by a long umbilical cord to a compact 
studio control room and technical area squeezed 
into one or two large vans.

For those who cannot afford this scale of 
operations for their TV programme making, 
accessories are available for the ENG cameras 
which makes them more suitable for serious 
production. Such accessories should be of parti
cular interest to the home video programme 
maker in that they show the direction in which 
consumer video equipment needs to develop 
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before it can become really effective for pro
gramme making, as opposed to the recording of 
isolated events.

Few good pictures are shot from the shoulder 
despite the impressions given by the glossy 
leaflets; a good tripod with sturdy legs and 
adjustable mechanisms for allowing smooth 
camera movements is essential. Horizontal 
movement of the tripod requires the addition of a 
sub-assembly (called a dolly) with large wheels 
on pivoted brackets. This will of course only work 
on very smooth surfaces." From here it is im
possible to set-up and follow good shots for any 
length of time when stooping over a camera 
equipped with the microscope-type eyepiece 
fitted to current consumer cameras. A larger 
viewfinder consisting of a high intensity TV 
display of 4-7" diagonal measurement can be 
viewed at a reasonable working distance. But 
now the camera must be provided with extension 
controls for zoom and focus adjustments of the 
lens. With such a set-up, live scenes can be 
gathered with camera movements which are to a 
degree professional, if lacking the ultra-smooth 
movements of the heavy studio camera on its 
massive and expensive mountings. Remember 
that the large viewfinder, like its broadcast 
counterparts, is still only black and white, 
leaving the camera operator to the particular 
task of lens and camera movements. (See Fig 12).

Fig 12. ENG camera tripod-mounted with remote 
control, for studio work.

Many ENG and some consumer cameras are 
equipped with some semi-automatic white 
balance system, so that the operator can zoom in 
to any white part of the scene to be televised (or 
hold out a sheet of paper or put a white trans
lucent cap over the lens), and press a button 
which will balance the relative levels of blue and 
red sensitivity with reference to green. Results 
from this technique are not too reliable, particu
larly when the lighting is not under the complete 
control of a professional team, as is often the 
case with non-broadcast work. In particular, a 
mixture of tungsten lamps and daylight can fool 
the automatics, as can the fluourescent strip
lighting in common use. Under these conditions 
the most useful camera accessory you can have 
is a colour monitor connected directly to the 
camera, so that pictures can be directly monitored 
and corrected if needs be before they get onto 
tape.Colour balance errors of this sort are most 
noticeable on skin tones: we are well used to 
them in real life, and are all sensitive to slight 
green or magenta casts which would not look 
bad on other material.

Just as the most carefully exposed colour 
slides and cine film is improved and balanced at 
the processing stage, so future home video users 
will expect colour correction facilities at the post
production and editing stage. Whether such 
facilities are home-owned or hired will depend on 
equipment costs. After all, not many photo
graphers and cinematographers own colour film 
processing equipment, so services like those of 
the JVC Video Centre in Piccadilly and the 
Fantasy Factory community video centre in 
Theobalds Road (both in London), providing low 
cost post production and editing facilities, will 
proliferate.
CAMERA TESTS

Sensitivity
If we start by observing that we have not yet seen 
a single consumer camera that will give good 
pictures at the illumination levels found in the 
domestic living room, it should be clear that 
sensitivity is an important issue. A professional 
camera crew shooting in domestic surroundings 
would always import considerable extra lighting 
in order to raise the light level from the five to 
twenty foot candle level typically found, up to one 
or two hundred foot candles. And even on a 
sunny fly, when light pouring throuoh the 
windows brings the levels up to the higher figure, 
lights would still be used to reduce the contrast 
and give the camera an easier time. Thus the
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domestic camera is often expected to work 
under much tougher conditions than its pro
fessional counterpart, and will be greatly helped 
'by the acquisition of the small low cost quartz 
lights made for the amateur cine market.

To measure sensitivity we used the BBC no. 57 
grey scale chart, adjusting the illumination from 
quartz lamps to the minimum needed in each 
case that would give full output from the camera 
on the lightest section of the grey scale (see 
Fig 13).

The light level was measured with a Specto 
professional meter, and from these tests it might 
be thought that the domestic cameras were 
nearly as good as the vastly more expensive 
broadcast models, until one takes into account 
the important related factor of'image sticking’, or 
[ag as it is officially called.

Fig 13. Representation of grey-scale chart.

Solid-state Hitachi camera should reduce power 
consumption and weight

Lag
I f a bright object moves across the camera’s field 
of view (either as a result of camera panAing, or of 
object movement, all domestic cameras pro
duce a visible smearing. The degree of smearing 
or lag varied considerably, and was most notice
able when the bright object was moved against a 
dark background. Another influence was the 
overall light level; the lower this was, the worse 
the effect. Finally, the lag varied greatly from 
camera to camera.

This last factor encouraged us to develop our 
own lag measuring jig. This consisted of a rect
angular black chart with a central hole corres
ponding to about ten per cent of picture width. A 
mechanical shutter driven from a heavy solenoid 
was arranged so that when it was activated it 
covered the hole within the period of a television 
frame (ie less than 1 /50th of a second. The hole 
was illuminated from behind and the camera to 
.be tested adjusted so that its iris gave just 
enough light for maximum output. The camera 
output was connected to an oscilloscope set to 
display the output for a period of just over 0.5 
seconds, or over 25 television fields. A Polaroid 
film camera recorded the 'scope screen dis
playing the drop in light output after the light had 
been extinguished by the shutter (see Fig 14).

Broadcast cameras use special tubes and 
other techniques to achieve negligible image 
smear or lag, and tests on these cameras as 
references showed the output dropping from 
100% to 10% within two fields, or 1/25 of a 
second. This result is principally due to the use of 
very expensive Philips Plumbicon tubes, but 
even the more economical Saticon tube used in 
the Sony DXC-1800 industrial camera was almost

Fig 14. Camera 'lag' test showing image-sticking.
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as good in terms of lag under similar lighting 
conditions. The domestic cameras, which all 
used the much cheaper Vidicon tubes, had lag 
figures under similar lighting conditions of up to 
24 frames: nearly 0.5 seconds. We must admit 
these measurements are comparative rather 
than absolute because the iris settings were not 
constant, but they did point up the real differences 
commented on by the users.

Noise
Noise is the term used forthe'grain' or'snow' that 
is superimposed on the picture by all cameras to 
some extent,particularly at low light levels. For 
these measurements we used the industry 
standard Rhode and Schwarz noise meter, the 
more recent Digitel was used as an added check, 
particularly where the shading errors were severe.

Resolution
Fine detail resolution is closely allied to noise, in 
that the camera designer can always trade one 
for the other. Sharp pictures achieved at the 
expense of noise were subjectively no better 
than noise-free pictures with less detail. We used 
an RCA transparency fitted to a Perspex diffuser 
illuminated with tungsten lights. The chart was 
analysed with a System Video waveform analyser 
equipped with digital line selection.

Colour Rendition
This is one of the harder factors to quantify, 
although experience with consumer cameras 
taught us to look at the saturation or richness of 
the primary colours, and the hue of the more 
difficult complementary colours (ie yellow, cyan 
and magenta), which revealed various weak
nesses, particularly in the single tube designs. 
The more rigorous tests were based on the use of 
a set of coloured silk strips, arranged in order of 
brightness, the six strips covering the three 
primaries and three complementaries, as in the 
electronically generated colour bars. The silk 
colours are close to EBU standards, although the 
brightness of the colours (ie the saturation) was 
not to specifications. As a referance, the chart 
was first used with a near-broadcast standard 
three tube camera. This produced by far the most 
accurate results viewed on a high stability Prowest 
broadcast colour monitor.The electrical signal 
was photographed from the screen of a System 
Video vectorscope (ie a special colour 
oscilloscope).

Shading
This is a measure of the camera errors that 
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produce variations in brightness, contrast, or 
colour, over the area of the image. It is measured 
by pointing the camera at a grey sheet, carefully 
lit to give even brightness. The camera output is 
inspected on an oscilloscope for evenness of 
output,and on a picture monitor for even colour 
at all points on the screen.

PORTABLE VCRs
The first point that needs making is that in 
general each model of portable VCR is married to 
a particular model, or at least a particular make of 
camera. We have not looked at the interchange
ability of portable equipment: in principle con
nectors could be replaced or minor circuit 
changes made to match, say, the handy Sony 
HVC-3000 colour camera with the equally handy 
Ferguson 3 V24 lightweight portable VCR. But 
manufacturers wouldn't like it and dealers 
probably wouldn't do it. Therefore, when con
sidering the merits of a particular portable 
recorder, the camera or cameras with which it will 
work must be taken into account.

Just as the exact role of the home camera is 
undefined, so the portable VCR needs quite 
different features from the mains powered off-air 
recording VCR. Lightness and portability may be 
put before ruggedness and picture locate extras. 
For a broadcast or industrial portable VTR, the 
sound and picture quality must be good enough 
for at least three 'generations' of copying (ie 
original recording,. editing onto a master tape, 
then finally transferring this onto a distribution 
copy for playback elsewhere). In respect of 
sound and image quality,consumer portables 
are generally average to good examples of their 
particular format, but the format does not itself 
reach the standard needed for satisfactory multi
generation production work. This is true for the 
VHS and Beta formats so far, and we have not yet 
seen what can be achieved portably with the 
2000 format.

The next most important feature is that of self
editing. When the VCR/Camera combination is 
paused during record, using the camera trigger, 
the recorder automatically rewinds the tape by 
an amount corresponding to a fraction of a 
second playing time. When record is re-activated, 
the VCR goes into play for a slightly shorter 
fraction of a second, only cutting to the record 
mode when the capstan has properly synchron
ised with the incoming signal. By this means 
smooth equivalents of film splices are made 
between shots.

To test the efficiency of this feature (which is 
imperfect in all low cost machines so far), stop 
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and start the recording a number of times with 
the camera aimed at a static scene containing 
vertical edges (eg buildings or test charts). On a 
perfect edit the change from one ‘take’ to the 
next will be invisible on playback. Next repeat the 
above, leaving the VCR in pause for several 
minutes (or as much as the built-in tape protec
tion will allow). This may put small ‘kinks’ in the 
tape, which will reveal themselves as ‘kinks' in 
vertical edges which roll through the picture on 
playback. Finally, look for disturbances in edits 
made on scenes with saturated colours at the 
edit points; these may appear on otherwise 
satisfactory recorders.

Finally, if the VCR is also to be used as an off-air 
recorder, look carefully at the features and 
specifications of the matching tuner/timer, as it 
will usually be limited in scope when compared 
with a single-purpose VCR, and almost certainly 
cost considerably more as a package (typically 
30%).

TV RECEIVERS
One aspect of the video scene which has tended 
to be slightly neglected is the receiver actually 
used to watch the programmes. Since the 
recorders, cameras, games and so forth are new 
and unprecedented additions to the video market, 
much of the attention of the public, and most of 
the critical appraisal of the press, has been 
directed towards them. Most people already 
have a television receiver, and at the moment 
there is no particular effort being made to per
suade them to undertake a critical judgement of 
its performance as a possible prelude to up
grading the installation.

11 would be fair to say that all video recorders 
produce a picture worse than the usual standard 
of ‘live’ programme reproduction. If the receiver 
is working up to an averagely good standard of 
performance (and it is likely to be doing so if it is 
no more than two or three years old), then the 
degradation introduced by the recording process 
will be apparent to any reasonably attentive 
scrutiny of the picture.

Here one can detect echoes of an age-old 
audio/hi-Ii proposition: even if your soundsource 
is in some sense deficient, a high-grade system 
will sound better than a low-grade one because 
more information will be available to your ears 
and you will be spared any additional distortion 
which can only make matters worse, not better. If 
we test this line of reasoning in the video context 
by playing a low-grade source, such as a video 
tape recorder, through a high-grade TV receiver, 
we find that the argument appears to hold water.

The picture obtained, even from videotape, on a 
high-quality receiver is markedly superior to one 
seen on a lesser box.

There is one good and technically defensible 
reason why this should be so. Although all video 
recorders restrict the amount of detail recorded 
by limiting the bandwidth of the picture signal, 
they do so most severely to detail occurring in 
the horizontal direction. The degradation of 
vertical detail is usually much more minimal.

So when a receiver with a better-than-usual 
ability to reproduce detail is connected to a VCR, 
more detail is invariably shown on the picture. 
The reason why a high-grade receiver might 
perform betterthan another in this respect has to 
do with the interplay of a number of factors, 
including the quality of the picture tube, the 
rigidity of the EHT supply, the standard of the 
tube drive stages, and the design of the receiver 
circuits.

I n our assessments of receivers, we have set 
out to establish, by both subjective and objective 
means, which factors have a bearing on the 
quality of the received picture and sound, and 
how pleasing or otherwise the performance of 
individual receivers has been.

The first assessment consisted of a user trial 
along the lines of the VCR panel tests, though 
with fewer receivers than VCRs the tests in
volved fewer people for longer periods. Users 
were asked to rate the receivers in terms of 
facilities, style or design, and technical per
formance, both sound and vision.

In parallel with this activity, we established 
measurements of video and audio responses 
which appear to have a bearing on the standard 
of the set. On the audio side we assessed the 
frequency response and distortion by conven
tional means; we also measured the available 
sound output acoustically using a sound level 
meter. The picture quality was assessed in terms 
of frequency response, geometric accuracy, and 
EHT stability. The interpretation of the results is 
given in our technical assessments in the body of 
each review.

Video frequency response was checked using 
the five-step monochrome grating provided by 
the Philips PM 5519 colour signal generator, 
which has outputs at five frequencies between 
0.8 and 4.8MHz. We attempted to assess the 
performance in both monochrome and colour 
modes (by switching the colour subcarrier on and 
off), though the poor performance of the colour
killer on the Sony prevented us from taking 
monochrome measurements. The output wave
form from the receivers circuitry was inspected 
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at the cathode of the green gun, using a low- 
capacitance probe and high-quality oscilloscope.

For the chroma-on-luma test the input signal 
was changed to the standard 100% colour bar 
signal, and the residual subcarrier evident on the 
tube drive signal with the colour control set to its 
normal position was analysed. The results of this 
inspection provide an indication of how much or 
how little patterning may occur round the edges 
or over the top of strongly-coloured areas of the 
screen. Where this effect does occur, it is due to 
imperfect filtering of the colour signal from the 
black-and-white signal route; it can be objection
able once noticed.

Weak signal performance was assessed using 
the output from the Philips generator with a 
number of known attenuator pads fitted be-

tween generator and set to reduce the signal 
input to 'fringe area' strength. A four step assess
ment (poor, fair, good, excellent) was applied, 
taking into account both the amount of noise 
evident on the picture and its positional stability. 
Sound measurements were also taken using the 
PM5519 as signal source, with the output from 
the receiver being culled from the loudspeaker 
terminals. Wholly conventional techniques were 
used for the measurements quoted.

The off-air test-card detail corresponding to the photos included in VCR reviews
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At all of our branches we hold a 
superb display of top quality 
equipment at competitive 
prices.Demonstrations are 
available (bring your own 
record or tape if you like) and 
our helpful staff are always 
happy and able to offer know
ledgeable, unbiased advice. We 
can also arrange home demon
strations and installations — 
just ask for details.

HI-FI+VIDEO

Technics, Pioneer, Sony, JVC, Sansui,

L AWAY!

LONDON SE18
162 Powis Street, neeWoolwich, London, SE18 01“ 855

Panasonic, Mission, Akai, Ariston, Acoustic, Research, 
Aiwa, Castle, Celestion, Celef, Dual, Fisher, Genesis, 
Grado, Hitachi, Kef,iKrystal, Monitor Audio, Maxell, 
Marantz, Mordaunt Short, Mitsubishi, NADJNakamichi, 
Philips, QED, Quad, Revox, RCL, Reference Products, 
Ram, Sanyo, Sennheiser, SME, Thorens,|Trio, 
Toshiba,,TDK, Wharfedale, 
Yamaha.

Most goods are available from 
stock, although it is best to phone 

to check prices and availability 
before setting out on your 

journey. Everything sold by 
Sevenoaks HiFi is fully guaran

teed for parts and labour for a 
minimum of one year and main

tained by our own service depart- 
tment. For added peace of mind 
ask about our service contracts 

and extended guarantees.

SEVENOAKS (Sales/Mall Order 
118 London Road, imoox
Sevenoaks, Kent. (Ui OZj
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-1 2-5.30 CCXCCCClosed all day Wednesday 59555

Open Mon-Sat 9.30-1.2-5.30 Closed all day Wednesday

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
34 Mount Ephraim, 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 
Open Mon-Sat 10-5 Closed all day Wednesday

8016

(0892) 
31543

CHATHAM
4 Railway Streei, mcfiAX
Chatham, Kent (0634)
Open Mon-Sat 10-5 A COCCI
Closed all day Wednesday. 46859
BRIGHTON
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Brighton, Sussex. (UZfO) 
Open Mon-sat 10-5 -vnnnnnClosed all day Wednesday. f
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Akai VS9700E
Akai (UK) Ltd., Unit 12 Silver Jubilee Way, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Hounslow. Middlesex. Tel 01-897 0490

A slim, neat machine in two-tone livery of silver 
and grey the Akai VS 9700K should cost around 
£540. It works on the VHS system.

Facilities
A simple, no-nonsense timer offering one pro
gramme of any duration up to eight days in 
advance is provided, with the clock display 
digits on the front panel doubling as duration and 
day indicators for the timer. The machine has 
straightforward mechanical transport controls 
for the usual functions, but nd frills whatever are 
provided, and users seeking slow motion, still 
frame or fast picture search will have to look 
elsewhere (though not necessarily part with much 
more money).

The tuner has twelve channels, just enough for 
BBC 1, BBC 2 and ITV four times over. (The 
provision of this apparently pointless large 
numher nf channels is however commonplace, 
presumably to cater for European or American 
markets or future satellite telecasting, where the 
choice of channels may be much wider.) The 

selectors are touch-operated, with concealed 
presets. Video input and output are provided at 
the front of the machine rather than the back, 
which is an unusual but in our view welcome 
feature. The mains .lead is detachable.

User Reactions- Facilities
The comparative scarcity of facilities meant that 
there was not much to react to. The timer was 
admired for its simplicity: the need to programme 
'record duration' rather than the finishing time of 
the programme was preferred by one user 
because it made him sit down and figure out 
whether or not he had enough tape left! In the 
absence of any programme locators other than 
the 'memory' button on the mechanical tape 
counter,the lack of fast picture search meant 
that hunting for any section not logged or 
memorised was very tiresome. It was thought to 
be hard to judqe winding periods even though 
the spooling itself was slow.

The mechanical function change operation 
was considered rather sluggish and noisy, and
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although the 'touch tuner' buttons were thought 
to add a little touch of 'class' to an otherwise very 
ordinary machine, it did prove rather too easy to 
brush them accidentally.

It was appreciated that there was no pointless 
'Video/TV switch to change between the viewing 
of a tape or live programme, as fitted for example 
on the Sanyo and Sharp 7300 machines.
Style and design
The machine attracted favourable comments in 
this respect. Despite being small, it was still 
thought of as 'businesslike', with a rugged feel 
to the controls and a functional layout. One user 
thought that the setting buttons on the timer 
were awkwardly placed, another that the timer 
and clock might have been better off on the top of 
the machine. But on the whole the style of the 
machine was widely approved of.
User Reactions-Technical Quality
Picture assessment reported 'fuzziness' with 
such consistency that this was obviously a 
particular attribute of the machine. On captions 

and other sharp detail the machine was inferior 
to other VHS contemporaries, having a rather 
more smudged appearance to the replayed 
picture. Nevertheless, user reaction varied from 
'very happy' to 'reasonably happy’, so the effect 
was clearly not considered particularly 
objectionable.

On the sound side, one user experienced in 
professional radio broadcasting detected a hint 
of wow from time to time, although this passed 
unnoticed by the other users. It is however 
confirmed by the high wow measurement in our 
technical tests (see below). In addition, a slight 
background noise and a small degree of inter
carrier buzz were also detected, but these did 
not prevent the machine scoring nearly 5 (very 
happy) on the satisfaction scale, somewhat 
above the rating afforded the picture.

Technical Assessment
Video noise was about par for the course at 
-40dB, falling to -32dB with the noise coring 
disabled. The video sweep had a curious 'fish 
shaped' output on replay, with -3dB points first 
at around 1.5MHz and then again at 3MHz. 
There would appear to be some connection 
between this unusual response and the 'smudgy' 
comments made by the viewing panel, since this 
sort of response would tend to produce rather 
cluttered-looking edges to objects on the screen. 
The low-level sweep disappeared into the noise 
at 2 MHz.

Sound noise levels were again around the 
average at -35dB, -41dB weighted, but wow 
and flutter came out very much higherthan usual 
at 0.5%. The frequency response of 68Hz to 
5.6 kHz at the 3dB points was very restricted, but 
the audio compression applied to 'live' broad
casts was commendably low at 2dB.

Conclusions
This is a neat, sensible, foolproof machine which 
was liked for its styling and whose performance, 
while scarcely remarkable, was well received by 
our fairly critical panel of users. On the other 
hand, the price seems rather high bearing in 
mind the primitive timer and lack of facilities, 
though shopping around may bring it down below 
£500, at which price the Akai should be worth 
considering.

The 9700 will continue for some time as a 
'basic' model, and is to be supplemented during 
1981 by two up market machines, the slant-front 
compact VS-5EK and front-loading VS-10K, both 
with multi-programme timers and infra-red 
remote control. Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard

Video sweep response, record/playback, 
0.5MHz/diV horiz.

Machine: AKAi VS 9700E

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field....... ................... -38dB

grey field..............................—40dB
black field............................—41 dB

(See tech intro.) red field . =   .. —39dB
Frequency response 70%..................................... 1.5MHz

2.SMHz.....................................60%
3.0MHz.......................... ...65%
3.2MHz.....................................55%

Low level sweep noise point.......................................2 MHz
Audio Performance 
Noise: unweighted..................................................... —36dB

weighted.......................................................  -41 dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference................................... 3%
Wow and Flutter.............................................................0.5%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1kHz........150Hz/3.3kHz 

-3dB points.............. 88HL/G.Okllz
Audio compression .......................  2dB

Typical retail price.......................................................... £540
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FERGUSON
Videostar 
PORTABLE 

VIDEO HAS GROWN UPAND 
LEFT HOME-SEE IT AT COSMIC 
Now, video is no longer limited to just the functions of home video PLUS the 
recording and replaying TV programmes extra capability of recording your very 
at home. With the Ferguson Videostar own material.
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Videostar 3V20 
Colour Camera 

£499

Ferguson ' /
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PortableVideo flW
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£520
FergusonVideostar 3V25

; Ferguson Videostar tripod worth 
around £50 when you buy a 3V24

■ and 3V20together

D Your chance to win a two week AN luxury safari/beachholiday in Kenya. 
Call in for details.
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Ferguson 3V22

The Ferguson 3V22 is a basic VHS machine 
bearing a more than passing resemblance to the 
JVC 3300. It sells for around £495.

Facilities
This is a very straightforward machine, with a 
single-option timer running up to eight days in 
advance, an eight-station tuner, and a conven
tional mechanical transport with only the basic 
fast forward/rewind/play/record/pause facilities. 
The operational controls are mainly located on 
the front panel, though the mains switch is 
hidden round the back, together with a colour/ 
black-and-white selector switch, which gives the 
option of slightly better monochrome recording 
and playback quality if black-and-white pictures 
are all that are required, and also provides a test 
pattern to help users tune their receivers to the 
recorder. The machine as a whole is square, 
functional and looks not unlike an overgrown 
audio recorder, though it is reasonably compact 
by VCR standards.

User Reactions- Facilities
Like the Toshiba V54 708 this machine was one 
of the earliest to do the rounds of the eager 
users, so similar caveats regarding over-enthu

siasm and/or puzzlement may well apply here 
also. Ergonomically the machine found few de
tractors-one user complained about the rear 
location of the on/off and colour/mono switches, 
on the grounds that they were thus difficult to 
find, and he also thought that the set-up switch 
was too small and hard to locate. But more often 
users found the styling of the unit less to their 
taste than its actual modus operandi.

The mechanical transport was not exceptional 
as mechanical transports go. Rated highly on 
'ease of use' by most respondents, it scored less 
well when it came to 'performance'.The wind/ 
rewind speeds were considered too slow, and 
the pause control (which mutes the picture when 
operated) was thought to have too slow a pick-up 
time when released. In general the machine's 
mechanical facilities and their performance were 
considered to be utilitarian rather than impressive.

Style and design
One of the first encounters with this machine is 
likely to involve the instruction book, and this was 
not considered to be full and detailed enough for 
a newcomer to home video, particularly when 
compared with the very thorough offerings from 
several other manufacturers.
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The machine itself attracted a number of negative 
remarks on design. The timesetting buttons were 
thought to be too small and in a rather inconvenient 
position, tucked underneath the clock display at 
the bottom of the front panel. The counter was 
also too small for easy use.

The time display in lurid red was 'not good for my 
eyes', according to one user not yet approaching 
pensionable age, and he indicated that a softer 
green (cf the Sony) would have been more 
pleasant. The cabinet itself was declared 'rather 
utility' by one user, while his son noted with 
displeasure that the 'record' button had to be 
pressed in order to watch the 'off-air' picture via 
the machine's tuner. (This feature does at least 
parallel 'through monitoring' in a number of audio 
cassette decks).

On a more positive note, many users com
mented that they would feel happy leaving junior 
member of the family alone with the machine, 
and that despite its clear lack of luxury or finesse, 
it nevertheless had a rugged, serviceable feel to 
it.

User Reactions-Technical Quality
Two 'reasonably happy' to one 'just about accept
able' was the ratio of responses to our standard 
query about picture quality. One respondent 
noticed slight line-pulling at the bottom of the 
picture, but we ought to note that his particular 
set was not one with an 'AV or 'VCR' button to 
assist interfacing between machine and set.

The tuner section attracted some adverse 
comment, interestingly paralleling our experience 
with the virtually identical JVC machine, as it was 
felt that this was poorly aligned. In fact a better 
picture could be obtained by disabling the AFC, 
as this tended to ensure that the tuner was 
always tuned just slightly away from the best 
position.

Noise and fuzziness were repeatedly 
summoned out of the user's vocabulary of con
demnation to describe the picture, the overall 
impression being that the machine was below 
average in this respect. On the other hand the 
sound was much more favourably received, 
gaining an overall rating of 'very happy', and 
including two 'totally satisfied' scores! Even 
taking the early arrival of this machine into 
account, this is not a score to be dismissed 
lightly, though it is not backed up by the technical 
measurements analysed below.

Technical Measurements
It was possible to disable the noise-coring of this 

machine, so that video measurements in both the 
cored and the uncored state have been taken. 
Basic signal-to-noise at 36-33dB is quite credit
able, and the coring improves this by an average 
of 6dB to produce results within 2dBof the 40dB 
norm. The frequency response is down -3dB at 
1.7 MHz, and with the coring applied it staggers 
down to5% at3.2MHz. Detail loss is estimated at 
50% from our special test, with the sweep signal 
vanishing into noise at 2.7MHz. Subjectively, 
however, the picture quality was poorer than 
these unexceptional figures might have suggested.

On the sound side the reverse is the case: 
-3dB points at 1 OOHz and 6kHz do not a hi-fi 
system make, yet no-one saw fit to comment on 
this during user tests. Perhaps matters were 
helped by the good(ish) signal-to-noise ratio of 
42dB, the low peak distortion (2%), and the total 
absence of audio compression. All in all, a fairly 
good performance bar the frequency response, 
and one which was liked by all the users rather 
more than might have been suspected from the 
measured data. Wow and flutter was adequately 
low for most purposes at 0.25%.

Conclusions
This is not one of the more expensive machines, 
nor does it have any of the facilities now accepted 
as standard in the 'new generation'. It is however, 
simple to use and understand, and as child- or 
granny-proof as any VCR is likely to become. The 
picture quality was disappointing, but the sound 
quality was subjectively surprisingly well-received.

Machine: FERGUSON 3V22

Video Performance
Noise (cored) white field.. ................... -38d8

grey field . ...........................—42d8
black field ...........................—41d8

(See tech intro. red field................................. —37d8
Frequency response 70%....................................... 1.7MHz

2.8MHz...................................... 30%
3.0 MHz...................................... 15%
3.2 MHz......................................... 5%

Low level sweep noise point.......................................2.7MHz
Audio Performance 

weighted....................................—42dBA
Distortion at +4d8 over reference........................ .......... 2%
Wow and Flutter"............................................................. 0.25%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz............ 180Hz/4kHz

—3d8 points...............100Hz/6kHz
Aud io compression............................................................OdB

Typical retail price........................................................... £495
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Ferguson 3V24/3V25
Thorn Consumer Electronics Ltd., 284 Southbury Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 1TJ. Tel 01-363 5353

The 3 V24 portable recorder and the 3 V25 
tuner/timer together form a system which has all 
the facilities of a single mains VHS VCR. Both are 
very similar to JVC's HR-2200EK and TU-22EK

Behind a plastic flap at the rear are inputs and 
outputs; BNC (hooray!) for video, and 3.5 mm jack 
(ho-hum) for audio, as well as an RF output and 
the socket for the umbilical to the 3 V25. The

combination, but may be available at a lower 
price.

Facilities
To take the 3 V24 recorder first; this is a micro
processor controlled unit, with light-touch 
transport switches, a liquid crystal tape counter 
with memory, and a cable-linked remote control 
pad. As well as the standard transport functions, 
it offers bi-directional speed-search and, from 
the remote pad only, frame advance on stills and 
variable speed slow motion. A small, fairly dim 
red light above the appropriate button indicates 
which function is active.

A facility particularly pertinent to portable use 
with a camera is the 'record lock' function. If one 
wants to take a longish break when recording, 
this button allows the power to be switched off 
without the tape unwrapping from the heads: this 
both saves on batteries, and preserves con
tinuity on the tape. Moreover. in all instances 
when the recording is paused, the micro
processor shuffles the tape backwards slightly to 
ensure a clean edit. 

socketry for the camera, remote control, and 
external microphone and earphone are on the 
front panel.

The unit is powered by a 12V nickel-cadmium 
rechargeable battery which slides into a com
partment in the rear. Alternatively, when the unit 
is connected to the tuner/timer it receives power 
for both running and recharging its own battery. 
The recharging time, at 90 minutes, is notably 
quicker than the overnight period needed for 
most chargers.

The 3V25 unit is mains powered and incor
porates a television tuner and timer for un
attended recording of programmes. It has virtually 
the same dimensions as the recorder, and is 
styled in the same silvery trim, so the two can be 
neatly stacked when they are working together. 
The Japanese designers have gone to town on 
the tuner and provided twelve channel buttons- 
presumably to fill up the space on the bleak front 
nrinel. Timing-in these channels is rinne with 
simple thumbwheels-one for each channel- 
hidden under a flap on the top.
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User reaction-facilities
The timer on the 3 V25, though clear and easy to 
use, was thought rather limited with only the one 
programming facility. The fast winding was con
sidered too sluggish by some, and the auto shut
off, whereby the machine turns itself off after four 
minutes of sitting on 'pause', was also criticised, 
although this feature could be defended by its 
savings on tape wear and battery life.

Despite the quite severe interference from 
noise bars, the speed search was widely re
garded as a useful facility, and the variable slow 
motion, through its ease of use, was an amusing 
novelty though of limited utility. The freeze-frame 
was found to give good results by VHS standards.

Style and design
One of our panelists was almost rapturous about 
the appearance of the units: he, presumably, was 
keen to fill his front room with glittering, silver 
boxes; but from other quarters the praise was 
more reserved, mentioning the compact, neat 
appearance, with slight niggles about the fiddli
ness of some of the buttons.

The recorder fulfils the requirements of port
ability admirably. It’s the smallest and lightest of 
the models we tested, and can be carried by 
either a rigid handle or a shoulder strap.

User reaction-performance
The recorder did not rate highly on the quality of 
the recorded pictures, and assessments ranged 
from 'not really adequate' to 'just about accept
able, noise being the major criticism. When used 
with the 3 V20 camera, which we were unable to 
review fully, this proved to be the limiting factor 
as far as noise and definition were concerned, 
but the recorder was still felt to degrade the 
pictures unacceptably.

In contrast, the recorded sound quality 
prompted no complaint, and most people were 
very happy with it.

Technical performance
The video signal-to-noise ratio proved to be 
below average, with the white level S/N measur
ing -37dB. The signal-to-noise ratio has it seems 
been sacrificed to give an above average fre
quency response, the 70% mark being at 2 MHz. 
These figures when taken overall are disquieting 
for a portable machine, which we should expect 
to perform better than average if it is to be tru'y 
useful in programme making. With such poor 
noise figures, the making of second generation 
copies by editing is almost precluded, which 
limits the recorder to casual use.

Measurement of the audio response, which is a 
narrow 200Hz to 3.3kHz between the -3dB 
points, contradicts the subjective assessments 
of our reviewers,but perhaps we need reminding 
that before 'hi-fi’, a generation were content with 
their 'mellow' radiograms. Audio S/N ratio was 
moderate, but the peak distortion and wow and 
flutter were a little high at 4% and 0.6% 
respectively.

The recorder was found to give good results 
from stop-start edits using the pause control. 
This is a very desirable feature for a portable 
machine operating with a camera.

Conclusions
This is a splendid portable recorder in terms of 
size, weight and handling, but its poor technical 
performance hampers its usefulness as a serious 
machine for the home programme-maker.Al- 
though one of the cheapest portable machines 
available, £550 (plus £175 for the 3 V25 or £60 
for just a charger unit) is quite a lot to pay for the 
fairly mediocre results obtained from our sample. 
However one of our panelists recently went out 
and bought the JVC equivalent of this model, 
after comparing several portable machines, so 
perhaps current production has been improved, 
or we encountered a poorish sample for test.

Portable VCR: Ferguson Videostar 3V24

Technical measurements

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field............................. -37dB

grey field.............................. -38dB
black field............................ -37dB

(See tech intro.) red field.................................-34dB
Frequency response 70%......................................... 2MHz

2.8MHz...................................... 60%
3 .0 MHz.................................. 50%
3 .2 MHz ............................... 25%

Low level sweep noise point......................................... 2MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted........................................................-37dB

weighted...........................................................-47dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference.................................... 4%
Wow and Flutter............................................................... 0.6%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz..300Hz/2kHz

-3dB points.... 200Hz/3.3kHz
Audio compression............................................................5dB
Weight.............................................................................. 5.2kg
Dimensions: (Wx H x D) .................. 29cm x 10cm x 27cm
Typical retail price (excluding tuner/timer units)..........£600
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Grundig 2x4 plus
Grundig International Ltd., 40/42 Newlands Park, Sydenham, London SE26 5NQ. Tel 01-659 2468

This is a distinctive machine using the Philips 
2000 flip-over cassette format. It has a longer 
and less deep cabinet than most others, and is 
coloured dark brown with an angled control 
panel at the front. The price is around £645.

Facilities
Although at the time of writing supplies of the 
2000 cassettes are more difficult to acquire than 
those of the VHS or Betamax format, the flip-over 
nature of the cassette means that running costs 
per hour should be lower with this format than 
any other. The timer offers four options from 
eight channels over a sixteen-day period, though 
whether this offer is taken up will depend on the 
user's ability to master setting the programming 
inputs within an extraordinary 12 second time 
limit. If you don't make it, the machine goes back 
to the beginning with (one imagines) a snort of 
(teutonic?) disdain.

The mechanical three-digit tape counter has a 
memory feature, and the machine also auto
matically registers the start and stop of each 
section of recording when rewinding with the 
tape laced. A faster rewind is available with the 
tape removed from the head drum by the 'tape' 

button, and in this mode the auto-stop on record 
breaks is disabled.

Still frame, slow and fast motion options are 
available by means of three buttons near the 
bottom of the front panel. These look a little like 
an afterthought, but in fact work extraordinarily 
well. External connections, apart from the aerial, 
are the European DIN type, which are not im
mediately compatible with the Japanese 259 or 
BNC standards.

User Reactions-Facilities
The instructions were described by one user as 
'horrendous', even though a step-by-step guide 
is provided for keeping by the set. No-one could 
see the point in the twelve-second time penalty, 
and the timer gained the lowest ratings for'ease 
of use' in the whole survey.

Little enthusiasm was registered either for the 
head wrap/unwrap option, which was thought by 
some to be another unnecessary complication, 
though one fairly technically-minded user liked 
it. The auto-seek function for locating the junctions 
between recordings was univt:1aally praised for 
its accurate action, while the option to bypass 
this by spooling 'unwrapped' was also liked, and 
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a high score was gained in all reports. The auto
tuning was considered uncertain in action and an 
unwelcome feature. The action of the mechanism 
was felt to be a little uncertain at times, and some 
commented that the mechanics felt and sounded 
rather delicate and fragile.

Style and design
Overall, eight out of ten for general looks was a 
good score: users thought the machine was neat 
and solid but a little 'dated' in appearance. The 
clock display was accused of 'glare', being a 
bright red, while the counter buried near the 
bottom of the panel was described as 'virtually 
invisible- like many others'.

Despite the front-loading of the cassette, 
Grundig had seen fit to include a variable 'sharp
ness' control on the top panel, labelled with a 
totally incomprehensible hieroglyphic yielding no 
clue as to its purpose. This was felt to be a silly 
place for a potentially useful control, which gives 
the user the option of balancing the 'crispness' of 
the picture against the noise to his own personal 
taste.

User Reaction-Technical Performance
One is inclined to be forgiving about some of the 
absurdities of the machine's ergonomics when 
one considers the positive aspects of the per
formance. Unlike the Philips machine of the 
same format (to which it bears absolutely no 
other resemblance) this machine offers a still
frame and slow/fast motion of as yet quite 
unsurpassed quality. This is due to the 'dynamic 
track following' feature of the 2000 system, 
which permits the scanning head to seek out the 
recorded track automatically, and which preserves 
almost normal picture quality during 'trick' effects.

For those people who have a particular require
ment for slow motion or freeze frames there is at 
present no substitute for this machine in this 
respect. Reactions to the picture quality in normal 
operation averaged out at just over 4- reasonably 
happy. Fuzziness, with colour flashing at the top 
was noted by one user without a VCR-modified 
receiver. Another noted that drop-outs were far 
too frequent for his liking, although others did not 
comment at all on this point. A further point of 
criticism concerned some inconsistency or un
certainty in 'locking in' to the track following 
system, both on normal and 'trick' play.

Our professional broadcasting user noticed 
flutter on sound, and also detected the presence 
of total audio compression, with noise emerging 
obtrusively during quiet passages. Reactions 

were surprisingly inconsistent to the^ sound 
quality-one bemoaning a poor frequency re
sponse, another praising it highly. Perhaps the 
machine itself gave a rather inconsistent per
formance from day to day.

Technical Measurements
The presence of the 'sharpness' control intro
duced an extra complication to the measurement 
process on video. At maximum sharpness noise 
was high, as might be expected, at about -36d8. 
The video sweep response revealed a 70% 
response well maintained to between 2 and 
2.5MHz, depending on the setting of the crispener. 
At low level the video sweep descended into 
noise at the slightly low frequency of 1.6MHz.

Sound noise was excellent for a VCR at 50d8 
weighted, but the full 20d8 compression is to be 
condemned, as is the high 4.5% distortion at 
peak level. Wow and flutter and -3dB frequency 
response limits were reasonable at 0.3% and 
60Hz-1 OkHz respectively.

Conclusions
This machine shows the potential of the 2000 
system tar better than the Philips, though a 
number of ergonomic and design blunders prevent 
unqualified enthusiasm. The still-frame and trick
motion performance is exemplary, and if some of 
the design aspects commented on above were 
tackled this would be a still more worthy European 
challenger to the Japanese monopoly on VCR 
output.This plus model is clearly something of an 
interim design in any case, and hopefully the 
technical performance will be maintained and 
mated with improved ergonomics on Grundig's 
next 'second generation' model.

This replacement, known as the 2X4 Super, 
was announced just before we went to press. It is 
a much more compact front-loader of conven
tional appearance, and appears to offer signifi
cant improvements in facilities and ergonomics. 
Though by no means a simple machine, it has the 
useful and presently unique facility of a counter 
operating in real time, showing tape time remain
ing, and incorporating remote control and 'go to' 
facilities (photo p. 8).

Data overleaf
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Dotal from off-tape testcard Machine: GRUN ^o 2 x 4 plus

Video sweep response recora/playback,

0.5MHz/div horiz.

Video Performance
Noise (cored) white field................................-34dB

grey field.................................-37dB
black field............................... -35dB

(See tech intro.) red field....................................-36dB
Frequency response* 70%...................................... 2.25MHz

2.8MHz.......................... 50/30/10%
3 .OM Hz...............................30/20/5%
3.2MHz.................................. 7/5/5%

Low level sweep noise point....................................... 1.6MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted......................................................... -43dB

weighted.......................................................... -50dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference..................................4.5%
Wow and Flutter..................... ..................................... 0.3%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz........ 150Hz/3.3kHz

-3dB points............... 60Hz/1OkHz
Audio compression........................................................... 20dB
Typical retail price.... -........................................ £645 
•affected by crslpener control: hence maximum, minimum and 
mean figures.
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MITSUBISHI AKAi
STOCKISTS OF 

NATIONAL PANASONIC - MITSUBISHI - AKAi - 
JVC -HITACHI -SONY -

Mission 700Rogers Studio

6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET, READING, BERKS. Tel. (07M) 585^3

A&R - AIWA - ARISTON - BEYER - CORAL - CELEF - DUAL - GRACE -
GRADO - GOLDRING - HEYBROOK - HADCOCK - JBL - JPW -

LINN SONDEK - LENTEK - LUX - MISSION - MERIDIAN - MICHELL -
NIGHTINGALE - N.E.A.L. - QUAD - ROGERS - REGA RESEARCH -SANSUI

- SUGDEN - SPENDOR - SYSTEMDEK - STD - SKS PRODUCTS - SME -
SHURE - SENNHEISER - TRIO-TANGENT - THORENS - VIDEOTONE etc etc

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE

Spendor BC1
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Hitachi VT8000E
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR. Tel 01-848 8787

This is a modern top-loading VHS machine of 
compact dimensions It has a good range of 
facilities, and is available for about £525, or even 
less.
Facilities
The machine has an eight-channel tuner, and 
four of these are considerately labelled with UK 
programme names. These are tuned by conven
tional presets located behind a flap on the front 
cover. The tuner works well, is easy to tune, and 
is quite tolerant of weak signal inputs.

The timer is almost identical in operation to the 
one fitted to the earlier VT 5000 machine, 
offering only one programme option up to nine 
days ahead. Its selection switch is located on the 
front panel, together with an operate/standby 
switch. Power for the unit as a whole- can be 
interrupted by a switch on the back panel, while 
also round. the back is a switch to generate a 
tuning test signal to help when setting up.

A small flap on the left-hand side of the front 
panel hides the phono audio-in and video-in 
sockets, together with a mike jack and a 3.5mm 
jack for the remote control. The remote control 
itself offers all functions except channel change 
and is connected via a single neat cord.

The mechanics are solenoid operated via light
action switches on the front panel, augmented 
by illuminated coloured lamps on the record, play 
and stop buttons. Speed search, still frame, 

audio dub and frame advance controls are pro
vided, but there is no slow motion and no sound 
during the trick effects.

User Reactions-Facilities
The timer was considered to be rather limited in 
offering only one programme, but as a corollary 
setting it up was simplicity itself, with the instruc
tions permanently affixed to the underside of the 
flap. A nice touch, this, and one which might be 
difficult to emulate in the more complex 
machinery!

The more minor mechanical controls are half 
the size of the major ones, and as such are a little 
on the small fiddly side. But the large record, play 
and stop buttons were appreciated. In operation 
the controls lacked the logical sophistication 
one might expect from a modern machine, in that 
one operation had to be well under way before 
another could be selected, which slows down the 
speed at which instructions can be fed to the 
machine. The fast wind/rewind mode was also 
considered to be on the slow side, a 2 hour 
cassette taking over three-and-a-half minutes to 
spool through.

The still frame picture was rather jittery, taking 
a second or two to grind to a halt and lock itself 
up, but nevertheless the noise bar was usually 
well suppressed and the standard of repro
duction above average. The speed search picture 
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had severe noise bars, but was quite 'solid' and 
useful. The rate of search was also considered to 
be about right. The remote control, being cord- 
linked, worked exactly like the mains controls, 
although of course the disadvantages of a wired 
system are self-evident (particularly if active 
children are around.)

Style and design
Described as 'very Japanese-looking' by one 
recipient, this unit gains much from being only 
about two-thirds of the size of most of its rivals - it 
is a very neat and light machine. On the other 
hand, the labelling of the controls is miniscule 
and worsened by the attempts to highlight the 
major functions by printing their respective 
labels in different, barely legible, colours.

An overall rating of between seven and eight 
out of ten was gained by the machine, although 
its good looks were offset by the usual lack of 
ergonomic insight. Also disliked was the ex
cessively bright, large and garish blue/green 
clock display; this reviewer felt compelled to turn 
the machine off at night if sleeping in the same 
room (and then of course you have to set the 
clock again etc).

User Reactions- Technical Performance
Subjectively the picture gained a 'reasonably 
happy' rating in our tests, with some noise being 
observed, together with slight displacement of 
the coloured areas of the picture. This latter fault 
was due to a timing error between the colour and 
black-and-white information, and may be attri
butable to slight maladjustment of our sample.

On the sound side, few complaints were noted. 
A little background hiss was evident at times, but 
if anything the sound emerged slightly brighter 
off-tape than 'live', although the lack of very high 
frequencies was evident to critical ears using 
above-average TV receivers. 

descended into the noise at 2.2 MHz, again quite 
a fair performance.

On the audio side, a signal-to-noise ratio of 
36dB was improved to44dB with 'A' weighting, a 
fairly typical and reasonably satisfactory figure. 
Peak distortion was on the high side at 4%, while 
wow and flutter was about average at 0.25%. 
There was 3dB of audio compression, which is 
acceptable. The frequency response fell to -3dB 
at 60Hz and 8.5kHz, a reasonable middle-of-the- 
road performance considering the current state 
of the art.

Conclusions
This machine provides a useful range of facilities 
at a commendably low price. Technically the 
performance is competent if unexceptional, and 
mechanically the machine responds reasonably 
well. Ergonomically the machine leaves some
thing to be desired, and the simple timer, though 
easy to use, is rather restrictive. However, we 
feel inclined to recommend this machine highly 
as representing very good value for money.

Those liking the machine but wishing for more 
comprehensive facilities might note that the VT 
8500uses the same basic chassis but has rather 
more 'frills', including cordless remote control.

Technical Measurements
Noise ratings were significantly better than the 
norm at an average of -45d8 on video, although 
subjective edge-noise effects were clearly 
present. This indicates that quite heavy noise 
coring was probably present on the playback 
signal, although we were unable to disable this 
function internally.

The frequency sweep revealed a rather-strarfge 
asymmetry of the replayed waveform, with a 70% 
point at around 1.5MHz, slightly on the low side. 
The response was maintained at 45% at 2.8 MHz, 
however, which is quite fair. The low-level sweep

Hitachi BqOO is the more elaborate machine.
Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard
. Machine: HITACHI ^OOOE

Video Performance 
Noise (core^white field............................. -44dB

grey field....... ............. -45dB
black field............................. -46dB

(See tech intro.) red field................................. —dB
Frequency response 70%...................................... 1.5MHz

2.8MHz.....................................45%
3.0MHz.....................................30%
3.2MHz..................................... 15%

Low level sweep noise point...................................... 2.2MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted......................................................-36dB

weighted.........................................................-44dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference................................... 4%
Wow and Flutter................... . ......... ... . . .............. 0.25%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz....... 80Hz6kHz

-3dB points........ 60Hz8.5kHz
Audio compression.......................................................... 3dB

0.5MH^div horiz. Typical retail price . £525
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If everything were perfect...
It is rarely necessary to have to 

boost the bass response of a top 
quality high fidelity system, 
(although the Quad 44 tilt control 
does enable subtle changes to be 
made to the overall balance of the 
programme), but there are a number 
of high quality loudspeakers on the 
market, which because of their 
Lilliputian dimensions, necessarily 
have attenuated low frequency 
response and the Quad 44 is fitted 
with a bass control which in the lift 
position provides optimum 
equalisation.

Considerations of domestic 
harmony frequently dictate 
loudspeaker placement that is less 
than ideal. The almost inevitable 
result is the excitation of the 
fundamental eigentones of the 
room and music 
reproduction 
with a 
characteristic and 
unpleasant honk.

The step side of the Quad 44 
bass control switch eliminates this 
problem without rolling off the low 
frequency information, simply by 
putting a 5dB step in the frequency 
response, reproducing domestic 
bliss and a closer approach to the 
original sound!

To learn all about the Quad 44 
write or telephone for a leaflet.

The Acoustical Manufacturing 
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB. 
Telephone: (0480) 52561.

QURD^
for the closest approach 

to the original sound



Hitachi VT5000E
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR. Tel 01-848 8787

This is one of two machines (the other being the 
JVC 3300) included in this book which are now 
obsoletejn the sense that new production is no 
longer being shipped forsale in this country. This 
does not mean, however, that all such models are 
safely settled in contented homes up and down 
the country; rental companies in particular are 
likely to be dealing in machines like this for some 
considerable time,as trade-ins occur,enabling 
them to issue older models with no-deposit 
rental terms.

Facilities
This machine takes VHS cassettes as a top
loader. It has conventional mechanically operated 
controls for the standard functions,including 
audio dub and a pictureless pause. A nine-day 

single-shot timer operates using a large bright 
blue/green clock display on the front panel.

Eight tuner channels are available, helpfully 
labelled BBC 1, BBC 2 etc, but the infamous 
'Video/TV' switch also rears its ugly head. This 
has fo be operated every time you change from 
watching tape to watching 'live' TV, or vice-versa. 
As such, it necessitates a two-button change
over rather than one, which would be particularly 
galling if the television receiver was operated by 
remote control, in that the user would have to get 
up and operate a switch at the machine itself in 
addition to changing the channels.

An unremarkable three-digit tape counter with 
memory button more or less completes the 
facility hardware, though there is a 'black-and- 
white' switch at the rear of the machine to
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improve the quality of monochrome recording.

User Reactions- Facilities
The timer was thought to be lacking in versatility, 
allowing only one programme to be recorded in 
advance, but it was appreciated for being ex
tremely simple to use. The only gripe was that a 
mental calculation had to be carried out by the 
user to convert the details in the Radio Times to a 
figure corresponding to the duration of the pro
gramme. (To some this comes easier than to 
others.)

The transport controls undertook their respon
sibilities reasonably efficiently, if loudly, with a 
smooth if slightly'tacky' feel to them. Wind and re
windtimes were thought to be on the slow side, and 
a rather rudimentary on/off governor gave some 
disturbingly abrupt changes in wind torque.

The facilities offered were as sparse as can be 
had - no speed search, still-frame or other trick 
effects- and many users noted this limitation in 
their replies, indicating that the inclusion of such 
features was not regarded as merely lily-gilding 
by our panel.

Style and design
Set alongside its successors, the VT8OOOE, this 
machine has a distinctly 'dated' look about it, 
being bulkier, heavier and altogether less sleek 
than the newer set. Nevertheless, an overall style 
score of around 6 out of ten indicates that it should 
not be too difficult to live with, unless you begin to 
hate the excessively bright and rather grue
somely blue-green clock display!

The presence of the Video/TV switch was as 
unpopular as ever, all regarding it as a positive 
impediment to easy operation. The labelling of 
the controls, being (unusually) white letters on a 
black background, raised murmurs of praise from 
a panel which has rarely approved of other 
attempts to carry out the labelling operation.

The action of the mechanical controls attracted 
little adverse comment, apart from some 
criticism of noise when a lever was released, and 
certainly less than some solenoid-run mechan
isms have aroused.

User Reactions-Technical Quality
Picture playback earned a consistent 'reasonably 
happy' across our scoreboard. A little lack of 
detail and colour degradation was detected, and 
some mention made of more frequent dropouts 
than usual, but otherwise there were no obvious 
distractions. In general, the picture was regarded 
as pleasing, if of fairly mundane quality. On the 

sound side, no striking shortcomings were noted 
either, users awarding a score between 4 and 5 
('reasonably happy' and 'very happy').

Performance at our weak-signal site was 
regarded as fairly good, the recorded picture 
from a weak aerial signal being regarded as 
satisfactory under the circumstances.

Technical Measurements
On the whole, these give little cause for alarm. 
Video signal-to-noise ratio was better than 
average at 44dB typically, though the sweep 
responses were nearer the norm at 1.6MHz for 
the 70% point, and 300/o reproduction of the 
2.8 MHz gratings. Low-level sweep loss was 
negligible, and the noise point was commend
ably high at 2.BMHz.

Audio-wise, very satisfactory noise readings of 
40dB unweighted/46dB weighted were recorded, 
though both the peak distortion and the wow and 
flutter were a shade on the high side at 0.30/o and 
4% respectively.The audio frequency response 
was somewhat narrow, with 65Hz and 6.5kHz 
the -3dB points, but the measured 1.5dB of 
compression is a very good figure.

All in all, this machine provides a competent 
standard of technical performance which is not 
disgraced by comparison with much more up-to- 
date machines.

Conclusions
This is a very basic machine, providing the user 
with nothing more than totally straight playback 
of recorded programmes. The timer is elemen
tary, but more useful than some in that it will work 
up to nine days in advance, and the recording 
duration is continuously variable. The machine 
as a whole is quite straightforward to use, 
although the 'Video/TV switch is a nuisance.

In terms of performance, the machine is no 
worse than many others,having no major quality 
defects in either picture or sound. If offered on 
the rental market at a lower price than more up- 
to-date machines, it should definitely be worth 
considering.

Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard

Video sweep response recora/playback,

Machine: HITACHI VTSOOOE

Video Performance
Noise (cored white field................................ -44dB

grey field.................................-44dB
black field............................... -43dB

(See tech intro. red field.................................. -32dB
Frequency response 70% ....................................    1.6MHz

2.8MHz.......................................30%
3.0MHz.......................... .......18%
3.2MHz....................................... 12%

Low level sweep noise point.................................... . 2.8MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted .. .......... ..... .......-40dB

weighted................. ............... ........................-46dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference. ................  4%
Wow and Flutter............................................................... 0.3%
Frequency response ±1dB ref 1kHz...........80Hz/5.6kHz

-3dB points............. 65Hz/6.5kHz
Audio compression . ........ . 1.5dB

0.5MHz/div horiz.
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Hi-Fi & Video 
Need a camera, projection TV, or just advice? 

We can help!

Latest equipment from Mitsubishi, JVC and Toshiba on demonstration 
and if you already have a video recorder, 

we still have something for you!

Over 2000 Titles 
available to choose from if you join 

THE HOMESOUND VIDEO EXCHANGE LIBRARY 
Sport - horror - audit - childrens classics 

Your own fourth TV channel!
Exchanges from as little as £3 per title

AND DON'T FORGET
We still offer the best service if you are purchasing hi-fi equipment 
with two ways to buy - either the best prices or lonest guarantee! 

FOUR years parts & labour guarantee!

145, SIDWELL STREET, EXETER. TEL. 72814
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Hitachi VT7000E
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4 0R. Tel 01-848 8787

This VHS portable recorder, companion to the 
VKC750 colour camera, comes in a silvery case 
and costs around £580. The tuner/timer partner, 
the VT-TU70E, and mains power supply, A-V70E, 
were not made available for testing.

Facilities
The light-touch buttons on the near perpendicu
lar front panel are under microprocessor control, 
which sorts out the commands to suit the 
machine's mechanics. There are all the basic 
transport functions, but the only'trick' function is 
freeze frame, with frame advance only available 
on the remote pad at the end of 5 metres of cable. 

There is a three-digit mechanical tape counter 
with a memory button.

On a panel at the rear, behind a protective flap, 
are video and audio inputs and outputs(all phono 
sockets), a socket for the umbilical to the 
tuner/timer, and an RF outlet for direct connec
tion to a television. The camera cable socket and 
the DC power input are on the side of the 
machine.

The 12V rechargeable battery is housed under 
a flap on the top of the machine, and a row of 
LED's (two green, one red) indicates the battery 
condition. To save needlessly running the bat
tery flat, after five minutes the machine will 
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automatically either turn itself completely off if 
idle, or turn the motors off if on 'pause' while 
recording.

User reactions - facilities
Although light to the touch, there is a reassuring 
'give' in the control buttons, which light up with a 
strong red indicator when the operation is being 
carried out. It was felt that some effort might have 
been made to distinguish at least the 'stop' and 
'record' button from the otherwise identical row 
of controls.

The mechanical transport was thought particu
larly quiet and confidently smooth. Being spoiled 
by the experience of infra-red remote controls, 
having a cable did seem untidy, but the unit's 
workings and facilities provoked no complaint 
bar the comments about the identical appear
ance of the buttons. The latest, current versions 

, use infra-red remote, which further improves the 
ergonomics.

The tracking control is given a place of promin
ence on the top of the machine, which perhaps 
overemphasises its necessity: tape interchange
ability amongst VHS machines is better than 
manufacturers expected?

The automatic shut-off of the machine was 
found to be a little irritating at first by some users. 
But they found this taught them to appreciate the 
limited time available from the battery, so on 
reflection this feature, which did not appear on 
the other portable machines tested, was con
sidered a good thing.

Style and design
While this machine would win no-awards for its 
appearance, it is unobtrusive in its own Japanese 
way. The instruction manual is a trifle too compli
cated, showing lots of diagrams of the machines 
bristling with what look like acupuncture needles. 
Although some of the more subtle points are not 
clearly explained, this is essentially a straightfor
ward VCR, and all our users quickly came to grips 
with it.

It's hard to comprehend why Hitachi supplied 
this machine with a carrying handle but not a 
shoulder strap. Without a shoulder strap it be
comes a clumsy, burdensome piece of equip
ment: space has to be found to put it down every 
time one wants to use it, and carrying the 
recorder and camera with any other necessary 
equipment while trying to open doors becomes a 
nightmare. The machine is by no means too 
heavy to carry from the shoulder, and the bene
fits from being able to do so are immense. This 
fairly minor point is a major detraction from an 

otherwise very versatile portable VCR.

User reactions - performance
Pictures from the VKC750 colour camera (qv) 
were not thought to do justice to the 7000's 
quality as a recorder, so in addition video signals 
from other cameras and an external tuner were 
fed in, and the results from these were appraised.

In general, the picture quality was judged to be 
very good, edge noise in particular looking better 
than average. A superior performance is of 
course highly desirable in a machine that may be 
used for mastering, where portions of a tape 
made on location with the portable machines are 
edited onto another machine.

The sound received some praise for its clarity, 
which again was classed as better than average.

Technical performance
The measurements of video signal-to-noise 

confirm the subjective assessments that the 
noise performance was better than average, and 
also show a (comparatively) impressive frequency 
response, with the 70% point at 2MHz.

On the audio side, the frequency response was 
reasonably wide, the -3dB points being 80 Hz 
and ?kHz. But the wow and flutter was 0.7%, 
which is a disturbingly high figure for a portable 
machine which demands a high degree of 
robustness in its mechanical transport.

An important feature for portable recorders is 
the ability to give clean edits when the pause 
button is pressed between successive camera 
shots. The 7000's microprocessor tries to cater 
for this by winding the tape back a few frames 
when the pause is operated on record, to ensure 
continuity of the control track. The system was 
found to work reasonably well: cuts between still 
shots of the same scene- the most telling test- 
gave good results on most attempts; occasion
ally the edit was spoilt by a jitter of the picture 
and a momentary loss of colour.

Some slight damage to the tape was indicated 
by the presence of a brief rolling ripple of noise 
when the machine was left on pause for long 
periods. This was only apparent when the 
recorder was left on for the maximum possible 
period of five minutes (the motors switch off 
automatically after this).

Conclusions
This machine has a good technical performance, 
as is expected of a practical portable recorder. At 
around £580 it is reasonable value, and should 
give satisfying results with a good camera.

Data overleaf
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Video sweep response recoro/playback, 
0.5MHz/div horiz.

Portable VCR: Hitachi VT-7000E
Video Performance 
Nose (cored) white field................................ —38dB

grey field.................................—43dB
back field............................... —44dB

(See tech intro.) red field..........................................-39d8
Frequency response 70%...........................................2MHz

2.8MHz....................................... 60%
3.0MHz....................................... 20%
3.2MHz...........................................5%

Low level sweep nose point....................................... 1.6MHz
Audio Performance 
Nose unweighted..................................................... —42dB

weighted........................................................... —50dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference................................. 2.5%
Wow and Flutter................................................................0.7%
Frequency response ±1dB ref 1kHz...........200Hz/5kHz

—3dB points................. 80Hz/7kHz
Audio compression...........................................................13dB

(Imltlng at -25dB)
Weight............................................................................... 5.9kg
Dimensions: (W x H x D)...................28cm x 13cm x 32cm
Typical retail price (excluding tuner/timer units).........£580
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The
KNOWIN SYSTEM 

for
VIDEO COLLECTIONS

2226 Six VCR Rack
2227 Ten VHS/Beta Rack
2250 Twelve VHS Carousel
2251 Twelve Beta Carousel

2252 Five VHS/Six Beta Box
2253 Twelve VHS/Beta Cabinet
9120 Six VCR Case
9125 Ten VHS/Beta Case

o

c

Also available 
video head cleaners - record & cassette storage 

& care products - demagnetises - carbon brushes

37 Churchill Way Fleckney Leics
KNOWIN UK LTD Telephone 0533 403331 

Telex 342467 knowin-g

H

WISrBURN 
FI1MS irD.

Pre-recorded Video Cassettes at 
discount prices/Save an average of 
£5 per film. CIC, Warner, Precision, 
VCL and many others.

Write, phone or call for more 
information.
Callers are welcome to join our 
VHF /BETA library.
Lifetime membership only £7 .50 
and no deposit to be paid!
Westburn Films Ltd, 64 Fernhill 
Road, Rutherglen, Glasgow G73 4BT 
041 634 4222 (24 hr telephone 
answering service).
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LEADING 
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
V.H.S. versus BETA versus 

SYSTEM 2000
WHICH ONE IS THE BEST? 

COME TO THE EXPERTS AND
FIND OUT.

Main Agents for SONY, 
FERGUSON/J.V.C., HITACHI, 

GRUNDIG, NATIONAL 
PANASONIC, TOSHl3A, 
SANYO, SHARP, AKAi, 
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NEW SHOP OPENING 

SEPTEMBER -
50 NOTTINGHAM ROAD, 

EASTWOOD, NOTTS
LENTEK * MICHELL * SPENDOR • B&O * JR
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JVC HR7700EK
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2. Tel 01-450 2621

This is a top-of-the-market VHS front-loader'from 
the people who invented the VHS system’. It sells 
for up to £785, and as such represents the most 
expensive machine in this survey (excluding 
portable packages).

Facilities
It has been said that this machine represents the 
best that VHS can at present offer, and it is 
certainly not short of features. The timer offers 
eight recordings from sixteen channels over 
fourteen days. Slow motion, freeze frame, fast 
picture search, a tape-remaining counter, Dolby 
noise reduction, double-speed playback (with 
'normal' pitch sound!), programme locating 
coding and even a clock dimmer present a 
comprehensive range of facilities for the en
thusiastic owner.

This is not, of course, achieved without a 
fearsome array of knobs and buttons, about half 
of which are concealed from view by a flap on the 
front panel. The remote control must also be one 
of the most involved we have ever seen, relying 
unfortunately on obscure symbols to denote 
some of the functions. Both the European and 

Japanese industries appear to have their own 
secret cache of caballistic symbols for various 
functions, and these are brought out when the 
need arises. Unfortunately as far as we can tell 
these are not widely understood even among 
VCR fans- perhaps a Highway Code for Video 
Signs is required!

User Reactions-Facilities
With a large number of buttons and a finite space 
to put them in, they must be small. First reaction 
was that the controls were small, badly placed, 
and not particularly logically laid out. Neverthe
less, _the subjective score for performance was 
invariably high, although the still frame picture 
was frankly not on a par with the Grundig (qv).

Speed search was well liked, and the facility for 
watching programmes at twice normal speed, 
while retaining normal pitched sound, aroused 
much interest. The sound is rather garbled, but is 
nevertheless intelligible, and music is also recog
nisable in this mode (sometimes it sounds better 
this way...), while time wasted watching the boring 
parts of a football match can be cut dramati
cally, even though ball trajectories appear a little 
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wierd. This machine also provides an automatic 
stop at the beginning and end of recorded 
programme sections on the tape, using pulses 
encoded when starting and stopping record, and 
this was greatly appreciated by users, though the 
inability to overide the system was a mild nuisance.

The ability to change channels from the remote 
control unit by means of the keyboard in the 
centre of the unit was liked, as was the com
prehensive nature of the remote control itself, 
which worked well over normaldomestic distances, 
though somes users commented that they pre
ferred a simpler, more basic, pad (et Sony C7}. 
Generally, although hardly a machine to delight 
Grandma, users mastered it without undue diffi
culty, and appreciated the range of facilities 
during the week or fortnight trials.

Style and design
The 7700 is a rectangular front-loading box. A 
black section along the top of the front panel 
accomodates the cassette entry and indicator 
displays. A silver chrome section below this is 
where the function buttons are located and the 
more occasional controls are to be found behind 
a flap. This machine nevertheless gained seven 
out of ten from our committee, who didn't as a 
rule much care for little fiddly buttons, particu
larly when hidden behind a flap.

The design of the tuner was derided for the 
automatic sweep tuning imposed on the user, 
although it might to difficult to imagine where 
sixteen preset tuning pots could be located.

One user expressed a desire to be able to see 
the tape reels during use, but of course this is 
never possible with video front-loaders.

User Reactions- Performance
One obvious machine to compare this model with 
is the much simpler JVC 3300, reviewed on the 
previous pages. In a side-by-side comparison, it 
was surprising to note that the picture quality 
was if anything better on the down-market 
machine than on its costlier counterpart. In 
particular it was noted that a herringbone-type 
pattern was noticeable round the edges of highly- 
coloured objects. This is due to the colour 
information being presented on the screen as a 
monochrome signal-in broadcast TV the fre
quency of the colour information is very precisely 
controlled to minimise the visibility of this pattern
ing, but with video home recorders this precision 
will be lost. Overall, though, the picture gained a 
score of 4 (reasonably happy} and the sound 5 
(very happy}, which is a marked improvement on 
most models.

Technical Measurements
Video signal-to-noise was slightly better than 
average at -42db, while the 70% resolution 
point was reasonably high at 1.9 MHz, the 
response falling to 30% at 2.8 MHz. Noise-coring 
was found to be improving the grey level noise 
figure by about 5dB, and worsening the 2.8MHz 
resolution from 50% to 30%. Signal loss on the 
low-level sweep was negligible, and the sweep 
disappeared into the noise at the fairly high level 
of 2.2 MHz.

On the sound side, our noise measurements 
were foiled by the background noise of the 
machine's electronics, in that recording a 
theoretical silence onto tape, first with Dolby off, 
then with it in, revealed that the most prominent 
source of noise was within the machine itself, 
and the improvement effected by the Dolby 
switch was only of the order of 4dB. Neverthe
less, the sound quality was subjectively well 
received, with fairly good distortion, frequency 
response and wow and flutter figures.

Conclusions
This is a great machine for the gadget-minded, or 
for those who want to take the video revolution 
into their lives wholeheartedly. The picture 
quality is no better during straight playback than 
many much cheaper machines, though the 
sound is very acceptable. So the price you pay is 
for all the facilities, and if you are sure that you 
will use most of them fairly regularly, the machine 
should be worth the money.

Machine: JVC HR-7700EK

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field...............................-4-1 dB

grey field , , ___ ... -42dB
black field.............................. -44dB

(See tech intro.) red field.................................. -38dB
Frequency response 70%.......................................... 1.9MHz

2.8MHz...................................... 30%
3.0MHz...................................... 15%
3.2MHz......................................... 8%

Low level sweep noise point..................................... 2.2MHz
Audio Performance
Noise*: unweighted......................................................-42dB

weighted......................................................... -46dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference................................ 1.5%
Wow and Flutter............................................................. 0.35%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz............ 150Hz/7kHz

-3dB points.............. 82Hz/8.2kHz
Audio compression............................................................OdB

Typical retail price___ ___ _ — ........................... £700
•Dolby on
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JVC 3300
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2. Tel 01-450 2621

This is a basic VHS top-loader which is now 
obsolete, being replaced by the externally similar 
3320 EK. However, it is still around in large 
numbers in both this and the Ferguson 3 V22 guise.

Facilities
Straightforward mechanical transport controls of 
the conventional lever type protrude from the 
front of the cabinet to provide the usual functions. 
A single-option timer of commendable simplicity 
accompanies a red digital clock display on the 
bottom left-hand corner of the cabinet, and up 
to eight off-air channels may be selected on the 
tuner.

At the rear are the video and audio input and 
output sockets, the mains switch and the 
colour/black-and-white selector, which also 
doubles as a switch to turn on the test signal 
which aids tuning. This is a fairly compact 
machine as VCRs go, if rather square and 
unrefined.

User Reactions - Facilities
This machine was amongGt the early arrivals, but 
some users were encouraged to reassess its 
performance later on, with the benefit of hindsight.

One adverse reaction which was consistent 
throughout was to the small and rather badly 
positioned timer setting buttons, although the 
ease with which the timer could be set up was 
greatly liked after close encounters with more 
forbidding machines.

The pause button, which stops the tape move
ment but does not display a still frame, was 
thought to have a rather poor release action, 
taking some time to display normal picture and 
sound. Some users found it awkward to have to 
operate the stop lever while changing transport 
functions. Since some mechanically-operated 
mechanisms were well-liked (cf Toshiba), it is 
clear that there are significant variations between 
the feel and performance of mechanical lever 
mechanisms, and that this example was not 
among the best. One user commented that the 
mechanism was noisy, and further that the 
machine delivered a fairly startling report when 
cancelling its play or record function automati
cally at the end of tape or when the power was 
removed by the timer.

Style and design
'A nice small cabinet', said one; 'nice looking
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machine', said another. A third found the controls 
easy to master. Evidently most users found the 
machine acceptable aesthetically, and a positive 
reaction to the smaller-than-average bulk of the 
machine was widely registered. Six out of ten 
was the mean rating overall.

On the other hand, the timesetting buttons 
were thought to be badly placed and too minute, 
with the tape counter also too small for easy use. 
The bright red clock was thought to be a little too 
ostentatious for easy living.

The most positive aspect of the design was its 
essentially foolproof operation. Most users felt 
that this model was amogst those on which they 
would be happy to let the family and babysitter 
loose without worries.

User Reactions-Technical Quality
The initially favourable reaction to the technical 
quality was revised downwards in later assess
ment. One fairly uncritical user noted poor colour 
rendition and picture unsteadiness, and another 
remarked that on reflection the picture standard 
was poor compared to many other machines. The 
final rating on the satisfaction scale was 3 -just 
about acceptable, with an estimated 50-60% 

'quality' picture rating, expressed as a percen
tage of the quality of a ‘live’ transmission.

Sound came out generally rather better, with an 
overall satisfaction score between 4 and 5 
(reasonably/very happy). Just a slight muffling of 
the sound’ and 'some flutter were amongst the 
defects observed.

One aspect of the performance which interest
ingly parallels that of the almost identical 
Ferguson machine was that the standard of the 
internal tuner left something to be desired. Even 
allowing for the fact that the tuner on this well
travelled ex-dem sample was not well aligned (we 
were able to make minor adjustments to improve 
the performance), and although its performance 
on weak signals was good, the tuner was one 
factor contributing to a poor overall technical 
performance. The picture on monitor mode was 
felt to be unduly noisy, even in good signal areas.
Technical Measurements
This is one of the machines where noise coring 
on the video signal is carried out by two readily- 
accessible diodes, so these were shorted out to 
conduct resolution and noise measurements 
both with and without coring applied. Uncared 
video noise averaged -34dB, a fair figure, im
proving by around 8dB with coring applied.

Video sweep 70% points were 2.6 MHz, with a 
remarkable 55% output at 3.2MHz measured 
with the coring shorted out. Restoring normal 
operation produced a 70% point at 1.6MHz, but 
the response at 3.2MHz was still a good 30%. 
The low-level sweep disappeared into noise at 
2 MHz. These results are very good, and indeed 
indicate a rather better technical performance 
than the user reports might have led one to 
expect.

On the sound side, although weighted S/N was 
unusually poor at -32dB, and the frequency 
response limited to 60Hz and 6kHz at the -3d8 
points, the distortion was reasonable at 3% peak, 
while wow and flutter was adequate at 0.3%. No 
audio compression was observed.

Conclusions
I f you are likely to be satisfied with a basic VHS 
machine, you are likely to be satisfied with the 
JVC HR3300EK. The performance of the tuner 
was disappointing, but otherwise the machine 
performs well for the price, and should be easy 
for the entire household to master.

Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard

Video sweep response, recoro/playback, 
0.5MHz/div horiz.

Machine: JVC HR^3300EK

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field................................—40dB

grey field .. . —42dB
black field...............................—44dB

(See tech intro. red field..................................... —dB
Frequency response 70%......................................1.6MHz

2.8MHz....................................... 45%
3.0MHz...................................... 35%
3.2MHz .................................... 30%

Low level sweep noise point...........................................2MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted........................................................— 25dB

weighted....... , ........ ........................ —32dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference................................... 3%
Wow and Flutter.................................................................0.3%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz...... 100H^4.7kHz

—3dB points...................60H^6kHz
Audio compression............................................................. OdB

Typical retail price  ......  ........... £495
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JOIN THE 
AGECavendish Sales who have 

been serving customers of Home 
Entertainment products for over 
50 years - have 
recently opened what 
they believe to be 
London's most 
modern specialist 
Video Centre.

Over the years

Of VIDEOÄT 
CÄV ENDISH

Cavendish have built up a reputation for 
selling the finest products at prices which 
are hard to beat - and this is still true today.

The Video Shop has been built around 
pttering customers excellent advice and 
service; the widest possible choice; ability 
to test every product before purchase; the 
confidence of a fully qualified team of Video

Engineers - all in an ultra modern 
shop.

As well as video recorders,
portables, tuner/ 

timers, cameras, blank 
tapes and pre-recorded 

films, we also stock 
export Video and TV, 
advanced TV games, 
big screen video as well

as Ceefax, Teletext and Viewdata.
Finally, we offer a comprehensive 

parts and labour guarantee on all video 
products - so you can buy with complete 
confidence from Cavendish. And, if you 
happen to live within 20 miles of East 
London, we will install and deliver your 
Video tree of charge.

VIDEO CENTRE hL____________________________ J
291 Whitechapel Road. London. E1. Just 2 mins frorn Whitechapel Underground Station. Tel: 01-247 4591

Also at: Cassette Centre. 2791283 Whitechapel Road. London. E1. Hi-Fi Centre. 317 Whitechapel Road. London. E1. Tel: 01-247 3451 
Access/Barclaycard/Diners Card accepted with pleasure



Misubishi HS-300B
Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd., Otterspool Way, Watford, WD2 8LD. Tel (0923) 40566

This is an up-market machine, selling at around 
£650 including remote control, and operating on 
the VHS system.

Facilities
The machine has an all-electronic transport 
mechanism which can be controlled via an infra
red remote control. It features slow motion, still 
frame and picture searchoperations, a six-option 
seven-day timer, and an eight-channel tuner. The 
operation of theremote control covers all facilities, 
including channel change, so the machine can be 
used as a remote broadcast channel switch as 
well.

User Reactions- Facilities

The 'still frame' and 'slow motion' options were 
capable of reasonable definition after a bit of 
edging back and forth, and the pause control was 
regarded as 'crisp', being quick to pick up after 
being released. Pulsing through frame by frame 
was seen to be carried out efficiently by the 
appropriate control. Several users commented 
that the 'speed search' was not as fast as they 
would have liked, but that it was nevertheless 
possible to locate desired items very quickly 
using it.

The machine was observed to be more than 
usually tolerant of weak aerial input signals, and 
gained a 'good' rating in this respect from our 
bottom-of-the-valley viewer and our lab tests.

The timer was given a good rating for both ease of 
use and performance, and its versatility is likely 
to be sufficient for the majority of users. Particu
larly liked was the fast, positive response of the 
mechanical transport, whether on the front panel 
controls or via the remote control. The inter
linking logic enabling the user to go from one 
function to another without having to hit the'stop' 
button was also considered to be an agreeable 
feature.

Style and Design
Rated very highly in terms of 'overall design', the 
machine was particularly liked for its confident 
handling of mechanical activities and the general 
air of competence and confidence it exuded.

It was however commented that the transport 
buttons were too small, and that they ought 
perhaps to be better signposted by larger fascia 
indications. The tape footage counter was also 
felt to be too small, but the good old-fashioned
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mechanica' ‘ejecf button on the top was preferred 
to the prospect of a iittle fiddly panel key.

Despite these minor gripes, the machine 
quickly won the confidence of all user's.

User reactions-Technical quality
The picture was reported to be 'not as crisp as 
some' by one experienced VCR user and another 
user complained of a'curious element of noise' in 
the picture when using the VCR tuner either'iive' 
or replaying tape. It was noted that pictures 
generally looked crisper after being passed via 
the VCR's own tuner to the receiver, compared 
with the results using the receiver'straight'. This 
is as a result of some high-frequency 'lift' in the 
video response through the VCR tuner", and 
although not normally detrimental to quaiity as 
perceived by the viewer(quite often the reverse), 
it is possible that this may slightly exaggerate 
some noise.

The compatibiiity of sound and picture be
tween the machine's own tapes and those 
recorded on another VHS machine was des
cribed by one user as poor, although this should 
not be taken as implying that all such transfers 
will give poor results. If you intend to play other 
people's tapes on this machine, it might be as 
well to take one of them along (assuming that you 
are sure it is of good quaiity) to the shop where 
you see the Mitsubishi and ask to try it.

The sound quality was universally praised, 
although one user would have iiked less instabil
ity of the sound track when changing between 
normal playback and any of the slow/fast modes, 
or at least a mute circuit to cut out the str-anger 
contortions of the soundtrack.

Technical Measurements
Noise figures averaged the usual tar-get of 40dB 
on plain fields, with about6-7dBof noise reduction 
attributable to the'coring’ circuit(which we were 
fortunately able to disable as required during the 
measurements.)

Video frequency response (cored) was down to 
70% at 1.7 MHz, not a particularly high figure, and 
the coring was clearly having a marked effect on 
the response higher up, with 3MHz test gratings 
tumbling from acreditable 50% with the coring off 
to only 15% with it switched in.

The audio quality was subjectively noted to be 
good, and this was confirmed by a response at 
3dB points of 80 Hz and IOkHz, wow and flutter of 
only0.15%, a peakdistortion figure of 2.5%, and a 
weighted S/N ratio of 40dB. All these results 
represent a considerable improvement on the 
norm for VHS machines, although the signaFto-

noise ratio could well be further improved. There 
was 3dB of signal compression on audio from a 
broadcast source, which is quite acceptable.

Conclusions
This is an up-market machine with an extremely 
confident feel to it. It was universally iiked by our 
panel for its swift response to commands, the 
sound quaiity was well above average, and the 
picture quality, though by no means exceptional, 
was no disgrace to the rest of the system.

Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard
Machine: MITSUBISHI HS3008

Video Performance
I Noise (cored white field.............. -39dB

grey field..............-40dB
black field............. -41 dB

(See tech intro. red field................—dB
Frequency response 70%................. 1.7MHz

2.8 MHz................. 25%
3.0 MHz................. 15%
3.2 MHz................. 10%

Low level sweep noise point................. 1.6MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted......................... -34dB

weighted........................... -40dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference..... ......... 2.5%
Wow and Flutter............................ 0.15%
Frequency response ±1dB ref 1 kHz....  200Hz/8.5kHz

-3dB points....... 8OHz/1OkHz
Video sweep response, record/playback, Audio cumpresaiuu...........................................................3d0

0.5MHz/div horiz. Typical retail price........................... £(350
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Hh VIDEO CENTRES
Where the best deals are!

Full range stockists of most major brands.

AKAi, FERGUSON, HITACHI, JVC, MITSUBISHI, 
SONY SANYO, TOSHIBA.

VHS or BETA formats, home recorders, portables, cameras and 
accessories.

Always the keenest cash and carry prices or you can buy at very 
competitive prices including 2 year parts and labour guarantee. z

e CROYDON 89 London Rd. Tel 01-686 1343
• HARROW 348 Station Rd. Tel : 01-863 8690
• LONDON, EC4 53 Fleet St. Tel : 01-353 7935
• LONDON, W1 48 Wigmore St. Tel: 01-486 8263
• UXBRIDGE 278 High St. Tel: Uxbridge 33474
• WATFORD 101 St Albans Rd. Tel Watford 45250 O

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 30-5 30 48TE NIGHT THURS (W,gmo^e St I UNTIL 7PM

i 4834mL s^u^^s 
$ SPECIALISTS IN HI-FI VIDEO W

t TELEPHONE^223061
:$ Stocks as available from manufacturers:- :
I VTRs-VT 8500 • VT8000 • VT7000 Port • VTU 7000 • HR 3660 • i
I HR 3320 i HR 7700 • HR 2200 Port • TU 22 !
I Cameras-JVC GX88 • JVC GX33 i

Ki RikTJl® All video accessories • Pre-recorded & blank cassettes VIDEQJ 
Hi-Fi-HitachLe JVC • Sansui • Rotel- Pioneer^ KEF CLUI®?

’•V MAGMPCV1MO •*»rwwtWHCwnnv-foxcoMrw ,•
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Philips VR2020
Philips Electrical Ltd., City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 20R. Tel 01-689 2166

This Video 2000 machine is the product of 
Western rather than Oriental thinking and manu
facturing. It is normally offered at about £650, 
though we have seen it advertised for much less.

Facilities
The first and most noteworthy aspect about this 
machine is the format used. V2000 cassettes 
look like larger versions of the audio cassette, and 
share with this medium the ability to be turned 
over and used again 'on the other side'. So the 
longest playing cassette lasts eight hours in total- 
four on each side.

This does not confer any advantages to the 
user who wishes to make many hours of recording 
in his absence (et Sony Betastack), since of 
course the machine is incapable of turning its 
own cassette over. But the 2000 system does 
perform the remarkable feat of recording pictures 
and sound using an effective tape width of only% 
inch - the same width as standard audio reel-to- 
reel tape.

Despite the space-age keyboard-operated 
panel layout, the facilities provided are actually 
fairly limited. There is remote control of the 
solenoid operated mechnical transport, but 
there are no speed search or still-frame facilities. 
However the user has the option of winding with 

the tape wrapped or unwrapped from the drum: 
by going direct to wind from play, when the 
button is released the machine instantly reverts 
to play, enabling quite convenient rapid searching 
of a tape. This is further enhanced by a 'go to' 
facility which allows one to 'dial in' a tape counter 
setting remotely. Philips seem to have gone 
overboard on tuner channel selection, providing 
no fewer than 26 different preset receiving 
frequencies, making one wonder who in Europe 
is capable of receiving 26 different programmes! 
The timer provides five options over sixteen 
days, a fair and versatile selection. The instruc
tion booklet is reasonably clear and helpful.

User Reactions- Facilities
Tuning is accomplished by an automatic search 
system, not least because it would be difficult to 
find room for 26 preset controls. This was not 
liked by our users, who had by now become 
efficient and accomplished at tuning the 'old- 
fashioned' way, and were less than keen on the 
inflexibility of compulsory 'search tuning'.

The mechanical transport was reasonably quiet 
and effective, although the interlinking logic 
between 'stop', 'play' and 'wind' was thought by 
some to be 'a bit too clever. Again the timer 
attracted the word 'clever, rather than awe- 
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inspired wonder, with its sequential programm

ing modes and involved logic. Doubtless one 

would get used to it, but one wondered why one 

should have to. Nevertheless one user noted 

that this was the only sophisticated machine 

whose facilities were sufficiently logical to be 

tackled without the manual.

Style and design
Your reviewer quite likesthis one, mainly perhaps 
because Japanese boxes all look like Japanese 

boxes at the end of the day, while this box is 

clearly not among them. Still, the fiddly-button 

syndrome seems to have caught on in the EEC as 

well, with the programming keyboard being 

smaller than one would normally expect from a 

pocket calculator, and the rest of the controls 

very slim and discreet.

Some users thought that the timer could be 

‘ fun to play with’ but that it required ‘too much 

thought to tackle in a hurry or if distracted,’ 

whereas another found it refreshingly straight

forward, considering its sophistication. The timer 

display was a ‘large inscrutable blank area' until 

used, and someone thought that maybe it ought 

to be doing something useful during standby or 

playback. The four-digit tape counter with the'go 

to’ facility was well received, and considered 

unusually legible and useful. ‘The displays them

selves ought to have been labelled for what they 

do’, said one user, and another complained that 

the whole machine was much harder to under

stand than it needed to be (again some incon

sistency in reaction here.) A further source of 

irritation was that the standby mode, to which the 

machine reverts automatically shortly after it is 

stopped, disables the aerial to receiver connec

tion, so the remote channel change will not 

provide extra benefit for the user of a manual TV.

User Reactions-Technical Quality
The picture quality was on balance well received, 

though with quite a spread of reactions from the 

team. Never worse than 3% (between ‘just about 

acceptable’ and ‘reasonably happy), and often 

scoring higher, it was clear that whatever else 

the V2000 format may have going for it, the 

picture quality is no worse than the competition, 

and in many cases better.

Some comment was made about ‘lack of detail 

and slight ‘colour flashing at the top of the 

picture (the latter remark was from users without a 

VCR-modified receiver, and was not noted by 

anyone else.) Generally it was felt that although 

the degradation imposed on the picture by the 

recording process was clearly perceptible, it 

remained ‘innocuous’.

Sound also attracted little adverse comment. 

‘Some lack of HP came to light, and our hi-fi 

enthusiast marked the machine down as ‘not 

really adequate’ on this count, but other users 

recorded themselves as being ‘very happy with 

the performance.

Technical Measurements
Philips have a mind of their own when it comes to 

interfacing their equipment with the rest of the 

world. There is an extremely unusual (non

standard?) DIN socket at the back of the machine 

for connecting sundry items. No BNCs, no PL259s, 

nothing that any other machine will speak to. Not 

knowing what to do with this strange socket, and 

not possessing the optional extra box which 

Philips can supply to standardise the direct 

access points, we carried out our tests with a 

UHF input signal modulated with the test patterns 

and signals.

Signal-to-noise ratio emerged at around -37dB, 

which is somewhat below average. The 70% 

resolution point was not high at 1.5MHz, while 

the video response cut off very sharply around 

3MHz. Low level sweep signals disappeared into 

the noise at around 1.6 MHz. These figures are 

not startling, but combined with the subjective 

responsessuggest that the video response has at 

least been engineered for reasonable subjective 

results, rather than just allowed to happen.

Sound measurements were confused by the 

automatic gain control, which placed the maxi

mum amounts of compression possible (20dB) 

on the incoming signal, and rendered our -27dB 

weighted S/N ratio likely to be considerably better 

in practice. Distortion at peak level was high at 

5%, but wow and flutter was commendably low at 

0.13%. The frequency response was fair-to- 

middling, with IOOHz and 7kHz being the -3dB 

points. Again, subjective results show that more 

thought than meets the test equipment has 

probably gone into the sound response.

Conclusions
A lot of thought has clearly gone into this 

machine, but it requires not a little concentration 

on the part of its owner, and attracted the 

accusation of being rather too ‘clever’ for some. 

Both picture and sound quality are commend

able but for its high price the facilities offered are 

rather more basic than one might expect, despite 

the futuristic appearance of the machine. 

However these do offer some alternative to the 

‘standard JEI package’, which intrinsically makes 
the machine an interesting alternative.

Data overleaf fiQ



Detail from off-tape testcard
Machine: PHILIPS V2020

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field............................... -37dB

grey field............................... -36dB
black field............................. -37dB

(See tech intro.) red field. . : .. —dB
Frequency response 70%.........................................1.5MHz

2.8 MHz.................................. 35%
3.0MHz....................................... 20%
3.2 MHz......................................5%

Low level sweep noise point........................................1.6MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted......................................................... -14dB

weighted.. ....................................................-27dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference..................................... 5%
Wow and Flutter............................................................... 0.13%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1kHz..........560Hz/5.6kHz

-3d B points. .......1 OOHz/7kHz
Audio compression.......................................................... 20dB

Typical retail price.............................................................£625
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SOUNDS
Specialists in : HI - FI & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

Panasonic u

VMS
PAL

NV JOOO B PORTABLE VIDEO 
RECORDER
• LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION 

l5kg)• ALUMINIUM DIE CAST FRAME• DIRECT DRIVE QUARTZ LOCK MOTOR• CLEAN-CUT EDIT• BATTERY LIFE INDICATORNV 3008 TUNER TIMER• 14D: Y FULLY PRQGRAMMABLE TIME• CHOICE OF 8 DIFFERENT PROGRAMMES ON 14 DIFFERENT DAYS

NV7000B
• 1NFRA RED REMOTE 

CONTROL
• 14 DAY 8 PROGRAMM- 

ABLETIMER
• pictj;ëstill frame
• CUE/REVIEW FACILITY
• DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION 
NV2000B
Th^ ""‘‘ Vmion of NV7000B
:ldaTV™' _Bino: :n:White Cue/Review 

Facility

WV 3200E Colour 
Camera 
• 6:1 zoom 
• Colour Balance 
• Electronic View

Finder
WV3000E Colour 
Camera 
•j:1zoom
• Electronic View 

finder etc

HR 7700 EK
* Full function Infra-Red Remote Control 
* 14 day Fully Programmable timer
* Picture Search facility
* Front Loading
* Dolby-Noise Reduction
* Camera Socket
* Slow motion Double speed playback etc. 
We carry the full range of J.V.C. Products 
HR 2200 Portable Video Recorder 
GX SSE Colour camera - 6: 1 zoom 
GX 33E Colour camera - 3:1 zoom

3Y. Hour Recording Time

^etamax AKAi VMS
Telephone us now about the 

exciting new Video Recorders 
from AKAi

*
*
*

I nfra Red Remote Control
14 day Programmable Tuner Timer 
Slow Motion
3 Times speed playback 
Cue/Review facility etc.

NEW MODELS: VS5 
and 

VS10 VMS

SONY
SLC5
• 7 Day Timer
• Black and White Cue/Review
•Optional Remote Control 

Also in stock
SL3000 Portable Video Recorder

NOW IN STOCK
À MITSIBUSHI

HS 3000
^.^, * Infra-Red Remote Control

We carry in stock Sony Colour Cameras
HVC 2000P
HVC 3000P

* 7 Day Timer
* Visual Search — 7 times normal

*
speed
Freeze Frame and Slow motion

Contact Bill Kandola (B.Sc) for —
* Personal Advice
* Demonstration Facilities
* Technical Information

WE OFFER:
* Competitive Prices
* Free Installation
* Blank Tapes at Competitive Prices
* Video Film Club
* Own Service Dept.

SOUNDS
AVION SHOPPING CENTRE
NEW HAMPTON ROAD WEST
WOLVERHAMPTON
WV6 00W
Tel: (0902) 21126
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SanyoVTC9300
Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd., Sanyo House, 8 Greycaine Road, Watford, Hertforshire. Tel Watford 46363

"T-l'lis is- a farge, black, rather austere-looking 
Betamax model right down at the the bottom of 
ihe price range at around £395. The tested P 
model has now been replaced by the restyled but 
otherwise identical PN version.

Facilities
A basic mechanical transport is provided, with a 
' still frame’ picture held during pause operation. 
There is an eight-position tuner operafoa on the 
front panel, with tuning controls hidden behind a 
flap. The timer is extremely crude, offering only a 
variable start time with the choice of 30 minutes, 
60 minutes or until-the-tape-runs-out recording 
duration, and only three days advance recording 
is possible.

One facility is provided which everyone agreed 
could have been done without. This is a ‘Video/TV 
switch, which performs the apparently quite 
superfluous function of switching the RF output 
(from the machine to the TV set) from the aerial 
signal to that generated by the machine. This 
means that this switch has to be operated when 
going from watching 'live' programmes to 
watching tape, in addition to changing the 
channel selector on the receiver. It is difficult to 
imagine why this should be necessary or desirable, 
but there it is.

On the back of the machine, input sockets are 
provided for a camera, and for video and audio 
input and output, the video on PL259 connectors, 
the audio DIN. There is also provision for a test 
pattern to be switched on to assist tuning a 
receiver to the recorder.

User Reactions- Facilities
Unusually, the clock doubles as an electronic 
position counter for the tape, and this feature 
was liked by many users, although some tape 
slippage or stretch was noted when using the 
counter to locate accurately certain spots on the 
tape. The mechanical transport was regarded as 
faster to respond than some (such as the 
Ferguson 3V22), but it was also thought to have a 
rather flimsy, 'cheap’ feel to it. The freeze-frame 
picture available during 'pause was regarded as 
almost useless on account of the high level of 
noise and picture disturbance present.

Despite its simplicity, no-one was enthusiastic 
about the timer. It was felt to be unduly inflexible, 
the controls were too small, and the instruction 
manual was not well received as an aide-de- 
combat.

The absence of 'speed search' facilities was 
noted by our user panel, who perhaps had by this 
time come to appreciate its usefullness on other 
machines.
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Style and design
One user felt extremely hostile towards the 
design of the machine, rating it at 2 out of 10 and 
commenting that it 'would make a good toolbox'. 
Others picked up on more specific good and bad 
points. The fact that the sockets on the back 
were inclined half-way between horizontal and 
vertical was noted with appreciation, because it 
made the sockets and the line-up switch more 
readily accessible from the front of the machine. 
Otherwise, the control labelling was regarded as 
too small, the counter-timer controls too fiddly, 
and the record button (a one-button operation 
starts recording)was felt to be too easy to hit by 
accident.

The Video/TV switch was universally condemned 
as a redudant irritant, as might be expected and 
is a particular nuisance for those with remote 
controlled receivers.

User Reactions-Technical Performance
A very poor rating was accorded the picture 
quality in our subjective tests, averaging below 2 
(not really adequate). Asked to elaborate on their 
reactions, users said that the picture was 'fuzzy' 
with 'poor definition', 'crude colour', plus speckling 
-and flaring, especially on highly coloured scenes.

One user noted that he experienced 'some 
difficulty’ in getting satisfactory tuning for colour 
without an accompanying sound buzz, although 
the tuner in the machine was commended for its 
performance on weak signals. The sound was 
better liked, hitting an average score of 4 
(reasonably happy), remarks being confined to 
'slightly wooly' and 'slightly distorted'.

Technical Measurements
Video signal-to-noise ratios were good at typically 
37dB uncored, 43dB with noise reduction. But 
the 70% resolution point at 1.25MHz was very 
low, although the response was maintained at 
25% with a 3MHz input. Detail loss on the 5% 
sweep was put at 15%, and the noise point at 
2.5 MHz. These figures are poor but by no means 
untypical for a VCR machine. Subjectively the 
picture quality was thought to be worse than was 
actually indicated by the measurements, particu
larly in respect of colour noise and flaring.

On the audio front a weighted S/N ratio of 
41 dB was recorded, with a tolerable 2.5% distor
tion on peak modulation. Wow and flutter was 
acceptable for most occasions at 0.25%, but the 
frequency response was restricted to 6.5kHz at 
the upper -3dB limit, although the lower -3dB 
point was well extended at 50 Hz. Audio corn

pression of broadcast signals was excessive at 
12dB.

The most positive result emerging from the lab 
tests was the very good response of the machine 
to weak, noisy aerial input signals, indicating that 
the tuner inside the machine had considerable 
merit.

Conclusions
The most favourable aspect of this machine is its 
price - not much more than you might expect to 
pay for a large-screen colour receiver. But forthis 
you get an extremely basic machine with an 
elementary timer and poor picture quality. Still, if 
you're desperately keen to get into home video 
and can't spare any more money, the VTC 9300 
does record programmes and play them back. 
Because of the very competitive price we will not 
dismiss the machine entirely, but would suggest 
that prospective buyers make a point of looking 
at the off-tape picture carefully to see if it is 
adequate in the eye of the beholder, particularly 
as we have heard that recent samples (including 
the PN model with revised styling) have shown 
significant improvements, attributable perhaps 
to improved head design.

Sanyo 9300PN has attractively revised styling.
Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard
Machine: SANYO WC9300

Video sweep response recora/playback

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field. ...............................-44dB

grey field..........................   -43dB
black field...............................-43dB

(See tech intro.) red field.................................... -32dB
Frequency response 70%.................................... 1^25MHz

2.8MHz.......................................30%
3.0MHz....................................... 25%
3.2MHz....................................... 20%

Low level sweep noise point.................................... 2.5MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted............. .................................. .-38dB

weighted.................................................. .-41dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference..................................2.5%
Wow and Flutter..............................................................0.25%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz.......... 100 Hz/6kHz

-3dB points..............50Hz/6.5kHz
Audio compression  ........................... ......................... 12dB

0.5MHz/diV horiz. Typical retail price.............................................................£395
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Sharp VC7300
Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd., Sharp House,Thorp Road,Manchester M10 9BE. Tel 061-205 2333

This basic VHS front-loader has a silvery-toned User Reactions- Facilities
case, and should be available for about £500.

Facilities
This machine is blessed with a quite detailed 
instruction book, which is at pains to show 
exactly which buttons must be pressed and what 
is subsequently supposed to take place. For 
those whose enthusiasm for video is more to
wards the software than the hardware, this is 
quite a boon.

The front panel bears twelve channel selector 
buttons and the customary transport controls, 
which are solenoid operated. The pause button 
does not display a still frame when operated. A 
rather bright digital clock and illuminated channel 
selector display complete the electronic displays 
on the front of the machine, but there is also a 
four-digit mechanical tape position counter with 
a memory button.

There are three flaps hiding the more occasional 
controls: the tracking, record select and micro
phone input jack are to be found behind a black 
flap at the bottom of the front panel; the timer 
buttons are hidden behind a silver flap under the 
clock display; and on top of the machine the 
twelve tuning knobs are similarly secreted.

The timer was simple, permitting only one pro
gramme to be recorded in the user's absence, 
either on the same day or at the same time every 
day. Within this limitation, it was generally well 
received: one user thought that the 'fast' mode of 
operation (where the numbers hurtle round at a 
fair rate of knots as the button is held down) was 
too fast, but the ability to go backwards as well as 
forwards when setting the timer was generally 
appreciated.

The mechanical transport was less well-liked. 
The buttons were said to be too small and badly 
marked, and the spooling was regarded as 
lethargic and mechanically noisy. It was felt that 
the RECORD button was too easy to hit accident
ally, and the action of the EJECT function was 
described by one user as 'tedious'. The amount 
of clunking, whirring and whining emanating 
from the machine during its mechanical pere
grinations was described as excessive.

Style and design
A general lack of prominence of the controls and 
displays, with the exnertion of the clock, was 
bemoaned by all users. Perhaps the general 
Japanese trend towards making everything 
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small, fiddly and unobtrusive has gone too farfor 
Western fingers and eye appeal, or maybe these 
buttons just seemed out of scale on a machine as 
large as a VCR. The front loading was thought to 
be advantageous given that many people would 
want to stack the machine directly above or 
below their TV receiver. The option for replacing 
the one-to-twelve channel indicators with slip-in 
legends saying BBC 1, BBC 2 etc. was liked.

However, the tape counter was described as 
'virtually invisible', the channel indicator 'not 
prominent enough', and users felt that the 
machine was rather primitive.

User Reactions - Technical Performance
Picture quality gained a mean score of 3 (just 
about acceptable) on our subjective rating scale. 
Flaring on night scenes was particularly 
noticeable, with 'fuzz', noise, lack of detail and 
blue 'snow' all making themselves apparent to 
our panel. This was not one of the better 
machines in this respect.

Sound fared a little better under our scrutiny. 
Although one user complained that it was hard to 
tune his television receiver to obtain both an 
acceptable picture and sound without distortion, 
the mean satisfaction rating was 4 (reasonably 
happy). There were no outstanding defects noted, 
just a general feeling that the sound was notice
ably less good than the original. The weak-signal 
performance of the machine was considered fair.

Technical Measurements
Signal-to-noise measurements barely reached 
40dB on video, which appears to be the minimum 
standard generally aimed at, although the speci
fication supplied with the machine makes no 
promises at all in this direction.

Technically the measurements would tend to 
suggest a better performance than was actually 
observed in practice, but then the complaints we 
received were to do with streaking and certain 
types of colour noise which are not highlighted 
by our technical measurements. The upper fre
quency limit of the video record/playback path 
was maintained at a creditable 70% at 2.8MHz.

Sound checked out as being quite wideband 
but rather noisy, the -3dB points being quite far 
apart at 60Hz and just over 10kHz. The penalty 
paid for this response comes in the form of a 
noise ratio which even after'A' weighting reached 
only -35dB. There was no audio compression on 
broadcast sound (praise be). Wow and flutter at 
0.3% was not excessive, and the distortion of the 
audio signal was a fairly typical 3% at +4dB.

Conclusions
This is a basic machine with a basic performance. 
The picture is not exceptional, and the sound 
is adequate, with most users being inclined to 
regard the former as 'just about acceptable' and 
the latter as making them'reasonably happy'. On 
the plus side, it was considered neat-looking, if a 
bit fiddly button-wise, and the convenience of 
front-loading may be considered an asset, even if 
its action is a shade pedestrian. On the other 
hand, users who are content with the technical 
performance may find themselves frustrated by 
the simple timer or the lack of other facilities 
before long.

Machine: SHARP VC7300H

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field..............................-37dB

grey field.............................. -40d8
black field............................ -39dB

(See tech intro.) red field................................. -35d8
Frequency response 70%................................... 2.BMHz

2.BMHz...................................... 75%
3.0MHz......................................60%
3.2MHz...................................... 25%

Low level sweep noise point..........................................2MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted....................................................... -22dB

weighted...........................................................-35dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference.................................... 3%
Wow and Flutter............................................................... 0.3%
Frequency response ±1dB ref 1 kHz...... 80Hz/10kHz

-3dB points............60H^10.5kHz
Audio compression...................................... ....................OdB

Typical retail price............................................................£495
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Sharp VC7700H

This is a VHS front-loader with a silver-grey case 
available for around £650. It has advanced 
features and comprehensive remote control.

Facilities
Externally, this machine closely resembles the 
less sophisticated VC-7300H, the extra facility 
controls being hidden behind a profusion of 
plastic flaps. It possesses a twelve-position tuner 
with conventional presets concealed under a 
flap on the top of the cabinet. The selector 
buttons themselves are presented on the front 
panel, with illuminated legends numbered 1-12 
which may be replaced by station identifications 
if desired.

Cassettes are loaded pillar-box style into a flap 
on the front panel, being steered in and out by a 
motor mechanism. A row of LED's to the left of 
the entry slot provide a crude but necessary 
indication of how much tape is left to run, since 
the cassette is totally out of sight during operation. 
This indicator does, however, need to be switched 
between E180/1 20 and E60/30 tape, by a button 
concealed in a not-very-obvious place behind a 
silver flap on the front panel.

A bright green clock/timer display dominates 
the front panel, with its associated programming 
buttons hidden behind (another) flap just 
beneath it. The timer offers a fairly versatile 
choice of seven options over seven days.

Tape transport is logic-linked and solenoid 
operated by light-action keys. Seemingly some
thing of an afterthought, a paperback book-sized 

infra-red receiver can be connected by means of 
an overgrown DIN plug to a socket behind the 
fourth and final flap near the bottom of the front 
panel. The remote control itself offers the basic 
mechanical motions, plus 'trick' modes, but no 
record or channel change.

User Reactions- Facilities
The timer was fairly well received, although one 
must of course remember to press the 'timer' 
button after mastering the microprocessor. It 
was felt to be rather more complicated than 
strictly necessary, and the fiddly button syndrome, 
much-noted in these reviews, again attracted 
displeasure.

The mechanical transport was considered to 
be noisy and a shade sluggish. The logic linking 
the buttons worked sensibly, permitting any 
order of commands, and rejecting any absurdities.

The remote control pad was more basic than 
most, but at least it was readily comprehensible, 
and worked satisfactorily over normal domestic 
ranges. No channel-change or record facility was 
observed by one to be an unfortunate omission.

By now the lace-up time of the VHS system was 
beginning to be noticed as a drawback in the 
'cold start' situation, but the still frame gained 
some plaudits for performance, the precise 
words being 'very good for VhS'. Again, the 
twice/half speed picture quality was approved of, 
but why the machine could not also have incor
porated the speed search facility as well remains 
a source of mystery.
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The absence of a line-up test display was 
lamented by some, and the presence of a 
'Video/TV' switch, necessitating physically going 
to the set to effect a two-button changeover from 
tape to live broadcast, was regarded as a real 
nuisance, particularly by those using remote- 
controlled receivers.

Style and design
The front-loading was regarded as neat and 
useful for stacking, but the machine gained only 
six out of ten on a general appraisal, with a rather 
'square box' look not helped by the drab grey 
colour.

The number and nature of the button-concealing 
flaps attracted much adverse comment. Seem
ingly about as flimsy and crude as plastic 
mouldings can be, they were condemned for 
being difficult to open (slide finger under flap too 
small for finger), although obviously they helped 
to conceal the more frightening controls from the 
nervous.

The controls were thought to be too small, too 
easy to hit by mistake, and difficult to see on the 
perpendicular front panel unless viewed at the 
appropriate angle. Considering the high price of 
the machine, our main comment was that the 
hardware felt unreasonably flimsy and fiddly. The 
remote control pad was liked better than its 
receiver, which was considered too large and 
unsightly. On the other hand, the essential straight
forwardness of the basic 7300 machine has not 
been lost with this new model.

The automatic programme locator device was 
little-used on account of its unfamiliarity, and was 
considered of rather doubtful utility.

User Reactions-Technical Performance
Subjectively, both picture and sound quality 
attracted little adverse comment. The usual lack 
of detail was observed on picture playback, but 
the sound was well up to the usual VCR standard. 
The machine was capable of playing back other 
VHS cassettes recorded on different machines 
very competently.

Weak signal performance was not good, but 
this should only be a problem in a few areas, and 
can probably be alleviated by attention to the 
aerial system. A rating of 'reasonably happy' for 
picture and 'very happy' for sound was the mean.

Technical Measurements
Signal-to-noise ratio on video exceeded the 
40dB norm by 2 or 3dB, a creditable result, but 
this was achieved somewhat at the expense of

bandwidth, with the 70% point being 1.6 MHz. 
Low level sweeps showed a noise entry point of 
2.2MHz, which is fair.

On the sound side, despite a negligible 1dB of 
compression, the weighted S/N ratio reached 
only -32dB, due to some leakage of frame buzz 
onto tape, but subjectively this passed almost 
unnoticed. Peak distortion was a tolerable 3%, 
but wow and flutter was high at 0.5%. Frequency 
response was reasonably wide, with 90 Hz and 
9kHz being the -3dB points.

Conclusions
This machine seems rather overpriced for the 
facilities offered, and gives the impression of 
being more a case of a cheap machine with add
on refinements than a sophisticated model in its 
own right. The performance is quite reasonable, 
however, and if shopping around brings the price 
below£550 or thereabouts, it is worth considering.

Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard

Video sweep response recora/playback, 
0.5MHz/div horiz.
100

Machine: SHARP VC-7700H

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field..........................-42dB

grey field............................... -43dB
black field............................. -44dB

(See tech introjred field..................................—dB
Frequency response 70%...................................... 1.6MHz

2.8MHz..................................... 30%
3.0MHz......................................15%
3.2MHz.........................................5%

Low level sweep noise point......................................2.2MHz
Audio Performance
Noise: unweighted......................................................-23dB

weighted........................................................-32dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference....................................3%
Wow and Flutter..............................................................0.5%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz.........200Hz/8.5kHz

-3dB points................ 90Hz/9kHz
Audio compression ........................................................... 1 dB

Typical retail price.......................................................... £1650
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*

We try to keep 
them all in 
stock, supplies 
permitting

Full demonstration facilities 
facilities for domestic 
machines, portables, 
cameras 7 tripods

* FULL SERVICE FACILITIES available - yes, 
we can repair your machines at reasonable prices.

FULL 2 YEAR 010^0 TOP TAPE GUARANTEE - 
"T" b ON ALL HI-FI

Access, Barclaycard, Credit 
5% STUDENT DISCOUNT

BRIGHTON VIDEO MARKETS

For everything in Video. Home and Portable recorders, 
cameras lights, copy leads, blank & pre-recorded tapes etc. 

Video exchange library with over 350 titles.

Main Agents for JVC, Sony, Hitachi, Akai, Sanyo and many others 
Sounds Supreme 136/8 Portland Road, Hove, Sussex. Tel: Brighton 723399 
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SonyC7
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1. Tel 01-439 3874

This is a large, solid machine, operating on the 
Beta format and finished, in battleship grey.

Facilities
The timer was felt to be difficult to operate, but 
the handy reminder sheet provided by Sony was 
of considerable help. Four programmes could be 
selected from seven channels over a period of a 
fortnight, which represents a fair level of versatil
ity. The machine offers still-frame with con
tinuous speedadjustment up to slow motion, and 
a frame-by-frame advance of the picture in the 
still mode. Speed search (in forward or reverse) is 
available, though with no accompanying sound.

Tuning is effected by an automatic scanner 
circuit, which hunts for broadcast transmissions 
and tunes them in automatically. A remote 
control unit is provided from which all the trans
port functions except for the variable slow 
motion can be operated, and channel change 
may also be effected.

User reactions - facilities
The setting buttons on the timer were felt to be 
rather small and fiddly, and there were one or two 
operating pitfalls to be avoided. It was also 
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necessary to remember to put the machine into 
'timer' mode, but any obstacles are likely to be 
overcome by familiarity.

The picture produced in the pause and slow- 
motion modes was considered to be of poor 
quality and thus doubtful merit; picture vibration, 
instability and noise gave rise to universal com
plaint, particularly when set beside the excellent 
performance of the Grundig 2000 format 
machine. Nevertheless this sort of facility will 
only normally be used occasionally, so not too 
much weight need be attached to this short
coming.

Similar comments arose regarding the state of 
the picture in the speed search modes. This was 
regarded as 'not very watchable at all' by one 
user, which indicates perhaps that this facility is 
being used not merely to find a particular section 
of tape, but in order to gain a resume of a 
particular programme in this fast-living age. The 
response of the remote control in this mode was 
well liked.

The general appearance of the transport 
mechanism was well received. Though the auto
search facility functioned well, it was ocassion- 
ally thought to be a nuisance, and one user



expressed the desire that this should be optional. 
The auto rewind taking place at the end of the 
tape was regarded as a pleasant time and 
patience saver, and the cassette loading and 
unloading mechanism was regarded as neat, 
positive and confident.

The remote control unit was received very 
favourably, and was noted to have a good 
working range and a positive action without the 
need for accurate aiming.

User Reactions-Style
The square, grey, heavy look of the machine was 
generally favourably received, being described 
as unobtrusive, and the concealment of the 
minor controls for the timer and tuner was also 
thought to improve the machine's domesticity.

No-one was particularly enthusiastic about the 
buttons on the machine; the timer buttons were 
felt to be particularly small and fiddly, and one 
user expressed doubt about the lifetime of the 
little channel select buttons on the front of the 
machine, on the grounds that one had already 
become sticky in operation. The automatic tuner 
search, although it made tuning relatively easy, 
was also felt to be a nuisance, inasmuch as it was 
tiresome to have to go right round the whole TV 
band if one missed the programme desired.

The main transport controls, although they 
inspired confidence in operation, were felt to be 
too easy to lean on accidentally. The style of the 
remote unit was generally liked, and it was felt to 
have struck the right balance between facilities 
and simplicity.

User reactions- performance
The picture quality on normal playback gained 
consistently above-average ratings. Many users 
commented that this was probably the best 
machine in this respect in the survey as a whole. 
Defects noted were confined to a little artificial 
and some shimmering of the edges, particularly 
on landscape scenes. Overall the machine 
gained either a ‘reasonably happy’ or a 'very 
happy’ grading on the satisfaction scale.

The sound quality reactions were somewhat 
inconsistent. One user, noted for his highly- 
trained ears in the esoteric realms of hi-fi, came 
down fairly heavily on the sound quality, describ
ing it as 'muffled and generally unconvincing', 
and criticising a poor signal-to-noise ratio on 
music. A clue to the origin of this latter comment 
may be gleaned from the views of another user, 
who noticed that the AGC circuit on the audio 
record circuitry was bringing the noise of quiet 

soundtracks up to an unacceptable level. Other
wise, though, the sound quality did not attract 
particularly adverse comment.

Technical Measurements
The good picture quality correlates well with the 
low noise measurements achieved on both 
colour and monochrome fields. The high-frequency 
response of the video section was better than 
average, scoring 30% at 2.8MHz, while the loss 
of low-level detail at 1MHz was put at 30%, and 
the low level sweep vanished into noise at 
1.6MHz. It seems that the balance in this 
machine has been tilted in favour of a noise-free 
picture rather than a detailed one, in a manner of 
which users generally approved.

On the sound side there was no apparent 
justification for the 'muffled' claim of one user, 
the useful high-frequency response extending 
just beyond SkHz. But our measurement clearly 
revealed the undesirable action of the audio AGC 
circuit, putting a near-maximum value of 18dB 
compression onto our test piece.

Internally the mechanics and electronics are 
cluttered by comparison with any European 
machine. On one count, twenty-eight different 
circuit boards, randomly dispersed about the 
mechanical skeleton, will be a serviceman,s 
nightmare. Therefore, against the good marks for 
features and performance must be set low marks 
for serviceability in the longer term.

Summary
A well-liked machine with no major defects, the 
Sony would benefit from the redesign of the 
audio automatic gain control and perhaps 
slightly less fiddly press buttons" Nevertheless it 
was rated extremely highly on picture quality; at 
a selling price of £650 it is expensive, but is likely 
to be a satisfying investment. Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard
T Machine: SONY C7UB

^■1 Video Performance
Noise (cored) white field...............................—37dB

grey field.................................—45dB
black field...............................-46dB

(See tech intro. red field.................................. —42dB
Frequency response 70%........................................1.8MHz

2.8MHz....................................... 30%
3.0MHz........................................15%
3.2 MHz....................................... 10%

Low level sweep noise point....................... 1.6MHz
Audio Performance 
Noise: unweighted............ .......................................... —34dB

weighted...........................................................—41 dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference....................................2.5%
Wow and Flutter.............................................................. 0.15%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz.........200Hz/8.3kHz

—3dB points..........70Hz/8.5kHz
Video sweep response record/playback, Audio compression.......................................... .................18dB

0.SMHz/div horiz. Typical retail price............................................................. £<650
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With over 1000 titles to 
choose from you’ll 

never be bored
Times have certainly changed and so have tastes 
in entertainment. If you have been looking for 
something more exciting why don’t you pay us a 
visit?

The video age now brings films into the comfort 
and privacy of your own home. And not just films 
that happen to be doing the rounds at the time.

Now YOU can decide when and what you want 
to see. We have all the latest blockbuster films, 
like JAWS 1 & 2, GREASE, SATURDAY NIGHT 
FEVER, EXORCIST, NATIONAL LAMPOON 
ANIMAL HOUSE, ENTER THE DRAGON, THE 
WARRIORS, and a vast selection of UNCUT 
ADULT MOVIES.

So why limit your choice? Starcurve are South 
London and Surreys' largest stockists of pre
recorded video films, so send just £1.00 for our 
bumper catalogue (refundable against your 
first purchase) and we will automatically 
keep you up to date with all the latest 
films as they become available.

Alternatively, call in, our friendly, 
knowledgeable staff will be pleased 
to see you. We stock all formats of 
video recorders and blank tapes, Atari 
consoles and games, the Phillips G800 
video game, a multitude of library cases 
plus a selection of new and second hand 
TV's. We are main agents for PAC high 
quality cassette holders. In fact everything 
for the video enthusiast.

01-778 9303
01-686 6550
01-643 9900

Think about it 
Then payus 
a visit.

STARCURVE LIMITED
49 High Street Penge London SE20 
234 London Road Croydon Surrey 
294 High Street Sutton Surrey
Open: Monday-Saturday 9am-6pm



SonySL3000
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1. Tel 01-439 3874

This is the only portable VCR currently available 
using the Betamax format. It is the largest and 
heaviest of the machines we tested, and at 
around £630 the most expensive as well.

Facilities
Very simple in external appearance, the SL3000 
has only the basic transport functions: play, wind, 
rewind, record, audio dub and eject are operated 
by lever-type mechanisms, with a long 'stop' bar 
and a small 'pause' button above these. A bright 
green light indicates when the machine is on 
pause: after several minutes of idling thus, the 
machine will automatically start running again. 
Also on the front panel is a simple meter which 
indicates the state of the battery, and a mechani
cal tape counter.

Sockets at the side of the machine are for RF 
output, video output (BNC) and audio output 
(phono), and on the front panel there are 3.5 mm 
jack sockets for microphone and earphone, and 
a multipin connector for the camera cable. There 
are no conventional inputs for video or audio, 

which makes the use of a camera without a Sony 
plug difficult, and means that only a microphone 
can be used for subsequent audio dubbing.

The unit is powered by a 12V rechargeable 
battery that fits into a compartment in the top, 
and may be charged in situ via the DC inlet on the 
side panel. A red light on the front panel (mis
leadingly labelled 'stand by') warns when the 
battery voltage drops too low.

Style and design
Breaking away from the Japanese affinity for the 
flashy and fiddly, this machine in its stern battle
ship grey looks slightly dated, but it is undoubt
edly robust and practical. A tough brown plastics- 
coated carrying case is available for additional 
protection outdoors.

The undersides of the transport levers were 
colour coded, and it was agreed that it would 
have been useful if the upper sides could have 
had this simple distinguishing arrangement too. 
It required some force to engage the levers, 
which was not liked by some people, although 
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others felt it a useful precaution against acci
dental operation, which can happen when using 
some of the machines with light-touch buttons.

The machine weighs over 9kg -considerably 
more than the other portables, and this is indeed 
a major drawback. With the shoulder strap it is 
possible to carry it around, but it is very tiring to 
be recording with it around your neck. It's best 
described as mobile rather than portable; it can 
be carried to a location, but ideally needs to be 
put down before it can be used. The 2V2 metres of 
cable that comes with the camera (HVC 2000P 
and HVC 3000P qv) suggests Sony have this in 
mind too.

User reactions - facilities
This machine is a portable recorder, and makes 
no claims to be otherwise, so the lack of facilities 
like trick-speeds, remote control and so on was 
not thought to diminish its usefulness, although a 
fast-search would have made editing easier.

The mechanical transport mechanism was 
thought to be a little noisy, and if the camera was 
too close to the recorder the edits could be 
punctuated by the clunk of a solenoid. Another 
drawback noted was that there was no output 
from the unit when it was not running. This meant 
that it was not possible to tune a TV set into the 
VCR's output unless a tape was playing; more 
importantly, no power was supplied to the 
camera, so that camera shots could only be set 
up if the machine was set to record and put into 
pause. It is not advisable to have the recorder on 
pause for long periods of time, as wear of the 
tape and heads results (as well as running down 
the battery).

User reactions - performance
Despite the bruised shoulders, all our users were 
very pleased with the performance of the 
recorder. Accurate assessment is made difficult 
with the output from the home colour cameras, 
because these are so inferior to professional 
standards. But using a special adaption in the lab 
to record off-air pictures, it was certainly obvious 
that the quality at least matched the best mains 
machine.

Better-than-average performance from a port
able VCR is an essential feature in an editing set
up, where the original material must be of the 
highest quality to withstand the degradations of 
copying.

Technical performance
Although the sweep photograph indicates the 

presence of spurious effects at higher frequencies, 
the response is excellent, with the 70% point at 
2.5 MHz. Noise is better than the norm by about 
3dB, and these results confirm the subjective 
quality of the pictures.

The sound side is more average: the unweighted 
S/N ratio is only -31 dB, but the wow and flutter 
figure of 0.15% is low, and indicates robust 
mechanical transport and control. The audio 
frequency response is fairly restricted, with -3dB 
points at 200Hz and 6kHz, but this is unlikely 
to sound too incomplete on the average TV 
loudspeaker.

The machine performed well in paused edits. 
When put into pause while recording, it auto
matically back-spaces the tape through a few 
frames, to give a clean join and avoid inter
ference effects. Even when left on pause for the 
maximum possible time (the pause is released 
after 6 minutes), there was no sign of a rolling 
noise ripple (which would be an indication that 
the tape had been damaged by the prolonged 
head contact). However most edits were marked 
by a brief flicker of noise, which was most 
noticeable when the recorder was stopped and 
started on the same stationary scene.

Conclusions
This is a machine with clear pros and cons: 
against it is its weight, but in its favour is the 
technical performance, which equals Sony's Cl 
mains machine. Although expensive at around 
£630, it is worthy of the price. However one 
should note that the matching tuner/timer 
TT3000 is also rather more expensive than 
others at £235, so the total package may cost 
about 20% more than the competition.

Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard

Video sweep response, recora/playback, 
0.5MHz/div horiz.

Portable VCR: Sony SL-3000E
Video Performance 
Noise (cored) white field.............................. -43dB

grey field............................... -43dB
black field.............................-42dB

(See tech intro.) red field  ......................................... —
Frequency response 70%... r,   .    2.6 MHz

2.8MHz....................................... 60%
3.0MHz....................................... 50%
3.2MHz....................................... 45%

Low level sweep noise point.................................... 2.5MHz
Audio Performance 
Noise: unweighted......................................................-31dB

weighted...........................................................-37dBA
Distortion at +4dB over reference................... 3%
^ow and Flutter.............................................................. 0.15%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz........ 300Hz/5.6kHz

-3dB points............... 200Hz/6kHz
Audio compression  .......... ........................18dB (ref -20dB)

(limiting at -30dB
Weiglot...................................................................................9 kg
Dimensions: (W x H x D)...................13cm x 30cm x 34cm
Typical retail price (excluding tuner/timer units)......... £<525
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Now see what thousands 
have experienced!

Filmed entirely on location at PLATO’S RETREAT WEST.
13 Shepherd Market London WIY 7HR 

Phone: 01-493 4235/6
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Toshiba V5470B
Toshiba (UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JJ. Tel (0276) 62222

than the Sony C7 attempt in this respect. (The 
comparison is drawn because both these 
machines are Beta format).

The mechanical transport was generally liked: 
no-one seemed even to notice the fact that the

As Beta machines go, this is a small machine, 
dwarfed by the Sony Cl. It costs around £550 
and has a woodgrain cabinet finish.

Facilities
The V54 708 offers three timer options over 
seven days, has a ten-channel tuner, and 
facilities for freeze-frame, slow motion and 
picture search activities. It has mechanical 
transport controls, but they have a light and 
pleasant action. Unusually the clock/timer 
display is an LCD type (like most digital watches), 
and the cabinet itself is again untypical with its 
wipe-clean woodgrain finish. A cord-linked 
remote pause is also supplied.

User Reactions- Facilities
The timer was described by one user as 'daunting', 
another confessed that he (or maybe it) 'made a 
lot of mistakes'. The laminated card supplied with 
the machine provided clear step-by-step instruc
tions, and was deemed indispensable. The 
pause control produced a still-frame which 
proved to be much more satisfactory to our panel 

buttons worked mechanically rather than on 
fiddly little buttons, and certainly no-one seemed 
to mind, the mechanical transport gaining con
sistently between 8 and 1 O out of ten for 'ease of 
use' and 'performance'.

It is worth mentioning that this was one of the 
first machines to be circulated to our viewing 
panel, and coming as it did usually after a very 
basic machine or no machine at all, it was 
greeted with perhaps slightly more rapture 
and/or puzzlement than it strictly deserved in 
this particular context. Nevertheless, the speed 
search and slow motion pictures were well 
received, although the slow motion quality 
(which was neither exceptionally good or bad as 
these things go) did attract some adverse 
comments. The auto-stop facility, braking the 
transport and the beginning or end of recording 
segments in fast forward or rewind mode,was 
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generally appreciated.
Other positive points noted were that the timer 

held its settings for about three minutes if the 
supply were accidentally disconnected (attri
butable to the low-consumption LCD display), 
and that in one instance the slight boost applied 
to the RF aerial signals passing through the 
machine appeared to improve the picture quality 
on normal off-air television reception. The in
struction book was considered to be well 
thought-out.

Style and design
Simulated teak was democratically (rather than 
unanimously) approved of. An average style 
rating of 6 out of 10 was achieved, users claiming 
that the layout of the machine was 'cluttered' and 
'bitty'. Although it was 'not easy to find function 
switches without careful looking' the big, no
nonsense transport levers were favoured. The 
LCD display was regarded as inferior to the LED 
or fluorescent alternatives from the point of view 
of reading at a distance, although it might 
reasonably be thought that the digital clock 
display is fairly incidental to the point and 
purpose of the machine.

User Reactions-Technical Quality
Again we suspect that a general lack of detailed 
response from our viewers arose from inexperience 
rather than complacency-nevertheless, in 
retrospect the pictures still seem good, being 
smooth and relatively free of noise. Viewers 
noted some fuzziness and a little 'juddering' on 
the picture, but all but one of the sets in use did 
not have a 'VCR' timebase setting to assist the 
receiver in coping with the slightly irregular 
signal from a VCR. Sound was criticised less for 
general quality than for the 'wow' produced when 
the tape was started or stopped; the mechanical 
problem of getting the tape running up to its 
normal linear speed from a standstill shows up 
more on the soundtrack than on the picture. 
Some excessive brightness and sibilant 
emphasis was mentioned as rather irritating by 
one user.

Technical Measurements
Video noise was generally low reaching -43d8 
on grey and black fields and tallying well with the 
subjective assessments. The high-frequency 
video response was down to 70% at 1.8MHz, 
lower than some machines, and the 5% video 
sweep dropped into the noise at 1.2MHz. With 
the absence of any unusual video defects, this 

sums up a performance weighted slightly in 
favour of low noise rather than fine detail, but is 
none the worse for that.

The sound noise measurements were less 
impressive: -33d8 unweighted or -38dB 
weighted according to the 'A' curve. There was 
a slow and presumably deliberate bass roll-off on 
the record /replay through response, being -1 dB 
at 800 Hz, and -3dB at 220 Hz. At the HF end the 
-3d8 point was measured at 6.8kHz. This is 
utilitarian rather than hi-fi quality, although the 
absence of audio compression was welcome and 
on not-so-delicate loudspeaker systems, as 
fitted to domestic television sets, this level of 
performance may not be particularly distracting.

Conclusions
At its price, this machine provides a comprehen
sive and sensible range of facilities and good 
picture quality. It is an ideal middle-ground 
machine between the expensive remote-controlled 
microprocessor driven models (some of which 
actually deliver worse pictures than this Toshiba), 
and the rather bare and basic offering at the 
bottom end of the market. The sound quality is 
poorer than average, so it would be worth 
listening to it first to see how acceptable it is.

Although the 54 70 offers a surprising number 
of features, for its price, Toshiba have just 
announced the 'luxury model' V-86008. This 
costs about £ 120 more, is even more compact, 
uses a wired remote control, and doubles up on 
video heads(to4) to give improved still frame and 
slow motion.

Data overleaf
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Detail from off-tape testcard
Machine: TOSHIBA V5470B

Video sweep response, recoro/playback, 
0.5MHZ/div horiz.

Video Performance 
Noise (cored) while field................................-36d8

grey field.................................-43d8
black field...............................-43d8

(See tech intro.) red field............................ . -39d8
Frequency response 70%............................  1.8MHz

2.8MHz................. 35%
3.0MHz............................. 25%
3.2MHz........................................15%

Low level sweep noise point..................................1.2MHz
Audio Performance
Noise unweighted.........................................................-33d8

weighted.......................................................... -38dBA
Distortion at +4d8 over reference..................................... 3%
Wow and Flutter. 0.2%
Frequency response ±1 dB ref 1 kHz..........800Hz/5kHz

-3d8 points............220H^6.8kHz
Audio compression ............................................................ .OdB

Typical retail price.......................................................... £550
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BACK ISSUES CENTRE
We have a complete selection of all 
available HI-FI CHOICE back numbers 
in our flashy new Back Issues Centre in 
the West End of London, just half a 
minute's walk from Oxford Street (close m 
to Tottenham Court Road tube station). 
Of course, you could order them from 
our excellent mail order service (see 
advertisement elsewhere in this issue), 
but this way there's no postage to pay 
and you get the benefit of a free friendly 
bag and a plastic smile from our lovely 
receptionists, Sara and Maggie (surely 
some mistake here? Ed). We can also take 
your subscription or sell you a set of 
binders. Drop by next time you're in the 
West End.

COME UP AND SEE US

SUBSCRIBED 
CHOICE AT LAST!
For years readers have been telling us what a good idea it would be to 

make HI-FI CHOICE available on subscription. "Our local newsagent has 
often sold out," they complain. "And since it's not a regular monthly 

publication we never know when the next issue is likely to be published."
Well, we've finally taken your advice. For just £2.00 per issue, (which 

means that postage and packing is completely free of charge) you 
can subscribe to any of the forthcoming titles listed below.

TURNTABLES & TONEARMS (available August 1981)
AMPLIFIERS (available October 1981)
LOUDSPEAKERS (available December 1981)
STEREO SYSTEMS & ACCESSORIES (available February 1982)
CARTRIDGES & HEADPHONES (available April 1982)

Please rush me the issues of HI-FI CHOICE ticked below as they become 
available. I enclose a cheque/PO, payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd, 
for£------ (Rate: £2 per issue in U.K.; £2.50 per issue for overseas).
O Turntables & Tone Arms O Amplifiers O Loudspeakers D Stereo 
Systems & Accessories O Cartridges & Headphones.
Name______________________ _______________________________ _

A d dress_____________________________________________________
HFCl

b———— — — — — — — — —————————————————————^J
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ERIC Wißt

Quench your thirst 
for hird to find Video products 
with full demonstrations & sensible advice 
on names like: JVC • National Panasonic • 

Sony •Toshiba •

-SO UNO SPRINGS ETERNAL AT - 
^ERlt! HllUl Bf&M/Je!Jnf!r()/'fRd. 
axttefM. vuMyaamssuM&asen*.

Let us

Put you in the 

Picture

When it comes to video 
WE DO IT ALL!

The Complete Video I 
Service in the Midlands.. INDUSTRIAL-COMMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL- DOMESTIC Sales^Service^Hire __ ,

Choose from our huge selection 
of Beta and VHS equipment by 
all the leading makers, including 
the JVC front loader illustrated. 
Portable systems, cameras, rack 
systems, televisions, video tapes, 
at highly competitive prices.

NEW VIDEO CLUB LIBRARY TOO 
Rent or buy - for video in the 
North come to

GRIFFIN AUDIO VISUAL LTD.
VIDEO CENTRE, 78 BRISTOL STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM B5 7AH Tel: 021 622 4339

King Street & Chapel Street 
Bridlington • Tel. 72274 or 74775 

33 Aberdeen Walk 
Scarborough • Tel. 69774



Hitachi VK C 750E
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes,Middlesex UK 4DR. Tel 01-848 8787

Features, presentation etc
This is a small, light camera intended for use with 
a portable VCR, such as the Hitachi VT-7000E. 
Light enough for hand-held use, the hand grip 
may be detached when fixing to a tripod. The 
styling is unremarkable Japanese silver and 
black.

A small centre-zero meter gives an indication 
of the correct white balance, which is adjusted 
with a single knob. This was a simple system that 
was well liked, but it was felt that there was not 
quite sufficient control range to deal with all 
lighting conditions. The iris is manually con
trolled with an aperture ring, and the zoom ratio 
was about 2.8:1, the lowest of the cameras tested.

The most unsatisfactory feature of this camera 
is the viewfinder, which is a simple optical 
system, rather than an electronic monitor. The 
split-image method makes focusing easy and 
accurate, but that is the only thing to recommend 
this approach. An optical viewfinder can only tell 
you what scene you are pointed at. It can give no 
information about what the television picture 
being produced actually looks like. There is no 
way of telling whether the picture is under- or 
over-exposed; if there is lag or 'comet-tailing'; 
what the contrast is like. In close-ups even the 
framing is misleading. Until such time as methods 
for automatically detecting and compensating 
for these problems are incorporated into a camera, 
an optical viewfinder remains a short cut made 
on the grounds of cost,which is simply not 
justified if one expects reasonable pictures.
Lab performance
The sensitivity of the camera was reasonably 
good, but the lag at high sensitivity was unaccept
ably poor, so good results can only be expected 

when it is used in bright outdoor light.
The camera was poor on most of the other 

aspects tested: resolution was less than the 
other units under test, shading around the edges 
was noticeable, and the pictures were noisy, 
although this was not too apparent in the very 
bright lighting needed to give acceptable pictures.

In general,the colour rendition was acceptable, 
although the reds and yellows tended towards 
orange.

Subjective impressions
This camera is light and easy to use, both hand
held with a portable VCR, and on a tripod. But the 
quality of the pictures in almost every aspect 
gives the impression that it is, as one person 
commented, 'not much more than a toy, and not 
a device to be considered by people seriously 
interested in creatively using the video medium.

Conclusions
At around £360, this is one of the cheapest 
colour video cameras on the market. But con
sidering the difficulties of producing acceptable 
pictures from it-because of lack of monitoring 
through the viewfinder, and its craving for light- 
it is difficult to recommend it as a worthwhile 
purchase.

Camera Hitachi VK C750

Technical Measurements
Lag (no. of fields for output to fall to 12.5%) ... (norm sens) 24Sensitivity (minimum illumination...... . norm 540 lux 

to give peak output)............high 320 luxResolution (output at 100/200/300 lines 
per picture height)............ 90%/45%/20%

Shading: line (horizontal)/field (vertical).......15%/15%
Peak white amplitude/sync amplitude...... 0.72V/0.35V
Noise (lens capped, gain max)............... -37dB
Technical data
Weight.................................1.8kgDimensions (Wx HxD).................8cm x 13cm x 34cm
Tube size and type ... ..... ...... 2;, inch vidiconViewfinder system and size................. optical
Lens aperture................. ............ f2
Zoom range/zoom ratio........ 13.5mm - 38mm/2.8XPrice.................................. £360
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Hitachi VK C500E
Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR. Tel 01 ^848 8787
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Features, presentation etc
This is a single 1 inch vidicon-tube camera, 
intended to work with a mains power supply and 
a non-portable VCR. The unit is styled in silver 
and black, and its most striking feature is the long 
zoom lens which extends 18cm out to the front. 
The accompanying mains unit is a small neat box 
with a socket for the camera cable, phono 
sockets for video and audio outputs, and inputs 
to allow recordings to be replayed on the view
finder tube.

The controls are few and simple. A single knob 
labelled 'Color Temp' sets the white balance 
electronically. Recognisable symbols show the 
rough settings for incandescent, fluorescent, 
sunny and cloudy light. However, to check the 
balance which has been set, it is necessary to 
watch a colour monitor, as no white balance 
indication is provided on the camera itself: this is 
no bad thing, for a colour monitor is essential to 
obtain a good white, or more importantly, good 
flesh tones.

A contrast control is a feature of this model not 
found on any other camera we tested. This was 
found to be useful for getting more pronounced 
pictures, and for coping with difficult lighting 
environments.

There is no automatic control of the iris: an 
aperture ring opens the iris to a maximum of f2. 
The zoom has a range of 17 to 102 mm; the longer 
than average maximum focal length could be 
useful for telephoto work.

There is an LED which flashes if insufficient 
light is reaching the tube, but it is secreted in a 
hood and hidden by the viewfinder, as if it were 
not the manufacturer’s intention for us to see it. 
All the other cameras we looked at had this 
indication within the viewfinder, which would 
seem a more sensible place to put it.

Lab performance
The camera showed itself to be relatively sensi
tive and, at high sensitivity, to exhibit a fairly low 
degree of lag. However, compared with the new 
generation of saticon tubes (such as the Sony 
DXC 1800 camera described in the Introduction), 
the lag was still objectionable, and rules out the 
use of this camera in less than moderately lit 
indoor conditions.

The resolution (65% at 200 lines) was a little 
disappointing considering the tube is larger than 
average, but is nevertheless typical of home 
colour cameras.

Subjective impressions
It's perhaps a little optimistic of Hitachi to provide 

a hand grip for this camera, unless they hope to 
sell it to lumberjacks or wrestlers. It is only really 
feasible to support the 3kg weight on a tripod, 
where the camera sits, nicely balanced about it’s 
fixing hole. As with other cameras, it could be 
said that when working on a stand it needs a 
larger viewfinder screen that that provided.

The colours produced were bright and bold, 
but sadly not accurate. It knew nothing of reds, 
preferring to render them all as convincing 
oranges. Blues were pale and purpley, and 
yellows tinged with green.

Overall, the camera was not disliked; its per
formance in lesser lighting was appreciated, and 
it is straightforward to use. But it lacks the 
versatility of some other units.

Hitachi VC-K770 has effectively replaced the 
500.

Camera Hitachi VK CSOO

Technical Measurements 
Lag (no. of fields tor output to tall to 12.5%).................... 7
Sensitivity (minimum illumination..............................540 lux

to give peak output)
Resolution (output at 100/200/300 lines 

per picture height).. ......................95%/65%/40%
Shading: line (horizontal)/field (vertical).................... 5%/5%
Peak white amplitude/sync amplitude..............0.65V/0.35V
Noise (lens capped, gain max)................................... —38dB
Technical data
Weight. ............3.5kg
Dimensions (W x H x D).................... 12cm x 18cm x 46cm
Tube size and type................................. 1 inch vidicon
Viewfinder system and size................... electronic, 1V2 inch
Lens aperture................................................. ........... .  . t2
Zoom range/zoom ratio.........................17mm - 102mm/6X
Price............... .................................................................£600

NB this model has now been effectively replaced by the more 
up-to-date and competitive VC K770.
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Philips V200
Philips Electrical Ltd., City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 2QR. Tel 01-689 2166

Features, presentation etc
Philips have adopted a very different approach to 
domestic camera design. They have not tried to 
'squeeze' single-tube technology to give good 
results, but have adapted more conventional 
three-tube techniques for the home market.

The V200 is a fairly large but slim camera, 
styled to match the Philips VCRs. Because it is 
intended to work with a non-portable VCR, it 
comes with a drum containing 20 metres of 
connecting cable. Built into the drum is the mains 
power supply for the camera, as well as a UHF
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modulator, BNC video outlet, and a 6-pin DIN AV 
outlet (as found on Grundig machines).

The iris control on the camera is completely 
automatic, and the zoom has a ratio of 8: 1, with a 
range of 8 to 64mm, a relative aperture of f1 .8, 
and a macro facility. A small switch gives control 
of sensitivity: there is one position for 'normal' 
operation, two settings for the threshold of the 
auto-iris, and two other settings which give 
amounts of extra gain.

White balance is achieved simply and auto
matically by pointing the camera at a white object 

.and pressing a button. The circuits will 'hunt' 
until they decide upon a proper balance, and 
then the information is digitally stored within the 
camera until the next time there is a need to reset 
the balance.

The problem with any three-tube camera of 
adjustment so that the images from the red, 
green and blue tubes are exactly coincident 
(known as registration) is again solved auto
matically. Using the special lens cap, you just 
press the buttons, and the camera shuffles the 
three images around until they all lie on top of 
one another without any coloured fringes. Once 
again the registration information is stored until 
it needs to be re-set.

The viewfinder lies along the length of the top, 
with the screen at the back of the camera. If the 
camera is connected to a Philips VCR, an LED 
gives indication of the tape running.

Lab performance
The lag results can be seen as good compared to 
other vidicon home cameras, but still this repre
sents a lag about four times longer than a 
plumbicon or saticon tube. The sensitivity is 
moderately good, and in combination with the lag 
performance this means that the camera can just 
about be used indoors where the light through 
the windows is strong.

Resolution is not startling, but the impressive 
noise measurement suggests that there is scope 
for the manufacturers to incorporate some 
crispening to enhance the picture at the expense 
of a little extra noise. Although the pictures were 
subjectively very noise-free, the outstanding 
figure obtained probably points to some de
ficiency in our tests, as noise measured with the 
lens capped can be hidden by black-crushing in 
the camera.

Subjective impressions
The most immediate impression was the quality 
of the colours compared with other home 
cameras. They were all accurate in hue; only 

greens appeared a little desaturated. This was 
certainly the most lifelike of the cameras tested.

The picture shading around the edges was 
noticeable, particularly on captions, but this was 
one of the few detractions from a picture quality 
which was felt to be very good.

However, it was not felt that the camera was 
well designed physically/ergonomically. Hand
held use is virtually precluded by the weight, the 
tall thin shape, and because it must be held at 
arm’s length to see the viewfinder screen. Even 
on a tripod it is unbalanced and clumsy; the 
controls at the front are hard to reach: and the 
viewfinder screen is smaller than ideal for the 
application.

Another point which mars the design is the 
sensitivity switch, which is small, fiddly, and not 
positive in action, and feels as if it could snap off 
after a few weeks of use. Otherwise this is a neat 
and robust unit.

Conclusions
This is an admirable camera, giving probably the 
best pictures of all the models tested. But it is let 
down by an awkward clumsy shape. The perform
ance is excellent for well-lit, non-portable appli
cations, and the three tubes and sophisticated 
electronics give results which justify the highish 
price.

Camera Philips V200

Technical Measurements
Lag (no. of fields for output to fall to 12.5%).......(sens ‘O') 6
Sensitivity (minimum illumination..............sens ‘O’ 210)0 lux

to give peak output)............................ sens '4' 750 lux
Resolution (output at 100/200/300 lines 

per picture height).............................70%/50%/20%
Shading: line (horizontal)/field (vertical) 30%/30% 
Peak white amplitude/sync amplitude.. . 0.9V/0.3V
Noise (lens capped, gain max)....................................-52dB
Technical data
Weight............................  3kg
Dimensions (W x H x D).................... 4.4cm x 8.5cm x 26cm
Tube size and type.................................... 3 x :/J inch vidicon
Viewfinder system and size....................electronic,1 % inch
Lens aperture...................................................................... 11.8
Zoom range/zoom ratio...........  8mm -64mm/8X
Price................................................................................ £650
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Sanyo VCC 545P
Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd., Sanyo House, 8 Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts. Tel Watford 46363

Features, presentation etc
The basic camera body (VCC 540) is available 
with two alternative sets of components, to make 
up either the VCC 545P with an electronic 
viewfinder and zoom lens, or the simpler VCC 
542P version, with an optical viewfinder and fixed 
focal length lens.

The camera has been designed to rest on the 
shoulder when in portable use, so it has a 
cushioned underside, and a handgrip which is 
sharply angled forward with a steadying hand
strap. The viewfinder (on both variants) is at the 
front left hand side of the camera, with a mirror 
deflecting the image from the laterally posi
tioned tube. The eyepiece tilts up and down, but 
this is the only freedom of movement in the 
viewfinder assembly.

The long lens barrel incorporates the 6 X zoom, 
which is manually operated, and the iris opening 
ring. The lens attaches to the camera body with 
the standard C-mount, allowing other lenses to 
be fitted if required.

This camera can be used with any VCR, as the 
mains unit which accompanies it has standard 
output sockets: a PL259 for video, and phono for 
audio, as well as a socket for a special connecting 
lead to a Sanyo VCR. Furthermore, the plug on 
the camera lead is of the K-type found on Sony 
VCRs, so battery-powered operation is possible 
with the Sony SL-3000E portable recorder.

The optical viewfinder option is considerably 
less flexible in use: because the viewfinder 
image cannot track with a zoom lens, a fixed lens 
has to be used. Although the viewfinder does 
have the same LED monitoring indications as the 
electronic version, it is of little use other than for 
simply framing a shot. There can be no informa
tion about the reproduced image, unless the 
camera is connected to a monitor - an arrange
ment which is now hardly portable.
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Subjective impressions
This camera handled very well, despite being 
larger and heavier than most of the other 
cameras we tested: the weight is easily supported 
by the shoulder rest and the right arm is well 
tucked in when holding the hand grip, so the 
camera is manoeuverable but not tiring. It was 
not possible to adjust the eyepiece sideways to 
suit all users head sizes,but the image in the 
viewfinder was large and clear, and the bigger- 
than-average rubber eyecup was much appre
ciated by myself and other bespectacled users.

The picture quality was impressive; colour 
rendition was excellent, and under good lighting 
the lag was less noticeable than most of the 
other cameras. In common with the other cameras, 
it was only practical to use this one in good light- 
bright outdoor conditions preferably. The defini
tion appeared poor, particularly when compared 
against broadcast pictures, giving 'soft' images 
with some smearing of large areas of bright 
colours. The pictures looked less noisy than 
average.

The absence of a vast array of knobs to twiddle 
means the camera is simple to operate, but the 
camera loses something in versatility for example, 
it cannot easily provide the special exposure 
settings needed for back-lit scenes. The white 
balance controls, although not as straightforward 
as on some other cameras and needing some time 
to master, do provide a wide degree of control. 
The instruction leaflet for the camera is note
worthy for its clear and helpful explanation of 
colour temperature and white balance setting
something lamentably lacking from most other 
manufacturers.

Conclusions
Priced at about £650, this is among the more 
expensive home cameras. The picture quality 
compares very favourably with its competitors, 
although it lacks some of the subtler versatility. 
Overall, the VCC 545P is to be recommended, 
though an administrative problem at our end 
prevented the full technical exploration from 
being carried out.
Camera Sanyo VCC 545P

Technical data
Weight............................................................................... 3.6kg
Dimensiuns (W x H x D).................... 21 cm x 27cm x 46cm
Tube size and type.................  1 inch vidicon
Viewfinder system and size.... VCC545 P 1 Y2 inch electronic

(VCC 542 P: optical) 
Lens aperture.................................. 11.8
Zoom range/zoom ratio........................17.5mm-105mm/6X
Price........................................... .................................... . £650



Sony HVC 3000P
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1. Tel 01-439 3874

Features, presentation etc.
This model is identical in appearance to the Sony 
HVC 2000P (qv) with the exception of the lens 
barrel. The lens is faster (ie it lets in more light) 
than the 2000, and this more recent model does 
not have the little meter indicating iris opening.

Lab performance
All-round this is a better camera than the 2000,
and a good performer in the context of the group 
tested. Lag and sensitivity were both moderate. 
It is worth noting that both this model and the 
2000 have their output limited to about 70% of its 
peak value when in the 'auto' sensitivity mode. 
So although the 'auto' pictures will be more con
sistent, they will never be as bright as is possible 
when full output is achieved in the 'low7 or 'high' 
sensitivity modes.

Another point of interest is that even when the 
iris control was switched to manual, the iris 
began to close of its own volition when the 
illumination reached about 1OOO lux. This is no 
bad thing, as 10OO lux is fairly bright illumination, 
sufficient for the camera to be working well, and it 
affords a measure of protection against 
accidental overload.

The resolution was good (85% at 200 lines), 
although it must be remembered that a pro
fessional camera would deliver no less than 
100% resolution at this modest line density.

Subjective impressions
As was noted in the review of the similar 2000, 
this is a well-designed camera to carry about and 
use, although perhaps tending towards over- 

• complexity. The picture performance of this 

model was superior in many respects to the 
earlier model: the irritating streaking was not 
apparent, and it is useable indoors under reason
able lighting.

The colours were considered not as good as 
the 2000; the blue shades were too green, and 
the reds pale and orangey. But the degree of 
criticism is not as severe as applied to some of 
the other cameras evaluated.

Conclusions
Although roughly £70 more expensive,the 3000 
is to be preferred over the 2000 because of its all
round better performance. Indeed this camera is 
to be recommended among all the cameras 
tested on the grounds of ease of use as a 
portable camera and picture quality.

Camera Sony HVC 3000 P
Technical Measurements
Lag(no. of fields for output to fall to 12.5%).......... (low sens)6 

(high sens) 14
Sensitivity (minimum illumination.................... low 2100 lux

to give peak output)................................. high 270 lux
Resolution (output at 100/200/300 lines 

per picture height)..............................90%/85%/70%
Shading: line (horizontaQ/field (vertical)..................... 10%/0
Peak white amplitude/sync amplitude............. 0.70V/0.23V
Noise (lens capped, gain max)............... .......... -40dB
Technical data
Weight............................................................................. 2.7 kg
Dimensions (W x H x D)..................... 22cm x 20cm x 35cm
Tube size and type........................................ % inch vidicon
Viewfinder system and size....................electronic, 1y, inch
Lens aperture.................................................................. 11.4
Zoom range/zoom ratio.................... 6X
Price................................................................................ £620,
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Sony HVC 2000P
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1. Tel 01-439 3874

Features, presentation etc
This camera is designed to rest on the shoulder, 
with the right hand giving support to the front. If 
the hand strap is correctly adjusted, it is possible 
to support and manoeuvre the camera with just 
the right hand.

The electronic viewfinder is located laterally 
across the front of the camera body, with a mirror 
bringing the image into the line of view. The 
assembly can slide and rotate to bring the 
eyepiece into just the right position. The tube, 
which is monochrome, can also be used as a 
monitor to view recordings.

There is a wide range of in-view monitoring 
facilities. One LED indicates insufficient light, 
and another shows VCR running or low batteries. 
On the viewfinder screen itself there is provision 
to monitor either the output frame waveform, the 
white balance, or the iris setting.

Zooming can be done manually or via a single 
speed motor, operated by a rocker switch easily 
accessible tq the fingers of the right hand. The 
relative aperture of the zoom is 11.8, and it has a 
focal range of 1 2.5 toabout75mm, giving a zoom 
ratio of 6: 1. Iris control is automatic, although this 
can be over-ridden if conditions dictate. A tiny 
meter on the barrel of the lens roughly indicates 
the I-number of the iris.

The white balance controls can accommodate 
a wide range of lighting conditions, with a four- 
position switch for coarse settings and a knob for 
fine adjustments. The balance is set both elec
tronically and with the aid of an optical filter, 
which drops in when the outdoor coarse settings 
are selected. Further facilities include a 'sharp
ness' switch (which is all too reminiscent of a top
cut filter), and the useful option of automatic 
fades (on sound and vision).
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Lab performance
Lag and sensitivity, those crucial indicators for a 
home camera, were poor, among the worst of the 
cameras tested. The pictures were also extremely 
noisy; this was most apparent in dim lighting 
conditions, where as well as 'grain', serious 
streaking and patterning across the picture was 
noticed.

Colour rendition in good outdoor light was 
reasonably good, only the reds looking slightly 
desaturated (ie 'washed-out'). The vectors from 
the reference colour bar chart confirmed that 
there was very little error in hue.

Subjective impressions
This camera was certainly found to be the nicest 
to handle. Being shoulder-resting, it was stable 
and light when carried about, and It was also 
reasonably well balanced on a tripod.

The controls are straightforward and give a 
wide range of adjustment. However there doesn't 
seem to be any justification for the 'sharpness' 

•facility offering a less-sharp picture, when the 
resolution of these cameras is so much less than 
broadcast pictures. Likewise the 'peaking' 
switch, which according to the handbook should 
give a sharper picture in the viewfinder: it didn't 
seem to have much effect on the image, which 
some thought too 'muddy' anyway.

It is hard to be enthusiastic about the picture 
quality. One reviewer found the indoor sporting 
event he tried to tape was reduced to weird Top 
of the Pops special effects, where vast swirls and 
smears were left behind all moving objects, and 
people appeared semi-transparent if they moved 
fast against a fixed background.

Results outdoors were less disheartening, but 
it needed bright sunny conditions before you 
would say the pictures were good, and this must 
be a bit restrictive in the British climate.

There was no real cause for complaint about 
the quality of sound from the small built-in 
omnidirectional microphone, but it did tend to 
enlarge the sound perspective: people sounded 
more distant than they actually were. Also, more 
annoyingly, it did pick up the noise of the zoom 
motor, fingers fumbling around the lens, and 
even the operator's breathing: the assorted 
grunts and wheezes gave a curious commentary 
to the visual images.

Camera Sony HVC 2000 P

Technical Measurements
Lag(no. of fields for output to fall to 12.5%)............ low sens 10

high sens 28
Sensitivity (minimum illumination......................... low 3200 lux

to give peak output).........................................high 750 lux
Resolution (output at 100/200/300 iines 

per picture height)..................................90%/65%/55%
Shading: line (horizontal)/field (vertical).........................10%/0
Peak white amplitude/sync amplitude............... 0.75V/0.22V 
Noise (lens capped, gain max)...........................................-32dB
Technical data
Weight. । ....................................... 2.7 kg
Dimensions (W x H x D)....................... 22cm x 20cm x 35cm
Tube size and type............................................... % inch vidicon
Viewfinder system and size.......................electronic, 17, inch
Lens aperture....................... ....................................................11.8
Zoom range/zoom ratio........................... 12.5mm- 75mm/4X
Price............................................................................................... £580
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Sony DXC 1800P
Sony (UK) Ltd, 134 Regent Street, London W1. Tel 01-439 3874

Although this camera is probably out of the reach 
of all but the most enthusiastic, being priced at 
about £2,200, it incorporates nearly all of the 
facilities we feel are desirable in a home video 
camera. Although aimed at the professional 
market, its inclusion is worthwhile as a pointer to 
developments in the home market in the future.

Features and facilities
To date, nearly all home cameras have used a 
vidicon tube, with consequent poor performance 
in low light levels, The saticon tube used in the 
1800 is more sensitive and gives far less lag, so 
indoor shooting in ordinary lighting conditions 
bccomc3 feasible. Gaticon tubes are starling Lu 
be used in some top-of-the-market home cameras, 
and could become standard in the next few 
years.
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The motorised zoom offers a choice of two 
operating speeds, although this falls short of the 
ideal of a continuously variable speed control, 
especially useful when the camera is tripod
mounted. It is difficult to reach the manual zoom 
control at the front.

Iris control is normally automatic, although for 
special circumstances it can be set manually. 
Alternatively the automatic setting can be locked 
('auto lock') when, for instance, the illumination 
of the subject is constant but the background 
level is changing.

Three optical filters are provided as coarse 
control of the white balance, and fine adjustment 
Is carried out automatically. The accomplish
ment of white balance is indicated by a light in 
the viewfinder housing. Automatic control of 
contrast is possible with the 'auto black level' 



switch, which will blacken the darker areas 
without affecting the lighter areas on scenes with 
high overall brightness.

The gain control is usually automatic, but it is 
possible to hold the sensitivity constant, fixing 
the gain at either OdB, 6dB or 12dB. The fixed 
settings could be used where a scene is made to 
look darker or brighter than normal for effect.

The audio and video outputs may be faded in 
and out with the auto fade facility, to give an 
alternative to 'cut' edits. The fade time is variable 
between 1 and 4 seconds.

Several still more elaborate facilities are 
available for use with other cameras or video 
sources, or in studio set-ups. A 'gen lock' input 
allows the camera to be exactly synchronised 
with other cameras, so mixing or cutting between 
two sources is possible. An optional Camera 
Control Unit (CClJ-1800P) permits the remote 
aligning of picture quality and colour(described 
in more detail in the introduction), as well as 
providing an intercom facility to the cameraman 
using the camera in a studio. A switch on the 
camera substitutes a colour bar signal for the 
picture output to help set up colour monitors.

Presentation and design
The camera with all its facilities weighs 5.3kg, 
which is more than most portable home VCRs. 
But through extremely efficient design the 
weight is not a burden and the camera is easy to 
handle. With a special padded support, the 
camera rests on the shoulder; the weight of the 
lens at the front is balanced by the battery on the 
back. The camera is steadied at the front by a 
hand-grip for the right hand, from where it is 
possible to remotely start a VCR and control the 
motor zoom.

The viewfinder extends out to the front on a 
bracket, which can be moved around so the 
camera rests against the side of the head and the 
eyecup lines up snugly with the eye.

The 1800 is more robust than a typical home 
camera, with the housing constructed in diecast 
aluminium rather than plastic.

The camera can be completely self-contained 
with its own battery, which attaches to the rear 
(although of course it can be powered externally). A 
small meter indicates the state of the battery, 
and in addition a lamp in the viewfinder will blink 
when the voltage is low and before the camera 
shuts off, to prevent complete discharge of the 
battery. Having separate batteries for camera 
and VTR roughly doubles the operating time.

Technical performance
The 1800 was put through the same tests as the 
home cameras, and the results are presented 
here for comparison.

As expected, the lag was significantly lower 
than the other cameras, being only 2% fields at 
maximum sensitivity. That maximum sensitivity 
was also greater: 320 lux was needed to give full 
output, compared with typically 1OOO lux for a 
vidicon. More sophisticated electronics gave 
resolution which is also significantly improved, 
giving 90% output at 200 lines.

Quite a lot of noise is produced (S/N 30dB) 
when the gain circuits are working flat out, but 
subjectively this noise is only noticeable from 
very dimly lit scenes (when the other cameras 
would not work at all), and in good lighting the 
pictures are very noise-free.

The main output is via a Sony 14 pin connector, 
and the camera is intended for use with industrial 
% inch VCRs (U-matic). But it does have a BNC 
video output, so use with most domestic VCRs is 
fairly simple.

Conclusions
This camera has all the facilities found on ENG 
cameras costing around £25,000, although its 
image quality does not come near professional 
standards. With these facilities, and a picture 
quality which is nevertheless greatly superior to 
most home cameras, this industrial grade 
camera is good value for money, and should be 
seriously considered by those home video users 
who can afford it and who are seriously inter
ested in exploring the programme-making capa
bilities of modern domestic video.

Camera Sony DXC 1 BOOP
Technical Measurements
Lag(no. of fields for output to fall to 12.5%)...... autosens2.5 
Sensitivity (minimum illumination

to give peak output)...........................auto sens 320 lux
Resolution (output at 100/200/300 lines

per picture height)................................100%/70%/35%
Shading: line (horizontal)/field (vertical)...........................0/0
Peak white amplitude/sync amplitude..............0.75V/0.30V
Noise (lens capped, gain max)................................... -30dB
Technical data
Weight. .......5.3kg
Dimensions (W x H x D)....................25cm x 36cm x 60cm
Tube size and type................................... .  .. !/J inch saticon
Viewfinder system and size.................. electronic, 1 % inch
Lens aperture.....................................................................fl.4
Zoom range/zoom ratio....................... 11mm - 70mm/6.4X
Price............................................................................. £2,200
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8&O8800
Bang & Olufsen (UK) Ltd., Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Tel (0452) 21591

This is a twenty-six inch colour television set in a 
slim plastic cabinet, with a remote control pad 
which is shared with its teletext-equipped 
brother, and which is intended in the future to 
encompass operation of B&O's anticipated VCR.

Facilities
Sixteen channels may be preset by means of 
manual controls popping out from a spring
loaded flap near the top of the set. They may be 
selected in strict numerical order by means of 
two “forward/reverse" buttons beside the tuning 
controls, or in any order from a numerical keypad 
on the remote unit. The remote unit permits up- 
and-down adjustment of volume, channel, colour 
intensity and brightness from four'rocker' knobs. 
Speaker mute and on/off functions are also 
remote-controlled.

Whenever the channel change buttons are 
operated or a recall button pressed, the channel 
number selected appears for a few seconds as a 
green seven-segment display within a black box 
electronically cut out of the picture in the top 
right-hand corner of the screen.

On the set control panel, rotary controls are 
provided for adjusting and pre-setting bright
ness, colour and contrast, as well as bass, treble 
and volume; a 'reset' button on the remote unit 
' will restore these preset settings.

User Reactions-Facilities
The remote control unit, a heavy, cigar-shaped 
artefact with clearly labelled buttons, attracted 
much favourable comment. One minor complaint 
arose out of the need to operate 16 channels 
from only ten buttons, so that in order to access 
channel 1 2 you had to press button one and then 
button two immediately afterwards; the corollary 
is that as often as not flipping quickly from 
channel one to channel two resulted in arrival at 
channel twelve. Apart from this the remote 
performed very well; the 'rocker' controls were 
liked and considered a more stylish way of 
presenting 'up and down' touch buttons-on a 
single pedestal which could pivot forwards or 
backwards as needed.

The set itself was unusual in providing bass 
and treble controls to suit the user's taste - these 
and the other rotary controls worked over an 
adequate range. The absence of touch-buttons 
on the set itself (where they are not strictly 
necessary for technical reasons) was much 
appreciated-most manufacturers seem just to 
double up on the up/down touch buttons pro
vided on the remote.

Style and Design
It is not easy to make a 26-inch colour television 
which does not look like a large square box, but
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Bang and Olufsen have succeeded in making 
this receiver a very stylish piece of furniture. The 
front panel is totally black, with a plastic 
escutcheon round the screen and three slightly 
raised circular pads covered with acoustically 
transparent material on the right hand side. The 
size of the receiver is disguised by breaking up 
the bulk into various segments- from front to 
back along the top there is the plastic escutcheon, 
then some silver trim, then a three-inch wide strip 
of teak woodgrain, followed by some metal 
ribbing providing ventilation slots, and then the 
plastic back itself.

Looking at the front of the receiver, all that can 
be seen is a very subdued red power indicator 
which glows when the receiver is connected to 
the mains but running in standby, plus the on-off 
switch and headphone socket, both of which are 
very discreet.

All in all a highly commendable design, al
though the receiver is rather awkward to lift and 
carry, and the metal ribbing is sharp and slightly 
hazardous, and could certainly damage doors or 
paintwork if the set is not transported with some 
care.

User Reactions-Technical Performance
The sixteen tuning presets are very close to
gether, for obvious reasons, and it was difficult to 
adjust one without knocking the adjacent ones 
off-tune. It was important to tune the receiver 
quite precisely for the best picture, as no AFC 
action was apparent, and the receiver would 
display a poor quality picture if the tuning was not 
set just right.

Once tuned in correctly, the picture was of very 
high quality, with excellent grey-scale accuracy. 
A surprisingly high level of brightness was avail
able before defocusing set in, and it was possible 
to set the contrast, colour and brightness con
trols for a pleasing picture with many subtleties.

Technical Inspection
After removing only two screws (full marks on this 
point) the whole back and sides of the cabinet 
come off, permitting easy access to the innards. 
One extremely thoughtful touch comes in the 
form of a brown envelope tucked inside, which 
contains one of the neatest and best laid-out 
circuit diagrams this reviewer has ever seen (and 
he's seen a few!).

EHT stability was exemplary at 2.5%, while the 
video response revealed a gentle fall-off over the 
usual passband, being 84% at 1.8 MHz, and 56% 
and 25%> at 2.8 and 3.8MHz respectively. This 

confirms the gentle, slightly 'soft' appearance of 
the picture. Colour patterning was minimal at 
only 3% on the bars, and much less than usual at 
20%> on transitions. The weak signal perform
ance was excellent, with the colour-killer 
knocking out the 'confetti' effect on weak signal 
by forcing monochrome operation. The align
ment of the decoder showed only very minor 
departures from the ideal.

There was a +2dB 'hump’ on the audio 
response at about 100 Hz, presumably to im
prove the bass reproduction from the loud
speaker, but above that the electrical response 
of the set was within 1 dB from 300 Hz to 12 kHz. 
Distortion was lower than normal at 2%>, but there 
was room for improvement in the background 
noise level, which was only -46dB 'A' weighted. 
The acoustic power of 102dBA at 30mm was 
considered to be more than adequate for any 
domestic situation.

Conclusions
This is a very stylish set with pleasing picture and 
sound quality. There are receivers with sharper 
pictures and there are receivers with better 
sound, but we feel kindly disposed towards this 
receiver because of its impeccable styling and 
design. It is worth noting that it has to be tuned 
rather more scrupulously than others in order to 
get the best results.

TV Receiver Test Results B&O

Picture
EHT voltage: Zero beam current................... 23.6kV

Max beam current....................23.0kV
Stability......................................... 2.5%

Video response: 0.8MHz reference
1.8MHz......................................... 84%
2.8MHz......................................... 56%
3.8MHz......................................... 25%

Chroma on luma: Bar................................................... 3%
Transitions: peak..................... ....8%

typical.......................20%
Weak signal performance............................ . excellent
Decoder performance .... ............... ........ ..........very good
Sound
Maximum output voltage (electrical).................. . 1OV p-p
Maximum electrical power ............................ . 1.5 Watts
Frequency response ± 1 dB ref 1 kHz..............300 Hz 12kHz
Residual noise: Unweighted........................................ -34dB

Weighted...................................... -46dB(A)
Distortion at quarter power................................................ 2%
Maximum acoustic power at 30mm....................  102dBA
Typical retail price............................................................ £580
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THE VIDEO & HIFI 
SPECIALIST

JVC-E180 3-hr tape 
£8.50 each

for 10 or more incl. VAT

JVC, Akai, Sony, 
Panasonic etc. UK 
models and export 
models, triple standard 
video recorders, colour 
cameras, portable video 
recorders, export TV

SHARP VHS TRIPLE STANDARD
Pal B/Secam/NTSC/VC-6500E available

COMPETITIVE PRICES!
PERSONAL EXPORT SALES & SERVICE 

ACCESS & . BARCLAYCARD
ONLY~QNE~MINUTEFROM PICCADILLY

70 BREWER STREET, LONDON W1 
Telephone 01-439'4597

OPEN SIX DAYS WEEK UPTO 6.30pm

THE LE ICESTER
TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE—
70-72A Churchgate. Leicester LEI 4AL 
Telephone Leicester 5^48

VIDEO RECORDERS 
BY

GRUNDIG, PHILIPS 
FERGUSON and SHARP

RECORDING TAPES AND 
ACCESSORIES

VIDEO SAl.FS AND SERVICE
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB 

£40 FOR 1st FILM AND £5 
EXCHANGE

RING NOW FOR DETAILS 
LEICESTER (0533)56648

VIDEO-NEWS aS“""
AGREE PRECISION RENTAL PLAN

LEWISHAM VIDEO 
MAJOR STOCKIST 
LEADING MAKES 
RECORDED VIDEO

CENTRE A 
FOR ALL
OF PRE

FILMS HAS
AGREED RENTAL TERMS WITH
PRECISION VIDEO. THIS

AGREEMENT ALLOWS L.V.C. 
TO ADD ANOTHER FIFTY ONE 
TITLES TO THEIR EXTENSIVE 
LIBRARY WHICH ALREADY 
HAS OVER 1000 FILMS AVAIL
ABLE FOR HIRE.

LVC.OPENS 4thSTORE
LEWISHAM VIDEO CENTRE 
OPENED ITS FORTH STORE AT 
WELLING IN JUNE 81, WITH 
MANAGING DIRECTOR JOHN 
POULTON SAYING “THIS IS 
NOT THE LAST" HE ADDED 
"WE INTEND BEING SOUTH 
EAST ENGLANDS FIRST CHAIN 
OF VIDEO TAPE STORES" WITH 
BRANCHES IN LEWISHAM, 
WOOLWICH AND BEXLEY- 
HEATH, ALL WITH OVER 1500 
TITLES FOR SALE, AND OVER 
1000 AVAILABLE FOR HIRE. 
THEY CERTAINLY SEEM TO BE 
DOINO IT RIOIIT. AREA MANA- 

STEVE JACKSON,

EXPLAINED, "ALL WE STOCK 
ARE TAPES, T AFES AND MORE 
TAPES. WE' ARE SPECIAL1ST 
AND REFUSE TO STOCK ANY
THING ELSE.

STOP PRESS
L.V.Cs LIBRARY SCHEME 
QUOTED AS "BEST DEAL 
FOUND" BY POPULAR VIDEO 
MAGAZINE.

FILMS FOR EVERYONE
AT EVERY LEWISHAM VIDEO 
CENTRE YOU WILL FIND FILMS 
FOR ALL THE FAMILY, FROM 
THE MUPPET MOVIE TO THE 

EXCORCIST AND FROM JAWS
TO INTERNATIONAL GYMNAS
TICS, THEY OPERATE A 
LIBRARY WHICH OFFERS 24 
TITLES FOR £80.00, WHICH 
MAKES THE EQUIVALENT 
PRICE OF EACH FILM ONLY 
£3.33p WITH NO TIME RESTRIC 
TION.

(for further details ON LV.C’S 
= LIBRARY SCHEME POST THI I COUPON TO':

L.V.C. 105 LOAMPT VALE SE13.
NAM' __ __

I I
j ADDRESSI I 1VHS OR BETAMAX
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Ferguson 3765
Thorn Consumer Electronics Ltd., 284 Southbury Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 1 TJ. Tel 01-363 5353

This is a 22 inch receiver from the well-known 
Thorn empire, advertised on TV by the prominent 
conductor Andre Previn as possessing the 'best 
picture of all time'. Unfortunately we had to 
return the set before carrying out technical 
measurements, so this 'short review' is largely 
gleaned from user reports.

Presentation
This is not a luxury model with remote control, 
teletext or any other trimmings. Instead we have 
a receiver with good old fashioned rotary knobs 
which are there for all to see instead of hidden 
away somewhere. They are just underneath the 
channel-change buttons, and control volume, 
contrast, brightness and colour in much the 
same way as did sets of old. Six channels may be 
preset on the electronic tuner, and these are 
tuned by means of presets hidden behind a 
plastic flap near the bottom of the front panel.

The set is quite neat and stylish, and comes 
with an easy-to-assemble stand with rolling 
castors.

Technical Performance
Since an orchestra conductor has pronounced 
the picture as being the best of all time, perhaps 
we should hesitate to comment any further! In 
fact, the picture on our sample was very sharp, 
well-converged, and with no major defects. 
There was a tendency for the black level and 
grey-scale (the neutrality of the black-and-white 
picture) to drift preceptibly during warm up, and 

the back was taken off a few times until an 
optimum setting had been achieved.

The picture was not quite of the same calibre 
as the Sony, which had a better ability to produce 
really sharp edges at high contrast, but it was 
certainly totally adequate for all our users. Sound 
was unexceptional, but again aroused no par
ticular complaints.

Internally, the receiver was astonishingly 
empty, with one neat chassis bearing about as 
many components as one might expect in a ten 
year-old monochrome set! As usual with this 
brand of receiver, component locations were 
clearly marked and servicing should be quite 
straightforward. We had a word with a friend in 
the trade, who said that this chassis has so far 
given very little bother.

Conclusions
Thorn has a reputation for innovative design. 
They were responsible in 1967 for the first ever 
all-transistor colour TV chassis, and they are to 
be credited today for producing a very neat and 
straightforward receiver (a very far cry from the 
complex 1967 set). The price is extremely reason
able, and the reliability disadvantages, once 
endemic in UK receivers compared with the 
Japanese competition, seem to have been over
come. Certainly the gap is closing.We therefore 
recommend this receiver as an excellent choice 
for the budget-conscious customer who wants a 
simple set with no frills.
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Mitsubishi CT 2606
Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd., Otterspool Way, Watford. WD2 8LD. Tel (0923) 40566

This is a 26 inch colour television receiver with a 
full infra-red remote control pad, and a built-in 
digital clock-timer.

Facilities
There is a green digital clock display at the top 
right-hand corner of the front of the cabinet, 
offering alarm and sleep facilities reminiscent of 
clock-radio state of the art (perhaps there was a 
surplus of ICs??) Unfortunately this reviewer 
found the display too bright for sleep, and turned 
the set off at the mains before retiring (along with 
everything else that glowed excessively in the 
dark).

Eight gently-illuminated touch-tuning buttons 
are provided, the tuning itself being driven by 
eight manual presets behind a rather badly cut
out flap on the right-hand side of the cabinet. 
Touch controls for volume, colour and contrast, 
and rotary controls for brightness (centre 
indented) and tone (mainly top cut) are found 
behind a flap at the bottom of the front panel, 
underneath the forward-facing elliptical loud
speaker.

UstH Reactions
The same criticisms regarding touch-control of 
volume and other analogue functions noted in 
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the Sony review apply here (an^ elsewhere) also: 
the action of the Mitsubishi's touch buttons was 
faster to respond than some, and thus slightly 
easier to use.

The contrast, colour and volume controls 
return to predetermined norms whenever the set 
is switched off, or if the'normal' button beside the 
touch controls is pressed. Unfortunately these 
preset settings were considered far too high for 
both contrast and colour saturation, resulting in 
a grossly overcontrasted and garishly-coloured 
picture which might just look acceptable in a 
bright window display, but which was far too 
overpowering for satisfactory viewing in normal 
domestic lighting.

The remote control was straightforward in 
design and worked well, providing channel 
change and control of contrast, colour saturation 
and volume, plus sound mute for when the 
'phone rings.

Style and Design
By no stretch of the imagination could this be 
called a neat or stylish set. It is enclosed in a 
large chipboard box a foot deep frnm front to 
back, covered with the ubiquitous light brown 
wood veneer finish (which fools no-one). It is 
about the same size as many much older-style 



models from the pre-slimline colour tube era, and 
users did not find it aesthetically attractive. The 
clock/timer feature was thought to be of limited 
usefulness. The most positive aspect of the 
installation was the remote control pad, which is 
the same size and shape as the unit supplied 
with the Mitsubishi VCR, and was praised for its 
simple layout and ease of use.

User Reactions-Technical Performance
One of the disadvantages of using a 26 inch 
screen, as opposed to a smaller one, is that all 
other things being equal, the picture will never be 
quite as bright and sharp-looking as one from a 
smaller tube. This is because the electron guns 
firing at the screen are only capable of supplying 
a finite amount of energy. It is rather like a cine or 
slide projector; the further away the screen and 
thus the bigger the picture, the less bright and 
sharp-looking the picture will become, partly 
because the energy from the lamp is more 
spread out, and partly because the amount of 
detail per unit area has decreased.

This particular receiver gave an adequately 
bright picture under domestic lighting, but was 
not capable of the same intensities at the same 
level of focus provided by the Philips or Bang & 
Olufsen receivers, and tended to defocus rather 
readily on highlights. The picture was reasonably 
detailed, tending towards softness rather than 
enhancement. Sound quality was considered to 
be mundane but not unpleasant, with the tone 
control set a little way back from maximum treble, 
but some buzz was noted on quiet passages. The 
performance of the remote unit was considered 
to be highly satisfactory.

Technical Inspection
Internally, the circuitry is contained on a number 
of panels which are interconnected by plugs and 
sockets. The set should be relatively easy to 
dismantle for repair, although the location of the 
clock panel is a little awkward to reach, on 
account of the considerable depth of the cabinet.

On tests, the EHT stability was average at 
6.4%, with a tendency for the width of the picture 
to change just perceptibly between bright and 
dark scenes. The video response check con
firmed the generally 'soft' nature of the picture, 
with the response falling smoothly and gently 
over the band 1.8-3.8 MHz. Chroma patterning 
on the black-and-white information was well 
down at 5%, though reaching 50% on some 
colour-bar transitions. Subjectively this was not 
normally perceptible at typical viewing distances.

The performance on a weak aerial input was 
good, but the decoder alignment was judged to 
be only fair, on the evidence of the display from 
the Philips PM5519 generator, which discloses 
decoder alignment errors as colour (or its 
absence) on a specially-generated test signal.

On the sound side, an electrical power of 
1 Watt across the Sohm speaker gave rise to an 
adequate 94dBA, measured at 12 inches from 
the speaker. The residual noise from the sound 
section was excessive at only -25dB unweighted, 
or -34dB after 'A' weighting. This was less 
audible than might be supposed, as it consisted 
elmost entirely of pulses at line frequency 
(1 5.625 kHz), which is only just inside the audible 
spectrum for many people and was not a fre
quency at which the loudspeaker itself was 
particularly sensitive. Frequency response was 
unremarkable at 125 Hz to 16kHz ±2dB, and 
likewise the 2.5% distortion level (including the 
HF pulses) at a quarter of the nominal output 
power.

Conclusions
This is not a particularly elegant or stylish 
receiver, but it gives a soft, easy-to-watch picture 
which many will find pleasing. The remote control 
works well and has an action which is quite easy 
to master. The sound quality is utilitarian but not 
unpleasant, though the level of background buzz 
on our sample was thought to be excessive.

TV Receiver Test Results MITSUBISHI C72606BM

Picture
EHT voltage: Zero beam current . .................22.0kV

Max beam current................... 20.6kV
Stability.......................................6.4%

Video response: 0.8MHz reference
1.8MHz..........................................82%
2.8MHz..........................................62%
3.8MHz......................................... 42%

Chroma on luma: Bar....................................................5%
Transitions: peak.......................... 50%

typical.............  . 20%
Weak signal performance.................................................good
Decoder performance......................................................... fair
Sound
Maximum output voltage (electrical)...........................8V p-p
Maximum electrical power.......................................... 1 Watt
Frequency response± 1 dB rel 1 kHz........ 125Hz 16kHz*
Residual noise: Unweighted.. ................. -25dB

Weighted..................................... -34dB(A)
Distortion at quarter power............................................. 2.5%
Maximum acoustic power at 30mm............................ 94dBA
Typical retail price............................................................£460
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Philips 797
Philips Electrical Ltd., City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 2QR. Tel 01-689 2166

This is a Swedish-made set in a simulated wood
grain case with a black plastic front panel. It 
bears the distinctive legend 'Hi-Fi' on a front 
panel near the top right hand corner.

Facilities
The tuner can select any one of twelve channels, 
which are tuned by a row of twelve presets in a 
tray which springs out from the front panel. 
Another tray immediately above this brings forth 
the channel change buttons, plus touch-control 
brightness, colour intensity and volume adjust
ments, and rotary controls for contrast, volume, 
bass and treble.

All these functions, with the exception of bass 
and treble but with the addition of speaker mute 
and function reset, are available from the remote 
control pad; the set may also be switched off to 
standby from the remote unit, and completely 
from the front panel. A headphone socket with 
optional speaker muting is provided, plus the 
unusual (but welcome) feature of a continuously 
variable brightness control of the LED channel 
indicator display.

User Reactions- Facilities
Brightness is definitely not the sort of variable to 
be consigned to the digital inexactitude of touch- 
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button controls. Of all the controls provided on a 
television, brightness is the one where a strong 
case may be argued for there being only one 
correct setting: which is where the darkest parts 
of the picture, transmitted at what video engineers 
call the 'black level', just cut off the tube bright
ness. This is a tricky adjustment at the best of 
times, and it is particularly difficult using touch 
controls.

The operation of the controls was almost 
invariably carried out using the remote unit, since 
the positioning of the main controls on the 
receiver is such that they can only be operated 
from a position uncomfortably close to the 
screen. Channel-changing was thought to be a 
mite sluggish, but the touch-controls worked well 
enough.

A green 'granny button' on the remote control 
pad provides a quick return to preset levels of 
volume, brightness and colour intensity, should 
the operation of the touch-buttons prove too 
overwhelming. It was thought that the colour 
intensity was preset rather too high, though this 
is to some extent a matter of personal taste; 
however unlike the B&O, for example, this preset 
could not be adjusted by the user, and switch on 
therefore required such balance adjustments to 
be made afresh each time.



Style and Design
The obligatory wood-grain finish covers a wood
chip cabinet less substantial than the Mitsubishi's, 
with a black plastic front escutcheon coming flush 
up to the sides of the cabinet. The red LED 
channel display is thoughtfully provided with a 
dimming control, while the tuning presets and 
operating controls are concealed from view.

It was felt that the controls on the receiver itself 
could have been better placed; spring flaps are 
fine for hiding occasional controls, but channel 
change is hardly one of them. The controls them
selves were very small and fiddly, and labelled 
by assorted Euroglyphics (the Western equi
valent of the Japanese hieroglyphics- broadly 
similar in some respects, but usually more com
plicated, being from The People Who Brought 
You The DIN Plug). The remote control was quite 
well received, though again a little fiddly to 
handle.

User Reactions-Technical Performance
One had begun to feel very depressed about TV 
sound after examining the first couple of 
samples: one round and one elliptical speaker of 
fairly trivial dimensions driven by very ordinary IC 
output stages of highly limited fidelity. So with a 
'Hi-Fi' label prominently displayed on the breast 
of the beast, one started with higher hopes for 
the Philips; these were not unrewarded.

Particularly noteworthy was the ability of the 
receiver to reproduce relatively clean and 
distinct bass notes at low or moderate volume 
levels. This is most uncommon in domestic 
television receivers, and in this respect the 
Philips was easily the best receiver in the survey. 
There was a slight tendency towards stridency at 
high volume levels, but generally the sound 
quality was very well-received.

Picture quality was also good, though less 
remarkable than the sound. The receiver was 
capable of a bright and well-focused picture, but 
it seemed to emphasise noise on transmission or 
recordings more than others, and the perform
ance on weak signals was judged to be rather 
poor, the colour-killer circuit not operating 
properly and producing a confetti-like effect on 
signals weak enough only for reasonably mono
chrome reception.

Technical Investigations
The bulk of the circuitry was contained on a 
single, vertically-mounted printed circuit board, 
mounted on a metal frame. For servicing, this 
panel hinges sideways like a door, pivoting clear 
of the cabinet and permitting very easy access 

for repair and adjustment. Subsidiary circuit 
boards are plugged into multi-way connectors, 
again for great ease of servicing.

EHT regulation was slightly below par at 7%, 
and the slightly over-enhanced noise may pos
sibly be accounted for by a rise in the video 
response at what might in an audio analogy be 
called 'the low end of the treble range', the 
1.8MHz gratings being reproduced at 120% of 
the level of the 0.8 MHz and 2.8MHz bars. Colour 
patterning was excessive at 40% amplitude on 
bars, and the decoder alignment was only fair 
(and that using a Philips generator, too!)

Sound gained excellent noise figures of -52dB, 
-55dB weighted, and gave a punchy acoustic 
output of 98dBA.

Conclusions
This receiver certainly provides sound repro
duction considerably better than average for a 
television receiver, though the term 'Hi-Fi' may 
require some downgrading to fit into a television 
context. Picture quality is reasonably good, but 
this is not a receiver for use in very difficult 
reception areas.

We understand that this particular model is no 
longer available, though Philips are planning 
further 'Hi-Fi' sets for the immediate future, and 
the elaborate 'videocentre' (photo p. 146) is based 
on this chassis and offers further improved 
sound quality.

TV Receiver Test Results PHILIPS

Picture
EHT voltage: Zero beam current........... .  24.0kV

Max beam current....................22.3kV
Stability . '...................................... 7%

Video response: O.BMHz reference
1.BMHz........... ...........................120%

2.SMHz........................................ 100%
3.SMHz..........................................60%

Chroma on luma: Bar................................................... 40%
Transitions: peak..........................60%

typical.......................40%
Weak signla performance............................................. fair
Decoder performance...........................................................fair
Sound
Maximum output voltage (electrical).......... ............. 8V p-p
Maximum electrical power........................................ 2 Watts
Frequency response ± 1 dB rel 1 kHz............. ?OHz, 13kHz
Residual noise: Unweighted........................................ -52dB

Weighted.......................................-55dB(A)
Distortion at quarter power.............................  3%
Maximum acoustic power at 30mm............................ 98dBA
Typical retail price...............................   . . £500 (if available)
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Sony KV2206B
Sony (UK) Ltd., 134 Regent Street, London W1. Tel 01-439 3874

This is a 22 inch colour television receiver with 
full teletext and remote control operation. A 
further Prestel-equipped version is also avail
able, using the same control pad.

Facilities
From the front of the receiver, all that is to be 
seen is the soft red channel indicator and on/off 
switch. In positions one to seven, a manually- 
preset broadcast signal can be received, while in 
the eighth the tube and loudspeaker respond to 
direct video and audio signals introduced by rear 
BNC and phono sockets. Output sockets carry
ing the tuner signal are also provided.

Behind a plastic flap are touch buttons for 
channel changing, colour, contrast and volume 
levels. There are also conventional rotary con
trols for brightness, volume level and tone 
(mainly top-cut). The remote control unit provides 
access to the teletext facilities as well as the 
usual functions.

User Reactions
Touch buttons are fine for changing channels, 
which is a nice clean digital function. When it 

comes to adjusting an analogue function in this 
'up-a-bit- down-a-bit-up-a-bit' fashion, the limita
tions of the format become evident. Touch 
buttons never seem to act as subtly as rotary 
controls, nor do they always operate as fast or as 
slowly as one might like.

Apart from this gripe, the controls were reason
ably laid out, and fairly clearly labelled, though 
why Sony should persist in calling 'picture' the 
control everyone knows as 'contrast' remains 
one of the mysteries of the Orient. The remote 
control was rather less of an ergonomic delight, 
with a multicoloured labelling system doing little 
to dispel the feeling that there is considerable 
room for improvement in the design of remote 
units. Teletext has never been the easiest of 
systems for which to produce a coherent control 
pad, and the proliferation of silly hieroglyphics 
here was no aid to enlightenment.

Style and Design
The cabinet is plastic throughout, with a distinctly 
unconvincing teak-style surround on the top and 
sides. The front of the cabinet bears a plastic 
escutcheon in a fairly drab but neutral grey.
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One unusual aspect of the Trinitron tube, used 
exclusively by Sony, is that the shape of the glass 
screen facing the viewer is different from other 
tubes. The tube is completely flat in the vertical 
plane, and appears to be curved slightly more 
than usual in the horizontal plane. This gives the 
receiver an unusual appearance, though it is 
neither distracting nor unpleasant.

User Reactions-Technical Performance
The picture was at first sight very sharp, with 
what appeared to be rather over-enhanced 
edges to objects. After a while some miscon
vergence was noticed distributed fairly evenly 
across the screen. Though slight, it was enough 
to be perceptible, particularly on black-and-white 
programmes, where slight coloured fringing 
could be seen. The focus of the picture. while 
never poor, was observed to be better round the 
edges of the screen than at the centre. This was 
particularly obvious on teletext information, 
which, being inherently very 'sharp', will reveal 
any display shortcomings mercilessly.

The sound was unexceptional, quite shrill
sounding on much material, but with consider
able ‘presence' at low listening levels. At higher 
volumes some bass unpleasantness was clearly 
heard, the limitations of the small (4") round 
loudspeaker making themselves uncomfortably 
apparent.

Our remote control sample did not work at all 
well; the unit had to be aimed very accurately at 
the set to work at all, and many instructions were 
ignored. We would be very surprised if a manu
facturer as reputable as Sony were to issue a unit 
with such a performance standard as the norm, 
so we take it that our sample was faulty. Never
theless, one should perhaps make a point of 
checking the operation of the remote unit in the 
shop if thinking of buying this receiver, just in 
case ours is not the only duff one.

Teletext displays were decoded correctly from 
a none-too-wonderful aerial installation in a 
rather hilly, multipath-prone area of town, so we 
would expect no particular problems in this area.
Technical Inspection
The chassis is unusually complicated by modern 
standards, with a sizeable number of preset 
adjustments and an internal construction offer
ing rather poor accessibility for repair.

EHT stability was better than average at 4.9%, 
while resolution up to 2.8MHz could scarcely be 
bettered at 100% all the way. The response at 
3.8 MHz was down to 50%. This confirms the 
sharp and detailed assessment of the picture in 

subjective tests. Colour patterning could have 
been less, with a residual level of 14% rising to as 
much as 50% on some transients. The picture 
geometry was very good, with scarcely any errors 
visible, although some convergence errors were 
noted.

On sound the receiver puts 1OV peak-to-peak 
maximum across a small round Goodmans 
speaker. corresponding to 1.5W of electrical 
power. On programme material a maximum of 
92dBA was recorded at 12" from the loud
speaker.

Conclusions
Assuming that our problems with the remote 
control are unique to this specimen. this receiver 
gives a good overall standard of performance 
marred by slight carelessness in setting up. 
Focus, convergence and colour patterning are 
likely to be improved by more careful adjustment 
prior to installation.

The very sharp picture proved initially fmpres- 
sive, though after a while it was thought to be a 
little too 'aggressive’ on some shots. Teletext 
worked well, but the sound quality was very 
ordinary, and disappointing alongside the 
picture.

TV Receiver Test Results SONY KV22068

Picture
EHT voltage: Zero beam current.............. A’.HkV

Max beam current....................vo-o-v
Stability. I ' !'

Video response: 0.8MHz reference
1.8MHz........................................ 100%
2.8MHz .100%
3.8MHz. ...........................50%

Chroma on luma: Bar   12%
irrinsiilaa'. pa.l,........................ 50%

typlr a................. 20%
Weak signal performance ..  good
Decoder performance . . good
Sound
Maximum output voltage (electrical) ......................1OV p-p
Maximum electrical power 1.5 Watt
Maximum acoustic power at 30mm............................ 92d8A
Typical retail price....................... £670 (£500 w/o teletext)
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OLYMPIC VIDEOS 
LTD.
OFFER YOU 

EVERYTHING YOU EVER DREAMED OF HAVING 
FROM A VIDEO CLUB

A once only payment of just £20 buys you life membership to

Olympic Videos Ltd Rental Club. Then choose from a catalogue of over 

1,000 titles and rent top films for just £5 per week.

* PLUS half-price films after every 10 rentals

* PLUS free film of your choice to keep forever after every 50 rentals

If you've ever thought of joining a Video Club then now is the time to pick 

up your pen and

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO

Olympic Videos ltd 

61 ALBION ROAD 
GREAT YARMOUTH 

NORFOLK
Tel: Gt Yarmouth (0493) 4133

Start making the move of your vid eo today



ToshibaC2295
Toshiba (UK) Ltd, .Toshiba House, Frimley Road,Frimley,Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JJ. Tel (0276) 62222

This receiver bears the legend 'Blackstripe', a 
Toshiba buzzword referring to the fact that the 
face of the screen is black between the coloured 
stripes which make up the picture, thus im
proving the contrast (so the tale is told).

Presentation
The receiver has the standard mock woodgrain 
cabinet and a black plastic escutcheon on the 
front, which includes a flap behind which the 
tuning and main controls are to be found; another 
smaller flap at the bottom conceals a headphone 
output socket.

The set has neither fully manual nor automatic 
tuning, but a rather strange, and as far as we 
know unique, cross between the two. There is 
only one tuning pot, and this has to be tuned in 
turn to each of the programmes you require, its 
setting being 'remembered' by pressing a 
'memory' button. If you haven't tuned the station 
in properly, the AFC locks in hard, though it was 
very slightly off-tune from the optimum position. 
This is a more compact arrangement than a set of 
presets, and certainly performed well, though 
whether it is actually superior to a more traditional 
arrangement is open to question.

Also behind the flap were the usual picture 
controls: unusually in this receiver the saturation 
(or'colour') control is not electronically ganged to 
the contrast control, so if you turn the contrast up 
you have to turn the colour up as well to retain the 
same relative colour intensity. There were also 
buttons for setting the clock, which worked on a 
24-hour format, and could be dimmed if required.

Technical Quality
Apart from slightly over-enhanced edges due 
entirely to the slight mistuning of the AFC circuit, 
this receiver gave a very pleasing picture, with 
good convergence and focus over the whole 
screen area. EHT stability was rather below 
average at 7.2%, and the sound quality was 
unremarkable, being rather boxy but not grossly 
unpleasant. Four crosshead screws need to be 
removed to gain access to the works, which are 
well laid-out and should present no servicing 
difficulties.

Unfortunately we were unable to complete our 
technical appraisal on this model as we managed 
to disable the power supply to the set during the 
tests (our fault, not Toshiba's!)

Conclusions
With a performance marred mainly by very slight 
misalignment, the Toshiba is likely to be a 
satisfactory receiver for day-to-day domestic 
use. The sound quality is unremarkable, but the 
picture is bright, steady and sharp. There are no 
operational hang-ups once the unusual tuning 
arrangement has been mastered.

Japanese television receivers have always 
tended to be more expensive than the home 
product, but have made up for this in terms of 
reliability and picture quality. If you are in the 
market for a 22 inch set, it would be worth 
comparing this receiver with the Ferguson 3765, 
which is considerably cheaper, and seeing 
whether the extra cost is justified for a digital 
clock and an only slightly better picture.

TV Receiver Test Results TOSHIBA C72295

Picture
EHT voltage: Zero beam current........  — 25.0kV

Max beam current....................23.SkV
Stability..........................................7.2%

Typical retail price..  £540
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Videocassettes
Despite carrying out a lot of work and testing 
dozens of cassette samples, it would be wrong at 
this stage to publish conclusive reviews of tape. 
That is we cannot give a clear recommendation 
for any one brand or type. Our tests have led us to 
the point where we now know what needs doing 
technically, and where we can accurately compare 
any two tapes. But this does not solve the 
problem of consistency. Without testing a large 
number of samples from different batches of 
tape over a long period we cannot be sure that 
the user will be getting the best product. And 
assuming that one does arrive at a strong 
recommendation, it is still possible that the 
manufacturer will be unable to maintain his 
standards if demand for a successful product 
rises.

To see why this is especially true for home 
video recorders one needs to remind oneself of 
the structure of tape and the mechanism of 
helical scan recording. Fig 1 shows that the bulk 
of tape is a Polyester base made by two or three 
large manufacturers for all the tape companies. 
Beta and VHS use approximately the same base 
thickness for all playing times (except, for the 
moment, the long play E240 VHS). We found that 
the base thickness did vary a little and that tape 
strengths varied slightly more. There were no 
mechanically weak tapes, and any well adjusted 
machine would work reliably with all the tapes 
tested. In other words, VHS and Beta machines 
are quite gentle on tape unless they are out of 
adjustment. (A maladjusted early JVC HR3300E 
was the roughest machine on tape and the most 
likely to damage them; in such a case a slightly 
stronger base has some advantage, but it still 
makes better sense to correct the machine fault

rather than rely on heavy duty tapes.)
Video tape performance can be divided into 

two categories: (a) consistency and lack of drop
outs (the blemishes which are the video equi
valent of scratches on film); (b) noise or con
tinuous grain superimposed on the picture.

A special feature of home video formats is their 
extraordinarily high recording density. This 
imposed unparalleled limits on tape cleanness, 
consistency, surface finish etc in manufacture 
and assembly. With film, 35mm wide stock is 
used for the best professional results, with 
16mm second best and8mm for home use. Thus, 
8 mm at one quarter the width will have approxi
mately one sixteenth the area: film grain and dust 
will therefore be roughly sixteen times more 
visible, other factors being equal. Similarly 
compact audio cassettes use tape at about one 
sixteenth the rate of studio open-reel recorders. 
Compared with the above, home VCRs consume 
tape at one-hundredth of that of a broadcast 
recorder; this extreme density of recording 
makes the magnetic signals on the tape minute.

Fig 2 shows a length of 'h" tape with the track 
length and angle drawn to scale for the Beta PAL 
format. This single track contains one colour 
image, as might be seen on a carefully adjusted 
still frame (lasting for 1/50 sec. in real time).

Fig 2. Beta video track, showing 1 mm blemish 
(enlarged).
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Videocassettes
Dropouts
We cannot draw the width of a single track to 
scale, as at only 30 microns (or under 1 /1 OOth of 
an inch) it would be too fine to print. Assuming 
there was a 1 mm circular blemish, here drawn as 
a black dot, this would appear as a band of 
interference across the TV screen, visible for 
over half a second. Clever electronics in all home 
VCRs attempt to conceal such drop-outs but they 
are never wholly successful. This then is a 
principal problem with home videotape, and the 
subject of our first range of tests.

An HR3300 VHS was kindly lent by JVC (UK) 
and set up with the various signal sources and 
lab instruments for dropout counting and noise 
measurement. The former measurements were 
made with the interesting JVC V0-3 E counter, 
linked directly to the replay chain of the VCR. If 
the signal from the video heads dropped to less 
than one-tenth of its normal value for more than 5 
microseconds, ie about 1 /1Oth of the visible TV 
line, the counter was activated. Measurements 
were taken over a period of four minutes and 
because there was such a wide variation be
tween the centre and the ends of a tape, we 
repeated the tests at the start (head), one-third, 
two-thirds distances, and at the tail. Although the 
tape manufacturers prefer to discount the first 
two minutes in dropout measurements, we did 
not, as users have not been instructed and do not 
expect to start their recordings two minutes into 
the tape.

Taking a random sample of five recently 
purchased JVC Et20 tapes gave us the results in 
the first section, Table 1. Our total measure
ments on all tapes gave us an average dropout 
figure of all tapes tested of 22 counts per minute. 
This enabled us to scale value judgements on 
the performance of samples, which showed a 
wide variation.

The two samples of TDK SuperAvi/yn EtBO 
were similarly tested with no less variation. Three 
short Akai E30s were tested, and although Akai 
are purported to obtain their tape from the same 
sources as JVC, their dropout averages were 
high. Two Ampex cassettes were samples pro
vided by Ampex for evaluation; their dropout 
counts were embarassing.

The three Memorex Et80s came out well, with 
the best averages of the group. We should 
hasten to add that the fact that Memorex (UK) 
had kindly lent us items of video test equipment 
had no relation to our good opinion of their tapes. 
11 is however possible that the fact that Memorex 
makes spot checks on their imported VHS 
cassettes has helped them weed out poor samples 

from their manufacturer.

Noise
For the noise tests we used a Shibasoku 925C, 
because this model is most often used by manu
facturers in Japan. In fact we found the 925C 
gave more optimistic measurements than either 
the Digitel orthe Rhode& Schwarz noise meters! 
There are several reasons for this which are 
outside the scope of these notes; but apart from 
the differences between the instruments, our 
eyes told us that the VCRs were all noisier than 
their specifications revealed (more on this later). 
Table 1 shows relatively small measured differ
ences which were nonetheless visible; in parti
cular the TDK and Ampex, at -43 and 42.5 
respectively, were visibly worse than the 
Memorex and JVC which were visually equal.

High Grade Tapes
In Japan, which is the prime well-informed 
market for home VCRs, there exists two grades of 
Beta and VHS cassette: Normal, and High Grade, 
the latter costing about 20% extra. This very fact 
supports our view that videocassettes are too 
variable. But to find out whether there are solid 
advantages in the High Grade idea we picked up 
a selection of such tapes during a recent visit to 
Tokyo. As can be seen from Table 3, on this small 
sample, high grade tapes were a cut above 
average. (This cut may be larger in Japan, where 
the standard tapes are generally inferiorto ours.)

This is not to say that individual samples of the 
standard product may not be as good, but rather 
that the expenditure of slightly more money 
could, in principle at least, give a better tape. 
Please note that these high grade tapes are not 
sold in Europe, so the wise user will have to look 
for consistency in his available tape purchase 
within the existing range of products at the 
moment.

More on noise
With all the tapes tested the noise looked worse 
than the figures indicated in the tables. One 
reason given in the Tech Intro earlier is the 
trick of noise concealment used in the VCRs: the 
technique whereby noise, together with fine 
detail, is suppressed in flat areas of the scene. As 
explained earlier, this noise remains visible on 
edges as a shimmering effect. We switched out 
the noise concealment circuits in our tape tests, 
and all the figures worsened by 3dB with the JVC 
HR3300 (to the non-technical: this is quite a lot).

Doing this still did not give a subjectively true 
figure for noise, as even without the noise 
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Videocassettes
suppressor the edges were still worse than the JVC E120
flat areas. We went on therefore and set up a Luminance noise= -43.5dB
special edge-noise test, and this turned out to be 
the most accurate indicator of picture noise so Sample Position on Dropouts/ Ratingfar. At last the eye and the instruments were in Tape Min.
agreement, and the visually inferior noise per- Head

40 mins
80 mins

formance of the Ampex and TDK samples was 
measureable. Edge-noise on a good VHS tape

1 12 *
9
6

V. Good
plus machine can be around -36dB and on a Tail 11
poorer combination --30dB. As both these — —
figures are on the lowerlimit of what is acceptable, 
even by the domestic user, one can see and now 
measure what is so often commented upon by

2 Head
40 mins
80 mins 
Tail

29 ’
18
18
32

Good

our panel of users.
3 Head 82

40 mins 48 Poor
80 mins 40

TABLE 1 Tail 35

4 Head 50 *
40 mins 24 Fair

Memorex E180 80 mins 31
Luminance noise=-43dB Tail 23

5 Head 48 *
Sample Position on

Tape
Dropouts/ Rating
Min. *

40 mins
80 mins

23
34

Fair

1 Head 22 V. Good
Tail 25

1 hr in 14
2hrs in 13
Tail 4 TDK Super Avilyn E180

2 Head
1 hr in

20 ■ V. Good
14

Luminance noise=-43dB

2hrs in
Tail

9
12 Sample Position on

Tape
Dropouts/ 
Min. Rating

3 Head 31 * Good 1 Head 185
1 hr in 15 1 hr in 77 V. Poor
2hrs in 23 2hrs in 82
Tail 13 Tail 28

2 Head 25
1 hr in 14 Good
2hrs in 21

AKAi E30 Tail 11
Luminance noise = -42dB

Sample Position on Dropouts/ Rating*
Min.

Ampex E105
Ipe Tape Luminance noise=-42.5dB

1 Head 83
Centre
Tail

88 Poor
53 Sample Position on 

Tape
Oropouts/ 
Min. Rating

2 Head 60 ' 1 Head 93
Centre 47 Poor Centre 47 Poor
Tail 55 Tail 58

3 Head 42 * 2 Head 238
Centre 34 Fair Centre 70 V. Poor
Tail 27 Tail 135
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TABLE 2 - High Grade Tapes

Luminance noise=-44dB
Maxell HG T120

Tape Position Dropouts/Mzn. Rating

Head 25
Centre 27 Good
Tail 21

National HG T120
Luminance noise=-43.5dB

Tape Position Dropouts/Mzn. Rating

Head 13
40 mins 13 V. good
80 mins 9
Tail 7

Tape Prices
VCR manufacturers' tape prices tend to be 
slightly higher than those of tape-only manu
facturers. Their products are often better, but as 
our tests show, not always. Someone with a 
particularly good product will often be in short 
supply, and will therefore not offer discounts. 
Bulk buying of a known and tested brand is the 
most reliable answer to low costs.

There are back street suppliers of imported 
VHS cassettes made in Taiwan and Singapore, 
sometimes loaded with tape in the UK. The 
samples of such cassettes which we have tested 
are not quite as dangerous as the more legiti
mate manufacturers would have us believe. But 
they were certainly very poor in terms of dropout 
and noise.

TOK HG T120
Luminance noise=-44dB

Tape Position Dropouts/Mzn. Rating

H ead 21
40 mins 8 V.good
80 mins 5
Tail 10
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CONCLUSIONS,BEST BUYS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Having lived with assorted VCR's for very many 
months now, I have to confess that I will not be 
particularly anguished by their degarture, unlike 
many of our panelists. Personally, I prefer real life 
to second-hand experiences such as television. 
And there are few programmes which stick in my 
mind as having had a momentous impact on my 
outlook or worldly development. Nevertheless 
occasionally there are things I would particularly 
like to see, so it would certainly be useful to have 
one around in the household (Landlord please 
note!) I suspect that my own requirements will be 
sufficiently few and far between for 'occasional 
access' to suffice.

It is quite interesting to observe how the 
attitudes of our panel of users developed during 
the course of their assessment of the various 
recorders. One user was a shift worker, normally 
at work from 6pm until well after midnight, and he 
found the ability to record popular viewing 
material from the previous night and view it 
during the afternoon such a delight that he will no 
doubt buy or rent a machine as soon as he can 
afford to. Despite being the least technically- 
inclined of our panel, he was astonishingly adept 
at figuring out exactly how each machine worked, 
and even what its little gremlins were, without the 
aid of an instruction book or any prompting from 
me.

Other users were more qualified in their 
enthusiasm, many noting difficulty in finding time 
to sit down and watch the programmes which had 
been duly recorded and stored for them by the 
apparatus. Many appreciated the child-pacifying 
effects of the machinery, building up small 
stocks of cartoons and similar material for 
children's entertainment as and when the need 
arose. One user found that having the machines 
around helped to awaken a dormant interest in 
TV production, and he is now carting video 
cameras around with him wherever he goes. 
Another user said that he wouldn't have one in 
the house, because he thinks he watches the box 
too much as it is, and that the VCR only makes 
temptation worse.

Reactions to individual machines developed 
over time, and some models went for re-runs if 
they had been among the first to arrive. As the 
tests proceeded, users became more critical of 
picture and sound quality, and more observant 
about the presence or absence of various 
facilities. Complaints ahoiit ergonomics anri 
general design also increased as time went on, 
indicating that familiarity with video machines 
per se does not necessarily offset the difficulties 
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arising from clumsy and ill thought-out layout and 
design.

As to the machines themselves, I still find 
myself remarking with wonder that the whole 
home video recorder business works at all. When 
you bring a videocassette machine into your 
house, you have in your hands a piece of 
apparatus much more sophisticated, and with 
mechanical parts working to much closer toler
ances, than probably anything else in your home. 
That it all works quite reliably is a considerable 
tribute to the amount of design effort which has 
gone into home video recorders. Every one of the 
machines we tested worked when it came out of 
the box, and even the worst samples produced 
pictures and sound of perfectly adequate quality 
for following the fortunes of Dallas or Crossroads.

Turning now to individual machines, we have 
decided not to label the reviews with' Best Buy' or 
'Recommended' flashes at this early stage in the 
video review game. This is not because we have 
no opinion to the effect that some machines offer 
better value for money than others - we do 
indeed, and our attitudes will be made clear in 
the notes which follow. We feel rather that we 
ought to withhold these particular accolades 
until we have refined our techniques of measure
ment, assessing our own assessments in the 
light of the work embodied in this book and any 
subsequent feedback. Furthermore, the market 
and its machinery is in such a state of flux that 
one necessarily and perhaps unfairly is often 
comparing models from different 'generations'.

Many publications are offering reviews of video 
equipment, though few take the trouble to check 
through many technical measurements because 
(a) if they did, their readers would most likely be 
none the wiser and (b) the necessary equipment 
is expensive and not very easy to get hold of. 
(Some merely reprint the manufacturers' specifi
cations at their face value') We hope that we have 
provided a reasonable amount of both objective 
and subjective assessment of the products - 
though in retrospect there are some video 
measurements we would have liked to carry out 
had there been time to construct (note, not buy) 
the necessary test equipment.

VCRs under £500

Ferguson 3V22 (VHS, around £495)
This is a straightforward machine, granny and 
chilri—riroof, with a one-shot eight-dRy timer and 
no-nonsense operation. Picture and sound was 
widely acceptable, though the tuner tends to 
suffer from misalignment. Best to check quality 



CONCLUSIONS.BEST BUYS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

before buying. Being one of the older models, it is 
now likely to be falling in price, but represents 
quite good value even at the price quoted above.

Hitachi VT SOOOE (VHS, obsolete)
This straightforward, slightly dated machine has 
a good performance and no major nasties. It is 
worth tracking down on the ex-rental or second
hand market as a machine which in terms of 
straight playback and recording does no worse 
than many new ones, though dropouts were 
rather noticeable. \
JVC HR 3300 EK (VHS, around £495)
This machine is virtually identical to the 
Ferguson 3 V22; indeed it is the 'parent' of quite a 
family of offspring, including many machines 
available with rental company brand names on 
them. The 3 V22 comments above apply generally 
to this series.

Sanyo VTC 9300P(Beta, around £395)
This is an exceptionally low-priced machine 
which gives rather below average pictures, but 
might nevertheless prove satisfactory to the less 
critical user for whom the price is the greatest 
attraction. The timer is highly rudimentary (one- 
shot, three days, fixed duration), but the tape 
counter is excellent. Also available at the same 
price is the slightly tarted-up VTC 9300PN; 
although nominally idential, we hear that some 
have found significant quality improvements, so 
this machine is certainly worth checking out.

Sharp VC 7300H (VHS, around £495)
This is a neat-looking front-loader with adequate 
performance, arguably the most stylish of the 
lower-priced machines. Technical performance 
and timer versatility is mundane, but light-action 
keys.replace mechanical controls.

VCRs from £500 to £600

Akai VS 9700E (VHS, around £540)
This is a basic machine with good picture and 
sound performance, but straight recording and 
playback only is provided. It is perhaps a little 
expensive, but a fine machine for the user who 
wants good quality reproduction without having 
to pay for all the trimmings.

Hitachi VT 8000E (VHS, around £525)
An up-to-date machine with touch controls, still 
frame and speed search, though only a basic 
nine-day timer. Very good performance for the 
price.

Toshiba V54708 (Beta, around £550)
Electrically identical to Bush models, this Beta 
machine gave a reasonable picture, though the 
sound quality was less well-liked. A seven-day 
three-option timer, full picture search and freeie- 
frame facilities put it in the category of good 
value for money.

VCRs £600 +

Grundig Video 2x4 Plus (V2000, around £645) 
Something of an interim design, this machine 
shows off the potential of the V2000 system well, 
though it is somewhat taxing ergonomically and 
seemed to give rather inconsistent performance 
from day to day. A worthy challenge to the 
Japanese, with refreshingly different styling.

JVC HR 7700EK (VHS, around £785)
A very sophisticated machine with all standard 
facilities and trick effects. Rather daunting for 
those with twinges of technofear, but all the 
facilities work well. Picture quality was no better 
than cheaper models, and Dolby sound gave 
some improvement. However, it is only for the 
pretty enthusiastic at this high price.

Mitsubishi HS 3008 (VHS, around £650)
This is a very competent machine well-liked by 
our users, with swift and accurate response to 
remote commands, and above-average sound 
quality. Speed search, still frame and slow 
motion available with excellent control logic.

Philips V2020 (V2000, around £675, but also 
discounted)
Ergonomically quite different from Japanese 
recorders, this one produced a mixed bag of 
reactions. It has original styling and good tech
nical performance, with a useful 'go to' search 
facility, but is felt to be a little expensive for what 
is offered.

Sharp VC7700H -(VHS, around £650)
A stylish front-loader, but it gives the impression 
of being a souped-up 7300H rather than a 
sophisticated machine in its own right. No speed 
search, but variable speed playback and good 
stills are available. The remote control receiver is 
rather bulky. Rather expensive at the above 
price, it is worth considering if shopping around 
knocks off a significant amount.

Sony C7 UB (Beta.around £650)
Thislarge battleship-grey machine was liked for its 
solid feel and gave the best Beta picture around.
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Sound was acceptable, remote control fairly 
straightforward, but the still frame rather poor. It 
is very good value if the above price is signifi
cantly discounted.

Finally, a little rummage around the technical 
measurements, tabulated in the comparison 
chart. Subjectively, the best picture came from 
the Sony and Grundig, the best sound from the 
Mitsubishi (also good picture). Other good 
picture quality came from the Toshiba, the Sharp 
7700, the Philips, the Grundig, both Hitachi 
models, the Akai, and the up-market JVC 7700. 
Some reservations remained concerning the 
JVC 3300/Ferguson 3 V22 model, the Sanyo, and 
the Sharp 7300.

Most of the machines produced sound to 
which fairly uncritical TV viewers would not 
normally object. The machines which were rated 
poorest in this respect, the Grundig and the 
Toshiba, may well perform quite adequately for 
your requirements, and you should make a point 
of listening carefully to see how acceptable you 
find the sound if you are thinking of buying one of 
these models.

For those particularly sensitive to wow and 
flutter, the best machines in this respect were 
the Philips, the Mitsubishi and the Sony. And if 
pressed we would say that the latter two machines 
are probably our favourites overall from the VHS 
and Betamax camps respectively. With the V2000 
format, the Grundig shows off the 'trick-frame' 
performance well, but the Philips has an appeal 

which grows on one when its unusual layout and 
ergonomics have been mastered. We would cer
tainly not write off either of these machines as a 
lost cause simply because this is at present the 
third most popular format in the UK.

COLOUR CAMERAS AND PORTABLE VCRs
The first point to be made again here Ts that 
cameras and portable VCRs do not, so far as we 
can discern, have a clearly defined use, unlike the 
mains VCR. From our limited sample, where the 
truest colour pictures at reasonable cost are 
needed, the Philips V200 camera provides just 
that, with a high sensitivity good zoom lens with 
close-up (macro) feature and efficient auto white 
balance. In operating principle it is the only 
model reviewed with the classic three tube and 
prism colour splitter found in broadcast colour 
cameras, and the results are justified where the 
lack of battery operation and awkward hand-held 
operation can be accepted: on a tripod it is 
alright.

Where battery operation and hand-held or 
shoulder operation is required, the Sony HVC- 
3000P had far and away the strongest mix of 
technical performance and operator acceptance: 
in appearance and features it imitates the bigger 
brothers used in broadcasting for news gathering. 
The colour processing principle used may not 
please the theoretician, but at first acquaintance 
this does not matter. In the long term, such a 
design is harder to adjust and repair when 
compared with the Hitachi range, but we expect 
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that its virtues will outweigh that fact. A rather 
more negative factor is that this handiest of 
cameras is married to the least handy portable 
VCR; the Sony SL-3OO0. This heavyweight 
machine is at least sturdy and gives good 
recording quality.

Although we were unable to do the technical 
measurements, subjectively the Sanyo 545P 
provides very close competition for Sony's 3000 
camera, at a roughly comparable price.

Topmost marks for total colour camera per
formance and versatility must go to the Sony 
DXC-1BOOP, but this is only relevant to those 
willing to fork out the three-fold price difference 
between this industrial model and its consumer 
competition.

The neatest combination of performance and 
convenience in a portable VCR was found in the 
Hitachi VT-7000E,even if the accompanying 
VK-C750 camera did not rate too well. However 
Hitachi has the widest range of colour cameras in 
the broadcast, industrial and consumer cate
gories of any manufacturer. The VK-C500 which 
we reviewed is clearly no longer representative of 
Hitachi's state of the domestic art and illustrates 
the rapid rate of improvemeni in cameras (et also 
Sony 2000 vs 3000). Its replacement the VC- 
K770 is now being supplemented by a saticon 
VC-KBOO model at under £800.

For those wishing to use rather than entertain 
and impress, black and white cameras should not 
be ruled out. We tested the little Sanyo VC 1400, 
it was quite sharp, had low lag, high sensitivity, 
low weight, and much the lowest cost. Where 
simple activities have to be recorded, such a 
camera is much less bother to use. And when 
pictures are needed in hostile lighting conditions 
a black and white camera is less distracting than 
any colour camera.

TELEVISION RECEIVERS
Turning now to the television receivers, it was 
pleasing to note that the development of more 
adjustment-free sets (as described in the 
Technical Introduction) has led to a more uni
formly high standard of performance. Most of the 
defects which we noted were minor, but it is 
important to point out that for the most part they 
could have been corrected by slight adjustments 
internally - to focus or convergence controls, or 
occasionally to tuned circuits in the receiver or 
the colour decoder parts of the set.

What this means is that the ultimate quality of 
picture and sound is still very much at the mercy 
of the skill with which the receiver has been 
adjusted, and also how stable these settings 
remain after a period of time. With the average 
period between service calls lengthening as 
each new design comes out, it is all the more 
important for the analogue performance of the 
receiver to remain stable for a long period, since 
previously a slight 'tweak'here and there just to 
restore optimum focus or colour balance would 
have been part and parcel of a normal service 
call.In the early days of colour television, it was 
not uncommon to have three service calls a year; 
nowadays, once in two or three years is more 
usual.

So there is no such thing as a 'greenish' model, 
or a set for people who prefer 'pastel' colours. A 
properly designed colour receiver will be 
capable of giving exactly the same colour repro
duction as any other properly designed and 
adjusted receiver. But looking at the ghastly 
displays of picture in rental company windows 
(no names, no pack drill), one fears that very few 
dealers in the mass rental market have show
room staff who are capable of manipulating even 
the brightness,colour and contrast controls 
correctly (never mind the fancy controls inside). 
For their benefit, and for anyone else who wants 

.to have a go, this is how to set a colour TV up.
Start by turning the colour control to minimum, 

and turn the contrast control down until the 
picture is very faint (turning the brightness con
trol up so that you can still see it). Now adjust the 
brightness control so that the darkest parts of the 
picture are just black. Leave it in this position, 
and turn the contrast control up until the picture 
is sufficiently bright for your taste.

Do not over-advance the contrast control, 
because a protection circuit known as the 'beam 
limiter' may come into operation to prevent bright 
pictures overstressing the tube and other high- 
voltage components. The effect of this circuit is 
to reduce the contrast on bright scenes, while
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letting it run riot on very dark scenes, which 
produces an unnatural and unpleasant effect. 
The best setting for the contrast control is well 
back from the point where the tube begins to 
defocus on the bright parts of the screen.

To recap then - turn the contrast right down, 
adjust the brightness so that the dark parts of the 
picture are just black, then turn the contrast up 
(but not too much) to get a reasonable picture 
under subdued domestic lighting. Excessive 
settings of contrast or brightness will wear the 
tube out before its time. To make fine adjust
ments, use the brightness control to set the 
brightness of the dark parts of the picture, and 
the contrast control to set the brightness of the light bits.

Now that you have got a satisfactory mono
chrome picture (with the colour control turned 
right down) you can check three things quite 
easily. First of all you may notice coloured fringes 
round objects, particularly those round the 
edges of the screen. This is known as mis convergence, so-called because it arises when 
the three red, green and blue pictures fail to 
converge exactly on top of each other. Normally 
this should be only just noticeable at normal 
viewing distance.

The second thing to look for on the mono
chrome picture is whether or not it is actually 
black-and-white, or whether some parts of the 
picture (usually the dark areas) have a residual 
tinge. If they do, the colour reproduction will be 
slightly out, particularly in the dark areas. If you 
do notice a coloured tinge to the black-and-white 
picture,the phrase to impress your TV engineer 
with is 'poor grey-scale tracking'. He may think 
you are an insufferable know-all, but at least he'll 
know what to do!

Thirdly, you may notice slightly discoloured 
patches in certain areas of the screen. This is 
called 'impurity' and arises from residual 
magnetism being collected by the shadowmask 
plate inside the tube. This can be cured by 
demagnetising the set using a special coil, and is 
a job for a technician.

Having got the black-and-white picture right, 
the next step is to advance the colour control to 
get the amount of colour you require. Again this 
control should not be overadvanced-there were 
people in the early days of colour (and there are 
probably some still around today) who took the 
view that having paid dear for a colour set and 
licence they were going to make sure they got 
their money's worth, and turned the colour up as 
far as it would go. The effect of this is to destroy 
all the pastel shades and make everything a lurid 
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red, green or blue. The correct setting may be 
determined by the purist aided with a magnifying 
glass.

If you look at the testcard, you will see that the 
girl is wearing a red dress. Take a magnifying 
glass, and inspect the screen where it is showing 
the dress. With the receiver set to monochrome, 
you will notice strips or dots of red, green and 
blue evenly illuminated. As you turn the colour 
up, the red dots or strips will get brighter and the 
green and blue dots will get dimmer. The correct 
setting for the colour control is just at the point 
where the blue and green strips or dots are 
extinguished. If the control is advanced beyond 
that point, some of the subtlety of the colour will 
begin to be lost.

In summary, the receivers which we tested 
were all capable of a creditable picture when 
carefully set up. Some may find the Sony's 
picture a little too sharp, and the B&O will 
outperform the Philips on a very weak and noisy 
signal.The best sound came from the Philips, 
with the B&O a close second and the others 
trailing behind with mundane if not objectionable 
quality. The Ferguson is far and away the 
cheapest of the sets, and comes out very well 
from our inspection nonetheless.

Philips Video Centre: an attractive Swedish design using a similar TV section to the 79 7, but further improved sound, a VCR, and a monitor.
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As with radio tuners, a set can only be as good 
as the signal it receives. The best place for a set
top aerial is usually the dustbin, unless you live 
close to a transmitter and there is an unobstructed 
path from the aerial to the transmitting mast. 
Otherwise, a roof-mounted aerial of the correct 
type, lined up accurately towards the transmitter, 
is a necessity.

POST SCRIPTUM

On our tests
There is a feeling amongst both TV engineers 
and the public that broadcast television tests and 
specifications are esoteric rituals designed to 
amuse technical staff when the station is off the 
air. Nothing could be further from the truth! All 
the original parameters for picture quality were 
based on the reactions of normal viewers in 
good, but not exceptional viewing conditions. 
I ndividual pieces of the television transmission 
chain may look good on paper and to the eye, but 
taking the whole chain from camera to viewers 
screen, there are a dozen or more links which 
introduce distortions which add up to a real loss 
in quality to the ordinary, non-technical viewer.

The worst offenders are still the video re
corders. Despite their £50,000 price tag, the 
double or triple copying needed for certain 
productions produces blurred and streaky 
colours (particularly bright reds).

I magine you take a portable VCR and camera 
on holiday and shoot a total of three hours of 
tape. Unless you are hopelessly self indulgent 
you will admit that fifteen or twenty minutes are 
worth keeping. You cannot cut these good bits 
out with scissors (as is the case with home cine), 
so you edit them by transferring the selected 
passages onto a new 30 minute tape, possibly 
adding titles as you go {this operation needs a 
second VCR with special features).

Now your aged aunt in Australia asks to see a 
photograph of the children. Doing one better, 
you re-hire the second VCR used for your editing, 
and copy the complete thirty minutes onto a third 
cassette.

You now have a 'third generation' tape in TV 
jargon, because it is a copy of a copy of an 
original. Such editing and copying is normal in 
broadcast television, and one can often see the 
blurred colours that come from doing this work 
with a slightly maladjusted studio video recorder. 
No home video recorder made so far will do what 
we described above without such severe distor
tions that even the failing eyesight of the aunt will 
be offended. Some carefully selected machines 

with very carefully selected tapes might just get 
away with it, but not reliably, for long.

And yet, using the expensive Shibasoku noise 
measuring set, which is the industry standard for 
Japanese home VCR manufacturers, the 
measurements we obtained on domestic 
machines are on a par with the £50,000 broad
cast machines.This should in theory allow for 
several generations of copying. But the eye tells 
us that one recording is visibly deficient, and 
that copying gives quite bad results. This fact 
spurred us on to find measurements which would 
give the reviewer and the user yardsticks which 
agree with the eye. We can now relate our 
measurements to what the viewer might call the 
' fuzz factor.

As viewer awareness develops,this 'fuzz factor' 
of current VCRs will become an increasingly 
important issue; after which I expect the manu
facturers will start improving their VCRs in this 
key area.

With cameras measurements are easier. The 
conventional though not necessarily easy tests 
for sharpness, sensitivity in low light levels, 
colour accuracy etc, which are applied to all 
professional cameras, can and should be used to 
guide the would-be-purchaser through the mine
field of manufacturers' claims. We have been 
disappointed at how few objective measure
ments are attempted by the many home video 
journals now on the market.On a more practical 
level, as we have seen, neither the manufacturers 
nor the magazine reviewers have come clean on 
just how difficult it is to get decent pictures in the 
normally lit domestic room. Additional lighting of 
the kind developed for home cine to the tune of at 
least one thousand watts of quartz iodine bulbs 
is needed.

VCR Features
Operationally almost all reasonable features 
likely to be needed are distributed among the 
various machines offered. Bearing in mind the 
large storage capacity of the medium (from 3 to8 
hours maximum), the ability to locate a pro
gramme is a feature worth paying extra for, 
particularly if the owner wishes to put all twenty 
parts of an Open University series onto one tape.

The most often missed feature is an easy to set 
timer. It is not just the non-technical who had 
trouble with machines like the Grundig ... As one 
who has had to design multiple on-off switches 
for institutional off-air recording, I can vouch for 
the fact that there is much room for improvement 
here.
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Which format is best?
This is a common question which no one wants to 
tackle: it is much easier to talk individual features 
than to attempt to assess the fundamental merits 
of the three contenders. Despite the reviewers' 
wish to sit on the fence, it needs to be 
remembered that the tapes themselves could 
well cost more than the machine in the end, so a 
decision made now is likely to lock the owner 
onto a tape format which he may not wish to 
afford to change for a long time, despite several 
changes of machine.

The Philips/Grundig V2000 system had the 
most advanced features including the longest 
cassette playing time, the best slow motion, and 
potentially the best sound and picture quality. 
However both Philips and Grundig are behind 
the Japanese in the exploitation of their ideas: 
some features which were intended to be unique 
are already found in VHS and Beta models! Also, 
the European and American manufactured cas
settes used in the V2000 series machines are 
generally inferior to those made in Japan for Beta 
and VHS, which has put a real, if perhaps unfair, 
handicap on the system. Other handicaps are the 
lack of a battery portable (Grundig have sug
gested there's not too long to wait) and the lack 
of pre-recorded programmes (there are signs 
that these are now becoming available in 
quantity). So being potentially best has not so far 
been good enough. And while wishing the 
Europeaneffort well, one just wonders whether it 
will be out-manoeuvred by the competition.

Of the other two, Betamax is technically best, 
with its larger scanner and very well controlled 
tape path. Our user-panel generally confirmed 
that the Sony Cl Betamax gave the best pictures 
so far on a home machine (with the Toshiba not 
far behind). However even this does not get us 
away from the fact that Sony with their Beta 
format have, for once, been out-manoeuvred by 
the rival group led by Matsushita (JVC and 
Panasonic), their VHS format being adopted by a 
larger grouping of political and manufacturing 
weight. This has the inevitable consequence that 
VHS has the largest PAL (ie UK playable) 
catalogue of pre-recorded tapes.

In the future
Mains VCRs will give less fuzzy pictures with 
better tapes - possibly including metal formula
tions. Hopefully there will be improved timers 
that even the non-engineer can set. Facilities for 
quick and easy programme location will be 
further developed, and if the Philips/Grundig 
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Funai/Technicolour lightweight portable

Sony's suggested camera/recorder format

camp really get organised, their DTF system 
should permit useful single frame recording, or 
animation features.

Portables are unlikely to get much smaller or 
lighter using the present three formats, but the 
new Technicolour minirecorder based on a very 
small 30 minute V.-inch tape is the forerunner of 
several portable alternatives to the home time
shift VCR formats. Another development in the 
portable field is now on sale in Japan, as the 
Sharp VC2000, in the form of a battery/mains 
VHS recorder with built-in timer and tuner, the 
battery option allowing occasional use in the 
field. With its 39 x 30 x 15cm dimensions and 
8.8kg all-up weight it is no worse than some 
stereo portable radio cassettes. (Available Nov 
'81 as VC2300 in UK, priced at £570.)

Cameras will progress in the direction of higher 
sensitivity, with reduced image stick, or lag, so 
that recording under domestic lighting condi
tions will be possible. This is almost available



VHS is already far and away the worid's 
favourite home video system.

^Our VHS recorders owe their superb picture 
quality to their quartz-locked, clirect-drive 
video cylinder motor and rugged aluminium 
diecast ch^is. A design combination born of 
the Matsushita group's matchless experience 
in the demanding fields of audio components 
and TV studio equipment.

Now the NV-7000, with a compact 
new motor and chassis, raises performance and 
flexibility to new heights. While taking up 
even Jess space than its predecessor.

It can be programmed to make up to eight 

separate recordings on the same or different 
channels. Up to 14 days ahead.

The remote control supplied with the 7000 
commands twelve different functions. Including 
scene seek. (Press the cue and review button 
and you can scan a tape backwards or forwards 
at nine times normal speed).

You can also flip through a tape at double 
speed to reach the action. Then slow it down 
to half-speed. Freeze it. Advance the picture 
frame by frame.

The 7000 has a 12-channel preset electronic 
tuner. Dolby^ noise reduction. Feather-touch 
electronic switches that enable you to instantly 

change from. say, rewind to play without 
pushing the 'stbp' button.

In fact. this is the smartest, most sophisti
cated video recorder we’ve ever offered for 
your home.

But don’t take our word for that. Go along 
to your Panasonic dealer and see for yourself.

Any video recorder sets 
a family free from TV time
tables. But you're clearly 
better off with a Panasonic.

HomeVideo Recorder
ll Panasonic

Just slightly ahead of our time.
Panasonic, National and Technics are brand names of Matsushita Electric.

TVpkturesitmulaled 
Recordingandplayback 

of material mayreqoireconsent 
SeeCopynghlAci 1956 

'Oolbyanddouble^D 
symbol are tradenarks 

ofDolbylaboralones

For further details please contact: National Panasonic (U.K.) Ltd., 300/318 Bath Road,Slough,Berks. SL1 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.



I f some Japanese speakers sound a little oriental 
in tone, its not that they're any less well engineered 
than their European counterparts but simply because 
they’re tuned to different tonal' values. What sounds 
ideal in Japan however can sound rather off-key to ri 
European ear and vice versa; which is why Sony have 
taken the rather unusual step of building their 

loudspeakers in Europe and tuning them to the ears 
of a European listening panel, rather than those of a 
Japanese engineer

The result is a tonal balance of which any European 
loudspeaker wrn ilrl he proud, looether with an 
enviable level of engineering, designed to optimise 
sound performance and not merely flatter the eye .



The vital difference 
between Sony 

and Japanese speakers.

I n our SS-G series all three cones are "plumb-in- 
line"so that the sound waves travel the same distance to 
the ear, thus minimising phase distortion.

An acoustic grooved baffle absorbs unwanted 
waves and gives a clearer, cleaner sound, while specially 
designed stands reduce "floor boornr, and position the 
high frequency units at their ideal level, ear height.

Last year the Audio Press gave our SSGl Mkl 
some highly favourable reviews against some of the 
world's best models. Were sure they’ll find our SSGl
Mkl l and SSG4D as impressive.SQNY.Tuned to European ears

Demonstrations and further information at Sony Showroom, 134 Regent Street, London Wl.



★ ★Videos nowauiilableiM

IEALTH FARM

This film was made by
John Lindsey. As most people know 
John only makes movies that give you 
the real thing.

Health Farm. Price £55
★ ★★★★★ special notice ★★★★★★★

/Trailer Video Only£7.5O

As there are a lot of videos being sold that are not 
what they claim to be I have decided to sell a 30
minute 
some

cassette showing clips from 
of my films so you know

that you will not be conned. This cassette will 
help you to buy the video that appeals to ;you with 
-out too much expense as this cassette will only 
cost you £7.50. If you decide you want a full 
length video send this cassette with your order 
and I will allow you the full amount back.

ORDER 
FORM

a at my shop 
V^/-439^ All cheques. postal orders etc. to be made payable to TABOO FILMS and sent direct to 

37 BERWICK STREET. LONDON WlA 4NN.

Please use block capitals. I am over 18 years of age

Name

Address

Post Code

IMPORTANT: You must state the type of tape required V.H.S. | | BETAMAX | |
I kalth Farm al £55 ID Trailer Vlt.Jeu al L/.50 I I Total Îe

WARNING This product is genuine adult material, all minors prohibited from viewing under any conditions. World copyrights are reserved,
public showing prohibited. VT

wo cm m m ■

I

I
I
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Hitachi (top) and Matsushita mini-formats.

with the Sony DX 1800 industrial camera, but of 
course the price is not feasible for most private 
individuals. The sensitivity of this Sony camera is 
a result of its Saticon tube. Such tubes are 
already offered as an alternative in certain 
Japanese home-price cameras. For example, in 
Japan the Sharp XC-1P costs around £300, while 
its XC-1S Saticoy-tubed version is around £350. 
Neither are available in Europe yet, but Hitachi 
(the inventors and proprietors of the Saticon 
tube) will probably be first in the UK with a home 
Saticon camera, having announced the VC-K800 
to the trade in May 1981) followed possibly by 
JVC and others during 1981 and 1982. I expect 
less from the much-vaunted solid state (CCD) 
camera, because I think the tube camera will 
progress during the next few years, getting 
smaller, lighter and more sensitive, thus staying 
ahead of the fundamentally more attractive solid 
state sensor. However, low power consumption 
remains a powerful incentive to develop CCDs.

I n the near future the video enthusiast will be 
treated to System TV, equivalent to unit audio, 
where colour display monitors of various sizes 
will be matched by tuners, VCRs, video mixers, 
caption generators, and other desirable 
accessories.

Sharp's mains/battery VC2300, available Nov '81

Hitachi VC-K800 offers a saticon tube for £800.
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TVgames

Ten years ago, if you had asked someone to explain a television game to you, the chances are that they would have started discussing TV shows like'The Golden Shot' or 'Take Your Pick'. Ask the same question today and you'll probably hear words like 'Space Invaders' or Atari and lntellivision. These are not television quiz shows, but sophisticated, electronic interactive video games. The TV game today is one of a host of electronic systems taking part in the so-called video revolution, a revolution so significant that it is completely changing the public attitudes towards the domestic television receiver.The TV set today is no longer restricted by programme schedulers,Video cassette recorders can 'time shift' transmitted programmes to more convenient times. The latest feature films are now available on pre-recorded cassettes, often costing little more to purchase outright than taking a family of four to the cinema. Powerful data banks can now display their contents via transmission systems like Teletext and Prestel. In the last year or so,potent home computers allow anyone with enough cash to become a computer 'expert' in the comfort of their own home. All of these machines owe their public acceptance to an ingenious development first devised in the late sixties: the TV game.The TV game is basically a simplified computer, wherein the program or game has been built into the computer during manufacture. The patterns (or graphics) that make up these games are generated by a series of microchips. To put them into a form acceptable by the domestic television receiver they are fed to a device known as a modulator, which converts the signals into high frequency radio waves suitable for insertion into the TV receiver's aerial socket.The latest generation of TV games use the ubiquitous microprocessor chips to create games of even greater complexity;Two of the most recent machines even allow the user access to the microprocessor via a typewriter keyboard. With just a few hours instruction it is possible for users to write their own new games. These developments tend to overshadow the short but eventful history of the domestic TV game which has been with us for just eight years.The story so farThe true roots of the TV game can actually be traced right back to the early sixties. A young ytaduale student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology named Steve Russell devised a computer program called Spacewar. Details of 154

the program soon reached computer programmers working on industrial and commercial computers. Conservative estimates at the time reckoned that several million dollars worth of computer time was lost by programmers playing Spacewar on their employer's machines between 1962 and 1966.The first attempt to use a TV receiver for a television game display was in 1967. A gentleman called Ra!ph Baer developed the first fully interactive TV game whilst working for a company called Sanders Associates. The game was quite sophisticated by today's standards, but the available technology couldn't justify a mass produced version at a realistic price. Baer's game was finally developed by one of America's largest TV manufacturers, Magnavox. The first public demonstration came in 1972 when Magnavox launched the Odyssey game. It was quite crude compared to modern games, but it gained immediate public acceptance, despite Magnavox's claim that it would only work on their sets.A couple of month's prior to the Magnavox launch, another small company called Atari had demonstrated the first coin operated TV game, in a bar called Andy Capp's in Sunnyvale, California. Within two days of the machine being installed the owner of the bar had complained to Atari that the machine had broken down. An engineer was dispatched. Unable to find a fault with the electronics he checked the coin box mechanism; it was jammed full of coins!Magnavox had the domestic TV game market pretty much to themselves for four years. In 1976 the Scottish plant of General Instruments (one of America's largest semiconductor manufacturers) announced a device that was to revolutionise the TV game market. This device was a microchip designated AY38500. It was the very first single chip TV game. Prior to the GI chip the electronics used to generate a TV game had consisted of dozens of seperate chips. The AY38500 was able to generate six separate games, now familiar to most of us as the ball and paddle versions of Soccer, table tennis, squash, solo and two shooting games. Almost overnight, hundreds of small companies sprang up to manufacture TV games. Companies like Magnavox, relying on obsolete technology, were effectively cut out of a very lucrative market.The GI chip dominated the market for a couple of years until another semiconductor manufacturer, Fairchild, developed the proQrammahle TV game in 1978. Now, for the first time, the TV game market began to stabilise. The programmable TV game meant that a game would not



TVgames

become obsolete as soon as a new game ap
peared. Instead the game was sold in two parts: 
the master console, which contained all of the 
circuitry needed to generate a TV picture and 
sound effects; and the game cartridge, which 
contained all of the information to make up the 
graphics for each game. In theory all a TV game 
needed was a constant supply of new cartridges 
to remain forever up to date.

Poor marketing strategy by Fairchild and some 
quick thinking by the Atari company led to a new 
game, programmable of course, being launched 
by Atari with some substantial backing from 
Warner Brothers (now Warner Communications). 
The Atari Video Computer System is now the 
most popular programmable TV game on both 
sides of the Atlantic but even that could change 
with the recent launch of a new game called the 
Mattel Jntellivision, the fourth generation of TV 
games.

The ground work for the fourth generation was 
laid by Philips with a machine called the G-7000. 
This was an undistinguished programmable TV 
game, but it did have one important bonus: it 
allowed the user access to the microprocessor 
inside the games console via a keyboard. Philips

made one crucial error with the G-7000: they 
used a rather complicated computer language 
known as Hexadecimal. Few people outside the 
computer industry could ever hope to become 
familiar with the machine, but the potential of 
such a system was immediately recognised by 
Mattel, one of the largest multinational toy com
panies.

The only other likely game in the programm
able group is our own Rowtron machine. This was 
only launched a few months ago, but the range of 
cartridges already exceeds that offered for the 
Philips game. From the point of view of game 
content the Rowtron also scores highly, most of 
the games being based upon the ability to think, 
rather than react quickly. At £69.95 this could 
become the best sub £100 game available.

The only other game worth serious consider
ation is of course the Mattel /ntellivision. There 
are some 20 different cartridges available at the 
moment, each one being several times better in 
terms of graphics and playability than compar
able Atari games. The rather restrictive price tag 
of just under £200 is likely to drop in the near 
future. With the addition of a computer keyboard 
and a few hours of tuition it can become a 
powerful minicomputer, while still costing less 
than computers of comparable ability.

Specialist games
Though we have tended to look only at the pub or 
arcade type TV games, it is as well to know that 
there are one or two specialist TV games that are 
beginning to make their presence felt. The first 
and most obvious is the Space Invader game that 
has taken over public bars up and down the 
country. The game is felt to be so compelling that 
one company has developed a purely dedicated 
Space Invader game from one of their mini
computer systems. The company in question, 
Tangerine Computers Ltd, employ one of their 
highly successful Microtan computers in a dedi
cated role. If the game should ever pall the unit 
can be easily converted back into a computer.
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The second of the specialised games is the 

chess computer developed by Optim Games Ltd. 

This machine is similar to the many chess com
puters now on the market, except that it displays 

the board directly onto the TV screen. This 

machine is really only of interest to confirmed 

chess enthusiasts, as the chess cartridge for the 

Atari TV game is almost as powerful and provides 

a machine with greater versatility for about the 

same cost.

Before we leave the super-dedicated game 

altogether, a few quick words on the current 

craze surrounding the pub and arcade games 

might no come amiss. Most of the coin-operated 

TV games use a similar setup to the lntellivision 

game, in that they employ a powerful micropro

cessor to do all the work. Before Intell/v/s/on was 

launched the arcade games had a virtual monop

oly on high resolution graphics. This situation 

has now changed, and. it has become apparent 

that the threat posed by lntellivision has led 

arcade game manufacturers to look towards 

even more powerful computers. There are how

ever practical and financial limitiations that pre

vent arcade games from progressing muchfurther. 

Already predictions from the US point out that 

the next generation of TV games will depend to a 

greater degree on the skill and imagination of the 

software engineers. These battles to develop 

games with even more sophisticated graphics 

will inevitably lead to spin-offs in the domestic TV 

game sector, so it is possible thatthe days of the 

pub and arcade games are numbered. Which will 

at least offer some relief to those who believe 
that a pub is a place for drinking, not fighting 

intergalactic space battles.

Future trends

A fifth generation of TV game is already making 

its way across the Atlantic. Frontrunner is un

doubtedly the Imagination machine from Ohio 

Scientific. Themaindifference betweenthisand 

the previous generation is the change of em

phasis in marketing strategy. The technology, 

now well established, holds few surprises. Imagin

ation relies solely on the fact that it is first and 

foremost a computer. The game side of its nature 

can be seen on the two hand controllers which 

sport a pair of joysticks. It is a rather sobering 

thought that the computer, once held in awe by 

the general public, is now sold as a TV game.

Predicting the ultimate fate of the TV game is 

about as easy as sexinq a wild ferret, but there 

are a few pointers to be found based on past 

experience. Public acceptance of new games 

has been progressingon a logarithmic scale. The 
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first ping-pong games held us all entranced for a 
couple of years. Simple dexterity games like 

Breakout enjoyed a life of just over a year or so. 

Space Invaders, although still to be found in the 

odd pub, has already made way for the more 

upmarket Galaxian games. Within the past few 

months new space games like Meteorite have 

been draining our pockets, but not quite so 

readily as past games.

The domestic games manufacturers tend to 

follow the coin-operated games, so it would 

seem that the space game era is drawing to a 

close. This would tend to tie in with the move 

towards user programmability. This facility lends 

itself to those games that rely less upon the 

dexterity factor. Currently the amateur computer 

market is obsessed by the so-called Adventure or 

'Dungeons and Dragons' type games, where a 

degree of brainwork is needed to win. And as this 

type of game is not suitable for the short duration 

coin operated games, it would therefore seem 

reasonable to assume that the pub game will 

ultimately disappear. This void could well be 

filled by the traditional - and quieter- pub games 

that are rumoured to be making a comeback. The 

domestic TV game will develop into a home 

computer in its own right, with the capability to 

interface directly with other data systems like 

Prestel and Teletext. Using standard data trans

mission systems such as those already used over 

the telephone system would enable people to 

play games on their machines against opponents 

hundreds or thousands of miles away. It is even 

possible to envisage electronic game olympics 

with the contestants linked by satellite. That may 

sound rather far fetched, but not we suspect as 

improbable as the TV game concept might have 

sounded to Mr Logie Baird.

Mattel had really done their homework. They 

had taken the best points of all the TV games and 

combined them into a new game that will un

doubtedly dominate the TV game market for 

some time to come. The lntellivision game uses 

the most powerful microprocessor that can be 

practically incorporated into a TV game. In the 

first instance this gives the lntellivision incredibly 

versatile graphics. The quality of the games are 

such that it is tempting to compare them with 

high quality cartoons, unlike the rather crude 

'boxy’ shapes that are used by the Atari and 

Philips machines. The second advantage of such 

a large microprocessor (at least twice as power

ful as any previously used) is that user access is 
not only possible but actually desirable.

Intellivision uses BASIC (Beginners All-pur

pose Simple Instruction Code) language, which
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can be used by almost anyone with a working 
knowledge of the English language. With the 
addition of an optional typewriter/keyboard unit, 
the intellivision becomes one of the most power
ful home computer systems on the market 
Ironically the intellivision computer is consider
ably more powerful than the machine used by 
Steve Russell to play Spacewar.

The state of play today
The TV game market today is clearly stratified 
into three distinct sections. At the low end of the 
scale are the simple 'dedicated’ games based on 
the AY38500 and its derivatives. Usually these 
simple games cost well under £30; for example, 
the current market leader in this country is 
produced by Binatone and costs just £18.95 
{including a pistol for the two shooting games).

The middle of the market is dominated by the 
programmable TV games. Costing from £70.00 
to a little over £100.00, we have the Atari VCS, 
Philips G-7000, a couple of close relatives of the 
early Fairchild game, and a new machine that 
was designed and built in this country by a 
company called Rowtron.

The last group has only one member at the 
moment; the Mattel lntellivision. At just under 
£200 this is the most expensive TV game ever. 
I t's also the most versatile.

11 has become clear over the past two years 
that programmable TV games are firmly in the 
province of the fringe computer industry. Early 
ball-and-paddle games were devised by elec
tronic engineers, hence the simplified graphics 
and rudimentary reaction-type formats. The pro
grammable TV game offers much more scope for 
imaginative use of the game's microprocessor. 
Many of the games devised for machines like the 
Atari are actually written by 'moonlighting' soft
ware engineers, because the training and de
mands made by the computer industry are ideal 
conditions for budding games-writers. This is 
more than apparent in two recent games cart
ridges launched by Atari: Superman and Adven
ture are in fact simplified versions of the so- 
called ‘Dungeons and Dragons’ games surrept
itiously played by software engineers on large 
computers, and rely more upon logical thinking 
than manual dexterity. This trend, coupled with 
the 'dual personality’ of a user programmable 
game is likely to continue; indeed on the lntelli
vision it is difficult to tell where the dividing line 
between computer and TV game lies.

The movement towards thinking games is well 
illustrated by our very own British game the 
Rowtron. The games cartridges for this particular

machine are heavily biased in favour of logical 
games, and although these games appear super- 
ficialy simple in content, half an hour's play on 
games such as 'Four In A Row’ will convince most 
people otherwise. The ability of machines like 
the Intellivision to accept programs written by 
the user offers unequalled scope for imaginative 
and budding computer programmers. Experi
ence has shown that the pretty graphics games 
tend to pall after a few hours play. Games like 
chess, with powerful programs that will challenge 
a Grand Master, will outlive the simpler basic 
games.

Choosing a game system
From past experience many of us have learnt that 
the electronic industry moves with alarming 
speed. But of course it's not just advances in 
technology that can make domestic electronic 
equipment redundant, fashion plays an impor
tant role. And unfortunately the whims of fashion 
have made many otherwise excellent TV games 
out of date even before they are removed from 
their packing. For those of you in the market for a 
TV game, here are some of the more salient DOs 
and DON'Ts to bear in mind when parting with 
your money.

Simple dedicated TV games are undoubtedly 
the cheapest, but by their very nature they are 
incapable of playing anything besides the games 
built in during manufacture. Some dedicated 
games do purport to be programmable, but these 
should be avoided at all costs. The glut of 
dedicated games after the launch of the first 
programmable game prompted one or two enter
prising manufacturers to use dedicated games in 
cartridges for semi-programmable systems. The 
problem lies with the simple fact that it is highly 
unlikely such systems will ever get any new 
games. Early dedicated game chips like the 
AY38500 relied upon the chip to do all the work. 
Modern programmables use a microprocessor 
which is programmed by the game cartridge. All 
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of the current game cartridges are in fact'memory' 
chips, cheap and simple to produce. Semi-pro- 

.grammable games use the dedicated games 
which are expensive to produce. These games 
are easily identified, firstly by the unusually low 
price (under £50.00), and also by the titles of the 
half dozen or so games, which almost always 
include a speedway game and a simple tank 
game.

By far the best buy at the moment is the Atari 
game. Worried by. the announcement of the 
Mattel system and with the possibility of they 
themselves developing their own computer- 
oriented TV game, Atari have reduced the price 
of their system to a little under £100. There are 
indications however that this price may not be 
held for much longer, and a price-tag of about 
£120 is considered by some to be more realistic.

Currently there are some 32 different cart
ridges in the Atari range, plus another dozen or 
so unofficial cartridges being manufactured by a 
company called Activision. Each of the Atari 
cartridges has, on average, some twenty varia
tions, so taken overall there are some 800 
different games for the Atari. This, plus excellent 
customer back-up facilities in the form of clubs 
and user-groups, has ensured its survival.

Less fortunate is the Philips G-7000. After the 
initial launch euphoria and understandable op
timism by Philips, it looks as though this machine 
has reached its peak. With just 18 cartridges and 
no apparent moves by Philips to add to this, it 
seems destined to become a reluctant museum 
piece.

RECOMMENDATIONS/SUMMARY

Atari Video Computer System
The Atari was, and still is, the most popular user- 
programmable TV game. Over 30 different game 
cartridges are now available. Each cartridge has 
on average 30 game variations making over a 
1,000 game possibilities. With the recent 'second 
sourcing' of cartridges from a company called 
Activision, the range of cartridges for the Atari 
VCC system will soon double.

The Atari can be found for as little as £99.00 in 
some discount stores, though on average expect 
to pay around £120 for the basic game unit 
(including one cartridge), plus £13 to £30 for 
each additional cartridge. At present the Space 
Invaders cartridge is the most popular game in 
the Atari range.

Mattel lntellivision
At around £200 for the basic lntellivision unit, the 
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popularity of this machine has taken the video 
game market by surprise. This machine sells on 
its superb graphics and on its ability to expand 
into a sophisticated home computer system, with 
optional extras like the keyboard unit (£300 
extra) and a variety of peripherals like floppy disc 
drives and printers.

As a pure video game the lntellivision owes 
much to the groundwork already carried out by 
companies like Atari, plus the recent dramatic 
reduction in semiconductor logic circuitry costs. 
Around 20 game cartridges are available at the 
moment with about the same number already in 
the pipeline. The lntellivision is also finding 
favour in educational establishments, where the 
flexibility of the accessible on-board micropro
cessor can be used as a powerful teaching aid.

Philips G-7000
The Philips G-7000 is technically in-between the 
Atari and Mattel programmable games, in that it 
allows for a degree of user programmability but in 
a limited and complicated computer language 
known as machine code. The 20 or so game car
tridges available for this machine offer fairly 
unsophisticated graphics, but one or two of the 
games do demand more than just simple dexterity 
to compete.

The limited interest shown towards this machine 
by the public has made the introduction of new 
cartridges somewhat doubtful. The relatively 
high price, when compared with other programm
ables (around £99) has also reduced the appeal 
of this otherwise innovative machine. Extra car
tridges cost from £13 to £18.

Rowtron Computer System
.Several middle market machines all share the 
same basic circuitry. But the Rowtron in parti
cular stands out as an earnest attempt by a 
British company to compete in this highly lucrative 
market. The basic machine costs around £70 
(inclusive of one cartridge) and additional car
tridges cost £12 each. The software for this 
machine has been largely written in this country 
and reflects the current state-of-the-art in British 
programming.

Much of the emphasis in American games and 
games intended for the American market is 
placed on the visual appeal of the graphics and 
the simplified nature of the games themselves. 
The Rowtron system is different in that many of 
the games require a degree of thniioht, rather 
than the more easily acquired dexterity that soon 
enables a game to be easily beaten.
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Binatone TV Master 6
The Master6 is one of the few surviving examples 
of TV games built around the A Y38500 integrated 
circuit that revolutionised the manufacture of TV 
games. This dedicated TV game plays six 'ball 
and paddle' dexterity games, including a couple 
of 'target' games. (This involves the use of an 
optoelectronic gun that 'recognises' a moving 
spot of light on a TV screen.)

The TV Master6 is now sold under the Binatone 
banner, and sells in most chain stores for under 
£20. This includes the gun needed for the target 
games, and all of the graphics are in colour.

Binatone Superstar
The Superstar, again from Binatone, is an example 
of a semi-programmable TV game. The low price 
of around £30 hides the fact that there is virtually 
no possibility of any new games ever being 
produced for this machine. Only about a dozen 
games are available for this and similar systems, 
and all of them involve rather dated graphics and 
fairly simply mastered games.

Extra cartridges for the Superstar cost about

£11, so buying this machine and its range of 
cartridges could be a poor investment compared 
with an Atari or Rowtron system, as these average 
more games per cartridge than the whole range 
of Superstar cartridges put together.

Other games worth looking out for.

Database: programmable, similar to Rowtron. 
Typical price around £75.

Acetronic: similar to Rowtron and Database. 
Typical price around £80.

Sportsworld 10: updated version of the TV 
Master 6.Price around £25.

FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT WITH VIDEO FILMS
ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF BETA

V.H.S. VIDEO FILMS
JUST LOOK AT THESE!

Fantastic features. horror thrillers, big name westerns. 
top action war films

* Saturday Night Fever *Grease * Jaws 1 *Jaws 2
* The Warriors * Straw Dogs * The Exorcist *Love Story

*Ten Commandments * The Godfather * Enter The Dragon
* Blazing Saddles * Simon Simon * The Beast in Cellar

* Neither The Sea Nor The Sand
and many many more 

Send for our comolete film list
STOCKIST FOR

GUILD HOME VIDEO

[Blank Tapes£8.75 |

BOLTON
VIDEO CE^^E

13 ST HELENS ROAD. BOLTON
Tel. BOLTON (0204) 666981

rue CHOICE "' YOURS IN COMfORr OF YOUR OWN HOME'

Vdeo in BIRMINGHAM 
Call on us for your Best Deal in Video 

SHOP OR HOME DEMONSTRATIONS 
In stock: JVC * NATIONAL PANASONIC* 

MITSUBISHI * SANYO
Cameras and portable sy:stem:s in stock, and a 

large selection of pre-recorded films to buy 
or rent.Blank tapes at competitative prices.

Sales: Graham * Service: Paul 
CASH OR TERMS

Please ring for our latest prices 
BULLOCKS AUDIO HI-FI

880 Washwood Heath Road, 
Birmingham B8 2N D Tel: 021 783 2809

. FERGUSONJVC .

VIDEO 
COPIES

NATIONAL . SONY . SANYO

Only £7.99 
INC. VAT & PP

Make your own Videocopies from a friends or neighbours 
machine the professional way DIA ECT with our 
Professional Lead Sets (instructions enclo^^). 

Money back if not delighted
FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE, 01-840 1890 

ALSO AVAILABLE ARE VIDEO HEAD
CLEANING KITS AT £2.99 AND SERVICE MANUAL

ChqslPOs to: P.OA.
HI-FI HOSPITAL (VG) LTD

100 Uxbridge Road, London W7 
State make of both machines

The Video Age is Here
r.E!!a u^ VideoR/z^

18 CHEAP STREET NEWBURY

Hundreds of titles available 
for sale or rental. V.C.C. 
Betamax or V .H.S. includ
ing cartoons, horror, 
Adult only. Feature films 
etc. etc. All makes of video recorders

and equipment supplied.
_ _ Phone for details of our money saving video club

•^^K) Newbury 106351 30197
VISA

^^^^■I Please write for written quotation of finance.
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Television is the most technically inadequate of 
all the mass media. It fails to achieve its objective 
more completely than the cinema, than hi-Ii, than 
photography, or than the printed word.

For example, if the purpose of a hi-fi system is 
to enable you to close your eyes and imagine 
you're in a concert hall, while you might well 
argue that this has not yet been achieved, you 
probably wouldn't fall about laughing at the 
concept.

Listening to a simple piece of music on a very 
good hi-fi system could very well lead you to 
make the observation that it 'sounds as if the 
performer is in the room'. But have you ever felt 
the urge to reach out and shake hands with the 
image of Richard Bakerwhen he reads the news? 
Of course not.

The reason that TV simply doesn't work in this 
sense is that your eyes are used to coping with 
very much more information than your ears, and 
technology has not yet come within a mile of 
producing a device which will do for our eyes 
what a loudspeaker can do for our ears.

We have all seen top quality television pictures: 
most of us spend several hours each day looking 
at them, so we know that 'hi-Ii video' is not a 
realistic concept at the moment. By this token 
any further degradation in the TV picture quality 
will be noticeable; much more than a couple of 
extra decibels of noise from an audio amplifier, 
for example.

So, we have a television system with a tech
nical specification, which is the equal of any 
other in the world, but which is hampered by 
some very serious compromises. And there are 
three competing home video systems which 
have technical specifications set far below 
broadcast standards in order to maintain a 
realistic selling price.

When it comes to pre-recorded tape duplica
tion, this clearly means that there is no margin for 
further signal degradation. Sadly if not unex
pectedly, however, standards tend to fall still 
further, and we find that the constraints of the 
technical specification is just one of many 
limitations.

Let's start at the beginning. An independent 
pre-recorded cassette distributor has obtained 
the video rights of a major feature film. Half a 
dozen cans of film arrive at his office, what 
happens next?

If he's conscientious- and most of them are- 
he will simply sit down and watch the movie. If 
lie's lucky he'll have been given a new and uncut 
print made from the original negatives.

More likely, however, is that some film has 

arrived which has already been run for seven 
days of continuous performances at a dozen or 
so flea-pits up and down the country. It'll have 
been broken, damaged, had coffee thrown over 
it, and caught fire when the projector motor 
failed. If the print came from America and had 
been used for television, whole chunks may have 
been cut out to satisfy the sensitive morality of 
the North American TV audience.

It's at this point that he gets on the telephone 
to the owner of the film and, we like to think, 
threatens terrible consequences unless a better 
copy is provided. And, given a little persistence, 
he should eventually get the standard of original 
film he wants.

I said earlier that TV is an inferior medium to 
cinema films. Anyone who has ever been to a 
video performance at a cinema, or even looked at 
the standard of definition on a large-screen 
projection TV, will realise that the picture is 
nowhere near as sharp.

But there's no real problem here. Converting 
high definition films to low-definition video 
should present no difficulties. True enough, 
except that the pictures are usually the wrong 
shape!

Television screens have an aspect ratio of four 
to three - that's to say the height of the picture is 
three-quarters of the width. This is approximately 
true also of normal 35mm cinema films, but 
nowadays Cinemascope and 70mm wide-screen 
films are commonplace. Since the TV screen 
obviously can't be made wider (though we 
understand the Japanese are working on this! Ed.); 
there has to be yet another compromise.

This can take three forms. Either the overall 
size of the picture may be shrunk, which results 
in a blank strip above and below the picture and a 
reduction in definition because of the wasted 
space. Alternatively bits can be chopped off each 
end of the picture, so that something gets lost 
but at least a normal-looking picture results. Or 
the edges may be squashed inwards and the 
picture stretched upwards: nothing is missed, 
but all the^haracters look anorexic.

In fact different circumstances demand different 
techniques, and quite often a combination of 
these methods is used.

Clearly it would be absurd to cut the ends off 
the opening and closing credits, because they 
would be impossible to read. At the same time 
viewers find the distortion caused by'squashing' 
on normal pictures very disturbinq.

In practice the normal approach, at least in the 
section without titles, is to cut off the outer edges 
and use an experienced operator to 'pan' to and 
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fro with the action.

This works fine for ninety-five percent of the 
time, but when it goes wrong it may go badly 
wrong. For example, in Magnetic Video’s version 
of The Alien there are important sequences 
where the viewer needs to read written infor
mation displayed on the visual display unit of a 
computer. This fills the screen at the cinema, but 
when the telecine operator cut a third of the 
screen area off, the sequence was effectively 
destroyed.

At the time of writing this transfer technique is 
an art which is almost perfect when practised by 
the BBC and ITV companies. But things can still 
be a little slapdash with some of the video 
companies. No doubt however matters will im
prove fairly quickly with experience.

So now our video distributor has transferred 
his film to video tape by some means or another. 
This is normally one-inch broadcast-quality 
mastering tape, although there is still the odd 
company using Sony’s semi-professional U-matic 
cassette system. What happens next?

I f you think professional tape duplication com
panies use sophisticated high-speed precision 
duplication equipment then forget it. They make 
their VHS, Betamax, and Video 2000 tapes in 
exactly the same way as you and me- and 
usually on the same machines.

11 probably comes as some considerable shock 
when the innocent arrives at a duplication house 
and finds himself confronted with hundreds of 
standard domestic video recorders, all connected 
to a single open-reel mastering machine. The 
operator takes ordinary blank cassettes, inserts 
them into each of the machines, and then makes 
the recording in the normal way. No automation, 
no high-speed working, no bulk tape.

This apparently primitive approach does work 
surprisingly well, and it is a tribute to Japanese 
manufacturing skills that their machines will 
work so long and hard with reasonable reliability.

Nevertheless, quality control is a problem. 
Unlike the better hi-fi audio cassette recorders, it 
is not possible to monitor recordings as they are 
being made. It would be prohibitively expensive to 
provide special machines with two video head 
drums, and it would also be uneconomic to pay 
someone to sit and watch each tape all the way 
through for faults, although each tape is normally 
checked briefly at several points along its length 
before depatch.

The duplication houses basically rely upon a 
rigid programme of machine maintenance and 
the provision of a reliable tape cassette for 
quality control. Happily high standards are 

possible in both these areas, though the 
arrangement falls far short of the ideal.

I n practice, experience has shown that some
thing like ten percent of pre-recorded tapes are 
definitely unsatisfactory. Most of the remainder I 
would regard as almost as good as home-made 
ones. Usually the sound quality is the first to 
suffer non-Dolby VHS and Betamax can only 
achieve a 40dB signal-to-noise ratio at the best 
of times, and this is soon degraded if the audio 
heads get dirty. The picture is also often notice
ably noisier than home recordings.

While most people in the industry would agree 
that the present duplication procedures have 
significant shortcomings, progress on improving 
the situation seems slow.

Various companies are talking vaguely about 
more rugged 'professional' slave machines 
which would improve the consistency of the 
product, although the recording would still need 
to be done in ‘real time’.

A more elegant idea is rumoured from Panasonic. 
They are reported to be working on an inductive 
system, whereby a special master tape carries an 
enormously powerful signal. This is strong 
enough that simply pressing a blank tape against 
it transfers the recording and makes the copy, 
rather like a printing machine.

There are unfortunately significant technical 
problems with this kind of approach, and the cost 
of the master tape is said to be very high, so it is 
difficult to tell whether this is a realistic propo
sition at present.

Of course the duplication techniques which 
are clearly technically superior to present 
cassette copying processes are those used for 
video discs. Both JVC's VHD and Philips' Laser
vision have a specification virtually identical to 
broadcast standards (but have of course the 
fundamental disadvantage that the user can’t 
make his own recordings). And, despite claims to 
the contrary, it has still to be proved that they can 
be manufactured in bulk more cheaply than 
cassettes. Thereby, however, hangs another tale.

Meanwhile, despite their shortcomings, pre
recorded video cassettes normally do produce 
acceptable (though far from inspired) sound and 
video recording quality, and are an increasingly 
economic method of providing good 'cinema' 
entertainment at home.
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GLOSSARY
Audio: Sound, particularly recording and reproduction 
Electronic systems handling frequencies within the range of 
hearing.

II AFC: Automatic Frequency Control a feature found in tuners 
fitted to TVs and VCRs to ease station tuning and stability. 
AGC: Automatic Gain Control an electronic feature in TVs, 
cameras and VCRs which corrects for discrepancies in signal 
level.
ALC: Automatic Light Control: AGC (see above) applied 
particularly to video cameras to match their sensitivity to the 
scene light level
Assemble Edit: A technique whereby separate scenes are 
electronically 'spliced together to make a TV programme. 
Amplitude: Level, or value, usually of an electrical signal. 
AM: Amplitude Modulation the normal method of broad
casting TV pictures as well as low quality TV sound 
Auto Assemble Edit: A video recorder feature which simpli
fies the joining together of separate sections or scenes in 
programme production.
Aperture (of a lens): See Relative Aperture.
Backspace Edit: See Auto Assembly Edit above 
Bandwidth: The range of electrical frequencies over which a 
system responds without significant loss
Betamax: The brand name of Sony’s current home VCR 
system.
Black Level: The value of the television signal that corres
ponds to black in the picture.
Blanking: The period of the TV signal during which the 
scanning spot of the display tube flies back from right to left 
and from bottom to top of the picture.
BNC plug: A small bayonet type connector commonly used 
in TV equipment.
Brightness Control: In a TV display, that which adjusts the 
overall light output of both light anddark parts of the scene, as 
opposed to Contrast (see separately.
Burn: Of a camera tube; the spots and blemishes that remain 
permanently visible after exposure to excessively bright light. 
Capstan: The motor-driven metal spindle which pulls the 
video or audio tape through the machine.
Caption: Lettering or other graphicmaterial used in television. 
Cassette: A plastic housing containing the magnetic tape 
and two spools, for use in video and audio cassette recorders. 
Chroma: Chrominance That part of the television signal that 
carries the colour information.
Colour Bars: A television test signal which contains the Red, 
Blue and Green primaries, and their three complementaries. 
Cyan. Magenta and Yellow.
Cosvicon: The trade name for the camera tube made by 
Matsushita in Japan for their single tube colour cameras 
Colour Temperature: We perceive the colour of objects as if 
independent of the incident light eg this paper is white in 
candle or sunlight whereas the film or electronic camera 
responds according to the character of the incident light as 
measured by its colour temperaure.
Composite Video: The composite video signal consists of 
four separate elements: the luminance, the chrominance, the 
sync and the colour sync signals.
Compressor A device which reduces the loudness range, or 
dynamic range of an audio signal in order to make recording 
or transmission possible.
Contrast: The difference in brightness between the lightest 
and darkest parts of an image. In television this is limited to 
about 50 to 1
Control Track: The string of pulses recorded by the VCR onto 
the magnetic tape in order to synchronise the rotating video 
heads on playback.
Convergence (of a colour TV display): The degree to which 

the red, green and blue images coincide to produce sharp 
black and white (monochrome) detail
Cut: From film traditions; the instantaneous change from one 
camera or scene to the next
Decibel: The unit of measurement of relative intensity of 
sound or electrical signals
Dolly: The triangular base with wheels, supporting the 
camera tripod, to allow smooth lateral camera movements. 
Dropout: The short-term loss of video signal on VCR play
back, resulting from dirt or other tape imperfections. Hence 
Dropout Compensator, an electrical device for concealing the 
visual effects of dropouts.
Dub: Copy from one video recorder to another
EVR: Electronic Video Recording; the first commercial 
attempt at providing a video player system for institutional 
and possible home use.
Editing: The putting together of separate sequences to 
make up a programme. Videotape editing is done by transfer 
between two machines.
EFP: Electronic Field Production the technique of making 
television programmes outside the studio by single camera 
recording and subsequent videotape editing
ENG: Electronic News Gathering; applying the techniques of 
EFP (above) for television news.
EHT: Extra High Tension the high voltage power needed by 
the cathode ray tube, the display device used in all TVs so far 
Hence EHT Stability, the lack of which causes the picture to 
enlarge and defocus with high scene brightness.
Flutter: The short-term speed variations in a recording 
machine
Frame: A single film or television image, the latter being 
composed of two interleaved scans, or Fields. Hence applied 
to video recorder’s Freeze-Frame and Still-Frame features. 
FM: Frequency Modulation the transmission/recording 
technique used stereo radio (VHF/FM) and magnetic video 
recording
Gain: The amplification of electrical signals expressed as a 
factor (eg 10 times), or as a ratio in decibels.
Genlock: The technique used for synchronising professional 
video equipment particularly cameras.
Grill: A criss-cross pattern electronically generated and used 
to align the three separate colour images of a TV display.
Head: For recording; the device used for imposing the 
magnetic pattern onto the video or audio tape
Helical Scan: The recording system used for all domestic 
VCRs, whereby two rotating video heads make diagonal 
contact with the video tape, by moving the latter over a 
cylindrical drum following a path which is part of a helix.
Hertz: The unit of periodic movement or frequency
High Energy Tape: The term coined by the3M company for a 
recording tape with more powerful magnetic properties; 
hence Sony’s term High Density Tape. The proper term for 
both is High Coercivity tape
Hue: The unique attribute of a colour, eg red or blue, whereas 
red and pink are the same hue, but differ in intensity or 
Saturation.
Iris The adjustable aperture used to regulate the amount of 
light passing through the camera lens.
Jack: The term for a family of single prong connectors 
originated by the Post Office but also used in consumer audio 
equipment
LVR: Longitudinal Video Recorder; a fixed head recorder first 
tried in the 1950s. More recently this has appeared in 
versions by both BASF in Germany and Toshiba in Japan: 
neither have so far been successful.
Lag: The retentron of moving objects, also known as image 
stick. which characterises low cost colour cameras



GLOSSARY
LCD: Liquid Crystal Display found in some home VCRs and 
TVs, for timers and tape counters. Of possible future use in flat 
TV screens.
Leaders: The separate section of clear tape at the start and 
finish of a videocassette.
LED: Light Emitting Diode; the modern solid state replace
ment for the incandescant indicator lamp, generally red. Also 
used for timer and other numerical displays.
Lens: The collection of glass discs used to gather light and 
focus it onto the photo-sensitive surface of the TV camera 
tube(s).
Limiter The electrical circuit that restricts the maximum 
level of an audio or video signal.
Luminance (Luma): The brightness of a scene. The part of 
the TV signal conveying the brightness information, as 
opposed to the sync or the colour information.
Lux: The unit of illumination.
Monitor: For audio, a high quality loudspeaker, for video, a 
display screen.
Monochrome: Black and white (television).
Ni-Cad: Nickel Cadmium Battery. An alternative re-chargeable 
type which has a longer life than the cheaper lead-acid 
design.
Noise: The electrical disturbance which is perceived as a 
hiss on sound recording and a random pattern of 'snow' or 
'grain' on TV pictures.
NTSC: The initials denoting the colour television standard 
used principally in the USA and Japan.
08: Outside Broadcast. The multi-camera technique of the 
TV studio used outdoors, eg for major spectator sports.
Plumbicon: Trade name for the camera tube developed by 
Philips, used mainly in broadcasting.
Portapack: A portable, battery operated VTR and camera. 
Quadraplex VTR: The large, high quality video recording 
system used in broadcasting.
Quartz Light: Short for Quartz Iodine Light, but now also 
used for Tungsten-Halogen and other types designed for TV 
and Photography.
Relative Aperture: Of a lens; in technical terms the ratio of its 
focal length to the aperture, the result being expressed as fin 
or f number. Practically, it indicates the ability of the lens to 
gather light: an f2 lens will gather twice the light, ie will be 
twice as sensitive as an f2.8 lens.
Resolution: The ability of a TV system to 'resolve' fine detail 
in the scene.
Registration: The degree to which the three colour images in 
the TV camera overlap to give clear black and white detail; 
equivalent to Convergence in TV displays.
Saticon: Trade name for the Japanese camera tube used in 
industrial and certain broadcast cameras.
ScannerThe American term for the head-drum in the VCR; 
see Helical Scan.
SECAM: The initials for the colour standard adopted by the 
French.
Sensitivity: Of a camera; its ability to produce useable 
pictures at low levels of light.
Servo: The electronic system controlling the rotating video 
heads in the VCR.
Shading: The variations of output or colour across the 
camera's field of view.
Skew: Bending of verticals in the reproduced VCR signal, as a 
result of variations in the tension of the magnetic tape.
Still Frame: see frame.
Sync: Short for synchronisation; the pulses included in the TV 
siynal Lu efisuie llidl tie bcdtiitiiiy Ueam in the playback 
monitor(and various other in termediate equipment) keeps in 
step with the original scans of the camera.

Telecine: The device for converting cine film into television 
signals.
Timebase Corrector (TBC): An expensive electronic device 
used by professionals to broadcast from or copy between II 
video recordings.
Tracking Control: In a VTR, the manual adjustment provided 
for precise alignment of the path of the moving playback head 
with the fine magnetic pattern recorded on the tape.
Tri Electrode Vidicon: The system used by Hitachi in their 
camera tubes to make simple, single tube colour cameras. 
Trinicon: Another trading name for a simplified colour 
camera tube, this time originating from Sony.
U-Matic: The trade name-again originally from Sony- for the 
industrial VCR system using '/• inch tape.
Trinitron: Sony's trade name for their colour TV display tube.
V-2000: The trade name for the Philips/Grundig 8 hour home 
VCR system.
VCR: Video Cassette Recorder; also the trade name for 
Philips' two earlier home video recorder systems, the N/1500 
and the N/1700.
Vectorscope: Short for Vector Oscilloscope; a device for 
displaying the characteristics of the colour component of the 
TV signal in a form suitable for accurate analysis.
Vertical Interval: The gap (in time) between the bottom of 
one TV picture and the top of the next.
VHS: Video Home System; The home VCR system developed 
by JVC in Japan, and now adopted by many Japanese 
manufacturers.
Vidicon: The lowest cost TV camera tube in common use.
Viewfinder: The optical, or preferably the electronic, 'eye
piece' used in TV cameras.
Vision Mixer: A control box enabling television pictures from 
several sources, generally cameras, to be selected and 
combined.
VLP: Video Long Playing Record; the video disc system 
invented by Philips.
VTR: Video Tape Recorder, the generic term for both open 
reel VTRs and home cassette VCRs.
VU: Volume Unit; the unit of sound level used in low cost 
audio level meters.
Wow: The slow variations in speed of a recording mechanism. 
Zoom Lens: A lens with variable magnification, or viewing 
angle.
Zoom Ratio/Range: The range of magnification of azoom 
lens, usually expressed as range of focal lengths- eg a zoom 
range of 12.5 to 75 millimetres is a zoom ratio of 6:1.



Swedish Erotica !□

(I am over 18 years of age) Wholesale Enquires Welcome.

A copy of the special Preview Tape at £15.00 (plus 50p p&p). VHS □ Betamax □ VCR 1700 □ VCR 1500 □ (VCR £10.00 Extra)
I enclose cash/cheque/p.o. made payable to
Rippledale Ltd. for the total amount of £____________________________________________________________________________
Signed: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Name:________________________________________________________________________________________________ ________
Address:_________________________________________________________________________________________ _

EIGHT sizzling titles, each guaranteed to 
contain no less than THREE complete 
sound films, and to be no less than 30 
minutes running time. And each is on offer 
for an incredible £29.50, plus postage.
Preview our new Swedish Erotica Collection. 
24 Shocking and Sensational clip s on a 
special sampler cassette.
ONLY £15.001

SDSKÌ?OnÈeASILV

A complete new range of original and 
uncensored films on Betamax and V.H.S.

All you do is tick the preview box send it off 
along with the £15 cheque/P.O. and sit back 
and savour some of the delights Swedish 
Erotica can offer you.
You will receive the ultimate in explicit adult 
erotica.
Only one order per person._______

Post to: Rippledale Ltd., 55, Old Compton St. London W.1.
Please send me:
A Preview Tape Vol. No.D
The following cassettes at £29.50 each (plus 50p per tape p&p).
Vol. No. _______________________________________________Total price: £

FUNDEDMONEY RE ^SORED

A brand-new range of the highest quality, completely unedited, adult entertainment — now on super video cassettes
PREVIEW 24 MOVIES FOR £15



and when you switchover to the 770 
you will smile and say .its magic

because there is nothing like it 
under the sun!
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